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Abstract

International organizations such as the Object Management Group (OMG), the 

International Telecommunication Union (ITU) and the International Organization for 

Standardization (ISO) define standard specifications against which future products will 

be developed and ultimately verified. Such is the case of the Specification for PIM and 

PSM for Software Radio Components (SRC) being developed by the OMG’s Software- 

Based Communication (SBC) Domain Task Force.

The OMG’s Model Driven Architecture (MDA) provides a framework for model 

driven development. The notion of platform independence (i.e., PIM vs. PSM) and the 

notion of level of abstraction (i.e., specification vs. design) constitute two distinct facets 

of software modeling. The former is concerned with the dependency that a model has on 

specific technology platforms (e.g., CORBA, .NET, etc.), while the latter is concerned 

with the level of details and the completeness a model offers. Both specification and 

design models can be considered PIMs or PSMs, depending on the inclusion or exclusion 

of platform specific details such as middleware technology (CORBA, J2EE, .NET). 

Whereas current MDA research mainly focuses on the transition between PEMs and 

PSMs, we are interested in the more general problem of compliance between 

specification and design models. A solution to this problem requires considering two 

aspects of product development, namely: 1) realization of a standard specification model 

into a design model, and 2) verification of the compliance of a design model ‘against’ a 

standard specification model. It is this latter issue that we address in this thesis, 

developing a case study using the SRC specification.

In essence, our proposal splits compliance between a specification and a design into 

two separate steps. First, the original specification is to be transformed into a

iii
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semantically equivalent model (we call it tSpec for transformed specification) expressed 

in the language used to define the design. This transformation specifically addresses the 

semantic gap between the specification metamodel and the design metamodel. Second, a 

design model is to be obtained and its compliance to the tSpec verified. We are interested 

in structural and behavioral compliance. For each activity considered in our proposal, we 

discuss its automation and its consequences for compliance.

iv
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Chapter 1. Introduction

In this introductory chapter we present a high level overview of our thesis research. 

We start by describing our context and motivations. We then define the problem we are 

trying to solve followed by our proposed solution. We continue by presenting the method 

that we propose to solve our problem and how we are validating our approach. We then 

discuss the applicability and generality of our approach. We continue by briefly listing 

the contributions of our thesis and conclude this introductory chapter with an outline of 

the remaining chapters of this document.

1.1 Context and Motivation: Specification -  Product Development -  
Compliance Verification

In this section, we focus on the activities pertaining to the use of a standard 

specification from which future software products’ will be developed and ultimately 

verified. This is a concrete context for research as it applies, in particular, to the use of 

the specification of a standard (e.g., for software radios) from which different vendors 

will develop distinct products. We postulate that such a development process involves a) 

so-called ‘realization’ activities that modify such a specification into products, and also 

b) verification activities that ensure that a resulting implementation does behave as 

defined in the standard specification.

Our research work is at the convergence of two core software engineering areas and 

an emerging communication technology that is leading the way for the next generation of 

communication devices. As Figure 1 illustrates, Software Defined Radios is that 

emerging technology and the two software-engineering areas are Model Driven 

Development and Software Testing. Our thesis research is focused on the small black 

area where the circles intersect (magnified on the right side of the figure). We call it

1
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Chapter 1. Introduction 2

‘Compliance Verification of a Software Defined Radio Design model with respect to a 

Software Defined Radio Specification model’.

Software
Defined
Radios

'  M o d e l — 
Driven i 

Development

Figure 1. Thesis research focus of interest.

Transformation and verification activities are not new in software engineering. What 

is new to the field is Model Driven Development (MDD), which constitutes the latest 

proposal for automatically transforming models into other models (and ultimately into 

implementations). Automated transformations have been attempted before with mitigated 

success [25, 30, 26], especially when Computer Aided Software Engineering (CASE) 

tools gathered a lot of attention at the end of the 80’s. The existence of the UML 

framework constitutes a key difference between CASE and MDD. MDD is promising 

mostly because it rests on industry-wide standards and mature technologies [90] that 

automatically generate programs (from their correspondent models), which is a key 

premise of MDD. We briefly elaborate on this topic also in Chapter 2.

Within MDD, the Object Management Group (OMG) through its Model Driven 

Architecture (MDA) initiative is proposing a conceptual framework to define standards in 

support of MDD [90]. In the particular context of MDA, specifications may be written in 

the form of Computation Independent Models (CIMs), Platform Independent Models 

(PIMs) and Platform Specific Models (PSMs), that is, models that are independent or not 

of a computational technology or platform on which the future implementations are to 

execute. This conceptualization promotes the use of specification level models not only 

as guidelines to follow, but also as input for automatic generators that will refine
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specifications by implementing model-to-model mappings. If we consider a 

transformation as the application of one or several mappings, then after a series of model- 

to-model transformations, implementations are typically automatically generated using 

model-to-code mappings. In this context, we refer to a model from which an 

implementation (i.e., code) is to be derived as a Design model.

1.2 General Problem Definition

In the context of MDA, a key question to ask is how to assess if a design model is 

compliant with a standard specification model? We contend that an answer to this 

question likely requires considering the two aspects of product development mentioned in 

section 1.1, namely: 1) realization of a standard specification model into a design model, 

and 2) verification of the compliance of the design model ‘against’ the standard 

specification model. Figure 2 gives a high level view of such a process, which provides 

the context for our research (there are no semantics defined for the arrows used in the 

figure).

We observe that the issue of compliance, which is at the center of this dissertation, 

pervades the development of actual industrial applications. We will emphasize this point 

by presenting an extensive case study (in Chapter 4) that illustrates the problem, and our 

proposed solution, in the context of Software Defined Radios (SDR) (see section 2.3).

standard
specification

realization compliance 
V  I verification

design

Figure 2. Specification to Design Realization/Compliance Process
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It is crucial to understand that we restrict ourselves here to proposing an approach that 

refines the compliance activities of Figure 2, In particular, we view the standard 

specification and design models as inputs to these activities that we want to study. Our 

specific goal is to suggest a method to go about verifying the compliance of one (or 

many) design(s) against a unique standard specification. We do want to avoid any 

qualitative judgment of the inputs per se, and instead aim at describing the activities that, 

we claim, help in deciding whether or not a design is compliant with a standard 

specification. Consequently, we want to stay away from a) the issue of evaluating any 

aspect of ‘quality’ of the standard specification and of the design models, as well as b) 

the considerable literature available on this vast problem. Furthermore, because we 

postulate that both the standard specification and the design models are inputs1 to our 

approach, we will also avoid discussing purely (one-way) transformational approaches 

that go (via one or more semantic preserving transformations) from a specification to its 

corresponding design model. Round-trip engineering, although related to our work, is 

also considered out of the scope of this thesis since that approach is also based on an 

input model to produce or update an output model. That is, we want to address the issue 

of compliance between two input models, which is a quite different problem from 

proving that a design/specification model was correctly derived from a 

specification/design through a series of transformations. Finally, we do not pursue a 

formal verification approach because our specification and design models are not defined 

with the level of formality required for such purposes. We do not close the door, though, 

and acknowledge that formal verification may be considered in the future to complement 

our proposed approach.

In the rest of the document we refer to a standard specification model simply as 

specification model.

1 Supplied by third parties
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1.3 Overview of Proposed Solution

We postulate that a compliance process that attempts to directly link a specification to 

a design model, as outlined in section 1.2, may be quite difficult to realize in practice. 

This is due to the fact that, typically, there is a semantic ‘gap’ between specification and 

design models. Trying to build direct compliance links between elements of a given 

specification model and elements of a given design model will likely be highly 

challenging, to say the least. The problem, in our opinion, is that direct links between 

elements of a specification and elements of a design are hard to determine because they 

bypass the origin of the semantic gap. We observe that different aspects contribute 

towards creating such a semantic gap, and we propose to treat them separately. For 

example, we propose different mechanisms to address the fact that generally, a) 

specification and design models may use different representation languages 

(metamodels), b) that the specification is ‘more abstract’ than the design, c) that the 

design implements more than one specification, and d) that the design may only 

implement a subset of a specification. We further illustrate the different aspects that can 

contribute to the semantic gap between a specification model and a design model in 

section 2.1.

Figure 3 presents our proposed solution to this problem. In essence, our proposal 

splits compliance between a specification and a design into two separate steps. First, the 

original specification is to be transformed into a semantically equivalent model 

expressed in the language used to express the design. This transformation specifically 

addresses the semantic gap between the specification (or source) metamodel and the 

design (or target) metamodel. We will discuss its automation, as well as its consequences 

for compliance. That is, we will explain how to go about deriving a so-called transformed 

specification (hereafter tSpec) from a specification (hereafter Spec), and then how to 

verify that the former is compliant with the latter.

Second, a design model is to be obtained and its compliance to the transformed 

specification verified. Based on our experience with current industrial practices, we

2 We define semantic equivalence in Chapter 3.
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repeat that we assume that the realization from a Spec/tSpec to a design (hereafter 

Design) is carried out by a designer in an idiosyncratic way and thus lies beyond the 

scope of our research. That is, a designer takes inspiration from the Spec and/or its 

equivalent tSpec to manually produce a Design (represented by the dotted arrows in 

Figure 3). The creative nature of this activity makes it considerably less amenable to 

automation. Our proposal addresses how to verify the compliance of this design with 

respect to a specification and its corresponding tSpec. More precisely, we will refine the 

compliance verification link from a Design to a tSpec into a series of activities to be 

overviewed in the next section.

Source metamode! Target metamodel

Specification
transform ation

transformed
specificationspecification .. r

r4  : •••
SKrtplianee

realization t verification

Design realization----------------------------- design

Figure 3. Two-step approach for Transformation/Compliance

We have questioned ourselves about the necessity of the intermediate tSpec model. 

While we believe that model compliance verification may be feasible without it, we have 

considered that separation of concerns and ‘simplicity’ aspects sufficiently motivate its 

use. Let us make an analogy with the building of executable code for several programs. 

The process first compiles each individual program and generates intermediate files that 

are later used in a linking process that eventually produces executable code. The scope of 

the compilation task is kept mostly to the internals of each program, while the linking 

process targets the resolution of external references to elements defined in other 

programs. Is it possible to build executable code in a single pass? We believe so. Is such 

a process more complex than the actual compilation-linking approach? Undoubtedly. 

Then again we reiterate that although we recognize that a single step process may be
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feasible, we opted for a less complex process that also provides for a clearer distinction of 

activities.

Let us consider the different roles required for the realization, transformation and 

compliance activities illustrated in Figure 3. For Spec to tSpec transformation and 

compliance tasks, deep knowledge is needed about the Spec Domain, as well as the 

languages (metamodels) being used to define the Spec and Design models. This role is 

carried out by what we call Spec Designers. Realization from tSpec to Design (which 

again, is considered beyond the scope of this thesis) implies different design activities. To 

differentiate this role from the previous one, we refer to these designers as playing the 

role of Spec Implementers. Finally, Spec Verifiers carry out activities related with the 

verification of compliance of a Design with respect of a tSpec model. Spec Verifiers are 

commissioned (by the organization that defines the standard) to evaluate Design models 

as compliant or non-compliant with the standard specification. Spec Designer may (or 

may not) be part of the organization that defines the standard specification.

1.4 Our proposal and its validation

In this section, we first briefly overview the activities in each of the two steps we 

propose and then address how to validate our approach to the verification of the 

compliance of a Design against a Spec and its corresponding tSpec.

1.4.1 From Specification to Design, and back

Within the conceptual framework of Figure 3 we now sketch out the activities that we 

will focus on in this dissertation.

Step 1: Spec to tSpec transformation/compliance:

•  Source and target metamodel definition (or selection). The first goal is to capture 

the type of elements and relationships used in the Spec and Design models in 

order to determine the source and target metamodels.
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•  Derivation o f mappings to bridge the gap between source and target 

metamodels. The objective here is to obtain the definition of the semantic 

relationships that hold between elements of the source and target metamodels. 

These mappings are to be automated and the resulting tool must be capable of 

producing a target model from a source model.

•  Verification o f the target model. The goal of this activity is to answer the 

following questions: Have the mappings been correctly applied to the source 

model in order to create the target model? Are all the elements in the source 

model used as originators of elements in the target model?

Step 2: tSpec to Design realization/compliance:

•  Design model definition. This task lies beyond the scope of this work. The 

Design models used in this dissertation only serve the purpose of addressing their 

compliance with a specification (see section 3.2). In other words, because they 

are only illustrative, we will not discuss how the Design models are obtained, nor 

any qualitative evaluation of them.

•  Structural compliance o f a Design model with respect to a tSpec model. The goal 

here is to ensure that the structural elements of a Design (and their properties) do 

‘correspond’ to those of the relevant tSpec.

•  Behavioral compliance o f a Design model with respect to the tSpec model. In this 

thesis we limit the scope of behavior compliance verification to behavior 

expressed by means of UML sequence diagrams. We assume a Spec and its 

corresponding tSpec express behavior by means of UML Sequence diagrams (as 

is the case in the case studies). The goal of this activity is to verify that a Design 

model can execute a series of message interchanges defined in the Spec model.

1.4.2 Validation of the Approach

The transformation and compliance approach outlined in Figure 3 is, first and 

foremost, validated through an extensive case study, as is generally the case in software 

engineering theses. We emphasize that this case study focuses on an industrial domain, 

namely, software radios. In particular, we do reuse the initial specification provided for
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this domain (as will be explained in Chapter 4). Beyond this case study per se, we have 

automated several facets of our proposal, which we believe strengthens the soundness of 

our work. More specifically, we offer tool support for the following tasks:

•  The automatic transformation of a Spec into a tSpec through the application of 

Spec Designer (as opposed to hardwired) mappings.

•  The verification of the correct application of such mappings. This activity checks 

that the outcome of the application of the mappings matches the expected results 

as defined by the Spec Designer.

•  Checking that all elements from the Spec model have been taken into account as 

originators of elements of the tSpec model.

•  Structural comparison between a Design and a tSpec model

•  Verification (through a commercial CASE tool) that a Design can execute the 

behavior captured in the sequence diagrams of a specification.

1.5 Applicability and Generality of the Proposed Approach

We consider that standard specifications defined as models (using UML or any other 

modeling language with well-defined semantics) are suitable to use our approach for 

model compliance verification. Recalling from section 1.1, the OMG is leading the way 

in the definition of such standard specifications. Table 1 presents some OMG standard 

specifications that may benefit from the application of our approach when considering the 

verification of compliance of design models. The first column presents the name of the 

specification. The second column shows the status of the specification within the OMG 

process. Finally, the third column contains the OMG document number for reference 

purposes. The specifications are ordered by their status in the OMG standardization 

process with the more advanced ones (i.e., the ones closer to becoming OMG standards) 

at the top of the table.
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Table 1. OMG standard specifications suitable to use our compliance verification approach.

Standard Specification Status in the OMG process OMG document
Data Distribution Service Revised Final Adopted Specification ptc/04-04-12 [66]
Software Radio Components Final Adopted Specification dtc/04-05-04 [73]
Super Distributed Object Final Adopted Specification dtc/03-09-01 [74]
Product Lifecycle Management Draft Adopted Specification dtc/04-05-05 [72]
Business Process Management Facility Revised Draft RFP bei/02-06-01 [63]
Business Process Runtime Interfaces RFP bei/02-06-08 [64]
Product Data Management Draft RFP mfg/02-06-02 [71]
A PIM Framework for Telecom OSS Proposal to OMG telecom/02-06-06 [70]

We tailored our approach based on the contents of the first four specifications (from 

Table 1) that hold the status of adopted specifications. In particular, for structural 

compliance, we took into account the elements and relationships used to define these four 

specifications. We expand on this discussion in Chapter 5, after we have explained the 

elements and relationships used throughout our case study.

For behavioral compliance, we considered the formalism used to represent the 

behavioral content of these specifications. Table 2 presents the usage of UML sequence 

and statechart diagrams in each of the first four specifications. The first column presents 

the OMG specification. The second column presents the number of sequence diagrams, 

followed in columns three and four by the average number of lifelines and messages per 

sequence diagram respectively. Columns five through seven present the number of 

statechart diagrams in the specification and the average number of states and transitions 

per statechart diagram in each specification. At the bottom of the table we present the 

average usage for each column considering the four standard specifications.

Table 2. Usage of Sequence and Statechart diagrams in four OMG specifications.

Standard Specification Sctiucncc Diagrams Stalecliarts
# Lifelines

(average)
Messages
(average)

# States
(average)

Transitions
(average)

Data Distribution Service [66] 3 7 30 8 3 7
Software Radio Components [73] 20 4 5 4 2 3
Super Distributed Object [74] 7 3 7 0 0 0
Product Lifecycle Management [72] 5 3 8 0 0 0

Average 9 4 13 63 3 5

3 The average numbers for statechart diagrams consider only the two specifications that make use of them
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From Table 2 we observe that while sequence diagrams are used in the four 

specifications, only two of them make use of statechart diagrams. Also we note that the 

average number of sequence diagrams per specification is greater that the average 

number of statechart diagrams. Finally, the average number of lifelines and messages 

used in sequence diagrams makes us believe that the complexities of such diagrams 

capture more meaningful and enforceable behavior than the statechart diagrams. Based 

on these observations, we decided on the use of sequence diagrams as our behavioral 

formalism for our model compliance verification approach. The latter does not prevent 

the use of statecharts within our approach as we further explain in section 5.1.

We consider behavioral compliance as the capability of a design model to execute a 

series of message interchanges as defined in the specification level sequence diagrams. 

We found that extensive research has been done with respect to comparing a sequence 

diagram that results from an actual execution of a model against a previously defined 

sequence diagram. We decided on the use of available off-the-shelf tools to carry of such 

comparison. Several commercial tools support such executability including Rational Rose 

RealTime © (ROSE-RT) [33] in combination with Rational Quality Architect (RQA) 

[33], Objecteering Tests for Java/EJB © [61], I-Logix Rhapsody © [31], and Telelogic 

Tau © [100], Consequently, work on sequence diagram comparison was considered a 

different area of research and thus beyond the goals of this thesis.

1.6 Contributions

In our opinion, the following are the most significant contributions of our work:

•  The proposed Design to Spec compliance verification approach (and its 

activities).

•  The software radio transformation and compliance verification case study. In 

particular, the mappings to a ROSE-RT metamodel used in it.

•  The principles behind our prototype tools, which were developed in the context 

of the case study (and others using the same metamodels).
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In Chapter 5 we discuss the generality of our contributions and propose a series of 

steps to execute our approach using different standard specifications and/or different 

behavioral formalisms.

1.7 Outline for the rest of this dissertation

In Chapter 2, we present the background material on which this thesis rests. In 

Chapter 3, we explore at length our two-step transformation/compliance approach 

(outlined in Figure 3). The chapter describes in detail each of the activities of our 

proposed method, and also discusses their automation. Also within Chapter 3, we present 

the rationale (and examples) of our mapping definitions to transform specification models 

expressed in UML 1.5 into semantically equivalent models expressed in ROSE-RT. 

Chapter 4 illustrates our proposal by applying it to the industrial domain of software 

radios. In Chapter 5 we discuss the generalization of our approach into other 

specifications. In Chapter 6 we offer a summary of the thesis, as well as some 

conclusions and ideas for future work. Finally Appendix A illustrates results of 

compilation of a SWRadio Design model. The appendix is preceded by a bibliography.
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Chapter 2. Background

In this chapter we present the background material on which this thesis rests. We start 

with a brief review of the nature and origin of the gap that may exist between 

specification and design models. We continue with a survey on international standards 

that are used in or have influenced our research. We conclude this background chapter 

with an introduction to Software Defined Radio (SDR), which provides a context for our 

case study.

2.1 Specification vs. Design

International organizations like the Object Management Group (OMG), the 

International Telecommunication Union (ITU) and the International Organization for 

Standardization (ISO) define standard specifications against which future products will 

be developed and ultimately verified. Standard specifications and their implementations 

are usually at different abstraction levels. Standard specifications are more abstract than 

their more concrete implementations. Somewhere in the middle, design models capture 

concrete solutions for the abstractions of the specification. Developing products that 

conform to a standard specification requires transforming abstract specifications into 

design models that drive the development of concrete implementations.

An important aspect to acknowledge in Model Driven Development is the existing 

gap between specification-level models and design-level models. At specification level, 

high-level relationships between elements of the system to be developed are defined. 

Specifications define ‘what’ is to be done, normally without specifying ‘how’ it is to be 

implemented. Such specifications allow for different designs and implementations from 

different vendors; all complying to the same specification.

13
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At design level, unambiguous definitions of the elements (and relationships between 

them) are specified. The design model is an adaptation of the specification model to the 

selected implementation environment and might contain assumptions related to 

technological capabilities such as software or communication requirements. Design plays 

the role of a blueprint for the implementation. A relationship between elements of the 

design should be established with the code segments of the implementation pieces of 

code in order to achieve traceability, a desirable property of software engineering [14, 7, 

50, 44],

One important feature in MDD is the concept of model executability. It makes use of 

automatic code generation that bridges the gap between design models and 

implementations. To do so, precise semantics for each of the constructs and relationships 

used throughout the design model [91] are needed. We have chosen to use Rational Rose 

RealTime (ROSE-RT) [33] and its notation to model our SWRadio Design. Our selection 

is motivated by the following reasons: 1) software radio implementations are real-time 

systems, 2) the tool supports model executability as our approach requires and, 3) most 

importantly, because the core constructs used in ROSE-RT have been integrated into the 

UML 2.0 specification.

In this section, we briefly review the nature and origin of the gap that may exist 

between specification and design models. Several factors contribute to this gap. We 

explore only a few and recognize that there is still research to be done in this area. More 

specifically, we discuss aspects that have had an impact in our case study, which is based 

on a standard specification model (the SWRadio PIM) and those that are more directly 

relevant to the use of ROSE-RT for designs. Table 3 presents those aspects and the 

section where they are addressed within this chapter:
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Table 3. Aspects to consider in the gap between specification and design models

Aspect Section
Representation Language 2.1.1
Design implementing more than one specification 2.1.2
Designs implementing only a subset of a specification 2.1.3
Interface Realization 2.1.4
Procedure-call-based vs. signal-based communication paradigm 2.1.5
Type correspondence 2.1.6
Naming and Role Playing 2.1.7
Mandatory vs. Optional elements 2.1.8
Package Contents 2.1.9
Multi-role players 2.1.10
Specialization 2.1.11

Our discussion of these factors is guided by the following observation: whereas 

standard specifications are defined in general terms to allow several implementations, in 

the context of MDA, designs need to capture precise definitions to allow automatic 

generation of implementations. ROSE-RT adheres to such a conceptual framework.

Solutions to all the challenges presented in this section are proposed in section 3.2.1 

of this thesis.

2.1.1 Representation Language

This factor considers the possibility that specification and design models use 

different modeling languages/metamodels. In our own case study, we work with a 

specification model written using a subset of the UML 1.5 notation, while our designs use 

the ROSE-RT notation.

In our opinion, this is perhaps one of the biggest obstacles to establishing direct links 

between elements in the specification and design models. We consider that the challenge 

does not directly come from establishing links between elements of the two metamodels, 

but when this issue is combined with some others aspects. For example, when 

considering the Naming and Role Playing aspect (see section 2.1.7) we will have to 

establish a relationship between elements of the design that use different names than the 

elements they are realizing from the specification. If we also have to define different 

rules for different types of elements (e.g., a protocol protocolA in the design needs to be 

traced back to an interface interfaceB in the specification whereas a capsule capsuleC
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from the design needs to be traced back to a class classD in the specification, etc.) then 

we add an indirection level that tends to make this task more complex.

For model compliance verification, using a specification model that uses a different 

metamodel than the one of a design model constitutes what we call the representation 

language challenge.

2.1.2 Design implementing more than one specification

This challenge considers the possibility (as is often the case) that a design might 

implement more than one specification. For example, in the SDR domain the Software 

Communications Architecture (SCA) specification is a standard that promotes SDR 

interoperability (see section 2.3.2). An SCA design must comply with the SCA 

specification and also to other standard specifications such as CORBA, POSIX, and 

possibly other security standards. Having additional elements in the design not present in 

the specification may not represent a cause for non-compliance. Such additional elements 

may correspond to design-decisions taken to support the intended functionality or to 

realize other specifications. Figure 4 presents a simplistic example of a design model 

realizing two specifications.

DesignSpec 1

Spec 2

Figure 4. A design implementing two specifications

Figure 4 implies separation of concerns between the two specs. In practice, an 

element of the design may be associated with elements in different specifications. For 

model compliance verification, considering a design that realizes more than one
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specification constitutes what we call the design implementing more than one 

specification challenge.

2.1.3 Designs implementing only a subset of a specification

This challenge considers a Design implementing only a subset of the specification. It 

is designer driven and gives them the capability to target for compliance only a subset of 

the specification model elements. Enabling this option allows the designer to check for 

compliance only the design items that he selects. Figure 5 presents an example of a 

design model that implements only a subset of a specification.

Spec Design
L Oasi®

t . . C 5 ; i A ! CfaaS

D.••-■£!

Figure 5. A design implementing a subset of an specification

For model compliance verification, allowing a designer to check for compliance 

against the subset of the specification model that he is interested in constitutes what we 

call the design implementing only a subset o f the specification challenge.

2.1.4 Interface Realization

This challenge considers the fact that an interface realization from the specification 

may be implemented in different ways in designs that use ports to communicate between 

active classes4. Ports in ROSE-RT as well as in UML 2.0 [76] are bounded by the set of 

services that a classifier can provide or request through them. The concept of port 

compatibility requires that every service requested by a port must be provided by a

4 Active class: A class whose instances may execute its own behavior without requiring method invocation 
(also referred to as “having its own thread of control”). [76]
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connected port, thus establishing a tight coupling relationship between the two connected 

ports.

Consider the following example: An oversimplified ATM system may be required to 

read an account value from a card, enable the user to type in his PIN, and display a set of 

available services to a screen. Although hardware devices (a card reader, a keypad and a 

display) will perform part of the tasks, software components need to be defined in order 

to integrate the required functionality. Figure 6 shows an ATM specification model that 

defines interfaces (and operations) for such devices.

ATMSystem

. r 1 " <.)
| catdReadetlntetface

^  O  %readCard()

display! nterface keyPadl nterface

♦displays ervicesQ ♦readPINQ

Figure 6. ATMSystem specification model

An implementation capable of processing requests for the operations defined in the 

interfaces may be deemed compliant with the specification. In the context of MDD, 

attempting to check for compliance of a design model against a specification model faces 

different challenges.

Let us consider this interface realization aspect with design examples written using 

ROSE-RT, where: a) a signal-based design approach is used and b) the design modeling 

language includes ports as the only means of communication between active classes. 

Figure 7 shows a design model with an ATMSystem that contains one port realizing each 

of the interfaces from Figure 6, whereas Figure 8 illustrates a similar ATMSystem but this 

time containing only one port realizing the three interfaces defined in the specification 

model from Figure 6.
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+ /  cardR eaderPort

<<Port>> « P o r t »

->□ readCard (void)

<< Protocol) > 
cardR eaderProtocol

n-o

-»□ displaySer v ices (void)
N (void)

OKI

H +  /  card R ead erP o rt: cardReaderProtocol
(1+ / keyPadPort VeyPadProtocol
<jg + /  displayPort: displayProtocol_________

Figure 7. ATMSystem design model with three ports (one port per interlace realization)

D
<< C apsule) ;■ ■ 
ATMSystem

+ ! ATM Protocol 

♦ ---------------------------->

D-O
Protocol 

ATM Protocol

H +  /  ATM Pro toco l: ATM Protocol

<<Port>> -fnreadPIM (void)
->□ display Services (void)

Figure 8. ATMSystem design model with a single port (one port for all interface
realizations)

Is one of the two design models compliant while the other is not? Are both of them 

compliant? Is there a third compliant design model that includes a combination of design 

models 1 and 2? For model compliance verification, answers to these questions represent 

what we call the interface realization challenge.

2.1.5 Procedure-call-based vs. signal-based communication approaches

Signal-based communications are commonly used in distributed systems. In this 

section, we present characteristics of the signal-based communication approach and 

contrast it with procedure-call-based communication. We constrain ourselves to 

presenting two major differences that impact this research work between the two 

approaches.
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The first major difference we describe relates to the way requests for services (or 

access to operations and values) are made from one executing object to another. In the 

case of the procedure-call-based approach, a caller object can invoke the execution of 

public operations on another object. Such invocation uses a synchronous type of 

communication. The caller object will block itself during the time the called object 

executes the invoked operation. Once the called object finishes the execution of the 

invoked operation, the called object may (or may not) return a value to the caller object. 

In either case the caller object resumes execution afterwards. In the case of signal-based 

communications, asynchronous communication is used. The difference from synchronous 

to asynchronous type of communication means that the caller object does not block itself 

once the invocation message (signal) is sent to the called object. In the case in which the 

invoked execution on the called object requires to send a value back to the caller, the 

called object sends a separate signal to the caller with the return value attached to the 

signal. The shift translates to two asynchronous signals (one from the caller to the called 

and another from the called to the caller) in the signal-based approach for every 

synchronous procedure-call invocation in the procedure-call-based approach.

The second major difference we describe relates to the number of independent values 

(parameters) that can be sent on an invocation from one object to another. In procedure- 

call-based communication, the caller can send as many independent values as parameters 

defined in the operation to be invoked. In the case of the signal-based communication 

implemented by the ROSE-RT toolset, signals can carry a single piece of data attached to 

them. The latter means that if we are to send more than a single value, the sending side 

needs first to encapsulate the operation’s parameters into a single data object that will 

later be attached to the signal. On the receiving side, the receiver needs then to unpack 

the values if they are to be used during the invoked execution.

For model compliance verification, using a specification/design model that relies on a 

procedure-call-based communication approach and is checked for compliance against a 

design/specification model that uses a signal-based communication approach constitutes
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what we call the Procedure-call-based vs. signal-based communication approach 

challenge.

2.1.6 Type correspondence

This factor considers the possibility that specification and design models use different 

names for abstract types when referring to the same primitive data type. For example, 

while some languages may use the type Boolean to define a variable that can hold true or 

false values, some others may refer to the same data type simply as bool. Figure 9 

presents an example of Spec and Design models with a type correspondence challenge.

DesignSpec

Figure 9. Type correspondence example

For model compliance verification, matching Boolean variables from a specification 

against bool variables from a design constitutes what we call the type correspondence 

challenge.

2.1.7 Nanning and Role Playing

This factor considers the possibility that an element of the design with name y  realizes 

an element of the specification with name x. For example, Figure 10 presents a class 

DomainManager from the specification model that is realized by a DM  class in the 

design. A search for a DomainManager in the design may prove unsuccessful because no 

such element exists (with the same name).
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FM

DM

Spec Design

Figure 10. Naming and role playing example

For model compliance verification, matching elements from a design model to 

elements from a specification model when such elements use different names constitutes 

what we call the name and role playing challenge.

2.1.8 Mandatory vs. Optional elements

This factor considers the possibility that only a subset of elements of the specification 

model is required (mandatory elements) to be present in the design. Elements from the 

specification model that are not defined as mandatory are considered optional elements; 

the designer may decide implementing them or not.

For model compliance verification, establishing compliance where only some 

elements from the specification model are mandatory (whereas the rest of the elements 

are considered optional) constitutes what we call the mandatory vs. optional element 

challenge.

2.1.9 Package Contents

This factor considers the possibility that the package structure of the design is 

different to the one defined in the specification. Packages are used to organize software 

elements so the system under development is not cluttered with seemingly unrelated 

elements in the same location. Whether or not to pursue the same package structure is a
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challenge that needs to be addressed. Consider for example Figure 11. Is the Design 

model compliant? We further discuss this issue in section 3.2.1 of this thesis.

Spec

Package! Package2

ClassB

Design

Figure 11. Package contents example

For model compliance verification, enforcing (or not) the same package structure for 

both specification and design models constitutes what we call the package contents 

challenge.

2.1.10 Multi-role players

Allowing a software element in the Design to play the role of two or more different 

entities from the specification may respond to design decisions and needs to be 

considered for model compliance verification. Figure 12 presents a specification model 

with two classes and two operations each, while the design model presents a single class 

that implements these operations.

Let us consider that a class ClassC in the design realizes classes ClassA and ClassB 

from the specification. At first sight, the implications of this problem may not appear to 

be beyond those presented for the naming and role playing challenge. Additional 

complexity arises if ClassA and ClassB contain similar properties (like an operation with 

the same name). Although the property’s implementation in ClassC may be able to 

identify which of the intended implementations (from the specification’s ClassA or 

ClassB) was supposed to handle each request (and act accordingly), a policy needs to be 

defined for this matter.
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Spec
Class*

■ ♦opWt{p1 ink, p2 : bool): ink 
<5-oper2(): bool___________

ClassB

.. ■ ôid 
<vcipcr4'p1: abjnal: string

Design

ClassC

♦ cperlfn l ink. p2.pnol)- 
♦oper2(): boo)
% jpef3(j: void 
^oper4|p1 s:nnq| sknnq

Figure 12. Multi-role player example

For model compliance verification, allowing an element from the design model to 

realize two or more elements from the specification model constitutes what we call the 

multi-role player challenge.

2.1.11 Specialization

This factor acknowledges the possibility that software elements in the specification 

might be replaced by specializations of them in the design. As Figure 13 shows, the 

specification model defines associated elements ClassA and ClassB, whereas in the 

design, ClassA is associated to ClassC as a specialization of ClassB. Semantically 

speaking, ClassC should possess the same properties as ClassB and thus the association 

of ClassA to ClassC in the design should be considered compliant.

Spec
□ ass* ClassB

Design
ClassB

CfassA ClassC

Figure 13. Classifier specialization example
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This section refers to classifiers being specialized, but the same rules should apply for 

properties types and subtypes. In other words, if an attribute of a class is defined as being 

of typeA in the specification model, and that same attribute is found in the design but 

being of typeB, a policy needs to be defined if typeB being a subtype of typeA should be 

allowed or not for compliance purposes.

For model compliance verification, allowing an element from the specification model 

to be replaced by a specialization of it in the design model constitutes what we call the 

specialization challenge.

2.2 Model Transformation and Related International Standards

Models are “a simplification of reality, created in order to better understand the 

system being created; a semantically closed abstraction of the system” [7]. Model driven 

development involves the creation and transformation of models to produce software 

products (executable code, interface definitions, libraries, metadata, etc.). Model 

transformations have been used for several decades in different software development 

methodologies. In cases like Top-Down [57, 9, 107], Bottom-Up [27,51,37] and 

Structured Analysis and Design [96] approaches, model transformation was performed 

even if it was not explicitly identified. Currently most of software development involves 

manual transformation processes in most development phases [89,54]. Explicitly defined 

transformations can be found in approaches based on Correctness Preserving 

Transformation (CPT) [10,11,15] and OMG’s MDA [77]. Transformation definition also 

plays an important role in systematic development processes like those defined by 

DeSouza [16] and Bordeleau [8].

The software community is agreeing on a common language for software modeling: 

the OMG’s Unified Modeling Language (UML) [76]). Also and more importantly, there 

exists agreements on commonly accepted facilities to define modeling languages (OMG’s 

MOF [68]). With such agreements [30, 26], we are witnessing a shift in paradigm from 

object technology to model technology [4]. Important research is being done to move 

from an object composition paradigm to a trend where models not only play a pivotal role
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in software development, but also allow their automatic transformation to generate 

implementations. One of the latest agreements in this trend comes in the form of a 

framework for such model technology: OMG’s Model Driven Architecture (MDA) [77]. 

Within the OMG, one of the first places where transformations were modeled as part of a 

standard specification was the Common Warehouse Metamodel (CWM) [65]. Because

CWM only addresses the transformation from one data format to another, there was still

the need to standardize the transformation of models. The need for agreement on the 

implications and mechanisms for model transformation led to the OMG’s MOF’s 2.0 

Query/Views/Transformations (QVT) Request for Proposal (RFP) [69], which has 

received revised submissions from several organizations.

In the next subsections we present background information on MDA as well as the 

above mentioned international standards that support MDA and/or have influenced our 

research, namely:

• Unified Modeling Language (UML)

• Meta Object Facility (MOF)

• Common Warehouse Metamodel (CWM)

• Query/View/Transformation (QVT)

• Object Constraint Language (OCL)

• Extensible Markup Language (XML)

2.2.1 Model Driven Architecture (MDA)

The OMG promotes MDD in its Model Driven Architecture (MDA) initiative. MDA 

defines the OMG’s vision of the core concepts to perform MDD. In this section, we 

briefly introduce those concepts.

In [67] a viewpoint on a system is defined as a “technique for abstraction using a 

selected set of architectural concepts and structuring rules, in order to focus on particular 

concerns within that system”.
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MDA defines three viewpoints on a system according to the viewpoint independence 

(or specificity) of the computational language and infrastructure (platform) in which the 

system is supposed to execute:

•  Computation Independent viewpoint. Defines the environment and requirements 

of the system. Structural and processing details are not included.

•  Platform Independent viewpoint. Defines the operation of a system, hiding the 

details necessary for a particular platform.

•  Platform Specific viewpoint. Defines the operation of a system, including details 

necessary for a particular platform.

Models realizing viewpoints are called views with regards of the viewpoint they 

represent. Computation Independent Models (CIM) are views realizing the Computation 

Independent viewpoint. Platform Independent Models (PIM) are views realizing the 

Platform Independent viewpoint. Platform Specific Models (PSM) are views realizing the 

Platform Specific viewpoint. PIMs remain unchanged from one platform to another. A 

PIM can be defined using general purposes modeling languages or languages specific to 

the area in which the system will be used. PSMs change from one platform to another.

Figure 14 describes the MDA Metamodel from [77]. It shows the relationships that 

exist between PIMs and PSMs, and how PIMs and PSMs are described and transformed. 

Figure 14 defines four types of transformation for PIMs and PSMs:

•  Mapping from PIM to PIM: Using PIM Mapping Techniques, a PIM can be 

mapped into one or many PIMs (all of them independent of the execution 

infrastructure)

•  Mapping from PIM to PSM: Using PIM to PSM Mapping Techniques (not 

shown in the diagram), a PIM (independent of the execution infrastructure) can 

be mapped into one or many (not explicitly defined in the figure) PSMs (all of 

them dependent of the execution infrastructure)

•  Refactoring PSM to PIM: Using PSM to PIM Mapping Techniques (not shown 

in the diagram), a PSM (dependent of the execution infrastructure) can be 

mapped into one or many (not explicitly defined in the figure) PIMs (all of them 

independent of the execution infrastructure)
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•  Mapping from PSM to PSM: Using PSM Mapping Techniques, a PSM can be 

mapped into one or many PSMs (all of them dependent of the execution 

infrastructure)

Mapping from PIM to PIM

pm«ax pressed with» «independent o>>

«  ex pres sad wtth>»MOF Mapping k m  PSM to PSM

Other

, / Refactoring from PSM So PSM 

PSM «<depends ors»

Mapping from PSM to PSM

Figure 14. MDA Metamodel Description from [77]

Figure 14 also shows how PIMs and PSMs are described using pre-defined 

metamodels, which in turn are expressed with UML or other modeling languages. 

Mapping Techniques are also based on the metamodels used to describe the source and 

output models. For example, PIM Mapping Techniques are based on the same metamodel 

used by the PIM being mapped. PSM Mapping Techniques are based on the same 

metamodel used by the PSM being mapped. Lastly, PIM to PSM Mapping Techniques 

and PSM to PIM Refactoring Techniques are based on the metamodels used by both 

PIMs and PSMs being used in the transformation.

2.2.2 Unified Modeling Language (UML)

The Unified Modeling Language (UML) is a graphical modeling language 

standardized by the Object Management Group (OMG). It is currently the modeling 

language most often used in the software industry. The current version of UML is UML 

1.5 and its first major revision (UML 2.0 [76]) is now at the stage of a Final Adopted
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Specification within the OMG. UML 2.0 still needs to undergo through a Finalization 

Task Force that will eventually produce a UML 2.0 specification to replace the current 

UML 1.5 version. From here on, we will refer to UML 2.0 simply as UML.

UML provides support for the definition of different aspects of a software system, 

including different model elements and diagrams. Diagrams are composed of different 

elements and relationships that exist between them. UML diagrams are divided in two 

main categories: structural and behavioral diagrams. Figure 15 presents the hierarchy of 

UML diagrams as defined in [76].

Activity
D iagram

Sequence
Diagram

Structure
D iagram

Interaction
D iagram

Behavior
D iagram

Collaboration
D iagram

Composite
Structure
D iagram

State
M achine
D iagram

In te rac tio n
O verview
D iagram

Figure 15. UML 2.0 diagrams from [76]

From the diagrams above, in this background section we only refer to four of them, as 

the rest were not used in our research5:

5 Elements (and their semantics) are described later in section 4.1.1.
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1) Package Diagram: Describes how model elements are organized into packages. It 

allows for the definition of dependencies (for example package imports and package 

extensions) between packages.

2) Class Diagram: Describes collections of model elements and their relationships. 

Represents the static structural aspect of the system under development.

3) Sequence Diagram: Describes interaction between entities/instances of the system, 

focusing on a time-based definition of messages interchanged. Represents the 

behavioral aspect of a system.

4) Composite structure diagram. Describes the internal structure of a classifier, which 

may include interaction points with other parts of the system.

2.2.3 Meta Object Facility (MOF)

OMG’s Meta Object Facility (MOF) is a language to define modeling languages. The 

purpose of the MOF is to regulate and promote common ground for modeling language 

definitions. Although UML is the most widely used language for software modeling, it 

was not designed with capabilities to express every kind of software models. Different 

solutions are considered for those kinds of software models that cannot be expressed 

using UML only. For example, extensions to UML can be made using UML profiles. 

Alternatively, non UML-based modeling languages can be defined using the guidelines 

defined by MOF. The latter implies the possibility to communicate with UML or any 

other modeling languages.

MOF categorizes models at 4 levels called metalevels. At the bottom of the hierarchy 

we find the metalevel MO, which is composed of running implementations, objects or 

data. Metalevel M l indicates models that can be instantiated into metalevel MO models. 

M l models are mostly blueprints of the MO running implementations. Models at the M2 

metalevel mostly represent modeling languages in which the models of the M l metalevel 

are written. M l metalevel models are then considered instances of M2 metalevel 

modeling languages. Finally at the top of the hierarchy we find MOF itself as a single 

model in the M3 metalevel. The metamodel used to define MOF is MOF itself so there is 

no M4 metalevel. Modeling languages at M2 metalevel (including UML) are considered 

to be instances of MOF. Table 4 (from [23]) illustrates such relationships:
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Table 4. Metalevels described in the Meta Object Facility (MOF) [23]

Meta level Description Klcments
M3 MOF, i.e., the set of constructs 

used to define metamodels.
MOF Class, MOF Association, MOF' 
Attribute, etc.

M2 Metamodels, consisting of 
instances of M2 metamodel 
constructs.

UML Class, UML Association, UML 
Attribute, UML State, UML Activity, etc. 
CWM Table, CWM Column

M l Models, consisting of 
instances of M2 metamodel 
constructs

Class “Customer”, 
Class “Account” 
Table “Employee”, 
Table “Vendor”, etc.

MO Objects and data, i.e., 
instances of M l model 
constructs

Customer Jane Smith, Customer Joe Jones, 
Account 2989,
Account 2344,
Employee A3949,
Vendor 78988, etc.

2.2.4 Common Warehouse Metamodel (CWM)

The Common Warehouse Metamodel (CWM) [65] is an OMG specification that 

enables data interchange among different data formats (and tools) in distributed 

heterogeneous environments. CWM is based on three essential industry standards:

•  UML - Unified Modeling Language , an OMG modeling standard

•  MOF - Meta Object Facility, an OMG metamodeling and metadata repository 

standard

•  XMI - XML Metadata Interchange, an OMG metadata interchange standard.

We include the CWM specification as part of this background chapter as it originally 

influenced our transformation definitions as well as the OMG’s MDA community. Out of 

the whole CWM specification, we are only interested in the Transformation package of 

it. The package contains metamodel elements for transformations that support the 

following functions:

•  Transformation and data lineage. Transformations of data from a source format 

into data in a target format. Constraints and operations for data transformation 

are also defined.

•  Transformation grouping and execution. Grouping of transformations into 

logical units and execution sequences.
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•  Specialized transformations. Specialized “white box” transformations that are 

commonly used in data warehousing.

The transformation approach we use in this thesis was originally influenced by the 

subset of the transformation metamodel that deals with transformation and data lineage. 

Grouping, execution and specialized transformation defined in the CWM were not 

considered and therefore not further explained in this background section.

The CWM Transformation Package defines constructs that can be reused when 

defining data transformation models. Two types of elements are defined (illustrated in 

Figure 16 and Figure 17):

1. Mappings that specify the type of data (source and target) for the transformation:

•  ClassifierMap: takes a classifier from the source data set and creates a new 

classifier on the target data set.

•  ClassifierFeatureMap: takes a classifier/feature from the source data set and 

creates a new feature/classifier on the target data set. The direction of the 

transformation (classifier to feature or feature to classifier) is defined through an 

additional argument (classifierToFeature) of type Boolean. The default value for 

the argument is true indicating that the transformation takes a classifier as source 

and transforms it into a feature as target.

•  FeatureMap: takes a feature from the source data set and creates a new feature on 

the target data set.

2. Transformations that group several Mappings:

•  TransformationMap: defines that a mapping of type ClassifierMap will be used 

as the start for the transformation.
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Figure 16. CWM Transformation Package Class definition [65]
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Figure 17. CWM Transformation Package Associations [65]
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The transformation is performed by mapping individual elements. If a relational 

database is to be mapped into a class using the TransformationMap defined in Figure 17, 

a class is created (using a ClassifierMap) and the columns are mapped (using a 

FeatureMap) into attributes. Composition relationships between a ClassifierMap and a 

FeatureMap provide the required navigability to get access to the elements (in this case 

features) that compose another element (in this case a classifier).

Compared with our model transformation approach and others submitted to the MOF 

2.0 Query/Views/Transformations (QVT) Request for Proposals (RFP) [69], CWM 

transformations are normally defined at MOF M l level and executed on MOF MO data. 

Model transformation requires definition at MOF M2 level to execute on M l level 

models.

Figure 18 presents a common example of a CWM transformation definition (adapted 

from [23]). The example shows how a relational database table is to be transformed into 

an XML format document. The collaboration diagram shows on the left side object 

elements (POItem, pricePerllnit and quantity) as considered instances of the relational 

data base metamodel elements (Table and Column). Object elements on the left side of 

the diagram are considered the source of the transformation. On the right side of Figure 

18 the result of the transformation is presented. Elements on this area are considered the 

target of the transformation. Similar as the source definition, the target definition implies 

object elements (POLineltem and extendedPrice) as instances of XML metamodel 

elements (ElementType and Attribute). In the center area of the figure the CWM 

transformation constructs are defined. At the top a BSBSalesRDBxXML object (instance 

of the CWM metamodel element TransformationMap) owns the mapping 

PurchaseOrderMap (instance of CWM metamodel element ClassifierMap). 

PurchaseOrderMap will create a POLineltem in the target definition upon the POItem 

element from the source definition. PurchaseOrderMap is also associated with an 

ExtendedPriceMap (instance of CWM metamodel element FeatureMap). 

ExtendedPriceMap will create an extendedPrice (instance of the XML metamodel 

element Attribute) based upon the contents of the pricePerUnit and quantity elements
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from the relational data base definition. How the pricePerUnit and quantity elements are 

transformed into the extendedPrice element is defined in a Procedure expression 

associated with the ExtendedPriceMap. The Procedure expression defines that the 

ExtendedPriceMap will take the value of the pricePerUnit multiplied by the quantity 

element from the source definition.

From Relational Data t i,  
Base metamodel

POItem : 
Table

feature

feature

From Common W arehouse 
Metamodel (CWM) Zl

pricePerUnit 
: Column

q u a n tity ;

source -  -r

source

BSBSalesRDBxXM L:
TransformationMarf

ownedElement

PurchaseOrderM ap:
ClassifiefMap

featureMap

ExtendedPriceM ap; 
FeatureMap

extendedPrice =  pricePerunit *  quantity : 
_________ ProcedureExpresston________

target Pill mr 11•;iri .
1 kmi'hl I vpo

target feature

Figure 18. CWM Transformation example

We reiterate that, as shown in Figure 18, transformations in CWM are defined at 

MOF M l levels and act on MOF MO data. We also recall from previous paragraphs that 

we need to define model transformations at MOF M2 level and apply them in MOF M l 

models. The OMG is looking at the lessons learnt with the CWM to define a new 

standard for model transformation: the OMG’s Queries/Views/Transformations (QVT) 

[69]. We discuss work related to QVT in the next subsection.

2.2.5 Query/View/Transformation (QVT)

The OMG’s MOF’s 2.0 Query/Views/Transformations (QVT) Request for Proposal 

(RFP) [69] was issued as an attempt to standardize the way we define and execute model
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transformation in the context of the MDA. In this section we will address the more 

important concepts behind QVT, and present the state of the latest QVT proposals.

2.2.5.1 Query, View and Transformation concepts

The concepts of query, view and transformation are essential in the model driven 

development vocabulary. We first informally define and explain the concepts, and later 

use more formal definitions taken from Gardner and Griffin in [28],

Transformations define the elements that must be present on the source model, and 

the elements that will be present in the target model. The transformation can be defined 

as unidirectional or bi-directional, although in both cases transformations are executed in 

one direction at a time. In bi-directional transformations, source and target models 

exchange roles to become target and source model respectively.

Model transformations are based on finding elements (or set of elements and 

relationships) on both source and target models. The execution of a simple transformation 

requires finding an element in the source model, and creating a new element on the target 

model. A more elaborate transformation will require an update on a target model element 

based on a source model element. To execute this later transformation, besides the first 

finding of the source element, a second finding is also required so the element in the 

target model can be updated. Finding elements (also called matching) in the source and 

target models is defined as querying in the MDA context.

Informally, a view is a representation of a model (target) that can be directly derived 

from another model (source). A constraint on views requires that no modifications be 

made to target models unless source models are modified accordingly. Views are used to 

abstract away unnecessary detail, and to present the information in a different shape or 

form so it can be better understood.

Queries, views and transformations are intimately related. A query can be considered 

as a transformation in which the target model is composed of elements to be found in the
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source model with no further actions taken on them. Also a view can be considered to be 

a specialization of a query, thus making it also a kind of transformation [2].

Based on eight initial submissions for the OMG’s QVT RFP [69], Gardner and 

Griffin define queries, views and transformations [28]:

•  “A query is an expression that is evaluated over a model. The result of a query is 

one or more instances of types defined in the source model, or defined by the 

query language”.

•  “A view is a model which is completely derived from another model (the base 

model). A view cannot be modified separately from the model from which it is 

derived. Changes to the base model cause corresponding changes to the view. If 

changes are permitted to the view then they modify the source model directly. 

The metamodel of the view is typically not the same as the metamodel of the 

source”.

•  “A transformation generates a target model from a source model. 

Transformations may lead to independent or dependent models. In the first case, 

there is no ongoing relationship between the source and target model once the 

target has been generated. In the second case, the transformation couples the 

source model and target model”.

2.2.5.2 OMG’s MOF 2.0 Query/Views/Transformations RFP and 
submissions

The OMG’s MOF 2.0 Query/Views/Transformations RFP was first released on April 

2002. Submissions to MOF 2.0 QVT RFP include different solutions for the following 

mandatory requirements: query/view/transformation definition at MOF M2 level, 

between same/similar/different/ metamodels in a deferred/immediate executable fashion 

which include UML 2.0 extensions and use a definition language independent of the 

executing technology.

From the original eight initial submissions received by the OMG, five followed up 

with a first revised submission and only one has been presented as a second revised 

submission. The latter is the result of collaborative work between five of the original
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eight groups that presented initial submissions. Table 5 presents an up-to-date state of the 

MOF 2.0 QVT RFP. The first reference represents a sequential number arbitrarily 

assigned to the submission. The second column lists the submitter companies. The third 

column indicates the latest submission (OMG document) from the submitters. The fourth 

column indicates whether or not they submitted an initial version. The fifth column 

indicates whether or not they submitted a first revised submission and/or if they joined 

efforts with other submitters to strengthen their position. We draw no conclusions on why 

some submitters did not submit a revised submission.

We remark that the content of the QVT submissions listed below goes well beyond 

our transformational needs. The reason is simple: QVT submissions are supposed to 

capture a wide variety of model transformation requirements while our research work is 

best represented as a specific application of some of those requirements. In essence, any 

of the QVT submissions could be considered as the metamodel for our transformation 

definition.

We consider that the value of this thesis work does not come from defining the 

representation of model transformations (i.e., a model transformation language), but from 

its application towards what we call compliance verification of models. It is by making 

use of model transformation that we intend to verify the compliance of a SWRadio design 

with respect to its SWRadio specification.

As the QVT submissions are still subject to modifications and will undergo a detailed 

evaluation from the appropriate OMG committees, we choose to keep using our own 

CWM-influenced transformation definition format. We consider that our approach 

complies with a subset of the mandatory requirements of the MOF 2.0 QVT RFP: 

Query/transformation definition at MOF M2 level, between different metamodels in a 

deferred executable fashion: it includes UML 2.0 extensions and uses a definition 

language independent of the executing technology. We further elaborate in section 3.1.1. 

The evaluation of the QVT submissions is considered out of the scope of this thesis.
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Table 5. OMG's QVT RFP submissions.

Submitters Latest
Submission

Initial
Submission

First
Revised

Submission

Second
Revised

Submission
1 DS'IC

IBM
CBOP

ad/04-01-0b 
[22]

Yes Yes Yes...
Merged 
with 4

2 Alcatel
Softeam
Thales
TNI-Valiosys
Codagen Technologies Corp

Ad/03-08-05
[2]

Yes Yes Merged 
with 4

3 Compuware Corporation 
SUN Microsystems

Ad/03-08-07
[13]

Yes Yes No

4 QVT Partners:
Tata Consultancy Services 
Artisan Software 
Colorado State University 
Kinetium
King’s College London 
University of York

Ad/03-08-08
[99]

Yes Yes Yes

5 Interactive Objects Software 
GmbH Project Technology

Ad/03-08-11
[34]

Yes Yes No

6 Kennedy Carter Ltd Ad/03-03-11
[43]

Yes No Merged 
with 4

7 Adaptive Ad/03-02-09
[1]

Yes No Merged 
with 4

8 Codagen Technologies Corp. Ad/03-03-23
[12]

Yes Merged with 
2

No

2.2.5.3 A QVT realization in progress: The Model Transformation Language 
(MTL)

The Model Transformation Language (MTL) [102] is the comer stone of an advanced 

proposal of a model transformation framework called Umlaut [37]. Led by Jean-Marc 

Jezequel, MTL was developed within the context of QVT by the Triskell research group 

[101] at the Institut de Recherce en Informatique et Systemes Aleatoires (IRISA) [36]. 

Originally focused in transforming UML models, Umlaut has evolved to allow 

transformation of models written in other modeling languages using MTL. Key properties 

of MTL are its executability and facilities to transform Domain Specific Languages 

(DSL) and generic model transformation languages into MTL.
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Umlaut includes development tools that support MTL. The tools are defined in a 

three-tier architecture [103] that provides independence of transformation language, 

transformation models and transformation execution from the models being transformed. 

Transformation models are defined using MTL in an Integrated Development 

Environment (IDE) called MTL CASE. A MTL engine that extracts models from 

different modeling tools executes model transformations.

2.2.6 Object Constraint Language (OCL)

The Object Constraint Language (OCL) is a formal language used to describe 

expressions on UML models [75]. OCL is a pure specification language and not a 

programming language. Alternatives to OCL include the definitions of constraints in 

natural language (which normally lead to ambiguities or imprecise constraints 

definitions), or the use of more formal languages (that usually require strong 

mathematical background for its application). OCL’s origin lies in the IBM Insurance 

division and it was developed as a business modeling language rooted in the Syntropy 

method [75].

The principal properties of OCL Expressions are:

•  used to specify invariant conditions or queries over objects described in a model

•  programming language independent

•  evaluation of an OCL Expression do not alter the state of the executing system in 

which the OCL Expression is being evaluated

•  by definition not directly executable

•  must comply with the type conformance rules of OCL (i.e., it is not possible to 

compare an integer with a string)

•  the evaluation of an OCL expression is instantaneous.
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The following is an example of an OCL expression:

context p : Person inv: 

p.age > 18

where the context specifies the element in which the invariant is to be applied. In this 

example the context is defined to be p  of type Person. The invariant specifies that the 

value of the age property of p  at the moment of the evaluation must be an integer value 

greater than 18. This specific constraint can be used when modeling the application for a 

driver’s license that specifies that the applicant must be 19 years or older to apply.

As the use of OCL in this thesis is at a very basic level, we do not further elaborate 

about OCL.

2.2.7 Extensible Markup Language (XML)

The Extensible Markup Language (XML) is a standard to define rules for data 

formatting with data interchange or data storage purposes. XML has its origins in the 

Generalized Markup Language (GML), a project developed by IBM in the early 1970s. 

During the late 1970s and early 1980s the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) 

developed a standard text-description language based upon GML. The result of such 

work was the Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML) that was quickly adopted 

by the U.S. Department of Defense and the U.S. Internal Revenue Service [87]. The 

complexity of SGML resulted in it being used only by large organizations. In the early 

1990s the Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) was developed and was quickly adopted 

as the medium to present and format content to be exposed to the World Wide Web. As 

HMTL was conceived with a predefine set of tags to format the content of an HTML 

document, more flexibility was required. XML filled the gap by being a subset of SGML 

and allowing full interoperability with both SGML and HTML. The goal of XML is to 

enable generic SGML to be served, received, and processed on the Web in the way that is 

now possible with HTML [106].
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Because the use of XML in this thesis is very limited, we only need to introduce the 

notion of tags, which are the simplest form of XML definition.

In XML, the content of a document is enclosed within markup symbols known as 

tags. Tags are placed before (and commonly after) the section of the document that wants 

to be marked. Tags are defined by placing the tag’s name enclosed between angle 

brackets (< >). The tag itself is known as an element and the text placed between tags is 

known to be the content of the element. Elements can be defined inside other elements.

A valid definition of an element inside another element concludes this background 

section on XML:

<element> <elementl>content of element 1 </elementl></element>

2.3 Software Defined Radio

In this section, we introduce the Software Defined Radio (SDR), which provides a 

context for our case study. We first describe the SDR concept. We then survey some of 

the proposals towards the standardization of SDRs. We conclude this section with an 

overview of the Software Radio (SWRadio) PIM developed by the OMG Software-based 

Communication (SBC) Domain Task Force (DTF). This SWRadio PIM will act as the 

starting point for the specification model we use in our work.

2.3.1 Software Defined Radio Concept

Software Radios (also called Software Defined Radios) are an emerging technology 

with no single definition yet for such communication devices. Joseph Mitola III coined 

the software radio term back in 1991. He defines them as Radios whose channel 

modulation waveforms are defined in software” [58].

The notion of a Software Defined Radio defines a communication device that uses 

generic components that are configurable by software, replacing the application-specific
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integrated circuits used in non-SDR devices. An SDR is a wireless communication 

system in which the particular communication and transmission characteristics are 

realized through specialized software running on flexible signal processing hardware as 

opposed to the traditional approach of using specialized hardware for the same functions 

[7 9 ] ‘̂ h e  hardware of a Software Defined Radio consists of Digital Signal Processors 

(DSPs), Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs), General Purpose Processors (GPPs) 

and other hardware components. The behavior and characteristic of each of these 

hardware-building blocks is controlled by a dedicated software component. The 

collection of these components defines the communication and transmission 

characteristics of the radio and is therefore called Waveform Application, or just 

Waveform. Examples of waveforms include ATC (air traffic control), police, cell phone, 

and military communications” [79].

2.3.2 Towards the standardization of Software Defined Radios

Several institutions and international organizations are currently working towards 

standardization of SDRs interoperability. The Software Communications Architecture 

(SCA) specification [41] is, in our opinion, the most noticeable of these initiatives. The 

SCA was originally developed by the Modular Software-programmable Radio 

Consortium (MSRC)6 [60] for the Joint Tactical Radio System (JTRS) Joint Program 

Office (JPO) [39] as a request of the U.S. Department of Defense.

Another noticeable contribution towards the SDR standardization has been introduced 

by the Software Defined Radio Forum (SDRF) [97], which defined a Software Radio 

Architecture as the integration of the SCA to the SDRF community.

There is also the work of the Object Management Group Software-Based 

Communication Domain Task Force [78] that is contributing towards standardization of 

SDRs. The objective of the SBC DTF is to define a specification of a new generation of

6 The Modular Software-programmable Radio Consortium (MSRC) is formed by Raytheon, ITT Industries, 
Rockwell Collins and BAE SYSTEMS.
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radios that can be reconfigured at run-time. This new generation of radios aims to support 

new critical needs (e.g., several waveforms inside the same box, easy bug fixing, radio 

core functions reconfigurability, support for digitized, IP-based, data transmissions, and 

improved security). Following the OMG’s Model Driven Architecture approach, the SBC 

defines its specification in the form of a Unified Modeling Language Platform 

Independent Model. The Software-Based Communication DTF has submitted for 

approval SWRadio PIM to be defined as an OMG Software Defined Radio standard 

specification. We briefly introduce the Software Radio (SWRadio) PIM in the next 

section.

2.3.3 Software Radio Platform Independent Model

The OMG’s SBC SWRadio PIM describes high-level relationships between domain 

concepts that correspond to the main entities that compose the Software Radio 

architecture and the required interface of those concepts. It uses only conventional UML 

1.5 notation, i.e., mostly class diagrams, with some use cases, sequence diagrams, and 

very few simple state machines.

The SWRadio PIM is defined in a hierarchy of 43 packages. In these packages, 221 

classes and 19 interfaces are defined. Classes and interfaces are composed of 112 

operation definitions, which together define 84 parameters. Classes and interfaces also 

define 271 attributes. In terms of relationships, the SWRadio PIM defines 22 simple 

associations, 20 aggregations, 102 compositions and 60 generalization relationships 

between classes. There are also 18 realize relationships between classes and interfaces.

Due to the size of the SWRadio PIM and the scope of this thesis, in this section we 

only introduce a subset of the SWRadio PIM. The first part of this section introduces the 

top-level packages that constitute the SWRadio PIM. The second part specifically targets 

the Core Framework control package as the subset of the SWRadio PIM we reference the 

most in our case study.
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2.3.3.1 SWRadio Top Level Packages

The SWRadio PIM is grouped into 43 packages, some of them being contained in 

other packages. Figure 19 presents the SWRadio PIM package dependencies.

CF Services

CF B aseTypes

Figure 19. SWRadio PIM Package dependencies.

The following packages represent the top-level containers of the SWRadio PIM:

•  CF Services: Defines the services offered by the SWRadio Core Framework 

(CF). Among them we find File, Naming, Event and Security services related 

definitions.

•  CF Control: Defines the CF control classes within a Domain. CF Control classes 

are divided into Domain Management, Device, and Device Management classes.

•  Domain Profile: Defines properties and contents of the Domain. The package is 

composed of the following packages: Assembly Deployment Specification, 

Device Configuration Deployment Specification, Domain Manager 

Configuration Specification, Embedded Component Assembly Deployment 

Specification, Embedded Component Deployment Specification, Embedded 

Component Specification, HW Device Specification, Property Types 

Specification.

•  Base Application: Defines a set of interfaces that can be used by software 

applications. Interfaces defined in this package are Port, LifeCycle, 

TestableObject, PropertySet, PortSupplier, ResourceFactory, and Resource.
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•  Base Types: Defines the CF underlying types used while in the deployment and 

configuration of applications.

•  Operating Environment Services: Yet to be defined in the SWRadio PIM.

2.3.3.2 SWRadio Core Framework Control Package

In this thesis, we use a subset of the SWRadio PIM to test and validate our approach. 

We mainly work with the CF Control package. In this section, we first describe the 

elements that constitute the CF Control package and later describe a high level overview 

of the relationships that exists between them. We have deliberately excluded from this 

section the UML class definition and other low-level relationships of each of the 

SWRadio classes described below.

The following classes are defined in the CF Control Package:

•  DomainManager: Control and configuration of the system domain.

•  DeviceManager: Manages a set of logical devices and services.

•  Device: Type of Resource within the domain. Device extends the Resource 

interface and thus inherits the Resource requirements. Device defines additional 

capabilities and attributes for logical Devices in the domain.

•  LoadableDevice: Extends Device by adding loading and unloading capabilities 

to the behavior of a Device.

•  ExecutableDevice: Extends LoadableDevice by adding executing and

terminating capabilities to the behavior of a Device.

•  AggregateDevice: Provides aggregate behavior to add and remove Devices from 

an aggregate Device.

•  Application: Provides mechanisms for the control, configuration, and status of an 

instantiated application in the domain.

•  ApplicationFactory: provides the mechanism to request the creation of a specific 

type of Application in the domain.
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Figure 20 presents the CF Control Overview class diagram. At the top of the diagram 

the DomainManager is shown. A DomainManager can be composed of zero or many 

running Applications while serving as an Application directory for the Applications 

themselves. The DomainManager is also associated with zero or many DeviceManagers 

and with zero or many Devices. The DeviceManagers act as an information provider for 

the DomainManager that plays the role of the registrar in the association relationship. 

Devices playing the role of products and registrants are associated with one 

DeviceManager in the role of creator and registrar respectively. Devices allocate and 

deallocate memory upon requests from the ApplicationFactory and Applications. Such 

relationship is shown using two association relationships from the Device to the 

ApplicationFactory and Application classes in the diagram. Applications are the product 

of ApplicationFactories that act as creators of Applications. LoadableDevices and 

ExecutableDevices are specializations of Devices and use the ApplicationFactory as the 

Application Configure Manager. Applications are loaded and executed in Loadable and 

Executable Devices.

o . .
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♦informationProvider

DeviceManager

+registrar
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ApplicationFactory

♦appConfigManager
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♦componentExecuterExecutableDevice

0..

Figure 20. SWRadio Core Framework Control Overview class diagram.
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2.4 Verification

Deutsch in [17] defines software verification as an activity that assures that the results 

of successive steps in software development life cycle correctly embrace the intentions of 

the previous steps. In this section, we elaborate on background information related to 

verification in different areas of interest for our research. We first address literature 

related formal software verification. We then present verification of model-to-model 

transformations in MDD. We finally address information about the current technology 

used to verify compliance of software radios.

2.4.1 Formal Methods

Formal Methods is the umbrella term that computer scientists use to refer to the set of 

mathematic-based techniques, notations and tools, that are used in the development and 

verification of software artifacts [87]. Formal methods in software development require 

the use of formal languages as well as formal reasoning. The body of formal techniques is 

supported by precise mathematics and powerful analysis tools. Most often they imply 

rigorous and efficient mechanisms for system modeling, synthesis and analysis.

Formal methods in software development have been used (and still are) for mainly 

two purposes [87]:

1) Stepwise derivation of programs, rooted in Dijkstra’s program transformations 

[18] and Partsch’s program adaptation, modification and synthesis [81].

2) Formal verification of computer systems, which involves the definition of formal 

arguments of correctness, based on mathematical principles.

Generally, formal software verification usually follows the application of formal 

techniques for stepwise derivation of programs. Less frequent (but also applied) is 

stepwise derivation of programs without results being formally verified [95]. A key 

property of both cases is the presence of a formal specification [87]. In the case of 

stepwise derivation of programs, the formal specification is used as the source artifact 

from which the program is to be derived. In the case of formal verification, the software 

artifact is verified against such formal specification.
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The use of formal methods in software development has recently gained terrain in 

industrial applications [31, 59, 61, 95]. Although we acknowledge the possible use of 

formal methods for the creation of Software Radio Design models, as mentioned before, 

the topic lies beyond the scope of this thesis and we do not further discuss the issue7.

With respect to formal verification there are several reasons why we discard its use in 

this thesis. First and foremost because our Software Radio standard specification lacks 

the formality required for such purpose. Our work was originally motivated by a domain- 

specific problem: establishing compliance of software designs against a Software Radio 

specification. We remind the reader that our SWRadio PIM is written using conventional 

UML, which again, lacks the formality required to apply mathematical techniques in 

UML models [3, 104]. A second argument not to pursue formal verification in this thesis, 

relates to our aim to make our proposed solution accessible to practicing software 

developers without requiring additional knowledge about more comprehensive formal 

verification approaches. Finally, there is also the cost associated with formalizing the 

SWRadio specification that we consider decreases substantially the feasibility of the 

verification process.

2.4.2 Verification of Model-to-model Transformation in MDD

At the beginning of this thesis work, not much literature was available on the topic of 

verification of model-to-model transformations. Little explicit material was found related 

to model transformation, while almost none make explicit reference to verification of 

such transformations. We came to the conclusion that even though model 

transformation/verification was not new in the industry, it was often implemented in an 

ad hoc manner with a wide range of different solutions. Of the few available model 

transformation/verification works prior to the QVT RFP, we found the following 

similarities:

1. Identification of source and target models’ metamodels. Defining

transformations/verifications to act on models required targeting the languages in

7 We remind the reader that we are interested in verifying that a design model complies with a
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which those models were written (also known as metamodels). Related work can be 

found in Mellor and Balcer [52], Bezivin [5], Milicev [55, 56], Selonen et at. [94], de 

Miguel et al. [54], Lemesle [48], Dominguez and Zapata [19, 20, 21] and Kovse et al. 

[46],

2. Representation language for model transformation. Besides identifying the elements 

that constitute the languages (metamodels) being used to define the source and target 

models, the questions of the notation and how to represent the metamodels 

themselves were discussed. We consider the proposals we found in this direction 

were implementation biased and the most frequent solution was to define metamodels 

through an XMI representation. Related work can be found in Bezivin [5], de Miguel 

et al. [54], Porres [85, 86], Kovse et al. [46], Warner [105], Leblanc and Merle [47].

An alternative to XMI representation was proposed by Jezequel et al. in [98]. They 

propose to use UML Action Semantics (AS) as the language to represent model 

transformations. They argue the virtue of full integration of AS with UML, as well as 

its application not only to UML models, but to the UML metamodel itself. The key
o

principle behind the latter is the self defining property of UML . In other words, the 

UML metamodel is defined using UML elements, thus making it also a UML model.

3. Language used for rule definitions in model transformation. The aim was to identify a 

rule definition language that could unambiguously extract (or match) a subset of a 

model. The most frequent selection we found was OCL based rule definitions. 

Related work include Jezequel [98, 84], Bezivin [5], Gerber et al. [29], Peltier et al. 

[82, 83], Miguel et al. [54],

The works presented in the previous paragraphs are individual (sometimes groups of 

individuals) contributions towards model transformation in general. As the topic became 

an essential piece for the application and implementation of MDA, some of the same 

researchers (now representing their companies as OMG members) have submitted

specification model, and not in how to create or derive a design model itself.
8 UML is defined using the OMG’s Meta Object Facility (MOF) which in turn is defined in terms of UML. 
UML and MOF share the same metamodel infrastructure
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contributions for the MOF 2.0 QVT RFP (Bezivin, Vojtisek, Jezequel [2], Gerber, 

Lawley, Raymond, and Steel [22] and Mellor, Uhl [34]). For more on these submissions 

see section 2.2.5.

2.4.3 Compliance of Software Defined Radios

With respect to compliance verification of SDRs, work is being done to define a 

compliance-testing framework to verify the compliance of SDR products with respect to 

their common specification. The current state of this framework is best understood by 

studying the SCA. In the Architecture Compliance section of the SCA we find the 

following definition: “Products submitted as ‘SCA-Compliant’ will be evaluated for 

compliance in accordance with the test methods and procedures established per section 

7.2” [41]. Although section 7.2 of the SCA has yet to be defined, the JTRS JPO has 

established the JTRS Technology Laboratory (JTel) [40] whose mission is to “provide 

JTRS waveform acceptance and SCA-compliance recommendations to the JTRS JPO”.

We can only emphasize the importance of this effort. The JTRS Mission Description 

and Budget Item Justification [42] includes a budget estimate for half a billion US dollars 

to be spent over the 2003-2009 period. Almost 10% of the actual and estimated resources 

allocated for the 2003-2005 period will go to SCA Compliance testing related activities 

as shown in Table 6.

Table 6. Estimates for JTRS and SCA compliance testing activities (in thousands of dollars)

Cost FY 2003 
Actual

IA 2004 
Estimate

FY 2005 FY 2006 
Estimate

FY 2007 
Estimate

1A 2008 
Estimate

FY 2009

JTRS $  6 2 ,8 9 2 $ 1 3 3 ,2 9 3 S 12 4 0 0 $ 7 1 ,2 2 1 $ 5 7 ,2 3 3 $  2 8 ,5 7 3 $ 2 7 ,0 7 3

SCA
Compliance
Testing

$  1 0 ,3 9 6 $ 9 ,4 1 4 $ 1 1 ,6 3 6

In this thesis, we work in the context of the OMG SWRadio PIM. To our knowledge 

there is no published or ongoing work within the OMG related to compliance verification 

of SDRs. We hope our research will be integrated with the Software-Based 

Communication DTF efforts towards SDRs standardization.
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In this chapter, we describe at length one of our main contributions: our proposed 

two-step approach as refined in Figure 21. At the core of the contribution is the 

introduction of an intermediate model that is semantically equivalent to the specification 

model but expressed in the same language as the design model. We also consider the 

possibility and usefulness of automation throughout this approach. By building prototype 

tools, we speed up the application of the approach and provide a proof of concept for it. 

Prototype tools are explained in detail in section 3.3.

Following the organization of section 1.4, we first address in section 3.1 the Spec to 

tSpec transformation-compliance activities. Then, we tackle step 2, that is tSpec to 

Design realization/compliance, in section 3.2.

Semantic definition and validation of mappings 
Correct application of mappings

K
Trace ability relationships from tSpec to Spec 
Complete definition of mappings

K

"""^jTietamodel
model

t j."
SpecBcatton/ D e s ig n ," '
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/  tran .^ rw naftw
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----------------- compliance
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1
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i
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\  /

— n r x
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1 veclcaiofl 
’ 1 

D e s g n  \

Structural compliance
• Behavioral compliance

■ Designer specific and out of the scope of this thesis
■ A  designer takes inspiration from the specification and/or its equivalent transformed 

specification, to manually produce a design

Figure 21. Detailed two-step approach for Transformation/Compliance
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Figure 22 presents an activity diagram with a more detailed view of the activities of 

our proposed approach. The intention is to give the reader a high level view of how the 

different sections in this chapter are related to each other.
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Figure 22. Detailed two-step approach for Transformation/Compliance

In activity 1 from Figure 22, we consider the identification of source (activity 1.1) 

and target (activity 1.2) metamodels as the first activities to perform in our approach. We
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continue then by defining mappings and validating them (activity 1.3). After that, we 

proceed to implement the mappings (activity 1.4), define combinational models (activity 

1.5) and define test models (activity 1.6) before we proceed to verify the correct 

implementation of the mappings in activity 2. Within activity 2, we first verify that the 

test models being used to test the implementation of the mappings are complete (activity

2.1). If not, we return to activity 1.6 to update the test models. Once the testing models 

are complete, we proceed to verify that the implementations produce the expected results 

as defined in activity 1.5. If not, we go back to activity 1.4 and modify implementation 

until it achieves the expected results. Once activity 2 has been carried out, we continue 

with the execution of the mappings, but this time using the actual SWRadio PIM (activity

3.1) instead of using test models. That takes us into activity three of the approach. We 

verify then that every element in the SWRadio PIM has been used as originator of an 

element of the tSpec model (activity 3.2). If not, we go back to update or define new 

mappings in activity 1.3. Once we have a complete set of mappings we proceed with 

structural compliance in which a separate tool will first parse the tSpec (activity 4.1) and 

Design (activity 4.2) models, read additional input if provided (activity 4.3) and proceed 

with structural comparison (activity 4.4). We end up the application of our compliance 

verification approach with activity 5.1 related to behavioral compliance. In the next 

sections we describe in details each of the activities presented in Figure 22.

3.1 Spec to tSpec Transformation and Compliance

As previously explained, activities of Step 1 are highly related to the representation 

language or metamodels used in defining Spec and Design models. Recall that in this first 

step we translate the specification model into a semantically equivalent model, the tSpec, 

expressed using the same language as the intended design.

Let us then define semantic equivalence between two models: We say that a model B 

is semantically equivalent to a model A when the following conditions are met:

1) Model A  is written using metamodel mA and model B is written using metamodel 

mB.
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2) There exists a set of mappings M  that takes elements from metamodel mA and 

transform them into elements of metamodel mB.

3) Within the set of mappings M, there exists at least one mapping that applies to 

each element defined in metamodel mA9.

4) Implementations of mappings have been proved to produce output as expected.

5) When mappings are executed on model A, all the elements contained in model A 

are used as originators of elements of model B.

6) Model B is automatically generated after execution of mappings M  on model A.

Figure 23 shows two non-semantically equivalent models: Spec and tSpec. Dotted 

arrows represent mappings that take elements from the Spec model and transform them 

into elements of the tSpec model. Mappings define one to one relationships (e.g., A  from 

the Spec is the originator of i in the tSpec), many to one relationships (C and D from the 

Spec are the originators of Hi in the tSpec) and one to many relationships (G in the Spec is 

the originator of v, vi and vii in the tSpec). When considering the conditions defined 

above, we declare that the two models are not semantically equivalent because condition 

four has not been met: namely, element E  from the Spec is not represented (or was not 

used as originator of an element) in the tSpec.

VS

V II

Spec

— >

Figure 23. Spec elements as originators of tSpec elements.

9 A mapping from M can be applied to one or many elements defined in the metamodel mA.
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In order to ensure semantic equivalence between Spec and tSpec models, step 1 is 

broken down into three activities, each discussed in one of the following subsections.

3.1.1 Semantic definition and validation of mappings (activity 1).

The goal of this activity is to establish semantic links between elements of the two 

metamodels. A deep understanding of the metamodels of the source and target models is 

necessary to write any mapping between a Spec and its tSpec. The first part of this section 

describes the rationale of the activity. The second part talks about the format used to 

define our mappings.

3.1.1.1 Rationale of semantic definition and validation of mappings

If, for example, the language used in the specification model is UML 1.x and the 

language used for the design model is ROSE-RT (which includes concepts such as 

capsules, ports and connectors recently incorporated into UML 2.0), then active classes 

of the Spec will likely map onto capsules in the tSpec, whereas passive classes will map 

onto data classes. Furthermore, every association of the Spec will also have to be 

scrutinized. In the context of ROSE-RT, an association between active classes of the Spec 

will involve the introduction of ports between the corresponding capsules in the tSpec. 

Conversely, an aggregation between two passive classes in the Spec will correspond to a 

containment relationship between two data classes in the tSpec.

Also, mappings may be syntactically correct but semantically erroneous. For 

example, mapping classes of the Spec into notes in the tSpec may be syntactically 

possible but very unlikely to be semantically felicitous! Quite the contrary, such a 

mapping would unavoidably result in the absence of key structural elements in the tSpec. 

We must emphasize that we are not proposing a solution for the semantic correctness of 

the mappings’ definitions. We emphasize that this activity relies entirely on expertise 

about the source and target metamodels, and perhaps agreements among Spec Designers 

about semantic relationships that they are establishing. Consequently we must conclude 

that the validation of the mappings is subjective in nature, as it depends both on the 

domain of the Spec and on one’s idiosyncratic approach to bridging the semantic gap
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between Spec and tSpec. However, one must also understand that it is likely that, with 

time, the reuse in another domain, of the mappings developed and tested for one domain 

will increase, thereby reducing the effort involved in this activity. Therefore, over time, it 

will be less likely that we need to address from scratch the correctness of each mapping.

With respect to the properties of the mappings we define, they are unidirectional 

(from Spec to tSpec) and may use one or many elements from the source model in order 

to create/update an element(s) in the target model. Also, a single element in the source 

model may be used by more than one mapping. Finally, some mappings may be invoked 

while executing other mapping, thus establishing a dependency relationship among them. 

For example, mapping an attribute is only possible if invoked while mapping the 

classifier that owns the attribute.

3.1.1.2 Mapping definition format

Because QVT is still an ongoing process, we instead use a textual definition for our 

mappings. We first define the name of the mapping, along with a brief description. Then 

we define the type of the source and target elements. We continue with a function 

definition that specifies what to do if the mapping is to be applied. We conclude the 

mapping definition with a constraint defined using OCL. This is the constraint that must 

evaluate to true if this mapping is to be applied under the assumption that the correct type 

of source (and possibly target) element has been identified. Here is an example:

Suppose we want to carry active classes from the source model into the target model. 

And we want to check that those active classes in the source model are not specializations 

of passive classes. A possible mapping definition follows:

ActiveClassMapping

Description
Maps an active class from a source model into an active class of the target model.

Context
SWRadio Spec : :Class source, ROSE-RT :: Model target
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Actions
//create a corresponding new class in the target model 
Class target.c1= new Class();
Target.cl.isActive = TRUE ;
Target.cl .name = source.name;

Constraints
P1: // The source element is of type Class

source.ocllsTypeOf(Class) and 
P2: // The source class is an active class

source.isActive and 
P3: // The class is not a specialization of another element

(source.generalization.parent->isEmpty() or 
PA // The class is an specialization of one or more elements 

(source.generalization.parent->notEmpty()
// For all the generalized elements in which the source element is an specialization 
and (source.generalization.parent -> forAII (p |

P5: // Generalized elements are of type Class
(p.ocllsTypeOf(Class) and 

P6: // Generalized elements are active classes
(p. isActive))))))

In the next section we consider how to verify that the application of this mapping was 

done in a correct manner.

3.1.2 Correct application of Mappings (activity 2)

Assuming mappings from a Spec to its corresponding tSpec are semantically correct, 

the next step consists in verifying that these mappings are applied correctly. To do so, for 

each mapping we first create what Binder [6, chapter 6] calls a testable combinational 

model represented in the form of truth tables. Each table is based on the constraints 

defined in each mapping. The combinational model is associated to a ‘formalized’ 

method that extracts a suite of tests that adequately covers these conditions. We will 

compare actual vs. expected results to verify if the mappings have been applied correctly.

The definition of the combinational model is done manually. We provide no 

algorithm or method to define expected results for each combination of values, nor to 

identify mutually exclusive combinations. We do provide a prototype tool for automatic 

application of mappings, in which we have included ‘automatic categorization’ of source 

elements in order to verify that all valid combinations (from the combinational model) 

have been included in a test suite. The categorization is automatically performed by the 

tool by evaluating the properties of each source element and assigning values of 1 or 0 for
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each of the mapping constraints. Following the ActiveClassMapping example from the 

previous section, the tool will assign a value of 0 to constraint PI when evaluating an 

interface (recall that constraint PI defines an element to be of type class, and an interface 

is not). Using also an interface, the tool will also assign a 0 to constraint P2 because an 

interface cannot be defined as active. The tool will proceed with the evaluation of the rest 

of the constraints (P3 through P6 in our example) of the mapping. Based on the values 

assigned for all the constraints, the element is then allocated as one of the possible valid 

combinations of the mapping (see Table 7). After all elements have been allocated, a 

report allows us to verify that our test suite does include at least one source element that 

fits into each valid combination, and that the mapping was only triggered when it was 

expected to (as defined in the combinational test model).

Continuing with the mapping definition from section 3.1.1, we now consider how to 

verify its correct application. For convenience, each constraint predicate was numbered. 

In our example, having 6 predicates implies a total of 64 possible combinations of true 

and false values. Not all of these combinations are valid though. Predicate P3 defines the 

absence of a parent class while predicate P4 negates it: these predicates are mutually 

exclusive making the combination invalid. Also, the combination of the parent not being 

a class (P5) and being active (P6) is not a valid combination. Following such a semantic 

analysis, the list of valid combinations that can be evaluated is reduced to 10. If no 

further semantic reductions are possible, then the specific combinations of predicate 

values leading to the mapping firing can be made explicit using, for example, a traditional 

truth table, such as the one presented in Table 7 below:

Table 7. ActiveClassMapping testable combinational model.

PI P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 Result Comments
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 Not Valid A class cannot have 0 parents (P3) and 1 parent (P4) at the same time
2 0 0 0 0 0 1 Not Valid A class cannot have 0 parents (P3) and 1 parent (P4) at the same time
3 0 0 0 0 ] 0 Not Valid A class cannot have 0 parents (P3) and 1 parent (P4) at the same time
4 0 0 0 0 i 1 Not Valid A class cannot have 0 parents (P3) and 1 parent (P4) at the same time
5 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 Source element not a class (not PI), not active (not P2), with parent(s) (not P3 and 

P4), parent(s) is/are not classes (not P5) and parent(s) is/are not active (not P6).
6 0 0 0 1 0 1 Not Valid A parent which is not a class (P5) cannot be acti ve (P6)
7 0 0 0 1 1 0 Not Valid An element which is not a class cannot have a class as parent (P0) and (P5)
8 0 0 0 1 1 1 Not Valid An element which is not a class cannot have a class as parent (P0) and (P5)
9 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 Source element is not a class (not PI), not active (not P2), with no parents (P3 and 

not P4), parent(s) is/are not classes (not P5) and parent(s) is/are not active (not P6).
10 0 0 1 0 0 1 Not Valid If the class has no parent (P3), no properties for the parent can be true (P5 and P6)
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11 0 0 1 0 1 0 Not Valid If the class has no parent (P3), no properties for the parent can be true (P5 and P6)
12 0 0 1 0 1 1 Not Valid If the class has no parent (P3), no properties for the parent can be true (P5 and P61
13 0 0 1 1 0 0 Not Valid A class cannot have 0 parents (P3) and I parent (P4) at the same time
14 0 0 1 1 0 1 Not Valid A  class cannot have 0  parents (P3) and 1 parent (P4) at the same time
IS 0 0 1 1 1 0 Not Valid A class cannot have 0 parents (P3) and 1 parent (P4) at the same time
16 0 0 1 1 1 1 Not Valid A class cannot have 0 parents (P3) and 1 parent (P4) at the same time
17 0 1 0 0 0 0 Not Valid A class cannot have 0 parents (P3) and 1 parent (P4) at the same time
18 0 1 0 0 0 1 Not Valid A class cannot have 0 parents (P3) and 1 parent (P4) at the same time
19 0 1 0 0 1 0 Not Valid A class cannot have 0 parents (P3) and 1 parent (P4) at the same time
20 0 1 0 0 1 1 Not Valid A class cannot have 0  parents (P3) and 1 parent (P4) at the same time
21 0 1 0 1 0 0 Not Valid An element which is not a class cannot be active
22 0 1 0 1 0 1 Not Valid A  parent which is not a class (P5) cannot be acti ve (P6)
23 0 1 0 1 1 0 Not Valid An element which is not a class cannot be active
24 0 1 0 1 1 1 Not Valid An element which is not a class cannot be active
25 0 1 1 0 0 0 Not Valid An element which is not a class cannot be active
26 0 1 1 0 0 1 Not Valid If the class has no parent (P3), no properties for the parent can be true (P5 and P6)
27 0 1 1 0 1 0 Not Valid If the class has no parent (P3), no properties for the parent can be true (P5 and P6)
28 0 1 1 0 1 1 Not Valid If the class has no parent (P3), no properties for the parent can be true (P5 and P6)
29 0 1 1 1 0 0 Not Valid A class cannot have 0 parents (P3) and 1 parent (P4) at the same time
30 0 1 1 1 0 1 Not Valid A class cannot have 0 parents (P3) and 1 parent (P4) at the same time
31 0 1 i ] 1 0 Not Valid A class cannot have 0 parents (P3) and 1 parent (P4) at the same time
32 0 1 1 1 1 1 Not Valid A  class cannot have 0 parents (P3) and 1 parent (P4) at the same time
33 1 0 0 0 Not Valid A  class cannot have 0 parents (P3) and 1 parent (P4) at the same time
34 1 0 0 0 1 Not Valid A class cannot have 0 parents (P3) and 1 parent (P4) at the same time
35 1 0 0 0 1 0 Not Valid A class cannot have 0 parents (P3) and 1 parent (P4) at the same time
36 1 0 0 0 1 1 Not Valid A  class cannot have 0 parents (P3) and 1 parent (P4) at the same time
37 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 Source element is a class (PI), not active (not P2), with parent(s) (not P3 and P4), 

parent(s) is/are not classes (not P5) and parent(s) is/are not active (not P6).
38 1 0 0 1 0 1 Not Valid A parent which is not a class (P5) cannot be active (P6)
39 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 Source element is a class (PI), not active (not P2), with parent(s) (not P3 and P4), 

parent(s) is/are classes (P5) and parent(s) is/are not active (not P6).
40 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 Source element is a class (PI), not active (not P2), with parent(s) (not P3 and P4), 

parent(s) is/are classes (P5) and parent(s) is/are active (P6).
41 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 Source element is a class (PI), not active (not P2), with no parents (P3 and not P4), 

parent(s) is/are not classes (not P5) and parent(s) is/are not active (not P6).
42 1 0 1 0 0 1 Not Valid If the class has no parent (P3), no properties for the parent can be true (P5 and P6)
43 1 0 1 0 1 0 Not Valid If the class has no parent (P3), no properties for the parent can be true (P5 and P6)
44 1 1 0 1 1 Not Valid If the class has no parent (P3), no properties for the parent can be true (P5 and P6)
45 1 0 1 1 0 0 Not Valid A class cannot have 0 parents (P.3) and I parent (P4) at the same time
46 1 0 1 1 0 1 Not Valid A class cannot have 0 parents (P3) and 1 parent (P4) at the same time
47 1 1 1 1 0 Not Valid A class cannot have 0 parents (P3) and 1 parent (P4) at. the same time
48 1 1 1 1 1 Not Valid A class cannot have 0 parents (P3) and 1 parent (P4) at the same time
49 1 1 0 0 0 0 Not Valid A class cannot have 0 parents (P3) and 1 parent (P4) at the same time
50 1 1 0 0 0 1 Not Valid A class cannot have 0 parents (P3) and 1 parent (P4) at the same time
5.1 1 1 0 0 1 0 Not Valid A class cannot, have 0 parents (P3) and i parent (P4) at the same time
52 1 1 0 0 1 1 Not Valid A class cannot have 0 parents (P3) and 1 parent (P4) at the same time
53 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 Source element is a class (PI), active (P2), with parent(s) (not P3 and P4), 

parent(s) is/ate not classes (not P5) and parent(s) is/are not active (not P6).
54 1 1 0 1 0 1 Not Valid A parent which is not a class (P5) cannot be active (P6)
55 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 Source element is a class (PI), active (P2), with parent(s) (not P3 and P4), 

parent(s) is/are classes (P5) and parent(s) is/are not active (not P6).
56 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 Source element is a class (PI), active (P2), with parent(s) (not P3 and P4), 

parent(s) is/are classes (P5) and parent(s) is/are active (P6).
57 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 Source element is a class (PI), active (P2), with no parents (P3 and not P4), 

parent(s) is/are not classes (not P5) and parent(s) is/are not active (not P6).
58 1 1 1 0 0 1 Not Valid If the class has no parent (P3), no properties for the parent can be true (P5 and P6)
59 1 1 1 0 1 0 Not Valid If the class has no parent (P3), no properties for the parent can be true (P5 and P6)
60 1 1 1 0 1 1 Not Valid If the class has no parent (P3), no properties for the parent can be true (P5 and P6)
61 1 1 1 1 0 0 Not Valid A class cannot have 0 parents (P3) and 1 parent (P4) at the same time
62 1 1 1 1 0 1 Not Valid A class cannot have 0 parents (P3) and 1 parent (P4) at the same time
63 1 1 1 1 I 0 Not Valid A class cannot have 0 parents (P3) and 1 parent (P4) at the same time
64 1 1 1 1 1 1 Not Valid A class cannot have 0 parents (P3) and 1 parent (P4) at the same time
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Table 8 presents a reduced version of Table 7 with only valid cases from the 

combinational model shown in the table.

Table 8. ActiveClassMapping testable combinational model (valid cases only).

1*1 P2 1*3 MM P5 P6 Result Comments
1 0 0 0 l 0 0 0 Source element is not a class (not PI), not active (not P2), with parent(s) (not P3 and 

P4), parent(s) is/are not classes (not P5) and parent(s) is/are not active (not P6).
2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 Source element is not a class (not PI), not active (not P2), with no parents (P3 and 

not P4), parent(s) is/are not classes (not P5) and parent(s) is/are not active (not P6).
3 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 Source element is a class (PI), not active (not P2), with parent(s) (not P3 and P4), 

parent(s) is/are not classes (not P5) and parent(s) is/are not active (not P6).
4 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 Source element is a class (PI), not active (not P2), with parent(s) (not P3 and P4), 

parent(s) is/are classes (P5) and parent(s) is/are not active (not P6).
5 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 Source element is a class (PI), not active (not P2), with parent(s) (not P3 and P4), 

parent(s) is/are classes (P5) and parent(s) is/are active (P6).
6 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 Source element is a class (PI), not active (not P2), with no parents (P3 and not P4), 

parent(s) is/are not classes (not P5) and parent(s) is/are not active (not P6).
7 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 Source element is a class (PI), active (P2), with parent(s) (not P3 and P4), parent(s) 

is/are not classes (not P5) and parent(s) is/are not active (not P6).
8 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 Source element is a class (PI), active (P2), with parent(s) (not P3 and P4), parent(s) 

is/are classes (P5) and parent(s) is/are not active (not P6).
9 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 Source element is a class (PI), active (P2), with parent(s) (not P3 and P4), parent(s) 

is/are classes (P5) and parent(s) is/are active (P6).
10 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 Source element is a class (PI), active (P2), with no parents (P3 and not P4), 

parent(s) is/are not classes (not P5) and parent(s) is/are not active (not P6).

The important idea here is, to end up with a testable combinational model. Such a 

model must not only define the conditions under which the mapping fires or not, but also 

be associated to a ‘formal’ method that extracts a suite of tests that adequately covers 

these conditions. (An in-depth discussion of methods available to derive sufficient tests 

from testable combinational models can be found in [6, chapter 6]).

We will consider a transformation from a Spec to its transformed tSpec to correctly 

apply mappings if the test suite associated with each mapping is successful (i.e., the 

mapping fires when and only when it is correct to do so).

In practice, our research suggests this is much less work than it appears to be. 

Consider, for example, the source and target models given below:
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classD classE

classE

classF

classFtSpec

— 1>

Figure 24. ActiveClassMapping example

We want to verify whether or not the ActiveClassMapping from section 3.1.1.2 was 

correctly applied in Figure 24 in which: 1) Interfaces are illustrated by an empty circle; 2) 

Passive classes are depicted by a box with the name of the class inside of it, 3) Active 

classes are illustrated with a box with vertical lines on the sides of the box and 4) 

generalization relationships are represented by an empty arrowhead as in [76]. Black 

arrowheads are meant to highlight the application of the mapping.

The element interfaceA is not mapped into an active class in the target model because 

interfaceA is not a class (PI). Also, classA is not mapped because it is not an active class 

(P2). Similarly, classC is not mapped because it specializes a passive class (P6). 

Conversely, classB and classF are mapped into the target model because they are active 

classes (PI and P2) with no superclasses (P3). Finally, classE is mapped because its 

combination of properties does satisfy the constraint of the mapping (as captured in the 

last line of the partial truth table given earlier). Namely: active class (PI and P2), having 

a superclass (P4 and thus not P3) and the superclass being an active class (P5 and P6).

The informal analysis from the previous paragraph may be a good start, but we 

required further proof. We then built (into the tool) traceability relationships between 

elements of the Spec and tSpec models. Table 9 presents such traceability when applied 

to the original model from Figure 24.
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Table 9. Traceability relationships tSpec to Spec Model Elements

Spec Model Elements Mapping tSpei Model Elements
Element Type Name ID Element

Type
Name II) Trace 

to Spec
1 Interface IntA SI
2 Class ClassA S2
3 Class ClassB S3 ActiveClassMapping Class ClassB T3 S3
4 Class ClassC S4 ActiveClassMapping
5 Generalization ClassC-ClassD S5
6 Class ClassD S6
7 Class ClassE S7 ActiveClassMapping Class ClassE T5 S7
8 Generalization ClassE-ClassF S8
9 Class ClassF S9 ActiveClassMapping Class ClassF T7 S9

Table 9 shows us that the ActiveClassMapping was intended to be applied on the four 

active classes from Figure 24, but it succeeded only in three. From this discussion we 

conclude that, using Figure 24 and Table 9, the ActiveClassMapping is tested for the 

cases where it should apply (i.e., rows 9 and 10 of Table 8) and for some cases where it 

should not apply. Still we do not have evidence that the mapping has been tested against 

all the cases where it should not be executed (i.e., rows 1 through 8 from Table 8). In 

order to know which combinations remain to be tested, as explained above, we have 

implemented into our tool a mechanism that ties each element of a Spec model to the 

combination it uses in a relevant mapping. For example, for the model of Figure 24, we 

show in Table 10 which elements apply to which combination of the relevant mapping 

(we have omitted all the non-valid combinations from the table)

Table 10. ActiveClassMapping verification against the testable combinational model (valid cases 
only)

PI P2 1’3 P4 PS m Result Element
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 Not in model
2 0 1 0 u 0 0 InterfaceA
3 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 Not in model
4 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 Not in model
5 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 Not in model
6 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 ClassA, ClassD
7 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 Not in model
8 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 ClassC
9 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 ClassE
10 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 ClassB, ClassF
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From Table 10 we notice that rows 1, 3, 4, 5 and 7 have not been tested. Figure 25 

presents a new Spec model where all possible combinations (i.e., each row of the 

combinational model) will be covered, thus offering a better test suite for this mapping 

than the model of Figure 24.

Spec intacfcceA

tSpec

classJ

Figure 25. ActiveClassMapping example (revised)

Table 11 presents the tool’s output, which demonstrates that our test suite indeed 

covers at least one case for each of the combinations presented in Table 7.

Table 11. ActiveClassMapping verification against testable combinational model (revised).

PI P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 Result Klcmcnt
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 interface!!
2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 interfaceA, interfaceC
3 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 ClassI
4 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 ClassG
5 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 ClassH
6 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 ClassA, ClassD
7 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 ClassJ
8 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 ClassC
9 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 ClassE
10 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 ClassB, ClassF

In addition to the tool support that categorizes each element from the Spec model 

under one valid combination of our combinational model, we have also built in our 

prototype tool a mechanism that allows us to identify which elements from the Spec 

model have been used as originators of elements of the tSpec model. In our internal 

representation of the Spec model, each element contains a property that holds an integer 

value. Such property starts with a value of 0 for each element, and gets incremented 

every time that the owner element is used during the execution of a mapping. Following
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the example above, after execution of the transformation tool (which at this point 

considers only the application of the ActiveClassMapping) Table 12 is obtained. The 

table confirms that the mapping was applied only when it was expected to do so.

Table 12. Spec elements used while verifying correctness of mapping definitions

# Element Type Element Name Number of
times used

1 Class ClassA 0
2 Class ClassB 1
3 Class ClassC 0
4 Class ClassD 0
5 Class ClassE 1
6 Class ClassF 1
7 Class ClassG 0
8 Class ClassH 0
9 Class ClassI 0
10 Class ClassJ 0
11 Interface InterfaceA 0
12 Interface InterfaceB 0
13 Interface InterfaceC 0
14 Generalization InterfaceA to InterfaceB 0
15 Generalization ClassA to ClassG 0
16 Generalization ClassB to ClassH 0
17 Generalization ClassD to ClassC 0
18 Generalization ClassF to ClassE 0
19 Generalization InterfaceC to ClassI 0
20 Generalization InterfaceC to ClassJ 0

The table source is a report that logs all the elements from the Spec model and the 

number of times they were used as originators of an element of the tSpec model. The 

same report is also used while verifying the completeness of the mapping definitions that 

we discuss in the following section.

Our approach for compliance verification considers the application of the described 

procedure to each and every mapping defined to transform a Spec into a semantically 

equivalent tSpec.

3.1.3 Complete definition of Mappings (activity 3)

Validating the semantic correctness of the mappings and then their correct application 

is not sufficient. We must also consider the completeness of the mappings, that is, we
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must verify that all the elements in the Spec have been taken into account in the mapping 

definitions. This step can follow any of the two previous steps. We have found it 

advantageous to carry steps 2 and 3 together: as we are verifying the correct application 

of mappings, we can also simultaneously check whether or not any entity that should be 

mapped is ‘forgotten’. Clearly, an incomplete set of mappings will result in having some 

elements defined in the Spec not being transformed into elements of the tSpec. We 

suggest two possible causes for such cases: 1) a mapping is genuinely missing or 2) the 

constraints of the mapping that should apply are too restrictive.

We return to the example of step 2 to illustrate this. From Figure 24 we identify four 

different types of elements: an interface (interfaceA), passive classes (classA, classD), 

active classes (classB, classC, classE and classF) and generalization relationships 

between classes (the white arrowheads). A mapping to map active classes has already 

been defined. To achieve completeness of the mapping definitions, mappings are also 

required to map interfaces, passive classes and generalization relationships. In other 

words, omissions can be easily detected by simply ensuring that all element types of the 

Spec metamodel do have corresponding mappings. Such cross-referencing, however, 

does not deal with the second source of problems.

Finding ‘forgotten’ elements in small models (such as in the example presented 

above) may be done visually, but the same approach is difficult to apply in large 

specifications. To overcome this problem, we build traceability relationships between 

elements of the source and target models in an automated tool. Roughly put, every 

element in the source model is assigned a unique identifier that is then ‘looked for’ in the 

target model once the transformation is complete. Let us elaborate. The traceability 

relationship table for our example is presented in Table 13. The first column holds row 

numbers. The next three columns refer to elements of the specification {Spec) model. The 

fifth column presents mappings that “match” the properties of the source elements, that 

is, that apply to these elements. Columns six to nine refer to elements in the transformed 

specification (tSpec) model. In columns two and six, Element Type refers to the type of 

element as defined in the Spec and tSpec metamodels. Columns three and seven present
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the name of the elements as defined in the Spec and tSpec models. Columns four and 

eight hold unique identifiers for model elements. Finally, column nine provides 

traceability information: each element in the tSpec model should have at least one 

element of the Spec model as its originator.

Table 13. Traceability relationships tSpec to Spec Model Elements

Spec Model Elements tSpec Model Elements
Element Type Name II) .Mapping Element Type Name ! ID Trace

to Spec
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) ifi) (7) (8) (‘>1
1 Interface IntA SI InterfaceMapping Interface IntA 11 SI
2 Class ClassA S2 PassiveClassMapping Class ClassA T2 S2
3 Class ClassB S3 ActiveClassMapping Class ClassB T3 S3
4 Class ClassC S4 ActiveClassMapping
5 Generalization ClassC-ClassD S5 GeneralizationMapping
6 Class ClassD S6 PassiveClassMapping Class ClassD T4 S6
7 Class ClassE S7 ActiveClassMapping Class ClassE T5 S7
8 Generalization ClassE-ClassF S8 GeneralizationMapping Generalization *2 T6 S8
9 Class ClassF S9 ActiveClassMapping Class ClassF T7 S9

From Table 13 we notice that classC (row 4) from the Spec was not mapped into an 

element of the tSpec (neither was row 5 but this is a consequence of not mapping ClassC 

as we explain below). This is not due to the absence of a mapping definition to map 

active classes, but because of the constraint attached to the ActiveClassMapping 

definition. In fact, our tool (from which the information on Table 13 was produced) not 

only tells us which elements were not used as source elements for the tSpec model, but 

also reports the mapping(s) that were attempted to apply on them. The latter provides 

important clues on the reasons of why the element was not mapped. In this case, the 

constraint prevents active classes like classC being mapped into the tSpec because classC 

specializes a passive class (classD).

Different causes can be attributed to this problem. For example:

•  Cause: The mapping defines incorrectly restrictive constraints. Example 

solution: Remove from ActiveClassMapping the constraint that prevents an 

active class that specializes a passive class to be mapped.
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•  Cause: Mapping constraints are genuinely correct, and there is the need for a new 

mapping to map the excluded element. Example solution: Define a new mapping 

to handle the cases excluded by the constraint(s).

•  Cause: An omission or error in the structural definition of elements in the Spec. 

The excluded element should possess different properties so that it can be 

mapped. Example solutions: 1) Redefine classC from the Spec to be a passive 

class (or classD to be an active class) or, 2) Remove the generalization 

relationship between classC and classD.

The actual choice of solution is domain specific. Instead, we want to emphasize here 

that finding elements of the Spec that are not mapped into the tSpec may itself lead to the 

discovery of a deeper problem with the Spec specification. Namely, it is possible that the 

latter contains a genuine semantic error. Should the Spec be open to modification, then 

this error may be corrected. Conversely, if the Spec is deemed correct and yet the 

semantics of the target model require that the banned case be mapped (rather than 

ignored), then we will have to conclude that the Spec cannot be transformed into the 

tSpec using the actual set of mapping definitions.

Aside of the traceability relationships shown in Table 13, we also make use of the 

counting mechanism described at the end of the previous section. We increase an 

element’s property value by one every time that element is used as originator of an 

element of the tSpec. This time, the aim is to get values of at least one for all the elements 

in the Spec model to verify that indeed the set of mapping definitions is complete. The 

log report applied to this section’s example is shown in Table 14. It shows that two 

elements from the Spec model where not used for mapping application, and thus declared 

the set of mapping definitions to be incomplete. The reasons were described above.
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Table 14. Spec elements used while verifying completeness of mapping deffinitions

# Dement Type Element Name
|

Number of 
times used

1 Class ClassA 1
2 Class ClassB 1
3 Class ClassC 0
4 Class ClassD 1
5 Class ClassE 1
6 Class ClassF 1
7 Interface InterfaceA 1
8 Generalization ClassD to ClassC 0
9 Generalization ClassF to ClassE 1

Our approach for compliance verification considers the application of the described 

procedure until we verify that we have used all elements in the Spec model as originators 

of elements in the tSpec model.

3.2 Design to tSpec Compliance

Once the tSpec has been verified using step 1 (activities 1, 2 and 3), we assume that, 

eventually, a Design (and more precisely, an executable design) is made available for 

compliance testing against the tSpec. This task is split into two subtasks: first, structural 

compliance (see section 3.2.1), then behavioral compliance (see section 3.2.2). The key 

point is that each of these steps is possible first and foremost because the tSpec and the 

Design use the same underlying metamodel.

3.2.1 Structural Compliance (activity 4)

We perform structural model compliance by analyzing specification and design 

models, and reporting their similarities and differences. We consider a Design being 

complaint with a specification when the following conditions are met:

1) There exists Spec, tSpec and Design models.

2) The tSpec model is semantically equivalent to the Spec model as defined in 

section 3.1.

3) There exist a set of Compliance Rules that specifically define the concept of 

structural compliance.
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4) Additional information is provided (when needed) to accommodate for different 

compliance rules.

5) The Design model possesses all the elements, properties and relationships as 

defined in the tSpec model and in accordance with the compliance rules from 

condition 3.

The aim of finding an exact match between the two models is unrealistic, as many 

design decisions play a role in defining a design from a specification. When comparing 

the two models, we consider three different kinds of elements:

1. ‘Common’ elements -  elements that are defined in the Spec (and tSpec) and also in 

the Design

2. ‘Only in Design’ elements -  elements that are defined in the Design but are not 

included in the Spec (nor tSpec)

3. ‘Only in Spec’ elements -  elements that are defined in the Spec (and tSpec) but not 

in the Design

Common elements are the simplest kind of elements and are considered a direct 

match between the specification and the design. The ‘only in Design’ elements are 

considered additional elements defined in the design to support the specification intended 

functionality but that are not present in the specification model. We report their presence 

and do nothing else with them. Thus, in this dissertation, we are left to deal only with 

"Only in Spec" elements.

There are many reasons why an element is in the specification and not in the design. 

We explore some of them and more importantly, consider the additional information that 

may lead to an indirect match between elements of both models. We discuss different 

structural compliance challenges in the following subsections.

In this activity, we first define the properties a Design model must exhibit in order to 

be considered compliant with a specification model. We do so by defining rules for 

structural compliance. For example, since a Design can be thought as a refinement of the
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tSpec, it is possible that structural elements will be added, modified and even deleted in it 

(with respect to the tSpec). Having a structural element of the tSpec disappear in the 

Design is not necessarily erroneous: in the context of incremental development, at a 

specific point in time we envision the Design may be checked only against a subset of the 

tSpec. But to do this requires that the tSpec have its structural elements be annotated with 

indications such as ‘required’ versus ‘optional’. From the example, we may define two 

rules that can be evaluated between the models: the first will look for all the elements in 

the tSpec to be present in the Design, while the second will allow some of them to be 

absent if declared as optional elements in a separate annotation model. The introduction 

of compliance rules allows for flexibility in the process, while also focusing on the 

criteria required to evaluate structural compliance.

We root our structural compliance rules in the nature and origin of the gap that may 

exist between specification and design models as described in section 2.1. We analyze 

each aspect and propose a solution. This activity has also been automated using a 

separate tool (distinct from the one of step 1) that automatically verifies structural 

compliance. This is done by first determining structural differences between the tSpec 

and the Design and then verifying if such differences are allowed or not. The discussion 

of our proposed solutions for structural compliance includes a brief description of how 

the tool handles each aspect.

We propose two types of rules for structural compliance. The first type considers a 

policy definition with a model-wide scope. In other words, policies apply to all elements 

in the tSpec and/or Design models that fit the description of the rule. For example, 

addressing the Package Contents challenge described in section 2.1.9, the option of 

enforcing the same package structure (and their contents) of the tSpec model to the 

Design model, should be considered a policy rule. In other words, if it is decided that the 

Design is not obligated to follow the same package structure that the tSpec model, the 

policy will apply to all packages in the Design model. The second type of rules for 

structural compliance only impact target elements within the models. For example, 

addressing the Naming and Role Playing challenge described in section 2.1.7, the option
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of allowing an element of a design to play the role of one or more elements from the 

tSpec is an element-scope structural compliance rule. The rule will apply only to the 

element in the Design that has been defined as implementing one or more elements from 

the tSpec.

We emphasize that although structural compliance tasks (activity 4 in our two-step 

approach for compliance verification) are carried on between the Design and tSpec 

models, some of the structural compliance rules we discuss in this section refer to 

previous activities that involve transformation/compliance tasks between Spec and tSpec 

models. We do so because they address an important aspect of the gap between 

specification and design models, and because they have direct impact in the creation of 

the tSpec model that will eventually be used for compliance verification of Design 

models.

Table 15 presents a catalog of our structural compliance rules. The first column 

identifies a sequential rule number. The second column presents the name of the rule. The 

third column shows the scope (model or element) of the rule. Finally, the fourth column 

describes the location within the two-step approach for compliance verification that the 

structural compliance rule is applied.

Table 15. Structural compliance rules

# Structural Compliance Rule Scope 1 \to-slcp approach aelm t\
1 Representation Language Model Transformation Spec to tSpec
2 Interface Realization Model Transformation Spec to tSpec 

Compliance Design to tSpec
3 Procedure-call-based vs. signal- 

based communication paradigm
Model Transformation Spec to tSpec 

Compliance Design to tSpec
4 Type correspondence Element Transformation Spec to tSpec
5 Naming and Role Playing Element Compliance Design to tSpec
6 Mandatory vs. Optional 

elements
Element Transformation Spec to tSpec 

Compliance Design to tSpec
7 Designs implementing only a 

subset of a specification
Element Transformation Spec to tSpec 

Compliance Design to tSpec
8 Package Contents Model Compliance Design to tSpec
9 Multi-role players Element Compliance Design to tSpec
10 Specialization Model Compliance Design to tSpec
11 Design implementing more 

than one specification
Model Compliance Design to tSpec
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Our structural compliance rules are based on additional information that is used to 

‘annotate’ [45] or ‘mark’ [67] the tSpec or Design models. Such information is not found 

in the tSpec or Design models, and needs to be externally provided. We do so by using 

XML documents. We further elaborate on this while addressing each of the structural 

compliance rules.

The remainder of this section discusses our structural compliance rules.

3.2.1.1 Representation Language

This rule considers the possibility that specification and design models use different 

modeling languages or metamodels. Although our proposed solution for this challenge 

has been thoroughly explained before (see section 3.1), we remind the reader that 

structural compliance of a Design model is carried against a tSpec model and not directly 

against the specification model. The way mappings are defined, how the transformation 

from Spec to tSpec is done and how verification activities from tSpec to Spec are 

executed have a direct impact on how we carry on with structural compliance. Should 

another method not use a tSpec, then we believe the whole issue of how to carry out 

structural compliance would have to be rethought.

We consider the Representation Language rule to be within the General group of 

compliance rules. Having a specification model realized using a different language in a 

design model is a common situation. If we were to pursue the solution of this challenge 

following the mechanism we suggest in our case study, then we would consider the rule 

under the Case Study group of compliance rules.

3.2.1.2 Interface Realization

The Interface Realization challenge arises because there are different approaches to 

interface realization when using ports to model communication between active classes. 

Our approach requires a policy for interface realization. The policy defines the guidelines 

for modeling interface realization using ports. Ports in ROSE-RT, as well as, in UML 2.0 

are defined by the set of services that a classifier can provide or request through them.
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The concept of port compatibility requires that every service requested by a port must be 

provided by a connected port, thus establishing a tightly coupled relationship between the 

two connected ports.

Our proposed solution to this challenge is addressed during the transformation from 

Spec to tSpec. That is, we make use of the Interface Realization policy during the 

transformation process from the specification to the transformed specification.

Continuing with the example from section 2.1.4, we present Figure 26 where an ATM 

Spec model is shown. We also present in Figure 27 and Figure 28 two alternatives for 

interface realizations. If we define a policy that requires a one-to-one relationship 

between interface definitions and port declarations, we would consider the design model 

in Figure 27 to be compliant whereas the design model in Figure 28 to be considered as 

non-compliant. Alternatively, our policy could have required that an active class realize 

all of its interfaces with a single port. In this case, Figure 28 would be a compliant design.

ATM System
 i>0
cardR eaderl nterf ace

♦readCard() 

display! nterf ace  keyPadl nterf ace

♦disp lays etvicesO ♦readPIN ()

Figure 26. ATMSystem specification model

Although the interface realization challenge is directly addressed by the way 

mappings are defined and consequently how the tSpec model is generated, a policy needs 

to be available so designers know what would be the requirement with regards to this 

issue.
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+ /  cardR eaderPort

< < P o rt»

<<Port>>

v\Ptotocol>> 
cardR eaderProtocol

-»□ display Services fvcid]

S  + /  card R ead erP o rt: cardR eaderProtocol 
■  W te y P a d P o r t . keyPadProtocol 
|  + 1 displayPort ■ displayProtocol

Figure 27. ATMSystem design model with three ports (one port per interface realization)

o
-:<:Capsule>>
ATMSystem

+ M T M  Protocol

D-O
«ProtQGol>> 4 
ATMProtocol

« P o r t »
■+□ readCard lyoidj 
-»□ readPIN fvoid)
-»□ di;playS ervices (void)| +  /' ATM Protocol: ATMProtocol

Figure 28. ATMSystem design model with a single port (one port for all interface
realizations)

We consider the Interface Realization rule to be within the General group of 

compliance rules. In a general sense, the way an interface is realized should be 

independent of ROSE-RT as well as any information that we have provided within the 

case study. If we consider that an interface might be realized using protocols, then the 

compliance rule moves towards the ROSE-RT group of compliance rules, as protocols are 

part of the ROSE-RT metamodel.

3.2.1.3 Procedure-call-based vs. signal-based communication paradigm

In section 2.1.5 we described two major challenges when shifting from a procedure- 

call-based specification to a signal-based communication design. The first challenge 

relates to the asynchronous/synchronous nature of the calls, which affects the number of 

messages that are sent/received for each invocation (signal-based communication use two 

signals for each invocation defined in the procedure-call approach, while procedure-call-
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based communication use one). The second challenge relates to the single piece of data 

that can be attached to a message in the signal-based approach, as compared to several 

parameters that can be sent on a procedure call invocation.

We propose to address the first challenge by defining mappings to translate each 

synchronous procedure-call invocation from the Spec model into two asynchronous 

signals in the tSpec model. We refer the reader to section 4.1.1 where the 

InteractionMessageMapping mapping is defined within our case study.

With respect of the data to be attached to a signal, consider the example presented in 

Figure 29. The service offered by interface 1, operation operl, is transformed into two 

signals in the tSpec model: one to offer the service (operl) and a second to return the int 

value (operl_RETURN). We note that the three parameters from operl in the 

specification model are used to define a new data class that serves as the data type for the 

service offered (operl) in the tSpec model.

Spec

s
interface!

♦ o p erl {argl : int, a rg 2 ; bool, a rg 3 : string): int

tSpec

« P o r t » + /  PortA

operl _DATA_ H A S  Si

H  t- i PortA . Interface!

-mj operl (oper!_DATA_QLASS

o-»op5i1_RETURN (int)

Figure 29. From procedure-call to signal-based communication

The Design model then is evaluated for compliance against the tSpec as the new 

representation of the Spec model. Our proposed solution also comes in the form of
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mappings and we refer the reader to section 4.1.1 where the OperationToSignalMapping, 

DataClassToSignalTypeMapping, OperationResultToSignalMapping,

OperationToDataClassMapping and ParameterToAttributeMapping mappings are 

defined. In summary, these mappings and similar ones define how compliance is 

evaluated. We stress that such mappings apply during the transformation of a Spec into a 

tSpec model.

We consider the Procedure-call-based vs. signal-based communication paradigm 

rule to be within the ROSE-RT group of compliance rules. The use of signals to achieve 

communication is coupled with the ROSE-RT tool. Although there are other tools or 

languages that use a signal-based communication approach, at this point in time we 

cannot categorize the rule under the General compliance rules group, as there are many 

other cases where procedure-calls are used.

3.2.1.4 Type correspondence

The specification and design models may use different names for abstract types when 

referring to the same primitive type. We continue with the example from 2.1.6, where 

some languages may use the type Boolean to define a variable that can be either true or 

false, while some others may refer to the same primitive type only as bool.

Figure 30 presents an example of Spec and Design models with a type 

correspondence challenge.

DesignSpec

: bool 
: int

Figure 30. Type correspondence example
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For the verification of model compliance, attempting to match Boolean attributes 

from the specification model against bool attributes in the design will require additional 

information. This added information is supplied at the element level and should be 

reflected in the tSpec model. In other words, the tSpec model should use Boolean and 

Integer data types when referring to bool and int data types from the Spec example in 

Figure 30. In our prototype tools for model compliance verification, we provide such 

information using an XML format as shown in Figure 31.

<typeCorrespondenceDefinition>
<typeCorrespondence>

<sourceT ype>bool</sourceT ype> 
<targetType>Boolean</targetType> 

</typeCorrespondence> 
<typeCorrespondence>

<sourceT ype>i nt</sou rceType> 
<targetType>lnteger</targetType> 

</typeCorrespondence> 
</typeCorrespondenceDefinition>________________

Figure 31. Type correspondence information in XML format

The sourceType element identifies the primitive data type name used in the 

specification model while the targetType element defines the name used in the Design for 

the same primitive type.

This proposed solution addresses the challenge during the transformation from Spec 

to tSpec. The Design types are then checked against the tSpec types during the 

verification of Design compliance with the tSpec. The result of marking the Spec model 

are shown in the tSpec model in Figure 32.

Spec tSpec Design

ClassA

bool 
^ a t t 2 . int

Clac^i

4 4 t f 1 : Boolean 
<^att2. Integer

Cias.:A

4>att1 Boolean 
^>a‘i2 Integei

Figure 32. Type correspondence between tSpec and Design
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Given the additional information of Figure 31, we consider the design from Figure 30 

to be compliant with the specification model in the same figure.

We consider the Type correspondence rule to be within the General group of 

compliance rules. Having different names in different languages to refer to the same 

primitive data type is a common situation that is not particular to our case study or 

ROSE-RT. If we were to pursue the solution of this challenge following the mechanism 

that we have suggested, then we would consider the rule under the Case Study group of 

compliance rules.

3.2.1.5 Naming and Role Playing

It is possible that an element in the design realizes an element of the specification but 

uses a different name. Recalling our example from section 2.1.7, Figure 33 presents a 

class DomainManager in the specification model that is realized by the DM  class in the 

design. A search for a DomainManager in the design will prove unsuccessful because no 

such element exists (with the same name).

tSpec Design

Figure 33. Naming and role-playing example

In order to verify model compliance we propose providing a correspondence table as 

additional information. The correspondence table matches the names used in the design 

with the names of elements in the specification. In our prototype tools for verifying 

model compliance, we provide such information using an XML format shown in Figure
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34. Our structural verification tool will look for a DM  entity in the Design model rather 

than look for the DomainManager entity defined in the tSpec model.

<nameEquivalenceDefinition>
<nameEquivalence>

cnamelnSpeoDomain Manager</name> 
<namelnDesign>DM</namelnDesign > 

</nameEquivalence>
<nameEquivalence>

<namelnSpec>FileManager</name> 
<namelnDesign>FM</ namelnDesign > 

</nameEquivalence> 
</nameEquivalenceDefinition>______________________

Figure 34. Name correspondence information in XML format

Given such additional information, we consider the design in Figure 33 to be 

compliant with the specification in the same figure.

We consider the Naming and Role Playing rule to be within the General group of 

compliance rules. Having an element in a design model with a name that is different from 

the one used in the specification is a common situation that is not particular to our case 

study or ROSE-RT. If we were to pursue the solution of this challenge following the 

mechanism that we have suggested, then we would consider the rule under the Case 

Study group of compliance rules.

3.2.1.6 Mandatory vs. Optional elements

A specification may state that only a subset of the elements it defines are required 

(mandatory elements) to be in the design, while the remaining elements are considered 

optional elements. More specifically, a designer may or may not decide to realize the 

optional elements. Recalling our example from 2.1.8, Figure 35 presents an example 

where the specification model defines three elements while a design only realizes two of 

them. Without any additional information, the Design may be deemed non-compliant 

with the specification.
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tSpec Design

ClassC

Figure 35. Mandatory vs. optional elements example (unmarked model)

We propose the use of additional information that states the mandatory/optional 

elements in the tSpec. The Design is considered to comply with the tSpec if it contains all 

the mandatory elements defined in the latter. In our prototype tools for verifying model 

compliance, we provide such information using the XML format shown in Figure 36.

coptional ElementDef inition> 
<optionalElement>

<name>ClassC</name>
<type>Class</type>

</optionalElement>
</optional ElementDef inition>___________

Figure 36. Optional element information in XML format

The name element identifies the name of the optional element in the specification 

model and the type element identifies the type of optional element. Elements not defined 

as optional are implicitly declared mandatory elements. Providing such additional 

information is similar to marking the tSpec model as shown in Figure 37.

Our proposed solution resolves the challenge in a two-stage process. The additional 

information is used to create a marked tSpec. The markings in the marked tSpec are then 

used during the check for compliance of the Design. Provided such additional 

information, we consider the Design in Figure 37 to be compliant with the specification 

model in the same figure.
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tSpec D esign

• OassA ClassA

ClassB C tasS

OassC o n iu N A .  [ \ |

Figure 37. Mandatory vs. optional elements example (marked model)

We consider the Mandatory vs. Optional elements rule to be within the General group 

of compliance rules. Having an element in a specification model that is not realized in the 

design model is a common situation that is not particular to our case study or ROSE-RT. 

If we were to pursue the solution of this challenge following the mechanism we suggest 

in our case study, then we would consider the rule under the Case Study group of 

compliance rules.

3.2.1.7 Designs implementing only a subset of a specification

This challenge is similar to the Optional vs. Mandatory challenge from section 2.1.8, 

the main difference is that the designer has the ability to verify compliance with only a 

subset of the specification model elements. Even if some elements of the specification are 

marked as mandatory elements, their absence in the Design may not be deemed as non- 

compliant if such elements are not included in the target subset defined under this 

condition. Consider Figure 38 where four (4) classes are defined in the specification 

model and only one of them is considered optional. Allowing the designer to target a 

subset of the specification, if classes ClassA and ClassB from the design hold the same 

properties as their counterparts in the specification, then the partial design should be 

considered compliant, regardless of the missing ClassC (also mandatory) from the 

specification.
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tSpec Design

Packagel

ClassA

ClassB

TARGET

TARGET

Psckage2 ^

ClassC

QassD
o p t io n e e )

radcaget

Figure 38. Design implementing only a subset of a specification

Enabling this option allows the designer to check for compliance only the design 

items that are marked as targets. The implementation of this policy can be package-based 

(marking Package 1 from the design model in Figure 38) thus enabling all the contents of 

the package to be targeted for compliance verification.

Within our approach to Model Compliance Verification, this proposed solution might 

be implemented in two ways. The first is to address the challenge during transformation 

from Spec to tSpec in which only those model elements tagged as 'target' are transformed 

into the tSpec (and thus the verification of the Design against the tSpec is not affected). 

The second is to mark the tSpec model and then verify for compliance of the Design 

model only against the tSpec elements that have been marked as target. (In this second 

option the transformation/compliance between Spec and tSpec is not changed). Although 

the first solution may be faster in its transformation execution (since it will only create 

elements in the tSpec model for those elements in the Spec marked as target), changes on 

the target element list would require a new execution of the transformation tool. We 

opted for the second option in which the tSpec model is marked (at Design to tSpec 

compliance verification time) and the transformation from Spec to tSpec is executed 

once.

We consider the Designs implementing only a subset o f a specification rule to be 

within the General group of compliance rules. Having a design that only implements a 

subset of the specification is a common situation that is not particular to our case study or 

ROSE-RT. If we were to pursue the solution of this challenge following the mechanism
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we suggest in our case study, then we would consider the rule under the Case Study 

group of compliance rules.

3.2.1.8 Package Contents

The designer may choose a different package structure from that used in the 

specification. We recall from section 2.1.9 that packages are used to organize software 

elements. It may be an easy task to verify that a design follows the same package 

structure as the specification. However, we believe that it is unnecessary for a 

specification and design to have identical package structures to be compliant. In the end, 

software components will generally behave in the same way regardless of their container 

package (with the exception where input/output streams specifically define paths to 

where the software elements are stored). An example is shown in Figure 39.

tSpec

Figure 39. Package contents example

Although we consider the design in Figure 39 to be compliant with the specification 

in the same figure, we propose that a policy is required stating whether the specification 

package structure must be followed. The designers then know if they are free to modify 

the package structure from the specification to one that better fits their needs. This 

information is used during the verification of compliance between Design and tSpec.

We consider the Designs implementing only a subset o f a specification rule to be 

within the General group of compliance rules. Having a design using a different directory 

structure than the one used in the specification is a common situation that is not particular
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to our case study or ROSE-RT. If we were to pursue the solution of this challenge 

following the mechanism we suggest in our case study, then we would consider the rule 

under the Case Study group of compliance rules.

3.2.1.9 Multi-role players

Allowing a software element in the Design to play the role of two or more different 

entities in the specification may correspond to design decisions and needs to be 

considered for verifying model compliance. We recall the example we used in section 

2.1.10. Figure 40 presents a specification model with two classes and two operations 

each, while the design model presents a single class that implements four operations. 

With no additional information, the design should be deemed as non-compliant.

tSpec Design

♦oper1(p1 : h t  p 2 : boa!); int 
%oper2(]: booi_____________ %op«1(p1 : int, p 2 : bool): int

Figure 40. Multi-role player example

Let us consider that the class ClassC in the design realizes classes ClassA and ClassB 

from the specification. Additional information defining such a relationship allows us to 

verify that ClassC from the design in fact exhibits the structural properties defined for 

both ClassA and ClassB in the specification. In our prototype tools for verifying model 

compliance, we provide such information using XML as in the example below:
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<nameEquivalenceDefinition>
<nameEquivalence>

<namelnSpec>ClassA</name> 
<namelnDesign>ClassC</namelnDesign > 

</nameEquivalence>
<nameEquivalence>

<namelnSpec>ClassB</name> 
<namelnDesign>ClassC</ namelnDesign > 

</nameEquivalence>
</nameEquivalenceDefinition>_________________________

Figure 41. Multi-role player additional information in XML format

Where the namelnSpec element identifies the name of the specification element and 

the tag namelnDesign element define the equivalent name used in the Design.

Given such additional information, we consider the Design in Figure 40 to be 

compliant with the specification model in the same figure.

We consider the Multi-role players rule to be within the General group of compliance 

rules. Having a design using an element that realizes more than one element from the 

specification is a common situation that is not particular to our case study or ROSE-RT. 

If we were to pursue the solution of this challenge following the mechanism we suggest 

in our case study, then we would consider the rule under the Case Study group of 

compliance rules.

3.2.1.10 Specialization

Software elements in the specification may be replaced by specializations of them in 

the design. We recall the example from section 2.1.11. As Figure 42 shows, the 

specification model defines associated elements ClassA and ClassB, whereas in the 

design, ClassA is associated to ClassC as a specialization of ClassB. Semantically 

speaking, ClassC should possess the same properties, as ClassB and thus the association 

of C la ssA  to C la s s C  in the design should be considered compliant.
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tSpec Design
ClassA ClassB ClassB

ClassA ClassC

Figure 42. Classifier specialization example

For model compliance verification, this issue needs to be addressed: the process must 

be able to check for type substitution. That is, the verification process can verify that 

there is a substitute element, which is a specialization of the original one.

This section refers to classifiers being specialized, but the same rules should apply for 

properties types and subtypes. In other words, if an attribute of a class is defined as being 

of typeA in the specification model, and that same attribute is found in the design but 

being of typeB, a policy needs to be defined that states that if typeB, a specialization of 

typeA, may be substituted or not for compliance purposes. In our work we have included 

type substitution in our verification tool. First we check for the presence of the 

specification element in the design model. Then we proceed to verify that the type of both 

elements is the same. In case the types of the matched elements are different, we evaluate 

if the design element’s type is a specialization or not of the specification element’s type. 

We do so by reviewing the design element’s type parents (in case there are parents) and 

for each parent we check against the specification element’s type. We continue to do so 

until we find a match between the types, or until there are no more parents to evaluate.

In the context of our Model Compliance Verification process, the proposed solution 

affects the compliance verification step between the Design and the tSpec.

We consider the Specialization rule to be within the General group of compliance 

rules. Having a design using a subclass taking the place of its parent class from the 

specification is a common situation that is not particular to our case study or ROSE-RT.
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If we were to pursue the solution of this challenge following the mechanism we suggest 

in our case study, then we would consider the rule under the Case Study group of 

compliance rules.

3.2.1.11 Design implementing more than one specification

As explained before, we base structural compliance on comparisons between 

specification and design models, hoping to find in the design model all the mandatory 

elements (and their properties) from the specification. If the design contains elements that 

are not defined in the specification, those elements are reported as being found in the 

design and not present in the specification, but do not constitute basis to rule non- 

compliance. In the case of a design implementing more than one specification, most 

probably all the elements of a design that implements one specification, may be reported 

as ‘only in Design’ (found in the design but not present in the specification) when 

checking for compliance against another specification and vice versa. Recall the example 

presented in section 2.1.2. Figure 43 presents a design model realizing two specifications.

Spec 1 Design
CldtjA ClassB

ClassA ClassB

Spec 2 ClassC ClassD

ClassC CIsssO

Figure 43. A design  implementing two specifications

We consider the Design in Figure 43 to be compliant with the specification model in 

the same figure.

It is important to notice with this challenge that a name duplication of an element in 

both specifications may lead to an incorrect “matching” of such elements in the design. 

To avoid such a problem, a structural comparison between the specifications would be 

required in order to avoid two different elements with different properties to appear in
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both specifications under the same name. We have done so using our prototype 

verification tool. Instead of comparing a Design against a tSpec model, we use two tSpec 

models that correspond to the two specifications being implemented by a single Design 

model. The tool reports whenever an element is found in both tSpec models.

We consider the Design implementing more than one specification rule to be within 

the General group of compliance rules. Having a design implementing more than one 

specification is a common situation that is not particular to our case study or ROSE-RT. 

If we were to pursue the solution of this challenge following the mechanism we suggest 

in our case study, then we would consider the rule under the Case Study group of 

compliance rules.

3.2.2 Behavioral Compliance (activity 5)

We define behavioral compliance as the capability of a Design model to send/receive 

a series of message interchanges (between Design model elements) as defined in the 

Spec/tSpec model’s Sequence Diagrams. This activity requires a design to be defined as a 

model with execution capabilities. As described before (see section 2.1), ROSE-RT 

provides the model executability that our approach requires.

We use the compiling and automatic code generation capabilities of ROSE-RT in 

combination with Rational Quality Architect (RQA) [33] to do this. More precisely, RQA 

creates test harnesses for our Design model, harnesses that enable the automatic 

generation of run-time sequence diagrams, which are then automatically compared to the 

specification level sequence diagrams. The results of such comparisons are used to 

determine the success or failure of the tests. Although this task is a key piece of our 

overall approach, we must emphasize that we recognize that its implementation may 

come in many different ways and/or with the support of different tools. In this 

dissertation we offer one possibility that works in our chosen context (namely MDA and 

Software Radios). Although we believe that the approach may be applied across different 

contexts, we do not make such a claim. We also recognize that using sequence diagrams 

to check for behavioral compliance presents a partial solution to a problem known to be
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open. We make no claim or contribution towards solving the problem of checking model 

execution based on sequence diagrams.

We consider this activity to be tool independent. The following is a list of the 

properties that such tools must provide:

a) Model compiling capabilities: In this first step towards model execution, we use 

the compiler of the tool to identify any behavioral definition that does not 

correspond to the structural definition. For example, if in the behavior of the 

Design we define that an instance of classA is to be created, and classA has not 

been defined in the structure of the Design, then the compiler should catch this 

error and report it to the designer.

b) Model execution capabilities: Our approach to behavioral compliance is dynamic: 

we require that an execution of the Design be ‘matched’ against the interaction 

diagrams of the tSpec. Thus, the tool should be able to compile a design model 

into executable code.

c) Automatic creation o f sequence diagrams from an execution o f a design model. 

This is self-explanatory given that we want to compare the interaction diagrams of 

the tSpec with the ones generated by an execution.

d) Automatic matching ofUML sequence diagrams. Same explanation as c)

Finally, it is important to remark that given such a tool, the onus is still on the tester 

to come up with a test suite of executions that adequately ‘cover’ the possible behaviors 

of the system (as captured in the tSpec). This is not a trivial task, as Binder [6, chapter 6] 

explains at length.

Testing over several Designs (with minor variations between them) allowed us to 

define a list of possible non-compliance points (i.e., specific locations in the Design 

model that cause non-compliance with its specification model). We used those non- 

compliant points to provide the designer with a checklist emphasizing where to put 

special attention when building a design model in ROSE-RT.
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We also categorized those non-compliant points according to the aspect 

(structural/behavioral) they belong to as well as the detection time (compile/execution) at 

which they can be found. We realize that the detection of some of the non-compliant 

points to be described in the next subsections could have been incorporated in our 

transformation tool. We decided against this because our prototype tool is aimed at model 

transformation and not towards model checking. We also considered that the use of 

alternate detection mechanisms was enough to prove our contribution without the extra 

workload involved in embedding our own detection mechanisms in our transformation 

tool.

Table 16 presents a summary of the causes for non-compliance described in this 

section. The first column describes the cause for non-compliance. The second identifies if 

the cause is related to the structural or behavioral definition in the design. The third 

column presents where the non-compliant point can be detected: at compilation time 

using ROSE-RT or at execution time using RQA.

Table 16. Causes for non-compliance

Cause fur niin-coiiii)li:iiK.c Di'liTliitn lime
Required port not defined Structural Compile/Execute
Required signal not defined Structural Compile/Execute
Required connector not defined Structural Execute
Incorrect triggering event Behavioral Execute
Incorrect sending of messages Behavioral Execute
Missing or Incorrect data in a message Behavioral Compile
Messages arriving in a different order Behavioral Execute
Inter scenario execution Behavioral Execute

In the rest of the section we address separately structural and behavioral non- 

compliance points.

3.2.2.1 Non-compliance with structural definition

In this section we refer to ‘structural readiness’ of an entity as a condition in which 

the entity owns all the structural elements required to perform its intended behavior. We
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present examples for the cases where models are not structurally ready. This section is 

based on the diagrams shown in Figure 44.

Figure 44 a) shows a class diagram with two associated classes (Classl and Class2). 

Figure 44 b) presents a behavioral specification using a sequence diagram. Classl 

exhibits three public operations, while Class2 presents only one public operation. The 

sequence diagram on the right defines that within the association between Classl and 

Class2, Class2 will call ClasslOperl and Class 10per3 from Classl. Classl will invoke 

Class20perl from Class2.

Specification Model

C lassl 0psr3(int, bool)

C la s s l O p e r1 ()

: Classl

*Class20per1 (Class20p8f1 Paraml) :  int

^C lass'! Oper1(); CCC
^C la s s l Oper2(Class1 Oper2Param1 : int)
A ciass!O per3(C lass1 Oper3Param1 : int, C lasslO per3Param2 : b oo l): int

C lassl

a )  b )

Figure 44. Specification m odel for com pliance verification

As described in section 2.1.5, a change in our communication paradigm requires us to 

define a communication mechanism between two capsules in order for them to 

send/receive messages to/from each other. The mechanism includes protocol classes and 

port definitions. Our intended transformation for the diagrams in Figure 44, results in the 

diagrams of Figure 45.
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Design Model

« P ro to c o l»  
Classl ToCiass2

E3-Q

Class! Oper! (void]
*o Class! 0per3 (Classl QpeiS DATA CLASS)
*o C!ass2G per! _R E T U R N (ini)

a-» C lass20petl (void)
a-* Classl 0pef3_RETURN (int)

« P o r t»

/  to Qass2

« P o r t»

* / \ o  ClasslClass! Qper3_DATA_CLASS« C a p su !e »
Classl

Ci|^Classl0per3Param l: int 
(^ C lass l 0per3Param 2: bool

+ /  to Class2 <■ /  to C ass 1

,0ass1Qper3(Class10pe>3_.DATA_C(ASS)

Class! 0per3_RETURN(int)

Classl Oper! (void)

Class20 per! _R E T U R N(int)

a) b)

/  classl : Classl /  c la ss2 : Ciass2
+ /  lo Classl

: Class! ToClass2~

+ / t o  Class2
: Classl T oClass2

c)

Figure 45. Compliant design  model

In Figure 45 a), we present a class diagram with two capsules (Classl and Class2), 

each of them with a composition relationship to the ClasslToClass2 protocol class. Both 

capsules also contain a dependency relationship that encapsulates the two parameters of 

ClasslOper3 from Figure 44. In Figure 45 b), we present an automatically generated 

sequence diagram that provides two messages (one in each direction) for every 

synchronous call (that includes a return value) in Figure 44. In Figure 45 c), we present 

the communication mechanism that includes one public port (shown as a small square 

box in the boundary of the capsule) for each capsule. The ports are defined to be 

instances of a protocol class ClasslToClass2. A connector links the ports. According to 

our compliance verification approach, a design model as shown in Figure 45 will 

structurally comply with the specification model as defined in Figure 44.

We have identified three common causes for failure on structural readiness: 1) a 

required port has not been defined, 2) a required signal has not been defined, and 3) a
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required connector has not been defined. We follow with a detailed discussion for each of 

the structural non-compliant points.

3.2.2.1.1 Required port not defined

Absence of ports prevents a capsule from communicating with another capsule. 

Figure 46 presents a situation where Classl has no ports to communicate with Class2. No 

communication can be achieved between the two capsules. In Figure 46 a) a composition 

relationship from Classl to the protocol ClasslToClass2 (in order to define a port) is 

needed to communicate with Class2. A small square box with an X in the middle shows 

the place of the missing composition relationship. Without a port to communicate with 

Class2, no message can be sent as shown in Figure 46 b). Finally, Figure 46 c) shows the 

capsule structure diagram with the same square box pointing to the place of the missing 

port.

Design Model

<< Protocob > 
Classl ToClass2

B - 0

-m i Classl Oper! (void)
■*a Classl 0per3  (Classl 0 per3  DATA CLASS)
-»h C!ass20 per! _R E TIIR N (int)

a-»Class20per1 (void)
b-» C lassl 0per3_RETURN (int)

Q
/  classl 

:C t e s 1

n
/ c f a » 2
■ : Op?

X
o

<<Capsule>>
Class!

Classl 0per3_DATA_CLASS

----------- ------------ Q^CIasslO  per3Paraml : int 
^ C la s s l  0per3Param 2; bool

« P o r l »

/ t o  Classl
C ap su le»
Class2

+ /  to C ass t

.^Classl Qper3(Clas 3_DATA_CLASS)

Class! Ops X 'URN(int)

cC ~
Class R 7 |  (void)

Class2 r v l / o j d )

Class2Qpt R T ffU R N (in t)

a) b)

/  class! : Class!

+ /  to_Class1 
: Class! T oClassS*1

X

/  c la ss2 ; Class2

c)

Figure 46. Non compliant design model. Structural readiness failure: Required port not
defined
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The absence of a required port may be detected at compilation time if a capsule is 

defined to send a message through a port that does not exist. If no messages are defined 

to be sent using that port, then the non-compliant point will be detected when RQA 

attempts to verify the behavior definition while testing the execution of scenarios defined 

in the design sequence diagrams.

3.2.2.1.2 Required signal not defined

Absence of a required signal also prevents a capsule to successfully comply with the 

behavior provided by the specification. Figure 47 a) presents a scenario where the 

communication infrastructure seems to be complete, but the signals Class 10per3 and 

Class 10per3_RETURN are missing (see Figure 45). Without such signals, Classl is not 

able to execute the scenario defined in Figure 44. Even though some communication can 

be achieved, the correct sequence of messages cannot be obtained.

In Figure 47 a) two signals are missing (indicated by a square box with an X pointing 

to the place of the missing signals). Signals missing in the ClasslToClass2 protocol 

definition prevent Class2 to send Class 10per3 to Classl (and also Classl to reply to 

Class2 with Classl Oper3_RETURN) as shown in Figure 47 b).

The absence of a required signal may be detected at compilation time if a capsule is 

defined to send a message using an undefined signal. If no messages are defined to be 

sent using that signal, then the non-compliant point will be detected when RQA attempts 

to verify the behavior definition while testing the execution of scenarios defined in the 

design sequence diagrams.
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Design M odel

•*b Class'! O ped [void)

-»a Class20pet1_RETURN (int)

H-»Class20per1 (void)

+ /  to_C!ass2 + /  to_Ciass1 ~Clas$10per3_DATA_CLASS« C a p s u ! e »
Classl

<< C apsule»
Class2

: bool

D ■>
■fill

a)

Classl 0pei3(Clas f ^ 7 l 3_DATA_CLASS)

Classl Opt fURN(int)

Class1Qpef1(void)

Ciass2Q peri (void]

Class20 per! _RE T U R N (int)

b)

/  c lassl : Class! /  c la ss2 : C!ass2
> : + 7  to Classl

: C lassl T oClas$2~

+ /  lo Ciass2
: Classl ToClass2

c)

Figure 47. Non compliant design model. Structural readiness failure: Required signal not 
defined

3.2.2.1.3 Required connector not defined

Absence of a required connector prevents a capsule from successfully communicating 

with others. Figure 48 presents a scenario where the communication infrastructure is 

missing a connector between the two capsules. Without such connector, Class2 is not 

capable of communicating with Classl and thus of executing the scenario defined in 

Figure 44. No communication can be achieved under these circumstances.
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Design Model
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Classl

I  + /  to_Clas$2
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Class! T cClass2

0-EJ

-*h Class! Oper! (void)
-»a Classl 0per3  (Classl 0per3  DATA CLASS)
-»0Class2Oper1_RETURN (int)

B-»Class20perl (void)
B-f Class! 0per3_RETURN (int)

C!ass10per3_DATA_CLASS

^ C la s s l  0per3Param1 : int 
d ^C la ss! Q per3Param 2: bool

+ /  to Classl
<<Capsule»

Class2

f to C ass l

a)

D
./dawZ

: Class2

^C lassl 0  per 3(Cias X 3_PATA_CLASS)

Class! Op* X 'URN(int)

□as* X (void)

Class2 X /oid]

Class2Dp< |  y / , irURN(int)

b)

i  classl ; C lassl

+ /  to_Classl 
: f|~~ ~ |T bC lass2 '

+ I tO_Cia**«L
: C lassl T oClass2

i  c la ss2 : Class2

c)

Figure 48. Non compliant design model. Structural readiness failure: Required connector
not defined

The absence of a required connector is detected at execution because of the dynamic 

binding capabilities that ports possess. Connectors bind instances of capsules and are not 

defined in the capsule definition per se. Instead, connectors are defined on capsule’s roles 

that represent instances of the capsule definition. As it involves capsule instantiation 

these non-compliant points are detected at execution time.

The remaining of the section explores non-compliant points with the behavioral 

definition.

3.2.2.2 Non compliance with behavioral definition

In this section, we describe behavioral causes for non-compliance. For this part we 

make use of RQA. Once again we do not claim to contribute in defining the process to 

verify the capabilities of an executable design model to comply with a specification
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drawn using sequence diagrams. Our contribution comes in the automatic generation of 

the sequence diagrams to be used in such verification.

The remaining of the section presents a compliant behavioral design and possible 

causes for non-compliance with the behavioral definition of a design. As we did for the 

structural causes for non-compliance, in our figures we use small square boxes with an X 

in the middle to show where the non-compliant point occurs.

In Figure 49 we present a compliant state machine diagram for Classl as structurally 

defined in Figure 45. The diagram presents 3 states (SI, S2 and S3) and three transitions 

(tl, t2 and t3). For each transition we provide its triggering event represented by the 

'Trigger:' label followed by the signal name with the data (if any) attached and enclosed 

in brackets. We also provide in each case the transition code to be executed once the 

transition has been triggered. The transition code is represented by the 'Code:' label 

followed by the port name, signal name, data (if any) enclosed in brackets and the 

'.send()' label

ClasslInitial

Trigger: C lass10per3 (Classl 0per3_DATA_CLASS) 
Code: toClass2.Class10per3_RETURN[int).send(); Trigger: C lass20per1_RETURN (ii 

Code:

Trigger: C lassl Qperil (void)
Code: toClass2.Class20per1 (void).send();

Figure 49. Compliant state machine
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The execution of the diagram is as follows: we first go from the initial state 

(represented by a black circle on the top-left comer of the diagram) to state SI by taking 

the initial transition. This transition is taken the first time the state machine is created and 

requires no triggering events. We simulate the reception of Class 10per3 signal from 

Class2 with data Classl Oper3_DATA_CLASS attached to it. We then execute the code of 

transition tl  and send a signal toClass2.Classl Oper3_RETURN(int).send() ending up in 

the S2 state. We then receive ClasslOperl from Class2 and execute the code in transition 

t2 toClass2.Class20perl()send() ending up in state S3. We remain in state S3 until t3 is 

triggered. At the reception of the last signal Class2_Operl_RETURN(int) we successfully 

return to state SI. When comparing it to the sequence of events in Figure 45, the flow of 

messages in the previous exercise will comply with the automatically generated sequence 

diagram from Figure 45. We consider this design to be compliant with the specification 

defined in Figure 44.

The next subsections address causes for non-compliance due to incorrect behavioral 

definition.

3.2.2.2.1 Incorrect triggering event

In this section we present a non-compliant behavioral definition due to incorrect 

selection of triggering events on a state machine definition. Figure 50 presents a state 

machine similar to the one of Figure 49. It has also three states (SI, S2 and S3) with three 

transitions (tl, t2 and t3) defined with their triggering events and code. The main 

difference lies in values given to the triggering events and code to be executed for each 

transition.

The execution of the state machine in Figure 50 (assuming the same behavior from 

Class2) is as follows: after the initial state and initial transition we end up in state SI. 

First we receive Class 10per3 signal from Class2. In this case the signal is dropped 

because Sldoes not include a transition that is triggered by such signal. Class2 will then 

wait to receive the return value attached in the signal ClasslOper3_RETURN... value 

that under the presented circumstances will never arrive thus preventing Class2 from
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sending the Classl Oper 1 signal. This results in a deadlock situation. The same state 

machine under option 2 is thus declared in non-compliance with the sequence diagram 

definition from Figure 45, making the whole design to be not compliant with the 

specification model defined in Figure 44.

ClasslInitial

Trigger: Classl 0 peri (void)
Code: toClass2.Class20per1 (void).sendQ; Trigger: Clas$20 peri _RE TURN (int) 

Code:

Trigger: C lass10per3 (Classl 0per3_DATA_CLASS) 
Code; toClass2.Classl0per3_RETURN(int).send();

Figure 50. Non-compliant state machine due to incorrect triggering event definition

The incorrect triggering event definition is detected at execution time. At compile 

time, the compiler only looks for the existence of a signal definition that, upon its 

reception, will trigger the transition in which it is embedded.

3.2.2.2.2 Incorrect sending of messages

In this section we present a non-compliant behavioral definition due to incorrect 

sending of a message on a state machine definition. Figure 51 presents a similar state 

machine as defined in Figure 49. It has also three states (SI, S2 and S3) with three 

transitions (tl, t2 and t3) defined with its triggering events and code. The main difference 

stems from values given to the code to be executed for the first transition.
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The execution of the state machine in Figure 51 (assuming the same behavior from 

Class2) is as follows: after the initial state and initial transition we end up in state SI. We 

simulate the reception of Classl Oper3 signal from Class2 with data 

Classl Oper3 _DATAjCLASS attached to it. We then execute the code of transition t l  and 

send a signal toClass2.Class20perl(void).send() ending up in the S2 state. At this point 

Class2 will drop the message because it is expecting to receive the signal 

Class 10per3_RETURN(int).send(). This situation leads us to a deadlock similar to the 

one described in the previous section. This behavioral definition is thus declared in non- 

compliance with the sequence diagram definition from Figure 45, making the whole 

design to be not compliant with the specification model defined in Figure 44.

Capsulel
Initial

Trigger: C lassl O per3 (C lassl Oper3_DATA_CL4.SS) 
Code: toC lass2 .C lass20per1  (void).send(); Trigger: C lass20per1_R E T U R N  (int) 

Code:

" ' t 1

T rigger: C lassl O perl (void)
Code: toC las$2.C lassl Q per3_R ETU R N (inl].send();

Figure 51. Non-compliant state machine due to incorrect m essage sending

The incorrect sending of messages is detected at execution time. At compile time, the 

compiler only looks for the existence of a signal definition that is used to define a 

message to be sent.
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3.2.2.2.3 Missing or Incorrect data attached to a message

In this section we present a non-compliant behavioral definition due to incorrect data 

attached to the definition of a message to be sent. Figure 52 presents a similar state 

machine as defined in Figure 49. It has also three states (SI, S2 and S3) with three 

transitions (tl, t2 and t3) defined with its triggering events and code. The main difference 

lies in data attached to the definition of the message to be sent in transition tl.

A compile time error results on the non-execution of the state machine defined in 

Figure 52. The compiler verifies that the data attached to a message to be sent is of the 

same type of the one used in the signal defined in a protocol class. In this case and as 

defined in the protocol class from Figure 48, the signal Classl Oper3 is expected to send 

an object of type ClasslOper3_DATA_CLASS. Instead the definition of transition tl  on 

Figure 52 defines and int value to be sent attached to the Class 10per3 signal. This 

situation is caught by the compiler and produces a compile error. As mentioned before, 

any non-compliant cause detected at compile time prevents execution, and thus causes 

this behavioral definition to be declared in non-compliance with the sequence diagram 

definition from Figure 45. The whole design is then declared to be not compliant with the 

specification model defined in Figure 44.

ClasslInitial

T rigger: Classl 0per3 {int ]
Code: toClas$2. Class! 0 per3_RETURN(int).send(); Trigger: Class20per!_RETURN (int) 

Code:

Trigger: Classl Operl (void)
Code: toClas$2.Class20per! (void).send();

Figure 52. Non-compliant state machine due to incorrect m essage sending
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3.2.2.2A Messages arriving in a different order

In this section we present a non-compliant behavioral definition due to messages 

arriving in a different order than what it was specified. An example is presented in Figure 

53 that includes two sequence diagram definitions. They both present the same 

information but differ in the order in which messages 3 and 4 are sent.

Q
1 classl

: Class2

J3lass10per3(Class10per3_DATA_CLASS] !

Classl 0per3_RETURN(int) >-

Classl Operl [void)

u
Classl 0per2 (int)

^Classl 0per3(Class10per3_DATA_CLASS)

Classl 0per3_RETURN[int)

a)

Q
Sda»»2

W T

^Classl 0per3(Class10per3_DATA_CLASS)

Classl 0per3_RETURN(int]

13
Classl 0per2(inl)

Q
Classl Operl (void)

^Classl 0 per3(Class10  pei3_D AT A_CLAS S)

Classl 0per3_RETURN[in>)

T l
b )

Figure 53. Sequence diagram definition with different message ordering

We use the diagrams from Figure 53 and discuss three different cases that are based 

on whether the diagrams are defined in the tSpec or represent runtime executions of the 

Design model:

1) Figure 53 a) represents a tSpec sequence diagram to comply with, while Figure 53 

b) represents a runtime execution of an actual message interchange.

2) Both sequence diagrams represent tSpec sequence diagrams to comply with, and 

thus two separate executions will be needed to test for compliance.

3) Both sequence diagrams represent tSpec sequence diagrams, but it is only 

required to comply with one of the two sequence diagrams. In other words, the
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order of arrival of messages 3 and 4 is not mandatory as long as they arrive after 

message 2 and before message 5.

For the first case RQA will output a failed test because the messages arrived with a 

different order than the one in which they were specified. In this case the assumption is 

that the order of the messages needs to be strictly enforced. A non-compliant point will 

be detected and the design will have to be changed so it can accommodate the message 

interchange in the same order as provided in Figure 53 a).

The second case is similar to first case inasmuch as both are seeking to execute the 

message interchange in the exact order as defined. In this case two sets of message 

interchanges will need to be provided from execution to prove compliance with Figure 

53. We do not present an additional figure of a compliant set of sequence diagrams 

because it would be exactly the same as of Figure 53. Any variation would mean non- 

compliance.

The third case states that it is not important the order in which messages 3 and 4 

arrive, as long as they arrive and also that they do it after message 2 and before message 

5. For this case there is an additional element in ROSE-RT to denote such situation. 

Figure 54 presents a new diagram where two thick lines in the lifeline of Classl enclose 

messages 3 and 4. The new element defines that the ordering in which those two 

messages arrive is not relevant for the compliance verification of the sequence diagram. 

The solution provided for this last case is considered an addition to the automatically 

generated sequence diagrams of our approach, and represents a semantic variation from 

the specification level sequence diagrams. In other words, the case study we used does 

not have its sequence diagrams use this feature. Consequently, no mappings were defined 

nor implemented in the transformation tool.
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D D
/ .c la s s l .. /  class?
-LDp£i. ; .08882

^C lassl 0per3[Class10per3_DATA_CI_ASS)

:

C lass!0per3 RETURN(int] ^  !

^  Classl Operl (void) !

| |

^  Class! 0per2 (int) !
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Class! 0per3_RETURN(int] ^  \
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Figure 54. Sequence diagram definition handling m essages with different arrival ordering.

With the addition of the latter diagram, if Figure 54 is the sequence diagram to 

comply with, both diagrams of Figure 53 (if they are the result of execution message 

interchange) would be considered by RQA as success tests and thus compliant.

The next section presents an overall discussion of the impact of automated support in 

our approach.

3.3 Automated Support Impact in our Two-step approach for model 
compliance

In this section we discuss the overall impact of automation within our approach. The 

goal of this section is to present some specifics about of our prototype tools as well as to 

provide the reader with discussion about the impact and forces that drove the definition of 

each part of the tools. The section also highlights what we have learned through them. As 

outlined in section 1.6, the real contributions of our prototype tools are not the tools 

themselves, but the principles behind them.
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Figure 55 presents an activity diagram similar to Figure 22 in Chapter 3. This time the 

purpose is to highlight tool support for the main five activities (and their subactivities) of 

our two step approach for compliance verification. Subactivities supported by our 

prototype tools are denoted by a white ‘T’ enclosed in a black filled circle at the bottom 

right corner of the subactivity. Subactivities supported by Rational tools are denoted by a 

black ‘T’ enclosed in a white filled circle at the bottom right corner of the subactivity.

Activity 3. Complete
detrition of mappings

Activity 1. Semantic definition 
a id  vaiidatan of m appings

Activity 2. Correct application of mappings Activity 5. Behavioral ComplianceActivity 4 Structural 
Compliance

.1 Wertli source 
metamoctel |

1.3 Define and 
vaidate mappngs

'  1.5 M ine
xsmbinationai model

.1 Verify test model 
completeness I

.1 Execute Mappings
onSWRaaoPIM *

3 .2 V a fy  
completeness of 

mapping definitions.

Complete set?A  No 
yesX----

!Denotes an actfcrity l \  
that is supported by 
our prototype tooft 

•Oenotesan aetMty 
th at is supported by 
RdtoBai toots :

Figure 55. Tool support for the two step approach for compliance verification.
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In the remainder of the section we discuss in detail the automated support that tools 

provide to our approach. We divide the section in four parts. The first three are related to 

tool support for the Spec to tSpec transformation and compliance, while the fourth 

addresses tool support for structural compliance of a Design with the tSpec model.

3.3.1 Spec to tSpec Transformation Automation

This section describes the forces behind the building of our prototype tool with 

respect to automating the transformation process. We start by recalling the high level 

context of our work: Model Driven Development (MDD), its reliance on automation, and 

its key premise that programs are automatically generated from their correspondent 

models [90]. Deeply immersed in MDD, our two-step approach for compliance 

verification also relies heavily in automation. This section briefly addresses the first force 

behind our prototype transformation tool: the automatic generation of a semantically 

equivalent intermediate model (tSpec) that uses the same language as the design models 

we want to verify for compliance (see section 3.1).

For simple models that use perhaps few dozen of elements and relationships, the 

manual creation of such semantically equivalent intermediate model might be feasible. 

But we remind the reader that we are working with standard specifications that define 

several hundreds of elements and relationships (see section 2.3.3). The complexity of our 

source models makes the manual creation of such intermediate models impractical and 

not reliable. Model to code transformation has proven feasible and is available in 

commercial tools (e.g., Rational Rose RealTime © (ROSE-RT) [33], Objecteering Tests 

for Java/EJB © [61], I-Logix Raphsody © [31] or Telelogic Tau © [100], etc.). With our 

work we have provided an instance of model-to-model transformation that is: 1) different 

from model-to-code transformation, 2) executed earlier in the development process and,

3) contributing to the overall MDD goals.

This first stage in the automation support for our approach provided us with valuable 

knowledge that permeated through the rest of the tool support infrastructure. Activities

1.1 and 1.2 from Figure 55 refer to the identification of source and target metamodels.
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Metamodel elements are found in the source model in the form of ‘element types’ of the 

source model elements. Activities 1.1 and 1.2 from Figure 55 are about identifying 

‘element types’ from the source and target models. During the identification process, we 

found ‘element types’ that were of interest for our compliance purposes (e.g., classifiers, 

properties, relationships, etc.) and also found others that were not (e.g., graphical shapes, 

coordinates of elements in diagrams, etc.).

We had a very good idea of the elements and relationships used in the SWRadio PIM 

but we needed to verify that we were in fact gathering all the important element types for 

our source/target metamodels. At that point we found the first contribution of automation 

to our work. In finding the Spec metamodel, we visually went through our Spec model 

and gathered most of the element types used in the model. But manual inspection was no 

match against automatic support. We defined a mechanism that, while parsing the source 

model, was also producing output into a log file. The log file, that we called 

‘InfoNotConsidered.txt’, stored which lines from the source model were being used 

towards identification of “element types” as well as which lines were not. Lines used for 

mapping were then replaced by blank lines into the log file, while lines not used were 

identically copied into the same file. After several iterations of adding new ‘element 

types’ to gather, we ended up with no meaningful (at least to us) data being present in the 

log file. Perhaps the first lesson we learnt through this process was the need to define a 

verifiable systematic approach in the future endeavors we were to pursue.

Table 17 presents two fragments (lines 23,416 to 23,427 and 23,587 to 23,593) of the 

text representation of our source model. In both fragments, information about the 

DomainManager element is defined. Only information in one of those fragments is of 

interest to us. From the first fragment, lines 23,416 and 23,417 define the 

D o m a in M a n a g e r  being of type C la ss  and the unique identifier of the model element, 

while lines 23,418 to 23,427 define association relationships with other source model 

elements. From the second fragment, lines 23,587 to 23,593 refer to physical coordinates 

of the DomainManager element in one specific diagram. While the type of element and
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its relationships are of interest to us for structural compliance, the location of such 

element in a diagram is not.

Table 17. Text representation fragments of the Spec model.

Line
number

Text representation of source model

23,416 (object Class "DomainManager"
23,417 quid " 3C7 3EAA500FB"
23,418 used_nodes (list uses_relationship_list
23,419 (object Uses_Relationship
23,420 quid "3C6A9814002A"
23,422 supplier "DomainManagementObjectAddedEventType"
23,423 quidu "3C6D57460180")
23,424 (object Uses_Relationship
23,425 quid "3C6A9819033E"
23,426 supplier "DomainManagementObjectRemovedEventType"
23,427 quidu "3C6D574C03E1"))

23,587 label (object ItemLabel
23,588 Parent..View @903
23,589 Location (950,468)
23,590 Nlines 1
23,591 Max_width 788
23,592 Justify 0
23,593 Label "DomainManager")

Table 18 presents the TnfoNotConsidered.txt’ log file after execution of our tool. It 

contains the same fragments of the source model that we showed on Table 17, with the 

difference that the only information left in Table 18 is the one that it is not of interest to 

us. The information about elements and relationships that we gathered from the source 

file was used to build a tree structure for later manipulation.
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Table 18. InfoNotConsidered.txt log file.

Line
number

Text representation of source model

23,416
23,417
23,418
23,419
23,420
23,422
23,423
23,424
23,425
23,426
23,427

23,587 label (object ItemLabel
23,588 Parent_View @903
23,589 Location (950,468)
23,590 Nlines 1
23,591 Max_width 788
23,592 Justify 0
23,593 Label "DomainManager")

After successfully parsing the source model, we started then to implement the first set 

of mappings that we have defined. Testing the success/failure of our efforts was done by 

ROSE-RT. The outcome had binary values and was fairly simple to interpret: either the 

tool was able to successfully read the automatically generated model or not. Once again 

we relied on automation (ROSE-RT itself) to verify the output of our work. At this point 

in time we were relying on partially defined test suites and we needed to become more 

systematic on how to evaluate the contents of the automatically generated intermediate 

model. The next section addresses such effort.

3.3.2 Transformation Verification Automation

The second force behind our transformation tool was related to the reusability of the 

mapping definitions. We must emphasize that the reusable aspect of our work points 

towards reusability of the mapping definitions, and not of our prototype tools that 

implement them. We needed to provide tools to validate that the mappings were both 

theoretically and practically sound. It was not sufficient to work only for one
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specification, but we looked into the reuse of our work while applying the approach to 

different standard specifications.

With the reusability aspect in mind, we needed to ensure that every mapping 

implementation produced the expected results. More specifically, we needed to verify 

that each mapping was executed when it was defined to do so, as well as not executed 

when its was not defined to do it. The solution came in the form of what Binder [6, 

chapter 6] calls a testable combinational model represented in the form of truth tables. 

Table 7 in section 3.1.2 presents an example of such a combinational model. In terms of 

automation, we moved towards automating support of the use of those tables (activities

2.1 and 2.2 from Figure 55).

We implemented a mechanism to allocate each element of the source model into one 

of the valid combinations of the testable model. The aim was to be able to verify that at 

least one element in the source model fit the description of each valid combination and 

thus verify that we had a complete test suite for each mapping. We soon realized that 

there were several cases that were not being tested as in the example that follows. Recall 

from 3.1.1.2 the definition of the ActiveClass mapping.

ActiveClassMapping

Description
Maps an active class from a source model into an active class of the target model.

Context
SWRadio Spec : :Class source, ROSE-RT :: Model target

Actions
//create a corresponding new class in the target model 
Class target.c1= new Class(); 
target.cl .isActive = TRUE ; 
target.cl .name = source.name;
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Constraints
P1: // The source element is of type Class

source.ocllsTypeOf(Class) and 
P2: I I The source class is an active class

source.isActive and 
P3: // The class is not a specialization of another element

(source.generalization.parent->isEmpty() or 
P4: // The class is an specialization of one or more elements

(source.generalization.parent->notEmpty()
// For all the generalized elements in which the source element is an specialization 
and (source.generalization.parent -> forAII (p |

P5: // Generalized elements are of type Class
(p.ocllsTypeOf(Class) and 

P6: // Generalized elements are active classes
(p.isActive))))))

Recall also from 3.1.2 the ActiveClassMapping testable combinational model that we 

wanted to provide support for.

Table 19. ActiveClassMapping testable combinational model (valid cases only).

PI P2 ■ Pb Result Comments
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 Source element is not a class (not PI), not active (not P2), with parent(s) (not P3 and 

P4), parent(s) is/are not classes (not P5) and parent(s) is/are not active (not P6).
2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 Source element is not a class (not PI), not active (not P2), with no parents (P3 and 

not P4), parent(s) is/are not classes (not P5) and parent(s) is/are not active (not P6).
3 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 Source element is a class (PI), not active (not P2), with parent(s) (not P3 and P4), 

parent(s) is/are not classes (not P5) and parent(s) is/are not active (not P6).
4 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 Source element is a class (PI), not active (not P2), with parent(s) (not P3 and P4), 

parent(s) is/are classes (P5) and parent(s) is/are not active (not P6).
5 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 Source element is a class (PI), not active (not P2), with parent(s) (not P3 and P4), 

parent(s) is/are classes (P5) and parent(s) is/are active (P6).
6 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 Source element is a class (PI), not active (not P2), with no parents (P3 and not P4), 

parent(s) is/are not classes (not P5) and parent(s) is/are not active (not P6).
7 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 Source element is a class (PI), active (P2), with parent(s) (not P3 and P4), parent(s) 

is/are not classes (not P5) and parent(s) is/are not active (not P6).
8 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 Source element is a class (PI), active (P2), with parent(s) (not P3 and P4), parent(s) 

is/are classes (P5) and parent(s) is/are not active (not P6).
9 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 Source element is a class (PI), active (P2), with parent(s) (not P3 and P4), parent(s) 

is/are classes (P5) and parent(s) is/are active (P6).
10 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 Source element is a class (PI), active (P2), with no parents (P3 and not P4), 

parent(s) is/are not classes (not P5) and parent(s) is/are not active (not P6).

Considering the mapping definition and the testable combinational model above, we 

implemented tool support to evaluate if source model elements had the properties (or not) 

to be considered for mapping purposes. Figure 56 presents a first attempt to define a test 

model for our example.
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Figure 56. Source model for testing purposes.

Based on the test model from Figure 56, the tool categorized each element onto one 

of the valid combinations from Table 19. The tool did it by evaluating each of the 

constraints of a mapping on each of the elements of the test model. Three different values 

were considered for each property (in the form of a question): Yes, No or Not Applicable 

(N/A). After evaluation, elements from Figure 56 showed properties as defined in Table 

20 .

Table 20. Properties of test model elements

Constraint (property)

In
te

rf
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la

ss
A
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ss
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ss
C

C
la

ss
D

C
la

ss
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PI Is the source element a Class? No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
P2 Is the source element an Active Class? N/A No Yes Yes No Yes Yes
P3 Has the source element 0 parents? Yes Yes Yes No Yes No Yes
P4 Has the source element 1 or more parents? No No No Yes No Yes No
P5 Are all the source element parents of type Class? N/A N/A No Yes No Yes No
P6 Are all the source element parents active classes? N/A N/A N/A No N/A Yes N/A

The tool performed the evaluation of elements by defining an array of Boolean values 

for the different properties. Having individual values for each property (constraint) 

allowed us to use that property value for more than one mapping (i.e., an element having 

one or more parents might be used in the ActiveClass mapping as in the example, as well 

as in the Generalization mapping defined in section 4.1.1.3). The tool then assigned a true 

(1) value for each property with a “Yes” as an answer and assigned a false (0) value for 

“No” and “N/A” answers. A variation on the representation of Table 20 is shown in Table 

21 using values of ‘0’ and ‘1’.
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Table 21. Properties of test model elements (Os and Is)

Source Element PI P2 P3 P4 P5 P6
InterfaceA 0 0 1 0 0 0
ClassA 1 0 1 0 0 0
ClassB 1 1 1 0 0 0
ClassC 1 1 0 1 1 0
ClassD 1 0 1 0 0 0
ClassE 1 1 0 1 1 1
ClassF 1 1 1 0 0 0

Finally, the tool allocated each of the elements from Table 21 into one of the 

combinations of Table 22. It did it based on the constraints values from Table 21 

matching the constraints values from Table 22.

Table 22. ActiveClassMapping verification against the testable combinational model (valid cases 
only)

PI P2 P3 1*4 P5 P6 Result Element
1 0 0 0 1 0 u 0
2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 InterfaceA
3 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
4 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
5 1 0 0 1 1 1 0
6 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 ClassA, ClassD
7 1 1 0 1 0 0 0
8 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 ClassC
9 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 ClassE
10 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 ClassB, ClassF

From Table 22, combinations that did not contain an element were reported as ‘not in 

model’ combinations that led us to update our test model. We repeated the process until 

every combination on Table 22 contained at least one element from the source model.

When applying our transformation tool with a complete set of testable elements, we 

were able to uncover flaws in the implementation of the mapping definitions. Without 

this type of verification, the mapping could have proven correct for our current 

specification, but we could only guess on its application to other standard specifications. 

We could not have claimed mapping reusability, as we believe we can after enhancing 

our correctness verification process through automation.
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There was still the question of semantic equivalence between the Spec and tSpec 

models that the available infrastructure was not able to provide answers for. The next 

section discusses what we learnt through such a process.

3.3.3 Complete Set of Mapping Definitions

The third and final force behind our transformation automation tools is related to the 

semantic equivalence of the source and output models. As described earlier in the 

chapter, we succeeded in automating the creation of an intermediate model. We even 

verified that our mappings were correctly implemented. But the standard-specific context 

of our approach required us to go further. We needed to build a tool that not only 

transformed a model into another model, but also to build the required infrastructure to 

verify that both models were semantically equivalent. We needed to prove that we were 

preserving the contents of the original specification model in our aim to express it in a 

different language. So although apparently the target was only to implement our mapping 

definitions, we had to enhance our transformation tool to also help us in verifying that 

every element/relationship in the specification model was used as an originator of an 

element/relationship in the intermediate model. The outcome allowed us to identify 

elements and relationships from the spec model that were left behind and not considered 

for mapping execution. This section describes activity 3.2 from Figure 55.

Recall from Chapter 3 the concept of semantic equivalence. Recall also Figure 23 that 

presents an abstract representation of the problem at hand. We reproduce Figure 23 from 

Chapter 3 as Figure 57 in this section. As defined in the example from Chapter 3, models 

in Figure 57 cannot be considered semantically equivalent because element E  from the 

Spec is not represented (or was not used as originator of an element) in the tSpec.
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Figure 57. Spec elements as originators of tSpec elements.

Perhaps a common contribution from our prototype tools to our overall work was the 

production of information that guided us towards our goals. In the case of identifying the 

source metamodel, the tool flagged types of elements from the Spec model that were not 

being included in the Spec metamodel, and for whom we needed to define mappings to 

keep the semantic equivalence between Spec and tSpec models. In the case of verifying 

the correctness of the mapping implementations, the tool not only gave us a pass or no 

pass as a result, but also provided us with specific information about the test cases that 

were being used, and most importantly, about the test cases that were not being tested at 

all. Finally, when trying to identify which elements/relationships were used (or not) for 

mapping execution, the tool not only provided us with the identification of those 

elements/relationships, but also gave us additional information with respect of their types 

of and location within the Spec model. Once the tool was executed, the output data was 

easily manipulated to identify groups of elements/relationships that were not considered 

for mapping execution. From our example in Figure 57, our tool counted the number of 

time an element from the Spec model was used for mapping execution. A graphical 

representation of the result is shown in Figure 58. As we visually saw in the example, 

most elements from the Spec model were used as originators of elements in the tSpec 

model. This time, it was the tool that told us that element E  from the Spec model had not
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been used for mapping purposes. Only element E was not used (or used 0 times) for 

mapping execution.

Spec tSpec

I V

V lt

Figure 58. Spec elements as originators of tSpec elements with tool support.

An additional example of this topic is shown in section 4.1.3 in the next chapter. The 

next section addresses the forces behind tool support for structural compliance purposes.

3.3.4 Structural Compliance tool Support

As mentioned in section 3.2.1, we use a tool for the Spec to tSpec transformation and 

built a separate tool for verification of structural compliance. This section refers to 

activities 4.1, 4.2,4.3 and 4.4 from Figure 55

After building the transformation tool, building the compliance verification tool was 

mostly about reusing what we have already done. In the first tool we defined parsing 

routines to read the Spec model. For the second tool we reused the parsing code and just 

changed the type of information the tool was going to gather. In the first tool we defined 

a tree structure to dynamically manipulate the contents of the Spec model. For the second 

tool we reused the same tree structure and the manipulation routines. Activities 4.1 and

4.2 from Figure 55 were accomplished when we were capable of reading the tSpec and
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Design models. Activity 4.3 from Figure 55 followed the same guidelines as the previous 

two.

As we explained in Chapter 3, this activity is focused on structural comparison of two 

models. In other words, elements defined in the first model were looked for in the second. 

As we also explained before, the complexity of this activity was substantially reduced 

because we are comparing two models that are written in the same language. The 

semantic gap between two models written using different metamodels was dealt with in 

the first three activities of the approach. So structural comparison of two models became 

a simple activity. Its implementation was also a simple one, but the benefit of having an 

automated tool to perform such task was of great advantage. We remind the reader that 

we were dealing with models with hundreds of elements and complex relationships.

Perhaps the most important feature we built in the second tool (that we also reused 

from the first tool) was the focus on generating information that could guide us on what 

was left to do to achieve compliance between the Design and tSpec models. Again, the 

tool was designed to provide not only information about where the Design model was not 

being compliant with the tSpec model, but also about the types and location of the non- 

compliant Design elements/relationships.

We conclude Chapter 3 with a brief summary of what we have achieved in the 

chapter. Throughout we described at length our proposed two-step approach for 

compliance verification. The first step to transform the specification model was broken 

down into three activities. We did so to enable the automatic generation of a semantically 

equivalent model (we called it tSpec model) to be later used for structural and behavioral 

compliance, which constitute the two activities we propose for the second step in our 

approach for model compliance. For each activity, we discussed its foundations, proposed 

a possible solution and, in some cases, showed how automation could contribute to speed 

up the process and increase the reliability of its outcome. The next chapter presents a case 

study of the application of the approach to the SWRadio specification.
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In this chapter we present a case study of the application of our approach to the 

Software Radio Domain. The case study by itself constitutes one of the main 

contributions of this dissertation. We pursue the following goals with our case study:

1) Prove the feasibility of the approach. In Chapter 3 we presented the theory behind 

our approach, with the case study we intend to show its application.

2) Show that the activities we claim can be automated are indeed automatable. As 

mentioned before, we have built tools as part of the implementation of our 

approach. In this chapter we show actual results that were produced from those 

prototype tools.

3) Define mappings that transform a UML 1.5 model into a ROSE-RT model, which 

includes concepts such as capsules, ports and connectors recently incorporated 

into UML 2.0 [76]. Mapping definitions are a substantial part of this thesis 

contribution and although drawn from a software radio specification, we believe 

that the mappings defined in this chapter may be reused in other domains and for 

different specifications (see Chapter 5 for a full discussion on the reusability of 

our mappings)

4) Give standard organizations evidence that specifications models can be used as 

the main source for verification tools, as opposed to independent programs that 

try to capture (and later verify) the intent of the specification.

For our case study we use the Specification for PIM and PSM for Software Radio 

Components developed by the OMG Software-Based Communication (SBC) Domain 

Task Force (DTF). Following the OMG’s Model Driven Architecture (MDA) approach, 

the SBC defines its Specification for PIM and PSM for Software Radio Components in 

the form of a UML PIM and a CORBA PSM. This specification describes high-level

119
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relationships between domain concepts that correspond to the main entities that compose 

the Software Radio (hereafter SWRadio) architecture and the required interface of those 

concepts. It uses only conventional UML notation (i.e., mostly class diagrams, with some 

use cases, sequence diagrams, and very few simple state machines). The Software-Based 

Communication DTF has submitted for approval its SWRadio PIM so that it can 

eventually be defined as an OMG Software Defined Radio standard specification.

The case study is presented in two sections. Section 4.1 describes our application of 

our two-step approach for compliance verification to the first publicly released software 

radio specification model. Section 4.2 talks about the challenges we face in using a newer 

version of the Software-Based Communication of the software radio specification.

4.1 Software Radio PIM

The SWRadio PIM we refer throughout this section is the first version of a software 

radio specification model publicly released from the Software-Based Communication 

DTF10. The SWRadio PIM was introduced in section 2.3, so this section focuses on the 

application of the 5 activities of the two-step approach for compliance verification using 

the SWRadio PIM as our case study specification model.

We use independent subsections to present each of the activities of our proposed 

approach for compliance verification.

4.1.1 SWRadio Semantic validation of Mappings

According to our two-step approach for compliance verification, the first task to do is 

to create a semantically equivalent representation of the specification model using the 

same language used to define the design models we want to verify for compliance. To do 

so, we need to analyze the metamodels used in the definition of both the specification and 

design models. We then build a bridge in the form of mappings that would transform the 

specification model into what we call a transformed specification or tSpec. We define

10 The specification has evolved since. We further discuss this topic in section 4.2.
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those mappings by establishing semantic relationships between elements of the two 

metamodels. To do so, we first present the specification and design metamodels. We then 

present a hierarchy of mappings that allow us to transform the Spec model into its 

semantically equivalent tSpec.

4.1.1.1 SWRadio Spec metamodel

The first task to do is to analyze the SWRadio PIM as our specification model. The 

SWRadio PIM was written using UML 1.5. Our aim is to identify the UML modeling 

elements used in the SWRadio PIM definition rather than avoid unnecessary and time- 

consuming effort to define mappings for every available element of UML.

Our analysis identifies that the SWRadio PIM is specified using a hierarchy of 43 

packages. In these packages, 221 classes and 19 interfaces are defined. Classes and 

interfaces regroup 112 operation definitions, which together define 84 parameters. 

Classes and interfaces also define 271 attributes. In terms of relationships, the SWRadio 

PIM defines 22 simple associations, 20 aggregations, 102 compositions and 60 

generalization relationships between classes. There are also 18 realization relationships 

between classes and interfaces.

The Spec metamodel is composed of the elements and relationships used in the 

SWRadio PIM as outlined in the previous paragraph. We describe each of them. Valid 

entities and relationships are graphically shown in Table 23.

In the SWRadio PIM, the following type of elements are used:

•  Class. Classes define objects that share the same specification of attributes, 

operations, constraints and semantics. The SWRadio PIM does not differentiate 

between active and passive classes.

•  Interface. Defines a contract that classes realizing the interface must fulfill. 

(Interfaces are considered declarations and cannot be directly instantiated).
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•  Package. Defines a placeholder or container used to organize software elements 

so the system under development is not cluttered with seemingly unrelated 

elements in the same location.

•  Attribute. Defines a structural feature of a classifier that characterizes instances 

of the classifier. An attribute establishes a named relationship of an instance of a 

classifier to a value or values.

•  Operation. Defines a structural feature that declares a service that a classifier can 

perform. An operation can have incoming/outgoing parameters and a return 

value.

•  Parameter. Defines an argument that is passed into or/and out of an operation. 

The type of the parameter restricts what values can be passed.

•  Lifeline. Represents individual participants in an interaction. A lifeline can have 

an instance name, and the role name associated with the instance.

•  Message. Defines sending of a signal from one instance to the other. A message 

may also represent the passing of information from one instance to another 

within an interaction.

Relationships included in the Spec metamodel:

•  Aggregation. Defines a weak ‘whole-parf relationship between a container and a 

contained element. In the SWRadio PIM the existence of an aggregation 

explicitly means that the ‘contained’ element may be contained in multiple 

‘containers’ and is not tied to the existence of any of its potential containers.

•  Composition. Defines a strong ‘whole-parf relationship between two elements. 

This kind of aggregation defines that the lifetime of the ‘part’ is tightly related to 

the lifetime of the ‘whole’. A ‘part’ associated with a ‘whole’ cannot live after 

the ‘whole’ is destroyed.

•  Dependency. Defines that an element requires other elements for its specification 

or implementation. In the dependency relationship, one element plays the role of 

the supplier while the other plays the role of the dependent. The arrowhead 

points in the direction of the supplier element.
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•  Generalization. Defines a relationship between a more general classifier and a 

more specific classifier. The specific classifier in the relationship inherits the 

properties of the more general classifier.

•  Association. Defines a semantic relationship between two or more elements. 

There is no ownership established between the associated elements. It describes 

the need for the two elements to communicate or to share some of their 

properties with each other.

4.1.1.2 ROSE-RT Design metamodel

In this section we present the Design metamodel used throughout this case study. The 

SWRadio Design metamodel is composed of the set of concepts used in the ROSE-RT 

tool [33] chosen as our design language (graphically shown in Table 23). ROSE-RT is a 

UML modeling tool for real-time embedded systems. It is used for the development of 

industrial embedded systems in different application domains including aerospace, 

telecommunication, and defense. The metamodel defines entities and valid relationships 

between them. The notation used in ROSE-RT was based on the Real-Time Object 

Oriented Modeling (ROOM) [92] Modeling Language. The ROOM key concepts: actors, 

protocol classes, ports and bindings were first introduced in the UML literature in [93] as 

capsules, protocol classes, ports and connectors respectively. Most recently such 

concepts have been incorporated into UML 2.0 [76] as structured classes, ports and 

connectors (although the protocol class concept per se does not exist in UML 2.0, the 

concept can be expressed by establishing required and provided interfaces that a port 

must realize).

In ROSE-RT, the following entities are defined:

•  Class. Same as in the SWRadio Spec metamodel. ROSE-RT additional 

constraints consider the use of classes only for passive classes. Classes in ROSE- 

RT are used as data holders.

•  Capsule. A capsule is an active class that executes on its own thread of control 

allowing several capsules to run concurrently. Capsules communicate through
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ports. Capsules are elements with the capability to have an internal structure and 

ports. Capsules are defined as Classes in the Composite Structure package in 

UML 2.0. The Capsule behavior is defined by means of a hierarchical state 

machine (statechart).

•  Package. Same as in the SWRadio Spec metamodel.

•  Attribute. Same as in the SWRadio Spec metamodel.

•  Operation. Same as in the SWRadio Spec metamodel.

•  Parameter. Same as in the SWRadio Spec metamodel.

•  Protocol. A Protocol defines the set of messages that can be sent (outgoing

messages) or received (incoming messages) through instances of the protocol 

class (i.e., ports). The protocol concept itself is not defined in UML 2.0. 

Associated interfaces can constitute a protocol. Associating interfaces is a new 

concept in UML 2.0 in which interfaces are labeled as ‘required’ (set of 

features/operations that an element realizing the interface needs from other 

entities) or as provided (set of features/operations that an element realizing the 

interface needs to implement and offer to other entities) [76].

•  Signal. Defines an asynchronous stimulus that triggers a reaction in the receiver

and without a reply. Signals are capable of carrying a single piece of data

attached to them.

•  Port. Defines an interaction point between a Capsule and its environment, or 

between the behavior of a capsule and its contained parts. Ports are connected by 

connectors. In the SWRadio Design metamodel, ports are defined as instances of 

protocol classes. Ports are owned by capsules and are the only means of 

communication from a Capsule with other Capsule or with the environment. The 

port concept did not exist in previous versions of UML and has been introduced 

in UML 2.0.

•  Lifeline. Represents individual participants in an interaction. A ROSE-RT 

lifeline can have an instance name, the role name associated with the instance, 

and the capsule name associated with the role name.
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•  Message. Defines the passing of information from one instance to another within 

an interaction. In ROSE-RT, besides holding information about the sender and 

receiver instances, information about the ports being used to send/receive the 

message can also be captured. This additional port information is required by 

Rational Quality Architect (RQA) for compliance testing. A message may also 

represent the sending of a signal from one instance to the other.

Relationships included in ROSE-RT:

•  Aggregation. Same as in the SWRadio Spec metamodel. Additional constraints 

in ROSE-RT consider that a class cannot contain (or aggregate) capsules.

•  Composition. Same as in the SWRadio Spec metamodel. Additional constraints 

in ROSE-RT consider that a class cannot contain (or compose) capsules.

•  Dependency. Same as in the SWRadio Spec metamodel.

•  Generalization. Same as in the SWRadio Spec metamodel. Additional constraints 

in ROSE-RT consider that generalization relationships can only be defined 

between elements of the same type (e.g., a class cannot specialize a capsule nor a 

capsule specialize a class).

•  Association. Same as in the SWRadio Spec metamodel.

•  Connector. Defines a link between two ports to enable communication between 

capsules owning the ports.

4.1.1.3 Semantic Validation of Mapping Definitions

In this section we aim to establish semantic relationships between elements of the two 

metamodels. Table 23 presents a summary of the elements used in the two metamodels 

and whether they are present in one or the two metamodels.
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Table 23. Spec and Design model elements.

Graphical icon Model Klemcnt Spec Design
i—| Class (Spec)

Data Class (Design) ✓ ✓
« C a p s u le » ✓

— — O  Interface V
j-1 j Package V ✓

«Protocol C lass» ✓
m  « P o r t » ✓

N/A Attribute / ✓
N/A Operation /
N/A Parameter ✓ ✓

1 1 Lifeline
il ✓ ✓

------------------^  Message V V
✓

✓
------- --------- Composition ✓ V

....................... ■)> Dependency ✓ V
<>----------------- Aggregation / J
---------------------  Association11 ✓ /
------ :--------------  Connector /

Based on the elements above, we establish semantic relationships between elements 

of the two metamodels. From Table 23 we notice that one element and one relationship 

from the Spec metamodel are not used in the ROSE-RT metamodel. We have defined a 

mapping to transform interfaces from the Spec into ROSE-RT protocol classes, as well as 

a mapping to transform interface realizations into protocol class compositions for port 

creation. Later in this chapter we discuss in detail how we define such transformations, as 

well as the rest of our Spec to ROSE-RT mapping definitions.

11 Although associations and connectors use the same graphic icon, in a diagram they can be identified by 
the type of element they link: associations links two classifiers while connectors link two ports.
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Transformation of a Spec model into a Design model is not a trivial issue. Many 

different aspects contribute to create a gap between the source and target models. In our 

research work, the two models start close to the other when we only consider 

semantically related entities from both models. The gap grows when we consider how 

those entities relate to each other in the Spec model, and how each of those relationships 

is to be expressed into the Design model. Different interobject communication paradigm 

(procedure call based on Spec vs. signal based on Design) widens the semantic gap 

further apart. To address the change in the interobject communication approach, there is 

the need to create elements in the tSpec model that do not exist in the Spec model. 

Finally, the fact that additional information is required to transform a Spec into a tSpec 

suggests that we are dealing with a non-trivial issue. We define individual mappings that 

consider each of the previous aspects to bridge the gap between Spec and Design models.

In defining our mappings, we consider the necessity of each individual mapping, as 

well as sufficiency of the whole set of mappings. Necessity of each mapping is addressed 

by the fact that we want every element/relationship from the Spec model to be used as an 

originator of an element/relationship of the tSpec model. For each type of 

element/relationship in the Spec model, there is the need to define a mapping so the Spec 

element/relationship is represented in the tSpec model. The sufficiency aspect of our 

mappings is addressed by activity 3 of our approach: completeness of mapping 

definitions. We explained activity 3 in section 3.1.3 and provide a SWRadio example 

later in 4.1.3.

Based on the aspects described in the previous paragraph, we have grouped our 

mapping definitions into four different categories:

1) Semantically Related Element Mappings. Mappings that take elements of the Spec 

model and copy them into semantically equivalent elements in the Design model.

2) Semantically Related Relationship Mappings. Mappings that take relationship 

elements from the Spec model and copy them into semantically equivalent 

relationship elements in the Design model.
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3) Interobject Communication Paradigm Mappings. As described above, the 

interobject communication paradigms used in the source and target models is 

different. The Spec model uses a procedure call based type of communication while 

the Design model uses message (signal) based type of communication. The 

transformation of one paradigm to the other involves the creation of protocols, signals 

and ports in the tSpec model, elements that do not exist in the Spec model. This type 

of mappings bridges the semantic gap between the two metamodels with respect to its 

interobject communication paradigm.

4) Additional Transformation Input Mappings. The Transformation Input model 

provides additional information that cannot be found in the Spec model. The 

application of mappings included in this group depends on the information defined in 

the Transformation Input model. Most of the mapping constraints refer to this model 

to evaluate if the mapping is to be applied or not (this type of mappings might also be 

found in a different group of mappings).

Tables 24 through 26 present mapping lists for each of the first three groups. The first 

column contains the name of the mapping. The second column shows the 

element/relationship from the Spec model to be mapped. The third and final column 

presents the element/relationship in the tSpec model as a result of the mapping. The basic 

reading of the table would be: “from the Spec model map elements/relationships defined 

in the second column into the tSpec model as elements/relationships of the third column”

Table 24. Semantically related element mappings

Semantically Related S/icc l'.lt'inrnl iSpcc l lemenl ; i

AttributeMapping Attribute Attribute
ClassT oCapsuleMapping Class Capsule
ClassT oDataClassMapping Class Data class
InteractionlnstanceMapping Interaction Instance Interaction Instance
InteractionMapping Interaction Interaction
InterfaceToProtocolClassMapping Interface Protocol
MessageMapping Message Message
OperationMapping Operation Operation
PackageMapping Package Package
ParameterMapping Parameter Parameter
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Table 25. Semantically related relationship mappings

Sciiianliciilh Related .S/jrrJKcluliimship 'la-saggi
AggregationMapping Aggregation Aggregation
AssociationMapping Association Association
CompositionMapping Composition Composition
DependencyMapping Dependency Dependency
GeneralizationMapping Generalization Generalization

Table 26. Interobject communication paradign mappings

liilcrobjcct Communication S''pec hlcmcnl tSpec Clement 
Paradigm Clement mapping p i
AssociationT oPortMapping Association Port
AssociationT oProtocolMapping Association Protocol
DataClassT oSignalT ypeMapping Class Signal Type
DataClas sT o ArgumentT ypeMapping Class Argument Type
OperationResultT oSignalMapping Operation Signal
OperationT oDataClassMapping Operation Data Class
OperationT oSignalMapping Operation Signal
ParameterToAttributeMapping Parameter Attribute
ParameterT ypeT oSignalT ypeMapping Parameter type Signal Type

Table 27 presents a list of mappings that are directly influenced by the additional 

input provided from the designer. These mappings are only applied if the name of the 

element/relationship instance being mapped is found in the list provided in the first 

column. The second column presents the category and the name of the mapping. The 

third column shows the element/relationship from the Spec model to be mapped. The 

fourth and final column presents the element/relationship in the tSpec model as a result of 

the mapping. The basic reading of the table would be: “from the Spec model, map 

elements/relationships defined in the third column into the tSpec model as 

elements/relationships of the fourth column.
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Table 27. Transformation input constrained mappings

ITiinsrnrmnlion 
Input l.ist

Category/Mapping Spec
Element

iSpec
Element

( Tuiimimiciitiiui pnriidimn
Association list AssociationToConnectorMapping Association Connector
Capsule list ClassT oCapsuleMapping Class Capsule
Operation list OperationT oSignalMapping 

OperationResultTypeToSignalTypeMapping 
OperationT oDataClassMapping 
ParameterT oAttributeMapping 
DataClassT oSignalT ypeMapping

Operation
Operation
Operation
Parameter
DataClass

Signal 
Signal type 
Data class 
Attribute 

Signal type
Semantically related element mapping

Type
correspondence

AttributeMapping 
OperationResultT oSignalMapping 
ParameterT oAttributeMapping 
ParameterT oSignalMapping

Attribute
Operation
Parameter
Parameter

Attribute
Signal

Attribute
Signal

Figure 59 presents the SpecToRoseRT mapping hierarchy. It shows a graphical 

grouping per category of mappings, and also shows a mapping dependency that has been 

established between them. For example, ParameterToAttribute (bottom left of the figure) 

mapping can only be invoked while executing OperationToDataClass mapping, which in 

turn, may be invoked while executing OperationToSignal mapping.

SpecToRoseRT

Dependency Association 1 'lil'sToC
Hi'rTirm'iTri'tiriH

lap sule
I'lri'ni'iirmi'n

I'l.i-f-T.iD.itaCI;
Ti'iTTriTi'tTTrm'm'mrmim'iTr

ass

JL 1 ;..............................- ..lrr — 1 III 111 llllMMIilll 11111111U111II lllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllljnram

SimpleAssoc

Aggregation

A^cMi^jTcftotocol'

1 Generalization l  l | ’ c l i i i .  >n

T . i i . n n e t r i
iiiiiniirrmiiTiiiiTi

Message

liiteKKluiil.ifdine

Composition

Semantically Related Element Mapping 

Semantically Related Relationship Mapping

•1 Interobject Communication Paradigm Mapping

Figure 59. SpecToRoseRT mapping hierarchy
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Table 28 presents the number of times every mapping was applied while transforming 

the SWRadio PIM (Spec) into our tSpec model.

Table 28. Number of mapping applications in SWRadio PIM (Spec) to tSpec transformation

Mapping #
1 AssociationT oProtocolMapping 1
2 AggregationMapping 21
3 AssociationMapping 103
4 AssociationT oPortMapping 61
5 AssociationT oProtocolMapping 17
6 AttributeMapping 271
7 ClassToCapsuleMapping 14
8 ClassToDataClassMapping 210
9 CompositionMapping 98
10 DependencyMapping 53
11 GeneralizationMapping 54
12 InteractionLifeLineMapping 23
13 InteractionMapping 4
14 InteractionMessageMapping 33
15 InterfaceToProtocolMapping 19
16 OperationMapping 55
17 OperationResultT oSignalMapping 20
18 OperationToDataClassMapping 10
19 OperationToSignalMapping 59
20 PackageMapping 42
21 ParameterMapping 38
22 ParameterT oAttributeMapping 22
23 ParameterToDependencyMapping 90

Total 1318

We conclude this section with the detailed definition of mappings using the format 

presented in 3.1.1. The reader who is not interested in such exhaustive descriptions is 

invited to skip to the next section. We also point the reader to section 4.1.2 where we 

discuss how testing was performed to verify that the mappings (to be presented below) 

produced the intended output.

Considering the possibility of future reuse of our mapping definitions we have 

included (in the description section of each mapping) a brief discussion that associates 

the mapping with one of the following groups:

1) Case Study. Mappings under this group require information that is particular to our 

case study and its applicability to other model transformations most probably would 

imply the modification of the mapping to adapt it to a new context.
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2) UML 1.x to ROSE-RT. This group of mappings might be reused when transforming 

models from a UML 1.x model to the ROSE-RT language. This type of mappings 

does not require case study specific information.

3) General UML. This group of mappings is free of case study specific information, and 

also independent from the ROSE-RT language.

AggregationMapping (from Semantically Related Relationship Mapping)

Description
Maps a SWRadio Spec "Association from the source model into a ROSE-RT::Association in the target model. 
Aggregations in both metamodels are defined through the aggregationKind attribute of the memberEnds of 
Associations. We consider this mapping to be in the Case Study group of mappings. The constraints (P3 and 
P4) defined for this mapping require information about the activeness/passiveness of the associated classes 
from the source model. The Spec model that constitutes our source model does not include such information, 
and we have proposed to gather it from an additional model that we have called Transformation Input model. 
The latter causes the mapping to be highly coupled to our case study. Having a source model that includes 
information about the activeness/passiveness of a class would make us to consider the mapping within the 
General UML mapping group. There is also the possibility of removing the constraints with respect of the 
activeness/passiveness of the associated classes, and that would also make the mapping to be considered in 
the General UML group of mappings. Considering both of the previous cases, the mapping can be used 
whenever an aggregation relationship from a source model wants to be copied as an aggregation relationship 
in a target model.

Context
SWRadio Spec::Association a, Transformation Input: :ActiveClass ac[ ], ROSE-RT:: Model t

Actions
\\ create a new association 
Association a1 = new Association ();
\\ assign memberEnd properties to the new association 
a1 .memberEnd->at(1 )= a.memberEnd->at(1); 
a1 .memberEnd->at(2)= a.memberEnd->at(2);
\\ Add association to the target model 
t.add(lookupPathName (a), a1);

Constraints
Invoked from AssociationMapping

P1 \\ Source element is an association 
a.ocllsTypeOf(Association) and 

P2 \\ Only one member is aggregated (the ‘whole’)
a.memberEnd->select (aggregationKind = ‘shared’) -> size ()  = 1 and 

P3 \\ ‘Whole’ classifier is not an active class
if (ac->select(name=a.memberEnd->select(aggregationKind=‘shared').name)->isEmpty() )

P4 \\ ‘Part’ classifier is not an active class
ac->select(name=a.memberEnd->select(aggregationKind=‘none’).name)->isEmpty()

Endif
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AssociationMapping (from Semantically Related Relationship Mapping)

Description
Maps a SWRadio Specr.Association from the source model into a ROSE-RT::Association in the target model. 
We consider this mapping to be in the Case Study group of mappings. This mapping requires information 
about the activeness/passiveness of the associated classes from the source model. The Spec model that 
constitutes our source model does not include such information, and we have proposed to gather it from an 
additional model that we have called Transformation Input model. The latter causes the mapping to be highly 
coupled to our case study. Having a source model that includes information about the activeness/passiveness 
of a class would make us to consider the mapping within the General UML mapping group. In such a case, it 
would also be required to remove the call to the AssociationToProtocolMapping in the end of the action section 
because in our definition protocols are specific to the ROSE-RT metamodel.

Context
SWRadio Spec : :Association a, Transformation Input: :ActiveClass ac[ ], ROSE-RT :: Model t

Actions
\\ End 1 is not an active class
if ( (ac->select(name=a.memberEnd->at(1 J.name) ->isEmpty() and 

ac->select(name=a.memberEnd->at(2).name) ->isEmpty() and 
a.memberEnd->at(1).aggregationKind=’none’ and 
a.memberEnd->at(2).aggregationKind=’none')

\\ create a new association 
Association a1 = new Association ();
\\ assign memberEnd properties to the new association 
a1 .memberEnd->at(1)= a.memberEnd->at(1); 
a1 .memberEnd->at(2)= a.memberEnd->at(2);
\\ Add association to the target model 
t.add(lookupPathName (a), a1); 

endif
\\ invoke other mapping(s)
call AggregationMapping;
call CompositionMapping;
call AssociationToProtocolMapping;

Constraints
Invoked from SpecToRoseRTModelMapping

P1 \\ Source element is an association 
a. ocl I sTypeOf (Association)

AssociationToPortMapping (from Interobject Communication Mapping)

Description
Maps a SWRadio Spec::Association from the source model into a ROSE-RT::Port in the target model. We 
consider this mapping to be within the UML 1.x to ROSE-RT group of mappings. In our definition, ports are 
specific to the ROSE-RT metamodel. The mapping also requires additional elements being present in the 
target model (i.e. capsules and protocols) that makes the mapping to be highly coupled to the ROSE-RT 
metamodel and thus makes it reusable only when considering a ROSE-RT model as target.

Context
SWRadio Spec::Association a, Transformation Input: :ActiveClass ac[ ], ROSE-RT::Model t
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Actions
W Create new ports using the associated class names and role name as part of the port name. 
Port p1 = new Port(“To_”+ a.memberEnd->at(2).type.name+”_As_”+ a.memberEnd->at(2).name); 
Port p2 = new Port(“To_”+ a.memberEnd->at(1).type.name+”_As_”+ a.memberEnd->at(1).name); 
\\ Assign protocol names
p1 .protocol, name = a.memberEnd->at(1).type.name”_TO_”+ a.memberEnd->at(2).type.name; 
p2.protocol.name = a.memberEnd->at(1).type.name”_TO_”+ a.memberEnd->at(2).type.name;
\\ Assign the protocol roles to memberEnds of the association 
p1 .protocolRole =’base’; 
p2.protocolRole =’conjugate’;
\\ select capsules from memberEnds
Capsule c1= t->select(name= lookUpPathName(a.memberEnd->at(1).type);
Capsule c2= t->select(name= lookUpPathName(a.memberEnd->at(2).type);
\\ Add port to capsules
c1.add(p1);
c2.add(p2);

Constraints
Invoked from AssociationToProtocolMapping

P1 \\ Source element is an association 
a.ocllsTypeOf(Association)

AssociationToProtocolMapping (from Interobject Communication Mapping)

Description
Maps a SWRadio Spec:Association from the source model into a ROSE-RT::Protocol in the target model. We 
consider this mapping to be in the Case Study group of mappings. The constraints (P2 and P3) defined for this 
mapping require information about the activeness/passiveness of the associated classes from the source 
model. The Spec model that constitutes our source model does not include such information, and we have 
proposed to gather it from an additional model that we have called Transformation Input model. The latter 
causes the mapping to be highly coupled to our case study. Having a source model that includes information 
about the activeness/passiveness of a class would make us to consider the mapping within the UML 1.x to 
ROSE-RT mapping group. In such a case the mapping would not be considered within the General UML group 
because in our definition protocols are specific to the ROSE-RT metamodel.

Context
SWRadio Spec : :Association a, Transformation Input: :ActiveClass ac[ ], ROSE-RT :: Model t

Actions
\\ Create a new protocol using the names of the associated elements
Protocol p1 = new Protocol (a.memberEnd->at(1).type.name’’_TO_”+ p.memberEnd->at(2).type.name);
\\ Add protocol to the target model 
t.add(lookupPathName (a), p1);
\\ invoke other mapping(s) 
call AssociationToPortMapping; 
call OperationToSignalMapping;

Constraints
Invoked from AssociationMapping

P1 \\ Source element is an association 
a.ocllsTypeOf(Association) and 

P2 \\ End 1 is an active class
ac->select(name=a.memberEnd->at(1).name) ->notEmpty() and 

P3 \\ End 2 is an active class
ac->select(name= a.memberEnd->at(2).name) ->notEmpty()

AttributeMapping (from Semantically Related Element Mapping)

Description
Maps a SWRadio Specr.Attribute from the source model into a ROSE-RT::Attribute in the target model. We 
consider this mapping to be in the General UML mapping group. Attributes are elements defined in the UML 
specification and are not particular to our case study or the ROSE-RT metamodel.
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Context
SWRadio Spec : :Attribute a, ROSE-RT :: Model t

Actions
\\ Create a new attribute with the name of source element as parameter 
Attribute a1= new Attribute (a.name);
\\ Assign the type of the source attribute to the newly created attribute 
a1 .type = a.type;
\\ Add attribute to the target model in the corresponding classifier 
t.add(lookupPathName(a), a1);

Constraints
Invoked from ClassToDataClassMapping or ClassToCapsuleMapping

P1 \\ Source element is a property (attribute) 
a.ocllsTypeOf(Property) and 

P2 \\ The attribute does not belong to an interface 
not a.parent.ocllsTypeOf(lnterface)

ClassToCapsuleMapping (from Semantically Related Element Mapping)

Description
Maps a SWRadio Spec::Class from the source model into a ROSE-RT::Capsule in the target model. The 
constraint (P2) defined for this mapping requires information about the activeness/passiveness of the source 
model’s class. The Spec model that constitutes our source model does not include such information, and we 
have proposed to gather it from an additional model that we have called Transformation Input model. The latter 
causes the mapping to be highly coupled to our case study. Having a source model that includes information 
about the activeness/passiveness of a class would make us to consider the mapping within the UML 1.x to 
ROSE-RT mapping group. In such a case the mapping would not be considered within the General UML group 
because in our definition capsules are specific to the ROSE-RT metamodel.

Context
SWRadio Spec ::Class c, Transformation Input ::ActiveClass ac[ ], ROSE-RT :: Model t

Actions
\\ Create a new capsule with the name of source element as parameter 
Capsule c1= new Capsule (c.name);
\\ Add capsule to the target model in the corresponding package 
t.add(lookupPathName(c), c1);
\\ invoke other mapping(s) 
call AttributeMapping; 
call OperationMapping; 
call GeneralizationMapping;

Constraints
Invoked from SpecToRoseRTModelMapping

P1 \\ Source element is a class 
c.ocllsTypeOf(Class) and 

P2 \\ Class designated as active in transformation input model 
ac->select (name= c.name)->notEmpty ()

ClassToDataClassMapping (from Semantically Related Element Mapping)

Description
Maps a SWRadio Spec::Class from the source model into a ROSE-RT::Class in the target model. The 
constraint (P2) defined for this mapping requires information about the activeness/passiveness of the source 
model’s class. The Spec model that constitutes our source model does not include such information, and we 
have proposed to gather it from an additional model that we have called Transformation Input model. The latter 
causes the mapping to be highly coupled to our case study. Having a source model that includes information 
about the activeness/passiveness of a class would make us to consider the mapping within the General UML 
group.
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Context
SWRadio Spec : :Class c, Transformation Input: :ActiveClass ac[ ], ROSE-RT :: Model t

Actions
W Create a new class in the target model with name of source element as parameter 
Class c1= new Class (c.name);
\\ Add class to the target model in the corresponding package 
t.add(lookupPathName(c), c1);
\\ invoke other mapping(s) 
call AttributeMapping; 
call OperationMapping; 
call GeneralizationMapping;

Constraints
Invoked from SpecToRoseRTModelMapping

P1 \\ Source element is a class 
c.ocllsTypeOf(Class) and 

P2 W Class is not designated as active in transformation input model 
ac->select (name= c.name)->isEmpty ()

CompositionMapping (from Semantically Related Relationship Mapping)

Description
Maps a SWRadio Spec::Association from the source model into a ROSE-RT::Association in the target model. 
Compositions in both metamodels are defined through the aggregationKind attribute of the memberEnds of 
Associations. We consider this mapping to be in the Case Study group of mappings. The constraints (P3 and 
P4) defined for this mapping require information about the activeness/passiveness of the associated classes 
from the source model. The Spec model that constitutes our source model does not include such information, 
and we have proposed to gather it from an additional model that we have called Transformation Input model. 
The latter causes the mapping to be highly coupled to our case study. Having a source model that includes 
information about the activeness/passiveness of a class would make us to consider the mapping within the 
General UML mapping group. There is also the possibility of removing the constraints with respect of the 
activeness/passiveness of the associated classes, and that would also make the mapping to be considered in 
the General UML group of mappings. Considering both of the previous cases, the mapping can be used 
whenever a composition relationship from a source model wants to be copied as a composition relationship in 
a target model.

Context
SWRadio Spec : :Association a, Transformation Input: :ActiveClass ac[ ], ROSE-RT :: Model t

Actions
\\ create a new association 
Association a1 = new Association ();
\\ assign memberEnd properties to the new association 
a1 .memberEnd->at(1 )= a.memberEnd->at(1); 
a1 ,memberEnd->at(2)= a.memberEnd->at(2);
\\ Add association to the target model 
t.add(lookupPathName (a), a1);

Constraints
Invoked from AssociationMapping

P1 \\ Source element is an association 
a.ocllsTypeOf(Association) and 

P2 WOnly one member is compositefthe ‘whole’)
a.memberEnd->select (aggregationKind = ‘composite’) -> size ()  = 1 and 

P3 \\ ‘Whole’ classifier is not an active class
if (ac->select(name=a.memberEnd->select(aggregationKind=‘composite’).name)->isEmpty())

P4 \\ ‘Part’ classifier is not an active class
ac->select(name=a.memberEnd->select(aggregationKind=‘none’).name)->isEmpty()

Endif
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DependencyMapping (from Semantically Related Relationship Mapping) 

Description
Maps a SWRadio Spec:dependency from the source model into a ROSE-RT::Dependency in the target 
model. We consider this mapping to be in the General UML mapping group. Dependency relationships are 
elements defined in the UML specification and are not particular to our case study or the ROSE-RT 
metamodel.

Context
SWRadio Spec : :Dependency d, ROSE-RT :: Model t

Actions
\\ Create a new dependency relationship 
Dependency d1= new Dependency ();
\\ Assign supplier element to supplier role of the Dependency 
d1 .supplier = d.supplier;
\\ Assign the client element to the client role of the Dependency 
d1 .client = d.client;
\\ Add the new dependency relationship to the target model 
t.addflookupPathName (d), d1);

Constraints
Invoked from SpecToRoseRTModelMapping

P1 \\ Source element is a dependency relationship 
p.ocllsTypeOf(Dependency)

GeneralizationMapping (from Semantically Related Relationship Mapping)

Description
Maps a SWRadio Specr.Generaiization from the source model into a ROSE-RT::Generalization in the target 
model. We consider this mapping to be in the Case Study group of mappings. The constraint (P5) defined for 
this mapping requires information about the activeness/passiveness of the associated classes from the source 
model. The Spec model that constitutes our source model does not include such information, and we have 
proposed to gather it from an additional model that we have called Transformation Input model. The latter 
causes the mapping to be highly coupled to our case study. Having a source model that includes information 
about the activeness/passiveness of a class would make us to consider the mapping within the General UML 
mapping group. There is also the possibility of removing the constraint with respect of the 
activeness/passiveness of the generalized classes, and that would also make the mapping to be considered in 
the General UML group of mappings. Considering both of the previous cases, the mapping can be used 
whenever a generalization relationship from a source model wants to be copied as a generalization 
relationship in a target model. We highlight that the mapping is defined to only map generalization relationships 
between elements of the same type. If the more general case does not require such a constraint, then the 
constraint would need to be removed.

Context
SWRadio Spec::Generalization g, Transformation lnput::ActiveClass ac[ ], ROSE-RT::Model t

Actions
\\ create a new generalization 
Generalization g1 = new Generalization ();
\\ Assign the generalized element to the generalization 
g1 .general= g.general;\\ Find the specialized element in the target model 
Classifier c1 =t.lookupPathName(g. specific);
\\ Add generalization to the specialized element 
c1.add(g1);
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Constraints
Invoked from ClassToDataClassMapping or ClassToCapsuleMapping or 

InterfaceToProtocolMapping
P1 \\ Source element is a generalization relationship 

g.ocllsTypeOf(Generalization) and 
P2 \\ target metamodel allows only generalizations between similar type of classifiers 

g.specific, type = g.general.type and 
P3 W classifier with more than one parent

if (g.specific.generalization.parent->size ()  > 1)
P4 \\ classifier is a class

g.specific.ocllsTypeOf(Class) and 
P5 \\ Classifier not an active class. Target metamodel does not allow multiple inheritance on active classes 

ac->select (name= g.specific.name)->isEmpty ()
Endif

InteractionMapping (from Semantically Related Element Mapping)

Description
Maps a SWRadio Spec::lnteraction from the source model into a ROSE-RT::lnteraction in the target model. 
We consider this mapping to be in the General UML mapping group. Interactions are defined in the UML 
specification and are not particular to our case study or the ROSE-RT metamodel.

Context
SWRadio Spec::lnteraction i, ROSE-RT::Model t

Actions
\\ Create a new interaction with the name of source element as parameter 
Interaction i1= new Interaction (i.name);
\\ Add interaction to the target model in the corresponding package 
t.add(lookupPathName(i), i1);
\\ invoke other mapping(s) 
call InteractionLifeLineMapping; 
call MessageMapping;

Constraints
Invoked from SpecToRoseRTModelMapping

P1 \\ Source element is an interaction 
p.ocllsTypeOf(lnteraction)

InteractionLifelineMapping (from Semantically Related Element Mapping)

Description
Maps a SWRadio Specr.Lifeiine from the source model into a ROSE-RT::Lifeline in the target model. We 
consider this mapping to be in the General UML mapping group. Interaction lifelines are defined in the UML 
specification and are not particular to our case study or the ROSE-RT metamodel.

Context
SWRadio Spec::Lifeline I, ROSE-RT::Model t

Actions
\\ Create a new lifeline with the name of source element as parameter 
Lifeline 11= new Lifeline (I.name);
\\ Find the interaction that will own the new lifeline 
Interaction i = t.lookupPathName(l.interaction);
\\ Add lifeline to interaction 
i.add(U);

Constraints
Invoked from InteractionMapping

P1 W Source element is a lifeline 
l.ocllsTypeOf(Lifeline) and
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InteractionMessageMapping (from Semantically Related Element Mapping) 

Description
Maps a SWRadio Specr.Message from the source model into a ROSE-RT::Message in the target model. We 
consider this mapping to be in the General UML mapping group. Interaction messages are defined in the UML 
specification and are not particular to our case study or the ROSE-RT metamodel.

Context
SWRadio Spec::Message m, ROSE-RT::Model t

Actions
\\ Create a new message with the name of source element as parameter 
Message m1= new Message (m.name);
\\ Assign the sender instance of the message 
ml .sendEvent = m.sendEvent;
\\ Assign the receiver instance of the message 
ml .receiveEvent = m.receiveEvent;
\\ Find the association relationship between sender and receiver 
Relationship assoc = t.lookup(m.sendEvent, m.receiveEvent)
\\ Find and assign sender and receiver’s ports
m1.sendPort= t.lookupPathName(“To_”+assoc.target+”_As_”+assoc.targetRole); 
m1.receivePort= t.lookupPathName(“From_”+assoc.source+”_As_”+assoc.sourceRole);
\\ Find the interaction that will own the new message 
Interaction I = t.lookupPathName(m.interaction);
\\ Add message to the interaction 
l.add(ml)

Constraints
Invoked from InteractionMapping

P1 \\ Source element is a message 
m.ocllsTypeOf(Message)

InterfaceToProtocolMapping (from Semantically Related Element Mapping)

Description
Maps a SWRadio Specr.interface from the source model into a ROSE-RT::Protocol in the target model. We 
consider this mapping to be within the UML 1.x to ROSE-RT group of mappings. In our definition, protocols are 
specific to the ROSE-RT metamodel and thus make it reusable only when considering a ROSE-RT model as 
target.

Context
SWRadio Spec::lnterface i, ROSE-RT::Model t

Actions
\\ Create a new protocol with the name of source element as parameter 
Protocol p1= new Protocol (i.name);
\\ Add protocol to the target model in the corresponding package 
t.add(lookupPathName(i), p1);
\\ invoke other mapping(s)
call InterfaceToProtocolMapping;
call GeneralizationMapping;

Constraints
Invoked from SpecToRoseRTModelMapping

P1 \\ Source element is an interface 
p.ocllsTypeOf(lnterface)
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OperationMapping (from Semantically Related Element Mapping)

Description
Maps a SWRadio Spec::Operation from the source model into a ROSE-RT:-.Operation in the target model. We 
consider this mapping to be in the General UML mapping group. Operations are defined in the UML 
specification and are not particular to our case study or the ROSE-RT metamodel.

Context
SWRadio Spec::Operation o, ROSE-RT::Model t

Actions
\\ Create a new operation element with name of source element as parameter 
Operation o1 = new Operation (o.name); 
if (o1 .type->notEmpty ( ) )

\\ Assign the result type if any 
o1 .type.name = o1 .type.name; 

endif
\\ Add operation to the target model 
t.add(lookupPathName (o), o1);
\\ invoke other mapping(s) 
call parameterMapping ;

Constraints
Invoked from ClassToDataClassMapping or ClassToCapsuleMapping

P1 \\ Source element is an operation
o.ocllsTypeOf(Operation) and 

P2 \\ The operation does not belong to an interface 
not o. parent.ocllsT ypeOf (I nterface)

OperationResultToSignalMapping (from Interobject Communication Mapping)

Description
Maps a SWRadio Spec::Operation::Type from the source model into a ROSE-RT::Signal in the target model. 
The mapping requires information about which operations of the source model are to be mapped into signals 
on the target model. The Spec model that constitutes our source model does not include such information, and 
we have proposed to gather it from an additional model that we have called Transformation Input model. The 
latter causes the mapping to be highly coupled to our case study. Having a source model that includes 
information about which operations to map into signals would make us to consider the mapping within the UML
1.x to ROSE-RT group of mappings. In our definition, signals are specific to the ROSE-RT metamodel and thus 
make it reusable only when considering a ROSE-RT model as target.

Context
SWRadio Spec::Operation o, Transformation lnput::CollaborationOperation op[ ], ROSE-RT::Model t

Actions
\\ Create a new signal with the name of source element as parameter 
Signal s1= new Signal (o.name+”_RESULT”);
\\ Find operation involved in collaboration in the Transformation Input model 
OperationList op1 = op ->select(name=o.name);
\\ Assign direction of the signal, based on the role of the associated classes: 
if (o.class.name== op1 .ownerClass)

\\ incoming messages are defined for target classes 
s1 .direction=”OUT”; 

else
\\ outgoing messages are defined for source classes 
s1.direction=”IN”; 

endif;
W Find the protocol in the target model
Protocol p1= t->select(name= op1. sourceClass.name+”_To_”+ op1.TargetClass.name);
\\ Add signal to the protocol 
p1.add(s1);
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Constraints
Invoked from OperationToSignalMapping

P1 ' \\ Source element is an operation 
o.ocllsTypeOf(Operation) and 

P2 \\ Operation has a return value 
o.type->notEmpty ()

OperationToDataCIassMapping (from Interobject Communication Mapping)

Description
Maps a SWRadio Specr.Operation from the source model into a ROSE-RT::DataClass in the target model. We 
consider this mapping to be within the UML 1.x to ROSE-RT group of mappings. In our definition, the creation 
of data classes from an operation definition is done with the purpose of attaching an instance of the data class 
to a signal. Also in our definition, signals are specific to the ROSE-RT metamodel and thus make it reusable 
only when considering a ROSE-RT model as target.

Context
SWRadio Spec::Operation o, ROSE-RT::Signal s , ROSE-RT::Model t

Actions
\\ Create a new class using the name of source element
Class c1 = new Class (o.name+”DATA_CLASS_FROM”+o.class.name);
\\ Add class to target model 
t.add(lookupPathName(o.parent), c1);
\\ Set the type of the signal to the new data class
s.type=c1.name
\\ invoke other mapping(s)
call ParameterToAttributeMapping;

Constraints
Invoked from OperationToSignalMapping

P1 \\ Source element is an operation 
o.ocllsTypeOf(Operation) and 

P2 \\ Create class only when operation has 2 or more parameters 
o.parameter->size() > 1

OperationToSignalMapping (from Interobject Communication Paradigm Mapping)

Description
Maps a SWRadio Specr.Operation from the source model into a ROSE-RTrSignat in the target model. The 
mapping requires information about activeness/passiveness of classes as well as which operations of the 
source model are to be mapped into signals on the target model. The Spec model that constitutes our source 
model does not include such information, and we have proposed to gather it from an additional model that we 
have called Transformation Input model. The latter causes the mapping to be highly coupled to our case study. 
Having a source model that includes information about activeness/passiveness of classes and also about 
which operations to map into signals would make us to consider the mapping within the UML 1.x to ROSE-RT 
group of mappings. In our definition, signals are specific to the ROSE-RT metamodel and thus make it 
reusable only when considering a ROSE-RT model as target.

ContextSWRadio Spec::Operation o, Transformation lnput::CollaborationOperation op[ ],
Transformation lnput::ActiveClass ac[ ], ROSE-RT::Model t
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Actions
\\ Create a new signal with the name of source element as parameter 
Signal s1= new Signal (o.name);
\\ If the owner of Operation Is an Interface 
if (op.interface->notEmpty ()) 

s1.direction=”IN”;
\\ If the owner of the operation is a class involved in a collaboration 
else

\\ Find operation involved in collaboration in Transformation Input model 
OperationList op1 = op ->select(name=o.name);
\\ Assign direction of the signal, based on the role of the associated classes 
if (o.class.name== op1 .ownerClass)

\\ incoming messages are defined for source classes 
s1.direction=”IN”; 

else
W outgoing messages are defined for target classes 
s1 .direction=”OUT”; 

endif; 
endif;
\\ Find the protocol in the target model
Protocol p1 = t->select(name= op1 .SourceClass.name+”_To_”+ op1. targetClass.name);
\\ Add signal to the protocol
p1.add(s1);
\\ invoke other mapping(s)
call OperationResultToSignalMapping;
call OperationToDataClassMapping;

Constraints
Invoked from InterfaceToProtocolMapping or AssociationToProtocolMapping
WSelect from the transformation input model the operation from a collaboration 
let op1=op->select(name=o.name)

P1 \\ Source element is an operation 
o.ocllsTypeOf(Operation) and 

P2 W The operation is part of an interface 
(o.interface->notEmpty () or 

P3 \\ The operation is part of a class 
(o.class -> notEmpty () and 

P4 WOperation is designated as part of a collaboration between classes 
op1->notEmpty() and 

P5 \\ Source class is designated as an active class
ac ->select(name = op1 ,sourceClass)->notEmpty() and 

P6 \\ class is designated as an active class
ac ->select (name=op1 .targetClass)->notEmpty()))

PackageMapping (from Semantically Related Element Mapping)

Description
Maps a SWRadio Spec::Package from the source model into a ROSE-RT::Package in the target model. We 
consider this mapping to be in the General UML mapping group. Packages are defined in the UML 
specification and are not particular to our case study or the ROSE-RT metamodel.

Context
SWRadio Spec::Package p, ROSE-RT::Model t

Actions
\\ Create a new package with the name of source element as parameter 
Package p1= new Package (p.name);
W Add package to the target model in the corresponding location 
t.add(lookupPathName(p), p1);

Constraints
Invoked from SpecToRoseRTModelMapping

P1 \\ Source element is a Package 
p.ocllsT ypeOf(Package)
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ParameterMapping (from Semantically Related Element Mapping)

Description
Maps a SWRadio Specr.Parameter from the source model into a ROSE-RT::Parameter in the target model. 
We consider this mapping to be in the General UML mapping group. Parameters are defined in the UML 
specification and are not particular to our case study or the ROSE-RT metamodel.

Context
SWRadio Spec : Parameter p, ROSE-RT :: Model t

Actions
\\ Create a new parameter with the name of source element as parameter 
Parameter p1= new Parameter (p.name);
\\ Assign the type of the source parameter to the newly created parameter 
p1 .type.name = p.type.name;
\\ add parameter to the target model 
t.add(lookupPathName (p), p1)
\\ invoke other mapping(s)
call ParameterToDependencyMapping;

Constraints
Invoked from OperationMapping

P1 \\ Source element is a parameter 
p.ocllsTypeOf(Parameter)

P2 \\ The owner of the operation is not an interface 
not p.parent.parent.ocllsTypeOf(lnterface)

ParameterToAttributeMapping (from Interobject Communication Mapping)

Description
Maps a SWRadio Spec::Parameter from the source model into a ROSE-RT::Attribute in the target model. We 
consider this mapping to be within the UML 1.x to ROSE-RT group of mappings. In our definition, the creation 
of data classes from an operation definition is done with the purpose of attaching an instance of the data class 
to a signal. Also in our definition, signals are specific to the ROSE-RT metamodel and thus make it reusable 
only when considering a ROSE-RT model as target.

Context
SWRadio Spec : Parameter p, ROSE-RT :: Model t

Actions
\\ Create a new attribute with the name of source element as parameter 
Attribute a1= new Attribute (p.name);
\\ Assign the type of the source parameter to the newly created attribute 
a1 .type.name = p.type.name;
\\ Find the class in which the attribute will be created
Class c1 = t->select (name= p.operation.name+”_DATA_CLASS_FROM_”+p.operation.class.name);
\\ add attribute to the target model 
c1.add(a1);

Constraints
Invoked from OperationToDataClassMapping

P1 W Source element is a parameter 
p.ocllsTypeOf(Parameter)
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ParameterToDependencyMapping (from Interobject Communication Mapping) 

Description
Maps a SWRadio Spec::Parameter::Type from the source model into a ROSE-RT::Dependency in the target 
model. We consider this mapping to be within the UML 1.x to ROSE-RT group of mappings. In ROSE-RT 
whenever a class is referenced from another class or capsule, it requires that a dependency relationship is 
defined. The latter make it reusable mostly when considering a ROSE-RT model as target.

Context
SWRadio Spec::Parameter p, ROSE-RT :: Model t

Actions
\\ Create a new dependency relationship
Dependency d1= new Dependency (p.class.name+”_DependsOn_”+p.type.name);
\\ Assign parameter type to supplier role of the Dependency 
d1 .supplier = p.type.name;
\\ Assign the parent classifier to the client role of the Dependency 
d1. client = p.class.name;
\\ Add the new dependency relationship to the target model 
t.add(lookupPathName (p.class), d1);

Constraints
invoked from ParameterMapping

P1 \\ Source element is a parameter 
p.ocllsTypeOf(Parameter) and 

P2 \\ Parameter has a type 
p.type->notEmpty ( )  and 

P2 \\ Dependency does not exist in the source
t->select (name= p.class.name+”_DependsOn_”+p.type.name)->isEmpty

4.1.2 SWRadio Correct implementation of Mappings

In this section we present the verification of the correctness of the application of one 

of the mappings used in our case study. We present an example of the whole process 

applied to the GeneralizationMapping to be used to transform the SWRadio PIM. The 

same process was applied to each mapping definition from section 4.1.1.

4.1.2.1 GeneralizationMapping Correct implementation.

We first recall the GeneralizationMapping Definition from section 4.1.1:

GeneralizationM apping (from Semantically Related Relationship M apping) 

Description
Maps a SWRadio Spec::Generaiization from the source model into a ROSE-RT::Generaiization in the target 
model.

Context
SWRadio Spec::Generalization g, Transformation lnput::ActiveClass ac[ ], ROSE-RT::Model t
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Actions
\\ create a new generalization 
Generalization g1 = new Generalization ();
\\ Assign the generalized element to the generalization 
g1.general= g.general
\\ Find the specialized element in the target model 
Classifier c1 =t.lookupPathName(g.specific)
\\ Add generalization to the specialized element 
c1.add(g1);

Constraints
invoked from ClassToDataClassMapping or ClassToCapsuleMapping or InterfaceMapping

P1 \\ Source element is a generalization relationship 
g.ocllsTypeOf(Generalization) and 

P2 \\ target metamodel allows only generalizations between similar type of classifiers 
g.specific.type = g.general.type and 

P3 \\ classifier with more than one parent
if (g.specific.generalization.parent->size ()  > 1)

P4 \\ classifier is a class
g.specific.ocllsTypeOf(Class) and 

P5 \\ Classifier is not an active class. ROSE-RT does not allow multiple inheritance on active classes
ac->select (name= g.specific.name)->isEmpty () 

endif

We first focus on the constraints defined for the mapping. PI defines the type of the 

source element the mapping requires, which in this case, is a generalization relationship. 

P2 requires both classifiers involved in the generalization to be of the same type. P3 

evaluates if the specialized classifier has more than one parent. P4 evaluates if the parent 

classifier is a Class. Finally, P5 constrains the mapping to be applied only when, in the 

case of multiple parents, the specialized classifier is not defined as an active class. Based 

on constraints PI to P5, we define our initial test model presented in Figure 60.
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Figure 60. GeneralizationMapping original test model

With the model of Figure 60, we believe that we are covering all the cases imposed 

by the constraints of the GeneralizationMapping. PI is covered as we aim at mapping 

generalization relationships. P2 requires both classifiers being of the same type. We have 

at least a successful case for P2 (ClassF generalizing ClassE) and an unsuccessful case in 

ClassD generalizing ClassC. P3 looks for a classifier with more than one parent. Most 

cases are classifiers with a single parent, while InterfaceA that has two parents 

(.InterfaceC and InterfaceD). P4 looks for parents being a class (ClassD, ClassF and 

ClassB), and finally P5 looks for parents that are active classes (ClassF and ClassB). 

Again, we believe we are covering all cases imposed by the constraints.

Recalling the nature o f verifying the correctness o f mappings (activity two from our 

two-step approach) from section 3.1.2, we define a combinational model that covers all 

valid combinations for GeneralizationMapping. We show the GeneralizationMapping 

combinational model in Table 29.
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Table 29. GeneralizationMapping combinational model

# PI P2 P3 P4 P5 Result Comments
0 0 0 0 0 0 Not Valid Not a generalization relationship
1 0 0 0 0 1 Not Valid Not a generalization relationship
2 0 0 0 1 0 Not Valid Not a generalization relationship

3 0 0 0 1 1 Not Valid Not a generalization relationship
4 0 0 1 0 0 Not Valid Not a generalization relationship
5 0 0 1 0 1 Not Valid Not a generalization relationship
6 0 0 1 1 0 Not Valid Not a generalization relationship
7 0 0 1 1 1 Not Valid Not a generalization relationship
8 0 1 0 0 0 Not Valid Not a generalization relationship
9 0 1 0 0 1 Not Valid Not a generalization relationship

10 0 1 0 1 0 Not Valid Not a generalization relationship
11 0 1 0 1 1 Not Valid Not a generalization relationship
12 0 1 1 0 0 Not Valid Not a generalization relationship

13 0 1 1 0 1 Not Valid Not a generalization relationship
14 0 1 1 1 0 Not Valid Not a generalization relationship
15 1 1 1 1 Not Valid Not a generalization relationship
16 1 0 0 0 0 Not Valid A classifier cannot be active if  it is not a class
17 1 0 0 0 1 0 Target metamodel does not allow for generalization o f different types o f classifiers
18 1 0 0 1 0 0 Target metamodel does not allow for generalization o f different types o f  classifiers
19 1 0 0 1 1 0 Target metamodel does not allow for generalization o f different types o f classifiers
20 1 0 1 0 0 Not Valid A classifier cannot be active if  it is not a class
21 1 0 1 0 1 0 Target metamodel does not allow for generalization of different types o f classifiers
22 1 0 1 1 0 0 Target metamodel does not allow for generalization of different types o f classifiers
23 1 0 1 1 1 0 Target metamodel does not allow for generalization of different types o f classifiers
24 1 1 0 0 0 Not Valid A classifier cannot be active if  it is not a class
25 1 1 0 0 1 1 Single Generalization o f  similar type of classifiers

26 1 1 0 1 0 1 Single Generalization o f  similar type of classifiers

27 1 1 0 1 1 1 Single Generalization o f  similar type of classifiers
28 1 1 1 0 0 Not Valid A classifier cannot be active if  it is not a class
29 1 1 1 0 1 0 Target metamodel allows multiple inheritance only in passive classes
30 1 1 1 1 0 0 Target metamodel allows multiple inheritance only in passive classes
31 1 1 1 1 1 1 Multiple Generalization o f  passive classes

In Table 29 there are 12 combinations that we want to test. Four of them should result 

in the mapping being executed while the other eight should not. Remember that we are as 

interested in testing that the mapping will be executed when it should, as in testing the 

mapping not being executed when it should not.

Based on the original test model from Figure 60 and the combinational model from 

Table 29, we run our prototype tool. We present our results in Table 30.
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Table 30. GeneralizationMapping execution results using an incomplete test model

Element Type # Nil me 1M 1*2 1*3 P4 1*5 Child Pit rent Result
Generalization 17 InterfaceDJT o_ClassB 1 0 0 0 1 InterfaceD ClassB 0
Generalization 18 ClassC_T o_ClassD 1 0 0 1 0 ClassC ClassD 0
Generalization 19 Not in model 1 0 0 1 1 0
Generalization 21 Not in model 1 0 1 0 1
Generalization 22 Not in model 1 0 1 1 0
Generalization 23 Not in model 1 0 1 1 1
Generalization 25 InterfaceB_T o_InterfaceA 1 1 0 0 1 InterfaceB InterfaceA 1
Generalization 26 ClassE_To_ClassF 1 1 0 1 0 ClassE ClassF 1
Generalization 27 Class A_T o_ClassD 1 1 0 1 1 ClassA ClassD 1
Generalization 29 Interface A_T o_InterfaceC 1 1 1 0 1 InterfaceA InterfaceC 0
Generalization 29 Interface A_T o_InterfaceD 1 1 1 0 1 InterfaceA InterfaceD 0
Generalization 30 Not in model 1 1 1 1 0 0
Generalization 31 Not in model 1 1 1 1 1 1

Table 30, we notice that there is no test case for combination number 19, nor test 

cases for combinations 21, 22, 23, 30 and 31. For the combinations that do have a test 

case, we verify that the actual results from Table 30 in fact correspond to the expected 

result from Table 29. The next step is to complete our test model to cover all possible 

combinations from Table 29. We do so by examining the properties that an element must 

have to fit into one of the combinations from Table 29 that have not been tested. For 

example, combination 23 from Table 29 defines an element of type generalization (PI), 

established between different types of classifiers (not P2), with more than one parent 

(P3), the child classifier being a class (P4) and the child classifier not being an active 

class (P5). For example, an element that complies with such description could be defined 

as a passive class that specializes an interface and an active class. In Figure 61, we 

present an element (ClassI) that fits combination 23 from Table 29 among with other new 

elements that comply with the constraints defined in the combinations not yet tested.
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Figure 61. GeneralizationMapping complete test model

Results of the execution of our prototype tool using the new test model from Figure 

61 are shown in Table 31.
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Table 31. GeneralizationMapping execution results using a complete test model

Element Ty pe # N;i me PI P2 P3 P4 P5 Child Parent Result
Generalization 17 InterfaceC_To_ClassK 1 0 0 0 1 InterfaceC ClassK 0
Generalization 18 ClassC_T o_ClassD 1 0 0 1 0 ClassC ClassD 0
Generalization 19 ClassH_T o_ClassF 1 0 0 1 1 ClassH ClassF 0
Generalization 21 InterfaceDJT o_ClassB 1 0 1 0 1 InterfaceD ClassB 0
Generalization 21 InterfaceD_To_ClassK 1 0 1 0 1 InterfaceD ClassK 0
Generalization 22 ClassJ_To_InterfaceB 1 0 1 1 0 ClassJ InterfaceB 0
Generalization 22 ClassJ_To_ClassD 1 0 1 1 0 ClassJ ClassD 0
Generalization 23 ClassI_To_InterfaceB 1 0 1 1 1 Classl InterfaceB 0
Generalization 23 ClassI_To_ClassB 1 0 1 1 1 Classl ClassB 0
Generalization 25 InterfaceB_T oJnterfaceA 1 1 0 0 1 InterfaceB InterfaceA 1
Generalization 26 ClassE_T o_ClassF 1 1 0 1 0 ClassE ClassF 1
Generalization 27 ClassG_T o_Class A 1 1 0 1 1 ClassG ClassA 1
Generalization 29 InterfaceA_To_InterfaceC 1 1 1 0 1 InterfaceA InterfaceC 0
Generalization 29 Interface A_T o_InterfaceD 1 1 1 0 1 InterfaceA InterfaceD 0
Generalization 30 ClassM_T o_ClassK 1 1 1 1 0 ClassM ClassK 0
Generalization 30 ClassM_T o_ClassL 1 1 1 1 0 ClassM ClassL 0
Generalization 31 Class A_T o_ClassH 1 1 1 1 1 ClassA ClassH 1
Generalization 31 Class A_T o_ClassD 1 1 1 1 1 ClassA ClassD 1

With Table 31 we do verify that our implementation of the GeneralizationMapping 

does produce results as expected. We also verify that every valid combination is tested by 

observing that there is at least one element in the test model that fits into each of the valid 

combinations from Table 29.

As mentioned before, the same process was applied to each mapping definition from 

section 4.1.1.

4.1.3 SWRadio Complete Definition of Mappings

In this section we present the activities performed to ensure that we have defined a 

complete set of mappings to transform our SWRadio PIM {Spec) into our tSpec model to 

be later used for compliance verification purposes. Recall from section 3.1.3 that the goal 

of this activity is to verify that every element/relationship from the Spec model has been 

taken into consideration as an originator of an element/relationship of the tSpec model. 

Recall also from 3.1.3 that prototype tools were implemented to help us execute this 

activity.
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Let us continue with the same argument line from the previous section in which we 

described in detail the efforts we made to ensure that the GeneralizationMapping was 

correctly implemented in our transformation tool. In this section we are to demonstrate 

that all generalization relationships from the Spec model have been considered as 

originators of elements/relationships of the tSpec model.

As mentioned in section 4.1.1, the SWRadio PIM defines 60 generalization 

relationships between its elements. We run our transformation tool and focus on those 

generalization relationships. After execution, our transformation tool reports that there 

are six generalization relationships that have not been used as originators of 

elements/relationships of the tSpec model. Table 32 shows all generalization relationships 

defined in the SWRadio PIM. The first column shows a sequential number. The second 

column shows the type of relationship. The third and fourth columns show the SWRadio 

PIM elements involved in the generalization relationship. Column three presents the 

General case (parent) in the relationship while column four shows the special case 

(child). Finally, the fifth column shows the number of times that the relationship was 

used for mapping purposes. The table considers an ascending order based on the “time 

used” column.

Table 32. SWRadio Complete definition of Mappings (Generalization example)

# Relationship
Type

General (pan-ill i Special (child) Times
used

1 Generalization ComponentRegistration NamingContext 0
2 Generalization ComponentReference NamingContext 0
3 Generalization PortSupplier Resourcelnt 0
4 Generalization LifeCycle Resourcelnt 0
5 Generalization PropertySet Resourcelnt 0
6 Generalization TestableObject Resourcelnt 0
7 Generalization SystemException FileException 1
8 Generalization SystemException InvalidFileName 1
9 Generalization EventType StateChangeEventT ype 1
10 Generalization EventChannel OutgoingDomainEventChannel 1
11 Generalization DomainManagementObjectEventType DomainManagementObjectAddedEventType 1
12 Generalization DomainManagementObjectEventType DomainManagementObjectRemovedEventType 1
13 Generalization EventChannel IncomingDomainEventChannel 1
14 Generalization EventType DomainManagementObjectEventType 1
15 Generalization EventSupplier StateChangeEventProducer 1
16 Generalization EventSupplier DomainManagementObjectAddedEventProducer 1
17 Generalization EventSupplier DomainManagementObjectRemovedEventProducer 1
18 Generalization EventConsumer OutgoingDomainEventConsumer 1
19 Generalization EventConsumer IncomingDomainEventConsumer 1
20 Generalization SystemException IOException 1
21 Generalization LogStatus LogConsumer 1
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22 Generalization LogStatus LogProducer 1
23 Generalization LogStatus LogAdministrator 1
24 Generalization EmbeddedComponent Resource 1
25 Generalization ErabeddedComponent ResourceFactory 1
26 Generalization Resource Application 1
27 Generalization Resource Device 1
28 Generalization LoadableDevice ExecutableDevice 1
29 Generalization SystemException InvalidProcess 1
30 Generalization SystemException ExecuteFail 1
31 Generalization Device LoadableDevice 1
32 Generalization SystemException LoadFail 1
33 Generalization SystemException RegisterError 1
34 Generalization SystemException UnregisterError 1
35 Generalization SystemException ApplicationlnstallationError 1
36 Generalization SystemException ApplicationUninstallationError 1
37 Generalization Component EmbeddedComponent 1
38 Generalization AssemblyDeploymentSpecification DeviceConfigurationDeploymentSpecification 1
39 Generalization ComponentPlacement DCD_ComponentPlacement 1
40 Generalization PropertyReference SimpleSequencePropertyReference 1
41 Generalization PropertyReference SimplePropertyReference 1
42 Generalization PropertyReference StructPropertyReference 1
43 Generalization PropertyReference StructSequencePropertyReference 1
44 Generalization ComponentlnstantiationPortReference ComponentlnstantiationLoadedDevicePortReference 1
45 Generalization ComponentlnstantiationPortReference ComponentlnstantiationUsedDevicePortReference 1
46 Generalization PortReference ComponentlnstantiationPortReference 1
47 Generalization PortReference NamingServicePortReference 1
48 Generalization PortReference DomainPortReference 1
49 Generalization DomainFinder DomainPortReference 1
50 Generalization ConfigureQueryProperty SimpleProperty 1
51 Generalization ConfigureQueryProperty StructProperty 1
52 Generalization ConfigureQueryProperty StructSequenceProperty 1
53 Generalization Property TestProperty 1
54 Generalization ConfigureQueryProperty SimpleSequenceProperty 1
55 Generalization Property ConfigureQueryProperty 1
56 Generalization SimpleProperty DeviceArtifactProperty . 1
57 Generalization SimpleProperty ExecutableProperty 1
58 Generalization AssemblyDeploymentSpecification EmbeddedCADSpecification 1
59 Generalization Partitioning CADPartitioning 1
60 Generalization Componentlnstantiation CADComponentlnstantiation 1

From Table 32 we observe that the first six generalization relationships were not 

mapped into an element/relationship in the tSpec model. We also observe that two 

elements (NamingContext and Resourcelnt) specialize six others

(ComponentRegistration, ComponentReference specialized by NamingContext, while 

PortSupplier, LifeCycle, PropertySet and TestableObject are specialized by Resourcelnt). 

To gather more information on the generalization relationships not being mapped, we go 

back to the SWRadio PIM were those elements and relationships are defined (see Figure 

62).
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o G O O O
C o m p o n e n tR e fe ren c e  C o m p o n en tR eg is tra tio n  T e s ta b leO b je c t P o rtS u p p lie r P ro p e r ty S e t

(from  N a m in g  S e rv ic e s )  (from  N a m in g  S e rv ic e s )  (from  0 a s e  A p p l ic a tio n )  (fro m  B a s e  A p p l ic a tio n )  (from  B a se  A p p l ic a tio n )  (from  B a se  A p p l ic a tio n )

G
LifeCycle

^reso lveQ

A
♦bindO

A

o : :
N am ingC on tex t

(from  N a m in g  S e rv ic e s )

% in d  new _contex tO  
^ d e s tro y O  
^unb indQ

^ru n T es tQ

A
♦ g e tP o rtQ

A ■
♦ configureO

^queryQ

o
R eso u rce ln t

(from  B a se  A p p l ic a tio n )

♦startO
ŝtopO

^getlden tifierQ

♦initia lizeO
^ re le a se O b je c tQ

Figure 62. Multiple Generalization of interfaces in the SWRadio PIM

The new information to consider from Figure 62 is that the generalization 

relationships being discussed are defined between elements of type interface. We then go 

back to our GeneralizationMapping definition from section 4.1.2 and, using our current 

elements and relationships, evaluate the mapping constraints to see what the expected 

output should be. We do so by using our combinational model previously defined in 

Table 29. Constraint PI evaluates to true because we are trying to map a generalization 

relationship. Constraint P2 also evaluates to true because the relationship is established 

between elements of the same type (interfaces). Constraint P3 also evaluates to true 

because the child elements (NamingContext and Resourcelnt) specialize more than one 

parent. From Table 29, we observe that combinations (rows) 29, 30 and 31 are the only 

valid combinations that consider the first three constraints to evaluate to true. From them, 

only combination 31 should result in the execution of the mapping (a value of 1 in the 

expected result column). Such a case requires also constraints P4 and P5 to evaluate to 

true, the latter requiring that the child element be a passive class. In our present example 

that is not the case. We are dealing with multiple generalizations of elements of type 

other than passive classes. We have then found out the reason of why those relationships 

were not being used for mapping purposes. The next paragraphs discuss our solution, 

which basically calls for a new mapping to handle the missing relationships.
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To define a new mapping, we need first to analyze the problem at hand. Semantics of 

a generalization relationship define that a specialized (child) element inherits the 

properties from a general (parent) element. In our case, the parent elements we have are 

interfaces with one or two operations each. We also have child elements that are also 

interfaces. What the generalization relationship is trying to accomplish is to ‘pass’ the 

properties of the parents to the children. The most common approach to pass such 

properties is by using generalization relationships but, we repeat, the ROSE-RT 

metamodel does not allow us to do so in this specific case (multiple generalization of 

elements other than passive classes). We decide then to define a mapping that will copy 

such properties into the children as a way to comply with the semantics defined for the 

generalization relationship. After execution of the new mapping, the result is the addition 

of operations from the parent interfaces to the child interfaces and the removal of the 

generalization relationships between the interfaces. We show the result of application of 

the mapping in Figure 63. Notice how generalization relationships have been removed, 

and operations defined in the parent interfaces from Figure 62, have been copied into the 

interfaces of Figure 63 that used to be the child interfaces in Figure 62. We also highlight 

the title of the figure, which refers to a temporary model. The model in Figure 63 is not 

the original SWRadio PIM {Spec) model, nor the tSpec model we are aiming to generate. 

It is a temporary composition that only represents a single step in the mapping 

application. Interfaces shown in Figure 63 will be subject to additional mapping 

applications (i.e., InterfaceToProtocolMapping) in the process of generating our tSpec 

model.
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N am in g C o n tex t

(from  N a m in g  S e rv ic e s )
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o
R eso u rc e ln t

(from  B a s e  A p p l ic a tio n )
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♦initia lizeQ

♦ re le a se O b je c tQ

Figure 63. Temporary model after application of the MultipleGeneralizationMapping to the
SWRadio PIM

The action part of our new mapping has been illustrated in the previous paragraphs. 

Now we consider the constraints that will be attached to the new mapping. Such 

constraints need to consider that the mapping should be applied for generalization 

relationships, between two interfaces and that the child element inherits from more than 

one interface. Having those constraints in mind, we define a new mapping as follow:

MultipleGeneralizationMapping (from Semantically Related Relationship Mapping) 

Description
Copies the operations of an interface into a child interface when the child interface specializes more than one 
parent.

Context
SWRadio Spec::Generalization g, ROSE-RT::Model t

Actions
\\ For all operations from the parent interface for all (g.general.operations) {
\\ Copy operations and properties of the parent interface into the child interface 

g.specific.add(g. general, operation)
}
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Constraints
invoked from SpecToRoseRT

P1 \\ Source element is a generalization relationship 
g.ocllsTypeOf(Generalization) and 

P2 \\ Parent classifier is an interface 
g.general.type = interface and 

P3 W Child classifier is an interface 
g.specific.type = interface and 

P4 \\ Child classifier specializes more than one parent 
g.specific.generalization.parent->size () > 1

We then repeat step two of our approach that calls for the verification of the correct 

implementation of the mapping. As the activity 2 has been described at length before 

(including explicit examples), we decide against including yet another example of it. Full 

execution of our transformation tool to the Resourcelnt interface and its generalization 

relationships with TestableObject, PortSupplier, LifeCycle and PropertySet interfaces 

from Figure 62, results in the tSpec model shown in Figure 64.

B-a
«P rotocol»

TestableObject 
(from Base Application)

o-a
<<Ptotocd»
P jrS tcp 'e i

□-a
<<Protecol>>

UsQ ete ■

0-0
«P rotgeol»
P r o p e r ^

■iatunTest ([unTest_OATA_CLASS_FFiOM_TestabteObiect) sngetPort (BT String)
- .n n e -v e fln * -! .v rb

•ucontgur; C ..T  Properties) 
query (SWRPtoperties)

»  getPatFSSTURN ptPataO bject)
» released bjecCflliTUfIN (Mott

• • « P ro to « il»  
Resource! rit 

(Bam g a ts  Applicatet!)

o -o

i n  start (void)
id  stop (void)
„ c n -| -‘rx" ’ 1 r". i |
iBfletPort (RTString!
->n initialize (void)
>i=L-r  j u e  S' T P  : |  ’ t e r
in n . iT -  r _ V J ?S_FRCM _F .-;u.-celrit)

ae getldentifierJETURK (SWRStriM) 1 
a i  getPort^JRBTLJR^t (B T P ataOb|ect)

Figure 64. tSpec model with protocol class definitions (multiple generalization of
interfaces example).

After verifying that the new mapping was implemented correctly, we carry out 

activity 3 again to verify that we have a complete set of mappings. At this point in time, 

the reader must have realized that this is an iterative process that requires execution of 

activities 1, 2 and 3 of our approach until we accomplish our goal: using every 

element/relationship of the Spec model as an originator of elements/relationships of the 

tSpec model. We do so several more times until activity 3 succeeds in mapping every
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element/relationship from the SWRadio PIM. Table 33 presents the number of times each 

element was used during the SWRadio PIM (Spec) to tSpec transformation.

Table 33. Number of times source elements were used for transformations

Elements used 0 times 0 %
Elements used 1 time 816 94.21
Elements used 2 or more times 48 5.79

Total 866 100%

From Table 33, we conclude that our goal of using all source elements from the 

SWRadio PIM at least once in our transformation was accomplished. Table 33 also 

shows us that 94.21 % of the elements were used only one time during our 

transformation. 48 elements (which account for 5.79 % of the cases) were used more than 

once. We checked those cases and found that they correspond to operations in interfaces 

in which the operations where defined with two or more parameters. The operation was 

first used to create a signal followed by the creation of a data class to encapsulate the 

operation’s parameters. We conclude this section with Figure 65 that presents a table with 

all the SWRadio PIM elements that were used two or more times during the Spec to tSpec 

transformation.
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4.1.4 SWRadio Structural Compliance

Before we continue with our case study, we recall from 3.2.1 that we perform 

structural model compliance by analyzing specification and design models, and reporting 

their similarities and differences. The aim of finding an exact match between the two 

models is unrealistic, as many design decisions play a role in defining a design from a 

specification. Going back to section 3.2.1, recall that our interest lies in the 'only in Spec' 

elements, which are elements that are defined in the Spec but not in the Design.

In this section we present our case study with respect to the structural compliance of 

SWRadio designs against the SWRadio PIM. Recall from previous sections that the 

SWRadio PIM being our specification model has been transformed into a semantically 

equivalent model (tSpec) using that uses the ROSE-RT notation. Through this section we 

present several Designs that may (or may not) be compliant with the tSpec model. We use 

the same rules described in section 3.2.1 to check for structural compliance but with a 

slight change in the order in which we discuss each of the aspects. We do so to present 

examples using information already discussed in a previous aspect.

Considering the possibility of future reuse of our structural compliance rules (as we 

did for mapping definitions), we have included a brief discussion that associates the rule 

with one of the following groups:

4) Case Study. Compliance rules under this group require information that is particular 

to our case study and its applicability to compliance verification in a different context 

most probably would imply the modification of the rule to adapt it to the new 

particular context.

5) ROSE-RT. This group of rules might be reused when verifying compliance of models 

writen in the ROSE-RT language. This type of rules do not require case study specific 

information.

6) General. This group of rules is free of case study specific information, and also 

independent from the ROSE-RT language.
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4.1.4.1 Representation Language

This aspect plays an indirect role in verifying the structural compliance between a 

Design model and a tSpec model. Recall from Chapter 3 that this aspect is addressed 

during the Spec to tSpec transformation/compliance activities. The outcome of step 1 of 

our two-step approach for model compliance is a transformed specification (tSpec) that 

uses the same language of the Design. In the context of our SWRadio case study, most of 

this Spec to tSpec transformation/compliance with respect of the Representation 

Language aspect has been addressed in section sections 4.1.1 through 4.1.3. In the next 

paragraphs we address additional input from the SWRadio specification that is needed in 

order to create the tSpec model.

Recall from section 4.1.1 the ClassToCapsuleMapping that transforms an active class 

from the Spec model into a capsule in the tSpec model. The mapping requires information 

indicating which of the classes of the Spec model are active classes and which ones are 

not. We do so by providing additional information in the form of an XML document as 

shown in Figure 66.

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<transformationInput>

<activeClassDefinition>
<activeClass>CF Control::Device Services::AggregateDevice</activeClass>
<activeClass>CF Control::Device Services: :Device</activeClass>
<activeClass>CF Control::Device Services::DeviceManager</activeClass>
<activeClass>CF Control::Device Services::ExecutableDevice</activeClass>
<activeClass>CF Control::Device Services::LoadableDevice</activeClass>
<activeClass>CF Control::Device Services::Sequence Diagrams::Comm_User</activeClass> 
<activeClass>CF Control::Device Services::Sequence Diagrams::Node_Boot_Up</activeClass> 
<activeClass>CF Control: :Domain Management Services: :DomainManager</activeClass> 
<activeClass>Base Application::Resource</activeClass>
<activeClass>CF Control: Application Services:: Application</activeClass>
<activeClass>SWR Meta-Concepts: :EmbeddedComponent</activeClass>
<activeClass>Base Application::ResourceFactory</activeClass> 
<activeClass>UML::Component</activeClass>

</activeClassDeflnition>
<transformationInput>__________________________________________________________________

Figure 66. A ctiveC lass definition for transformation from Spec to  tSpec

We highlight that within the SWRadio PIM (Spec model) there may be many more 

active classes than the ones we are indicating in Figure 66. Our intention was to work on 

this SWRadio case study and not to build a complete SWRadio implementation.
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4.1.4.2 Interface Realization

Recall from section 3.2.1 that this aspect is defined as a policy decision that impacts 

the mappings defined to transform the Spec model into the tSpec model. We chose to 

implement one port in the tSpec for each interface realization in the Spec. Our structural 

comparison will then look for design models implementing individual ports rather than a 

single port realizing all the interfaces.

This section of the case study first presents an example of the original Spec model 

that includes a DomainManager class and interfaces the class realizes. We then present 

how the tSpec looks like after mapping execution. We continue with a Design to be 

verified for compliance and show results of the structural compliance between such a 

Design model and our tSpec model.

Figure 67 presents the Spec model with the DomainManager class and three 

interfaces. Two interfaces {Applicationlnstallation and DomainEventChannels) contain 

two operations each, while the third interface (DomainHCI) defines six operations. The 

figure also shows realization relationships (shown as solid lines) between the 

DomainManager and the interfaces.

O '

D om ainM anager 
(from  D o m ain  M a n a g e m e n t  S erv ice s )

^ id e n t i f i e r : SW R String  
^ d e v ic e M a n a g e r s : D ev iceM anagerSequence 
^ a p p l i c a t i o n s : A ppiica tionS equence  
% dom ainM anagerP rofile  : SW R String

A pplicationlnstallation
(from  D o m ain  M a n a g e m e n t  S erv ice s)

^installA pplication(profileF ileN am e : in S tr in g ) : void 
*uninstallA pplication(applicationld : in S tr in g ) : void

Q
D om ainEventC hannels

(from  D o m ain  M a n a g e m e n t  S erv ice s)

~o
DomainHCI

(from  D o m ain  M a n a g e m e n t  S erv ice s)

^getA pplicationsO  : void 
^ge tA pplicationF acto riesQ  : void 

^getldentifierO  : void 
♦ g e tF ileM g rO : void

^ g e tD e v ic e M a n a g e rs Q  ; vo id  
^getD om ainM anagerProfileO  : void

* reg is te rW ithE ven tC hannel(reg iste ringO bjec t: in O bject, registeringld : in S tring, eventC hannelN am e : in String) 
% nreg is terF rom E ventC hannel(unreg istering ld  : in String, eventC hannelN am e : in String)

Figure 67. Spec DomainManager interfaces
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According to our mapping definitions, interfaces from Figure 67 will be transformed 

into protocol classes in the tSpec model. The operations of the interfaces will be 

transformed into signals in the protocol classes, and the realization relationships from the 

DomainManager to its interfaces will be transformed into composition relationships 

between the DomainManager and the newly created protocol classes. The latter 

relationships create ports into the DomainManager that allow the flow of incoming and 

outgoing messages in and out the DomainManager. Figure 68 presents a class diagram in 

the tSpec model that is semantically equivalent (according to our mapping definitions) to 

the Spec class diagram shown in Figure 67.

« P o r t »<<Port»
+ Ms_Applicationl retaliation + /  As DomainHCI

<<Port»

+ f As_D omainE ventChannels

ts Protocol: >
Application! retal ation 

(from Domain Management Service®)

iretallApplication (RTString) 
■»aunin:tallApplication (RTString) -wjgetApplicat'On: (void)

-to getApplicationFactortes (void)
-»□ getlderitifier (voidl 
-*□ getFileMgr Ivoid) 
-wgetDevrceM anagers (voidj 

getDomainManagerProfile (voidf

o-oi
Protocol,'

DomainHCI 
(from Domain Management Service?)

regnterWithEvetitChannel IregisterWithEventChannel_DATA_CI ASS_FROM_JomainEventChannelsJ 
■+□ unregi ?terFromE ventC hannel (unregisterFromE ventC hannel_['AT A_C LAS S_FF OM_D omainE ventC hannel: I

« P ro to c o l»
D omainE ventC hannel?

(from Domain Management Service;

H +  I A i_D omainE ventChannels 1 D omainE ventChannel: 
g ]+  /  As_Applicaffonlretaliation" Applicationlnstallation 
B +  /As_DomainHCI: DomainHCI_____________________

■;< Capsule; > 
DomainManager 

(from Domain Management Service;)

Figure 68. tSpec Domain Manager composition relationships to protocol classes
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Figure 69 presents the DomainManager structure diagram in the tSpec model. The 

diagram shows the communication ports of the DomainManager.

Figure 70 and Figure 71 present a Design model to be verified for compliance against 

the tSpec model shown in Figure 68 and Figure 69. The Design model presents a single 

port as opposed to three ports defined in the tSpec model. The port is based on the 

DomainManagerlnterfaces protocol definition. Although the single port is capable of 

receiving all the signals of the three ports from the tSpec model, our compliance tool will 

look for the presence of three ports in the DomainManager. Under such assumption, the 

design model should be declared non-compliant with the tSpec model.

DomainManac

+ /  As_Applicationlnstallation 
: Applicationlnstallation

+ M s_D  omainE ventChannels 
: DomainEventChannels

+ Ms_DomainHCI 
: DomainHCI

Figure 69. tSpec Domain Manager structure diagram with ports
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DomainM anager 
(from Domain M anagem ent S erv iced

[j]+  /  A;_D omainM anagerl n terface ; : D ornamM anagerl n te race :.

♦

<<Port>>

+ /  A s_Dom ainM anagerlnterfaces ^
'

P ro to c o l :■
D omainM anagerl n terfaces 

(from Domain M anagem ent Services]

-»o gelApplications (void)
->□ gelApplicahonFactones (voidl 
-»□ get dentifier (voidl 
-MjgeFileMgr (void)
-> □ getD e  viceM anagers (void)
-*□ getl) omainM anagerProfile (void)
■+□ regi sterWithE ventChannel [regisferWilhE ventChannel_DAT A_CLAS S_FR 0  M_D omainE ventChannels)
-»□ unregisterFromE ventChannel funregiderFromE ventChanneLC1 ATA_CLAS S_FR □ M_D omainE ventC hannels) 

installApplication (RTS (ring)
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Figure 70. Design DomainManager Ports and Protocols

DomainM anager]er I 

§ - ■
+ I As_D omainM anagerl n terfaces 

D omainM anagerl nterfaces

Figure 71. tSpec Domain M anager com position relationships to  protocol c la sse s

Checking for structural compliance of the Design model in Figure 70 and Figure 71 

against the tSpec model from Figure 68 and Figure 69 produces the results shown in 

Table 34 through Table 37. Recall from section 3.2.1 that only in Design elements and 

relationships may be originated by design decisions to support the intended functionality
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of the system. Although we report the relationship/element from the Design that cannot 

be located in the tSpec model, we do not further discuss or consider the information in 

Table 35 and Table 37. We focus instead on Table 34 and Table 36 that show only in 

Spec elements and relationships. As the tables also show, the missing elements are 

defined as mandatory elements from the tSpec, and thus lead us to declare the Design 

model from Figure 70 and Figure 71 non-compliant with the tSpec model from Figure 68 

and Figure 69.

Table 34. tSpec relationships not found in the Design model

Rel Type Mandatory/
Optional

Element A Type Element 11 Type

Composition MANDATORY DomainManager Capsule As_DomainEventChannels Port
Composition MANDATORY DomainManager Capsule As_ApplicationInstallation Port
Composition MANDATORY DomainManager Capsule As_DomainHCI Port

Table 35. Design relationships not found in the tSpec model

Rel Type 1 Element A lype Klemcnl It Type
Composition DomainManager Capsule As_DomainManagerInterfaces Port

Table 36. tSpec elements not found in Design model

Element
type

Name Mandatory/
Optional

Owner Type

Port As_DomainEventChannels MANDATORY DomainManager Capsule
Port As_ApplicationInstallation MANDATORY DomainManager Capsule
Port As_DomainHCI MANDATORY DomainManager Capsule

Protocol DomainEventChannels MANDATORY Domain Management Services Package
Protocol Applicationlnstallation MANDATORY Domain Management Services Package
Protocol DomainHCI MANDATORY Domain Management Services Package

Table 37. Design elements not found in tSpec model

Element
type

Name Owner lype

Port As_DomainManagerInterfaces DomainManager Capsule
Protocol DomainManagerlnterfaces Domain Management Services Package

Although the new protocol definition contains all the signals that the missing three 

protocols define, without additional information we do not relate the single protocol with 

the missing three. In the Naming and Role Playing section below we further discuss this 

example.
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4.1.4.3 Procedure-call-based vs. signal-based communication paradigm

This aspect plays an indirect role in verifying the structural compliance between a 

Design model and a tSpec model. Recall from Chapter 3 that this aspect is addressed 

during the Spec to tSpec transformation/compliance activities. The outcome of step 1 of 

our two-step approach for model compliance is a transformed specification (tSpec) that 

includes protocol classes, ports and signals in the tSpec model for interface realizations 

and associations between active classes in the Spec model.

In the case of interface realizations, all the information we require is present in the 

Spec model and our transformation tool can map an interface realization into a protocol 

class, signals and port composition as required. In the case of association between active 

classes, ROSE-RT defines ports as the only means of communication between capsules. 

We have already provided the definition of which classes from the Spec model are active 

classes (see the Representation Language section above) and which are not. Now there is 

the need to create a communication infrastructure (that includes protocol classes, signals, 

ports, and connectors) to allow the interaction between those active classes. At this point 

we have two options for our implementation. Either we create communication 

infrastructures for all associations between active classes from the Spec, or we provide 

definition of which associations should be used to create such infrastructure. We further 

discuss and justify our selection between the two options in the following paragraphs.

Figure 72 illustrates associations between the DomainManager, the DeviceManager 

and the Device from the SWRadio PIM. In terms of interactions between them, let us use 

an association between the DeviceManager and the Device to clarify our selected option. 

In the SWRadio context, the Device registers/unregister itself with the DeviceManager 

using the registerDevice/unregisterDevice operations from the DomainManager. On the 

other hand, the Device should not be able to invoke the shutDown operation from the 

DeviceManager. Given such a condition, attempting to automatically create 

communication infrastructures based solely on the association that exists between two 

active classes could lead us to define a protocol class that includes both wanted and 

unwanted access for the other member of the association. Instead, we decide to
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specifically provide additional information stating which associations should be 

transformed into communication infrastructures. Furthermore, we define which 

operations within an active class should be transformed into signals in our protocol 

classes.

+registrar

+regist rant 0

1

D om ainM anager
(fro m  D o m a in  M a n a g e m e n t  S e rv ic e s )

+registar

1

DeviceM anager
(fro m  D e v ic e  S e rv ic e s )

^reg isterD eviceQ  
■VinregisterDeviceO 
^shutdow nQ  
^reg isterServiceQ  
^unreg isterServiceO  
^getC om ponentlm p lem enta tion ldO  
^getDeviceConfigurationProfileQ  
^ge tF ileS ys tem O  
^getldentifie rQ  
^getLabelQ
^getR egisteredD evicesQ  
^getR egisteredS erv icesQ

H-creator

+i nform ationProvider

+product

0.

+regist rant

-■registrar 0.7

0.7

Device
(from  D e v ic e  S e rv ic e s )

^a lloca teC apacityO
^dea lloca teC apacityQ
^ge tU sageS ta teQ
^getO pera tiona lS ta teQ
^se tA dm inS ta teQ
^ge tA dm inS ta teQ
* g e t  Software Profiled
^getLabe lQ
^getC om positeD eviceQ

Figure 72. Associations between DomainManager, DeviceManager and Device from the
SWRadio PIM

Figure 73 shows a partial definition of the associations (only those related to our 

current example) from our SWRadio PIM that are to be considered for the creation of 

communication infrastructures between active classes.
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<?xml version=”1.0”?>
<transformationInput>

<associationDefinition>
<association>

<associationSource>DomainManager</associationSource>
<associationTarget>DeviceManager</associationTarget>

</association>
<association>

<associationSource>Comm_User</associationSource>
<associationTarget>Device</associationTarget>

</association>
<association>

<associationSource>Device</associationSource>
<associationTarget>DeviceManager</associationTarget>

</association>
</associationDefinition>

<transformationInput>___________________________________________________
Figure 73. Association definition for capsule communication.

The result of the definitions on Figure 73 is the creation of specific protocols that will 

allow communication between the DomainManager in the role as registrar with the 

DeviceManager using the role of registrant, the Device in the role of product to 

communicate with the DeviceManager in the role of creator and finally between the 

AggregateDevice with a Device.

We continue by defining which operations between those interactions are to be 

mapped into signals within the protocol classes. Figure 74 shows a partial definition of 

those operations. In the figure we define that the DomainManager in its role as registrar 

requires accessing the registerDevice operation in the DeviceManager in its role of 

registrant. The figure also defines operations to be accessed by the DeviceManager and 

the AggregateDevice when communicating with the Device capsule.
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<?xml version=”1.0”?>
<transformationInput>

<operationDefinition>
<operation>

<operationName>registerDevice</operationName>
<ownerClass>DomainManager</ownerClass>
<associationSourceName>DomainManager</associationSourceName>
<associationSourceRole>registrar</associationSourceRole>
<associationTargetName>DeviceManager</associationTargetName>
<associationTargetRole>registrant</associationTargetRole>

</operation>
<operation>

<operationName>unregisterDevice</operationName>
<ownerClass>DeviceManager</ownerClass>
<associationSourceName>Device</associationSourceName>
<associationSourceRole>product</associationSourceRole>
<associationTargetName>DeviceManager</associationTargetName>
<associationTargetRole>creator</associationTargetRole>

</operation>
<operation>

<operationN ame>remo veDevice</ operationN ame>
<ownerClass>AggregateDevice</ownerClass>
<associationSourceName>Device</associationSourceName>
<associationSourceRole></associationSourceRole>
<associationTargetName>AggregateDevice</associationTargetName>
<associationTargetRole></associationTargetRole>

</operation>
</operationDefinition>

<transformationInput>____________________________________________________________
Figure 74. Operation definition for capsule communication.

From Figure 73 and Figure 74 we have the required information we needed to 

establish a communication mechanism (which include the services that are provided by 

the communicating elements) between the DomainManager and the DeviceManager, the 

CommJUser and the Device, and the Device and DeviceManager for our current 

example.

4.1.4.4 Type correspondence

This aspect plays an indirect role in verifying the structural compliance between a 

Design model and a tSpec model. Recall from Chapter 3 that this aspect is addressed 

during the Spec to tSpec transformation/compliance activities. The outcome of step 1 of 

our two-step approach for model compliance is a transformed specification (tSpec) that 

uses the same primitive data types of the Design. Figure 75 presents the actual type 

correspondence information provided in the SWRadio case study for the Spec to tSpec 

transformation. We have established that elements of type Boolean, String, 

UnsignedLongLong, UnsignedLong and NamingContext from the Spec model will be
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defined as elements of type bool, RTString, RTDataObject, long, long and RTString 

respectively in the tSpec model.

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<transformationInput>

<typeCorrespondenceDeflnition>
<typeCorrespondence>

<sourceT ype>Boolean</sourceT ype>
<targetT ype>bool</targetT ype>

</typeCorrespondence>
<typeCorrespondence>

<sourceType>String</sourceType>
<targetT ype>RTString</targetT ype>

</typeCorrespondence>
<typeCorrespondence>

<sourceT ype>Object</ sourceT ype>
<targetT ype>RTDataObj ect</targetType>

</typeCorrespondence>
<typeCorrespondence>

<sourceType>UnsignedLongLong</sourceType>
<targetT ype>long</targetT ype>

</typeCorrespondence>
<typeCorrespondence>

<sourceType>UnsignedLong</sourceType>
<targetT ype>long</targetT ype>

</typeCorrespondence>
<typcCorrcspondence>

<sourceType>NamingContext</sourceType> 
ctargetT ype>RTS tring</targetT ype>

</typeCorrespondence>
</typeCorrespondenceDefinition>

<transformationInput>____________________________________________________________________
Figure 75. Type correspondence definition for transformation from Spec to tSpec

At this point in the compliance verification process, Designs should use the 

targetTypes from Figure 75 rather than the sourceTypes from the same figure. Our 

structural compliance tool will look for elements in the Design to be of the exact same 

types as defined in the tSpec model.

4.1.4.5 Naming and Role Playing

Recalling from the example used in the Interface Realization section above, we had a 

single protocol definition in the Design model capable to handle all the signals defined in 

three different protocols in the tSpec model. The compliance verification process showed 

non-compliance as mandatory elements and relationships from the tSpec model were not 

found in the Design model (see Interface Realization above). In this section we provide a 

solution to this challenge. By providing additional information, we can relate elements of
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the Design that are playing the role of an element in the tSpec when they use different 

names. Figure 76 presents an XML document where we establish that 

DomainManagerlnterfaces in the Design plays the role of DomainEventChannels in the 

tSpec. Please notice that, in this section, we are not establishing a link between the 

DomainManagerlnterfaces and the other two protocol classes used in the Interface 

Realization section above. We will do so in the Multi-Role section later in this chapter.

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<nameEquivalenceDefinition>

<nameEquivalence>
<namelnSpec>DomainEventChannels</name>
<namelnDesign>DomainManagerlnterfaces</type>

</nameEquivalence>
</nameEquivalenceDefinition>_______________________________________________

Figure 76. Name equivalence definition for elements from the Design playing a role of
elements in the tSpec model

Executing structural compliance with this new information, the output of the process 

is similar to the one presented in Table 34 and Table 35 from the Interface Realization 

section above, but differs in the results for Table 36 and Table 37. The new results are 

shown in Table 38 and Table 39. Without changing the Design model, this time the 

DomainEventChannels protocol class from the tSpec was linked to the 

DomainManagerlnterfaces protocol class in the Design. The tool then found that there is 

an element in the Design (DomainManagerlnterfaces) that plays the role of the 

DomainEventChannels element in the tSpec and thus does not report it as an only in Spec 

element. A similar situation takes place for only in Design elements.

Table 38. tSpec elements not found in Design model

Klcment
type

Mandatory/
Optional

Owner Type

Port As DomainEventChannels MANDATORY DomainManager Capsule
Port As_ApplicationInstallation MANDATORY DomainManager Capsule
Port As DomainHCI MANDATORY DomainManager Capsule
Protocol Applicationlnstallation MANDATORY Domain Management Services Package
Protocol DomainHCI MANDATORY Domain Management Services Package
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Table 39. Design elements not found in tSpec model

Element 
l> pe

Name Owner lype

Port As_DomainManagerInterfaces DomainManager Capsule

The output of the model compliance verification process is negative as there are still 

mandatory elements and relationships from the tSpec model that were not found in the 

Design model (only in Spec elements and relationships). We further discuss this example 

in the Multi-role Players section below.

4.1.4.6 Mandatory vs. Optional elements

For this section of the case study, we use the same tSpec and Design model used in 

the Interface Realization section above (see Figure 68 and Figure 69 for the tSpec model 

and Figure 70 and Figure 71 for the Design model). Recalling our previous compliance 

verification results, the Design was considered non-compliant because mandatory 

elements from the tSpec model were not found in the Design model. For this section we 

use an XML model (shown in Figure 77) that labels elements from the tSpec model as 

optional elements. For this example we are defining the DomainEventChannels and 

Applicationlnstallation protocol classes as optional elements from the tSpec model. The 

same situation applies to the As_DomainEventChannels and As_ApplicationInstallation 

ports also from the tSpec model.

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<optionalInputDefinition>

<optionaIElement>
<name>DomainEventChannels</name>
<type>Protocol</type>

</optionalElement>
<optionalElement>

<name>ApplicationInstalIation</name>
<type>Protocol</type>

</optionalElement>
<optionalElement>

<nam e>As_Dom ainEventChannels</name>
<type>Port</type>

</optionalElement>
<optionalElement>

<name>As_ApplicationInstallation</name>
<type>Port</type>

</optionalElement>
</optionalInputDefinition>________________________________________________________

Figure 77. Optional definition for elements from the tSpec model
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We execute our compliance verification tool using the tSpec model from Figure 68 

and Figure 69, the Design model from Figure 70 and Figure 71 and the optional element 

definition from Figure 77. The results are the same for only in Design elements (see 

Table 35 and Table 37) from those shown Interface Realization section above, but differ 

in the results for Table 34 and Table 36 that present only in Spec elements and 

relationships. We show the new results in Table 40 and Table 41. Notice how Table 40 

and Table 41 differ from Table 34 and Table 36 in the MANDATORY/OPTIONAL 

labeling of tSpec elements. We report the missing elements and label the as optional. 

With this new information, the presence of missing elements from the tSpec model will 

not label a design model as non-compliant. We consider important, though, to report it 

because this information may be used for other purposes.

Table 40. tSpec relationships not found in the Design model

Rel Type Mandatory/
Optional

Element A Type Element IS Type

Composition OPTIONAL DomainManager Capsule As_DomainEventChannels Port
Composition OPTIONAL DomainManager Capsule As_ApplicationInstallation Port
Composition MANDATORY DomainManager Capsule As_DomainHCI Port

Table 41. tSpec elements not found in Design model

Elcmcn 
t type

Name Mandatory/
Optional

Owner 1’ype
iiiiiiiiiii

Port As DomainEventChannels OPTIONAL DomainManager Capsule
Port As_ApplicationInstallation OPTIONAL DomainManager Capsule
Port As_DomainHCI MANDATORY DomainManager Capsule
Protocol DomainEventChannels OPTIONAL Domain Management Services Package
Protocol Applicationlnstallation OPTIONAL Domain Management Services Package
Protocol DomainHCI MANDATORY Domain Management Services Package

After execution of the compliance verification process, we found the Design model to 

be non-compliant as there are still mandatory elements from the tSpec model (protocol 

DomainHCI and port As_DomainHCI) that were not found in the Design model.

4.1.4.7 Designs implementing only a subset of a specification

We recall from section 3.2.1 that this aspect allows design implementers to target 

specific portions of the specification model, while intentionally not implementing some 

others. We emphasize that enabling this option helps the design implementers in
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verifying partial models, but should not change the compliant (or not) outcome of the 

verification process. Take for example the tSpec model from Figure 68 and Figure 69, 

and the Design model from Figure 70 and Figure 71. If the design implementers are 

interested verifying its partial work with respect of the DomainEventChannels and 

Applicationlnstallation protocols and its realizations (ports), they can add such 

information in the form of the XML document shown in Figure 78 below:

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<targetElementDefinition>

<targetElement>
<name>DomainEventChannels</name>
<type>Protocol</type>

</targetElement >
<targetElement >

<name>AppIicationInstallation</name>
<type>Protocol</type>

</targetElement >
<targetElement >

<name>As_DomainEventChannels</name>
<type>Port</type>

</targetElement >
<targetElement >

<name>As_ApplicationInstallation</name>
<type>Port</type>

</targetElement >
</ targetElement Definition>______________________________________________________

Figure 78. Optional definition for elements from the tSpec model

With no additional information (i.e., role playing or optional elements) the outcome 

of the compliance verification process is shown in Table 42 and Table 43. At first glance, 

the output shows the same results than in the Interface Realization section, with the 

difference of some elements being labeled as TARGET elements. The Design is still non- 

compliant because there are three mandatory relationships and six elements from the 

tSpec that were not found in the Design model. The key difference between the two 

outputs (the one from the Interface Realization section and the one showed in Table 42 

and Table 43) is that the design implementers are only two relationships and four 

elements shy of reaching their goal. In other words, their intent is to implement 

DomainEventChannels and Applicationlnstallation protocol classes and the 

As_DomainEventChannels and As_ApplicationInstallation ports because that is the target 

they are setting for their Design.
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Table 42. tSpec relationships not found in the Design model

Rel Type Mandatory/
Optional

Element A Type Element It Type

Composition MANDATORY
TARGET

DomainManager Capsule As_DomainEventChannels Port

Composition MANDATORY
TARGET

DomainManager Capsule As_ApplicationInstallation Port

Composition MANDATORY DomainManager Capsule As_DomainHCI Port

Table 43. tSpec elements not found in Design model

Element
type

Name Mandatory/
Optional

Owner Type

Port As_DomainEventChannels MANDATORY
TARGET

DomainManager Capsule

Port As_ApplicationInstallation MANDATORY
TARGET

DomainManager Capsule

Port As DomainHCI MANDATORY DomainManager Capsule
Protocol DomainEventChannels MANDATORY

TARGET
Domain Management Services Package

Protocol Applicationlnstallation MANDATORY
TARGET

Domain Management Services Package

Protocol DomainHCI MANDATORY Domain Management Services Package

We emphasize that even when the design implementers implement the 

DomainEventChannels and Applicationlnstallation protocol classes and the 

As_DomainEventChannels and As_ApplicationInstallation ports, the Design will still be 

non-compliant because it will be missing the DomainHCI protocol and As_DomainHCI 

port. Still, the design implementers can consider their goals met when a table like the one 

shown in Table 42 and Table 43 includes only mandatory elements and relationships that 

have not been indicated as targets of the Design model.

4.1.4.8 Package Contents

We recall that this challenge implies having (or not) the same package structure in the 

Design model as defined in the tSpec model. For our SWRadio case study we followed 

the same policy we defined before in section 3.2.1. We consider unnecessary to add 

burden on the design implementers by forcing them to have the same package structure in 

their design models as defined in the specification model. Our structural compliance tool 

does not consider the package location of a Design element to give a found or not found 

result. We do not further discuss this issue.
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4.1.4.9 Multi-role players

Recalling from the example used in the Interface Realization section above, we have 

a single protocol definition in the Design model capable to handle all the signals defined 

in three different protocols in the tSpec model. The compliance verification process 

showed non-compliance as mandatory elements and relationships from the tSpec model 

were not found in the Design model (see Interface Realization above). In this section we 

provide a solution to this challenge. By providing additional information, we relate 

elements of the design that are playing the role of an element in the tSpec when they use 

different names. Figure 79 presents an XML description where we define that 

DomainManagerlnterfaces protocol class in the Design plays the role of the 

DomainEventChannels, the Applicationlnstallation and the DomainHCI protocol classes 

from the tSpec model. We did the same for the port As_DomainManagerInterfaces in the 

Design playing the role of the AsJDomainEventChannels, the As_ApplicationInstallation 

and the As_DomainHCI ports in the tSpec.

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<nameEquivalenceDefinition>

<nameEquivalence>
<namelnSpec>DomainEventChannels</name>
<namelnDesign>DomainManagerlnterfaces</type>

</nameEquivalence>
<nameEquivalence>

<namelnSpec>Applicationlnstallation</name>
<namelnDesign>DomainManagerlnterfaces</type>

</nameEquivalence>
<nameEquivalence>

<namelnSpec>DomainHCI</name>
<namelnDesign>DomainManagerlnterfaces</type>

</nameEquivalence>
<nameEquivalence>

<namelnSpec>As_DomainEventChannels</name>
<namelnDesign>As_DomainManagerlnterfaces</type>

</nameEquivalence>
<nameEquivalence>

<namelnSpec>As_Applicationlnstallation</name>
<namelnDesign>As_DomainManagerlnterfaces</type>

</nameEquivalence>
<nameEquivalence>

<namelnSpec>As_DomainHCI</name>
<namelnDesign>As_DomainManagerlnterfaces</type>

</nameEquivalence>
</nameEquivalenceDefinition>___________________________________

Figure 79. Name equivalence definition for elements from the Design playing a role of
elements in the tSpec model
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Executing structural compliance with this new information, the output of the process 

is that the Design is compliant with the tSpec model, as all the elements and relationships 

defined in the tSpec were located in the Design model. When regenerated, similar tables 

as the ones shown in previous sections came up empty (again, all elements were located 

in both models) and thus we do not reproduce them.

4.1.4.10 Design implementing more than one specification

We recall from section 3.2.1 that a design may contain elements that are defined in a 

different specification that the one it is being used for compliance verification purposes. 

We postulate that those elements do not constitute a basis to rule non-compliance. 

Instead, we have the tools supporting our proposed compliance verification process 

simply report such elements to the user. In our SWRadio case study we do not attempt to 

model a second specification, and thus provide no examples for this challenge. This is a 

topic that will be left for future work related to our research.

4.1.5 SWRadio Behavioral Compliance

This section presents the application of the two-step approach for compliance 

verification focusing on the behavioral compliance of a SWRadio design model. The 

section is composed of several test cases in which we focus on showing how the 

detection of non-compliant points was achieved. For each test case, we present a 

variation of a design model that was built incrementally. In other words, test case n+j 

uses design elements introduced in test cases n+j-1, n+j-2, ..., n, unless the test case 

itself defines otherwise.

Before we proceed with this section, we would like to emphasize that the examples 

presented in this section are academic in purpose and do not fully show the complexity of 

the Design models used. The Design models used contain more than 120 class definitions 

and each of them was successfully compiled for some of the examples in this section. We 

invite the reader to consult Appendix A to look at a log report about the compilation of 

one of our design models. The Appendix shows the classes that were generated and 

further compiled.
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Test cases were chosen to cover at least one of each of the causes for non-compliance 

described in section 3.2.2. We developed test cases to show the following non-compliant 

causes:

•  Non-executable model

•  Incorrect sending of messages

•  Required port not defined

•  Required connector not defined

•  missing or incorrect data attached to a message

•  multi scenario execution

We also tried our best to avoid duplication of examples. We judged that duplication 

would only lead us to more figures and bigger tables, but not much in terms of added 

value for the case study itself.

Table 44 presents a summary of the test cases discussed in this section. The first 

column indicates the test number. The second column provides a brief description on a 

particular condition of the SWRadio design model. The third column shows the 

failure/success of the test execution. Finally, the fourth column presents the type of non- 

compliant point found in cases where the test execution resulted in a failure.
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Table 44. SWRadio behavioral compliance test cases

Test Design model description Result Nitii-i-oiupliiint point
1 Not an executable design failure Non-executable model
2 No messages being sent failure Incorrect sending of messages
3 Missing a port failure Required port not defined
4 Missing a connector failure Required connector not defined
5 Design does not send three messages failure Incorrect sending of messages
6 Design does not send two messages failure Incorrect sending of messages
7 Design missing data to be attached to a message failure missing or incorrect data attached 

to a message
8 Design with incompatible data to be attached to a 

message
failure missing or incorrect data attached 

to a message
9 Design does not send one message failure Incorrect sending of messages
10 Ready to execute ReleaseCompositeDevice scenario success
11 Not ready for releaseAggregatedDevice scenario failure Incorrect sending of messages
12 Ready to execute releaseAggregatedDevice scenario success
13 Not ready to execute releaseAggregatedDevice scenario 

immediately after ReleaseCompositeDevice scenario.
failure multi scenario execution

14 Ready to execute releaseAggregatedDevice scenario 
immediately after ReleaseCompositeDevice scenario

success

In this behavioral compliance section of the case study, the first set of test cases focus 

on testing a SWRadio design model for its capabilities to execute independent scenarios 

as defined by the releaseCompositeDevice and the releaseAggregatedDevice sequence 

diagrams shown in Figure 80 and Figure 81 from [80]. We then test the 

releaseAggregatedDevice immediately after the releaseCompositeDevice scenario 

creating an inter-scenario dependency between the two scenarios.

ftdteaseCompOsiteDevice
Sequence Dia$&n

Figure 80. ReleaseCompositeDevice specification sequence diagram
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Figure 81. ReleaseAggregatedDevice specification sequence diagram

The SWRadio design we used for testing was based on the structure diagram 

presented in Figure 82. The figure illustrates collaboration between entities involved in 

the sequence diagrams from Figure 80 and Figure 81. We highlight that the DeviceRl and 

DeviceR2 roles of the Device capsule in our SWRadio Design, play the roles of the 

composite and aggregate instances used in the sequence diagrams from Figure 80 and 

Figure 81. Roles of SWRadio entities are denoted by boxes with the name of the role 

followed by a colon and the name of the SWRadio entity. Small square boxes on the 

boundaries of the SWRadio roles illustrate ports. The name of the ports appears besides 

the port icon followed by the name of the protocol the port is considered an instance of. A 

line connecting ports denotes connectors.
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+ 1 FROM_Comm_User 
: Comm_User To Device'

+ 1 FROMJDevice 
: Device_To_Device'

+ /  T0_Device 
: Device_To_Device

+ /  TO_DeviceM anager 
: Device_To_DeviceManager

+7 FRQM_Device 
: Device_To_DeviceManager

+ /  FR0M_D omainM anager 
; DomainManager_To_DeviceM anager'

+ A TO_DeviceM anager

DO

□a

/DeviceF.2 Device

/  DeviceR!: Device

: D omainM anager_To_D eviceM anager

Figure 82. SWRadio Design structure diagram

The next subsections describe our test cases as outlined before: first we focus on 

testing a SWRadio design model for its capabilities to execute independent scenarios as 

defined by the releaseCompositeDevice and the releaseAggregatedDevice sequence 

diagrams shown in Figure 80 and Figure 81 from [80]. We then test the 

releaseAggregatedDevice immediately after the releaseCompositeDevice scenario 

creating an inter-scenario dependency between the two scenarios.

ReleaseCompositeDevice sequence diagram compliance verification.

Test cases 1-10 attempt to verify that a SWRadio design is capable of executing the 

same sequence of message interchanges as defined in the sequence diagram of Figure 80.

Test 1: Design model is not an executable design. The first design model we test 

does not implement behavior at all, and produces compiler errors that prevent the 

executability of the model. The model fails to compile due to missing C++ code. Figure 

83 presents common errors received by the compiler. The full message log produced in 

this attempt is shown in Appendix A.
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../src/DeviceManager.cpp(320): error C4716: 'DeviceManager_Actor::getComponentImplementationId': must return a value 

../src/DeviceManager.cpp(328): error C4716: 'DeviceManager_Actor::getDeviceConfigurationProfile' : must return a value 

../src/DeviceManager.cpp(336): error C4716: ’DeviceManager_Actor::getFileSystem': must return a value 

../src/DeviceManager.cpp(344): error C4716: 'DeviceManager_Actor::getIdentifier': must return a value 

../src/DeviceManager.cpp(352): error C4716: 'DeviceManager_Actor::getLabel': must return a value 

../src/DeviceManager.cpp(360): error C4716: 'DeviceManager_Actor::getRegisteredDevices': must return a value 

../src/DeviceManager.cpp(368): error C4716: 'DeviceManager_Actor::getRegisteredServices': must return a value

Figure 83. Compile errors: operation’s  return value missing

The errors mainly relate to operations failing to return a value as defined in their 

respective signatures. Although fixing those errors may seem not related to our 

compliance verification approach, one of the premises that we have defined for our 

process is that we need to be able to execute our models in order to verify their behavior. 

So there is an implicit need to fix those errors in order to verify for behavioral 

compliance.

Test 2: Design model with no messages being sent/received. This time, although an 

executable SWRadio Design, the model does not define state machines for the entities 

involved in our test case. The result of the RQA verification process is shown in Figure 

84. Test errors of the same verification attempt are shown in Figure 85.

Number ot tests that fa iled: 1 
D ouble-c lick tor tests that passed.

T e-d number 1. ts .
S eq u en ce  Diagram: R D A R T _T e;lR un21 R OAR T Collaboration! _ R ecu lt_ 0 4 0 2 1 6104053 i  
R eleaseC  ompositeD evice_T race_040216104050

Figure 84. ReleaseCompositeDevice test result: failure. No state machines defined

10:40:54] Differences between specification: "ReleaseCompositeDevice" and trace: 
"ReleaseCompositeDevice_Trace_040216104050":
10:40:54| Warning: Specification: " : releaseObject" was unexpected
10:40:54| Warning: Specification: " : releaseObject" was unexpected
10:40:54| Warning: Specification: " : unregisterDevice" was unexpected

10:40:54| Warning: Specification: " : unregisterDevice" was unexpected________________________
Figure 85. ReleaseCompositeDevice test errors: no m essages sent/received

The results of the test indicate non-compliant points due to incorrect sending o f 

messages. The reason being that, as the design model contains no state machines, the 

execution was not capable to send or receive any messages. While the specification
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defines four messages to be sent and received, the execution was not capable to produce 

them. Figure 86 shows the messages received by the instances that play a role as defined 

in Figure 80. None of them are related to the messages from Figure 80, as all the 

messages found in Figure 86 correspond to system messages to create, initialize and 

further destroy the instances that play a role in the releaseCompositeDevice scenario 

execution.

■jeqjei-.ce L' aq ian '.iecr.-n r I.'- 
e Diagrams I  Q syq« is fa ri1  /

/D e v ic e R t

Incarnate

Incarnate

initialize

Incarnate

Incarnate

Destroy

Destroy

Destroy

Figure 86. ReleaseCompositeDevice execution sequence diagram. No m essages
sent/received

Test 3: Design model missing a port. This test is based on the state machine definition 

for the Comm_User capsule presented in Figure 87. The figure shows on the left side a 

browser with the elements that constitute the CommJUser capsule. On the center of the 

figure we have the state machine definition. Two states are shown in the figure. On the 

top left comer we find the initial state from where the state machine execution starts after 

the creation of an instance of CommJUser. From the initial state a transition labeled 

initial will take the state machine to the state SI. This initial transition does not require a
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triggering event, so after creation of the CommJJser capsule instance the code on the 

transition is executed. It then waits in state SI for arrivals of messages. The code to be 

executed is shown in the right section of the same Figure 87. The code reads 

TO_Device.releaseObject().send(); which is the format defined by ROSE-RT to send a 

signal from one capsule to another. The line is divided in three sections. The first one 

TOJDevice indicates the name of the port to be used to send the signal. The middle 

section releaseObject() refers to the signal to be sent, while the last send() indicates the 

action to be performed.

IlfiR State Diagram: Segut-m »■ l'inn-tin-> ( pi  Umi

Class
B  ■■'III N av iga to r

| :..© SI
Operations 

* 1  Attributes 
&■ f j |  End Ports

\  Initial

J u l
1111

\ J

Gene-a'j Triggers A -irre  j Fie: j

31 x i :

T O _ D e v ic e . r e le a s e O b g  e c t ( ) . s e n d  r ) - 1

or J Carrel  J __

m

Figure 87. Comm_User state machine definition

The test fails and produces non-compliant points due to required port not defined. 

The reason being that the TOJDevice port of the CommJUser structure is missing. The 

compiler detects and reports it. The compiler results are shown in Figure 88.

Comm_User.cpp
../src/Comm_User.cpp(51): error C2065: 'TO _D evice': undeclared identifier 
../src/Comm_User.cpp(51): error C2228: left o f '.releaseObject' must have class/struct/union type 

../src/Comm_User.cpp(51): error C2228: left of '.send' must have class/struct/union type
Figure 88. Compile errors: port not defined

Test 4: Design model missing a connector. This test is based on the new structural 

composition of the CommJUser capsule as shown in Figure 89. We can observe in the 

top center of the figure, that the CommJUser definition now defines a port TOJDevice.
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+ i  FROM_Comm_User 
: Comm User To Device'

+ /  TO_Device 
: Comm_User_To_Device

+ i  FROM_Device 
: Device_To_Device'

+ /  T0_Device 
: Device_To_Device

+ /  TO_DeviceManager 
: Device_To_DeviceManager

+ /FROM_Device 
: Device_T o_DeviceManager'

+ i  FROM_DomainManager 
: DomainManager_T o_DeviceManager'

+ 1 TO_DeviceManager

DO

ao

y DoviceFi2: Device

/D ev iceR I: Device

: DomainManager_To_DeviceManager

Figure 89. SWRadio Design structure diagram. TO_Device port added to Comm_User

The test fails and produces a non-compliant point due to required connector not 

defined. The reason being that there is no connector to act as a communication channel to 

pass a message from an instance of Comm_User towards an instance of Device. The 

compiler detects and reports it. The compiler results are similar to the ones shown in 

Figure 88 and thus we do not duplicate the figure.

Test 5: Design does not send three messages. This test is based on the structure 

defined in Figure 90. Notice here that the connector links the role DeviceRI of type 

Device with the Role CommJUserRl of type CommJLJser.
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+ /  FROM _Comm_User 
: Comm U ser T o  D ev ice '

+ /  T O _D evice 
: Comm U ser To D ev ice

+ /  FR O M _D evice 
: D ev ice_T o_D ev ice '

+ /  T 0 _ D e v ic e  
: D ev ice_T o_D ev ice

+ /  T O _D eviceM anager 
: D ev ice_T o_D ev iceM anager

+ /  FR O M _D evice 
: D evice_T o_D  eviceM  a n ag e r~

+ /  FRO M _D om ainM anager 
: D om ainM anager_T o_D eviceM anager'

+ /  T O _D eviceM anager

/  deviceManageiR! 
: DeviceM anager

□a /  do m ain M an aae if il 
■ : D om ainM anager

DO

/  DeviceR2 • Device

/D ev iceR I: Device

:D om ainM anager_T  o_D  eviceM  an ag e r

Figure 90. SWRadio D esign structure diagram. Connector linking roles of D evice and
Comm_User

The test fails and produces non-compliant points due to incorrect sending o f 

messages. Although the design execution successfully sent the releaseObject message (as 

shown in the middle of Figure 91) from the instance Comm_UserRl towards the instance 

DeviceRI, it failed to produce the same results for the three additional messages defined 

in the specification sequence diagram from Figure 80. RQA results are shown in Figure 

92.
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Sequence Diagram; Sequences, 
e  Diagrams i  Collaboration! I 
R ale;:;-: C o npnr iteD e v e  p

Incarnate

o
: Device

initialize

Incarnate

initialize

Incarnate

initialize

Irlcarnate

Q

: Device

o

-=“1

initialize

Incarnate ,

Q
UserRI

™  Usi

initialize

releaseObject

Destroy :

Destroy

Destroy

Destroy

Destroy

Figure 91. R eleaseC om positeD evice execution  seq u en ce  diagram. releaseO bject m e ssa g e
sen t

11:04:03| Differences between specification: "ReleaseCompositeDevice" and trace: 
"ReleaseCompositeDevice_Trace_040216110400":
11:04:03| Warning: Specification: " : releaseObject" was unexpected 
11:04:03| Warning: Specification: " : unregisterDevice" was unexpected 

11:04:03| Warning: Specification: " : unregisterDevice" was unexpected
Figure 92. R eleaseC om positeD evice te st errors: 3 m e ssa g e s  not sent/received

Test 6: Design does not send two messages. This test is based on the state machine 

for the Device capsule as shown in Figure 93. The state machine defines that while being 

in the state SI and upon reception of the relaseObject message through the port 

FROM_Comm_User, the transition from SI to S2 will be triggered and code defined
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inside the transition will be executed. The second transition defined in Figure 93 is 

triggered by the reception of a releaseObject message, but this time when the message 

arrives through the FROMJDevice port.

g s t a t e  Diagram: Drvir t* Services /  Device - Top s: ,•

Harm : G a «
B" ' S l  Navigator
i \~m  si
i I a  52

! e g
B —g i  Operations

s : ♦  allocateCapacitji
i   ♦  deallocateCapaoity

  ♦  gettl sageS tate
i—- % getOperationalState
i  ♦  setAdminState
  ♦  getAdminState
? ♦  getSoftwareProfile
  ♦  getLabel
  ♦  getCompositeDevic

IS H S i Attributes 
i i ■ 0  usageState

  0  adminState
i   0  operationalState

  0  softwareProfile
i  0  label
"•*» 0  identifier

E  £3 End Ports

±L I

Usage...
AdmmT
Operati
SW RSt..
SWRSt .
SWRSt

3

\lnitial

X -f  >SI releaseObiect FromDevice S3 I
I-------------------------------- £ * 1

^ ......  J . i

JJ.Xi
reieaseD b|ect_FromCommU ser

General Gigge-; j Acllor; j Me : ! 

f ?  Show inherited G7 Shnw lora l~  S tnW M dU ^M

lillil* 1 Guard !FRuM_Device releaseObiect TRUL

jmuH LfHLtfl j Apf# '|
1 ! J

Figure 93. D evice sta te m achine definition. releaseO bject m essa g e  from different so u rces

The test fails and produces non-compliant points due to incorrect sending o f 

messages. The results show that the model is successfully sending and receiving the first 

two messages and fails to send the last two (see Figure 94 and Figure 95).

11:44:36| Differences between specification: "ReleaseCompositeDevice" and trace: 
"ReleaseCompositeDevice_Trace_040216l 14432":
11:44:37j Warning: Specification: " : unregisterDevice" was unexpected 
11:44:37| Warning: Specification: " : unregisterDevice" was unexpected

Figure 94. R eleaseC om positeD evice te st errors: 2 m e ssa g e s  not sent/received
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Incarnate

Incarnate

Incarnate

initialize

Destroy

Destroy

S e q c e rc e  Drag-am. Dequeue L .  
eD iagram -;/C ollaboration’. /
F eleaieCom positeL 'evice

Figure 95. ReleaseCompositeDevice execution sequence diagram. Two releaseObject
m essages sent

Test 7: Design missing data to be attached to a message. This test is based on the 

code shown in Figure 96, in which the signal unregisterDevice is to be sent using the 

TO_DeviceManager_As_creator port. It also considers the definition of the protocol class 

shown in Figure 97.
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Claw
0S2 
S  S3 

3-i g §  Operations
% allocateCapacity 
% deallocateCapacit 
^  gettlsageState 
^  getOperationalSta
♦  setAdminState
♦  getAdminState 
% getSoftwars!
% getLabel |
% getCompost

3 C l  Attributes
  0  usageS tates
  ^  adminS tate
  ^  operational:
  softwarePrd:
  0  label I
'+ 6  identifier f

S A, \v>
1 V

\lnitial

-

j;
si .

•' KS 5.N&SL? «*S*S > S'

releaseO b|ect_F romDevice S3

^T rans i t ion  Specifi i . it inn  for ic li- .isi  i l f .j i ' il  I n .n i i J i 'v n  c

Ssnehal I I

K itsl
Actions | Fites |

_TO_DeviceManager_As_creator.unregisterDevice(),send();

'w m m m m m m m ssm m m m m m m m m m m .

. . . . . .  1

. j  J

j j j - j OK Cancel | M W lll

Figure 96. Device state machine definition. unregisterDevice m essage to be sent

,,.v - _u xj
General Signal; j Relations j C om ponents] Diagram s] Files j C + + TargetRTS |

i*  Show inherited iV Show  local F~ Show excluded

In Signals I D ata  Class

Out S ig n a ls .............. _  _ j D ata Class I
unregisterDevice RTActorld

Brow® □K Cancel |

Figure 97. Device_As_product_To_DeviceManager_As_creator protocol definition

The test fails and produces non-compliant points due to missing or incorrect data 

attached to a message. The error messages are shown in Figure 98 and are related to the 

protocol definition presented in Figure 97. The signal unregisterDevice is defined to 

carry data attached to it as defined in the Device_As_product_To_DeviceManager from 

Figure 97.
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!> Compiling Device 
Device.cpp
../src/Device.cpp(702) : error C2660: 'unregisterDevice': function does not take 0 parameters 
../src/Device.cpp(702): error C2228: left of '.send' must have class/struct/union type

NMAKE : warning U4010: 'Device.OBJ': build failed; /K specified, continuing ...____
Figure 98. Compile errors: data missing in signal

Test 8: Design with incompatible data to be attached to a message. This test is 

based on the state machine defined in Figure 99. The design attempts to send an int value 

attached to the unregisterDevice signal through the TO_DeviceManager_As_creator port.

m c e s  /  D ev ice  - I u p  ‘■ '•lie

N 3 ms
2£i

■ *i♦  dea
♦  getl
♦  gelt 
%  se t5 
%  getf
♦  getS
♦  getL 
%  getC

B ™ || |  Attribute
0  usa> U...

  ^  adrr A...
!.... 0  Ope
  soft' S...
'..... 0  labe S...
, J > 0  ider 5...

End Por 
TO. R..

i . . . . ■  As_ L...
i ...... ■  As_ Lif.

■  TO. D..
FRC D..
FRC C . . . - ^

,  ln |x |
— T

^Initial

St releaseO bject_FtomD evice 
  : : ►

S3

T

General) Tn 

Code:

Actions ] Files )

i n t  D e v i c e = 0 ;  ;
TO_DeviceManager_As_creator.unregisterDevice(Device).send();

ET J
zi OK j Cancel [ Apply |

■  r n l  L . . . - C T T - ™

±T [?J_'

Figure 99. Device state machine definition. unregisterDevice message to be sent with data
attached to the signal

The test fails and produces non-compliant points due to missing or incorrect data 

attached to a message. Test results are shown in Figure 100 in which incompatible types 

are used between the one attempted to send (an int type) and the one defined in the 

protocol class (a RTActorld type) from Figure 97.
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Device.cpp
,./src/Device.cpp(703): error C2664: 'unregisterDevice': cannot convert parameter 1 from ’int’ to ’const struct 
RTTypedValue_RTActorId &’

Reason: cannot convert from ’int’ to ’const struct RTTypedValue_RTActorId’
No constructor could take the source type, or constructor overload resolution was ambiguous 

../src/Device.cpp(703) : error C2228: left of ’.send’ must have class/struct/union type
NMAKE : warning U4010: ’Device.OBJ’: build failed; /K specified, continuing ..._____________________

Figure 100. Compile errors: incorrect data type of data attached to the signal

Test 9: Design does not send one message. This test is based on the state machine 

shown in Figure 101 in which a RTActorld type of value is attached to the signal to be 

sent.

■■■ll

Nam#
5 - 4 * 3  Navigat 

' 4 3  SI  

- E J  S2 

4 3  S3 
B ~  Operatic

♦  alloi
♦  dea
♦  getl 
%  get! 
%  setia
♦  g e l  
% g e i
♦  gefl
♦  get) 

B  Q |  Attributij
i  $  USci)

;  ^  adr

;  #  o p |
i  ^  sof||

4- la b | 
<^ide)j

..fZ

initial

I
releaseO biect_FromD evicei

■t|,. Transition Specification |nr »■•!«•
G eneral j Triggers A ctions j Files j

?jxj

RTActorlD Device;|TO_DeviceManager_As_creator.unregisterDevice(Device).send();

J _ r
j

Brow se

tndHo
O f C ance l ! — ■

J

Figure 101. Device state machine definition. unregisterDevice m essage to be sent with 
data attached to the signal with type as defined in the protocol specification

The test fails and produces non-compliant points due to incorrect sending o f 

messages. Although the test execution produces three correct sent messages, one message 

is not sent (see Figure 102).
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Sequence Diagram. S equen t h ,  
e Diagram? / Cfollaborationl /  
ReleaseCompositeDevice

Incarnate

I DeviceRI 
: Device

initialize

< si >
Incarnate

initialize

Incarnate

initialise

Incarnate

/Dg¥fa»F12 
: Device;

CD /  DeviceManaaetRI
• npviceM ananer

■LpomainM anager

O l Z>
initialize

Incarnate.

/  Comm UserRI 
. Comn User

initialize

releaseObject

<  -,1 >  
Destroy . J

releaseObject

unregisterD evice ![R T Actorl d...

Destroy

Destroy

< 51 >

Destroy

Destroy

Figure 102. ReleaseCompositeDevice execution sequence diagram. Two releaseObject and
one unregisterDevice m essages sent

Test 10: Ready to execute ReleaseCompositeDevice scenario. This test is based on 

Figure 103 in which the data received by the signal (expressed as *rtdata) is relayed 

towards the DomainManager through the FROM_DomainManager_As_registrar port.
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fils ta te  Diagram: Device Servires ■' DevireManager I op state

Name

—

SW R ...? 
SWR...

♦  getl derttifier
♦  getLabel 
^  getRegisteredE
♦  getRegisteredE 

B  - 0 j  Attributes
^  deviceCorrfigur SWR...
0  identifier 
<;> label 

B - Q  End Ports
■  As_PropertySe Prope...
■  As_PortSupplie PortS...

 ■  FROM_Device Devic...
 ■  FROM Domair Doma

General] Trigger; Actions - Files

unregisterD evice_F R 0  M_D evice

x  -X J

jFROM_DoirLainManager_As_registrar . unregisterDevice(*rtdata) .sen<„J

LilJ________________   I r f

Browse ▼ ( OK Cancel j j

Figure 103. DeviceManager state machine definition.

The test results in a successful execution as shown in Figure 104: Number o f test that 

passed: 1.

Number of test that passed 1 
Double-click tortests that tailed

T\

T es t number 1.
S eq u en ce  Diagram: R Q A R T _T e;tR un171 RGARTCollaboration1_Re?ultsJ340216132730 /  
ReleaseCom positeD evice_T race_04021 6132727

Figure 104. ReleaseCompositeDevice test results: passed

Figure 105 shows the automatically generated sequence diagram after execution. It 

shows the messages being sent/received as defined in the specification sequence diagram 

of Figure 80.
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S e ju e rr .e  D eg s 'l .  Sgqutnel 
e  L'ragra".: '  L 'ollabiratnrl /

Incarnate

initialize

I PeviceR Zi 
: Device

Incarnate

initialise

initialize

releaseObject

Destroy

unregisterD evicei (R TActorl d.. .

unregisterDevice (RTAct...)

Destroy

Destroy

Destroy

Destroy

Figure 105. ReleaseCompositeDevice correct execution sequence diagram

ReleaseCompositeDevice sequence diagram compliance verification.

The next set of test cases relates to the verification of a second sequence diagram 

from the SWRadio specification: the releaseAggregatedDevice sequence diagram shown 

in Figure 81.
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The releaseCompositeDevice and releaseAggregatedDevice sequence diagrams both 

use the same instance definitions but differ in the usage of messages being sent/received. 

In the releaseAggregatedDevice sequence diagram from Figure 81, it is the aggregated 

instance (being played by the role DeviceRI) of the Device capsule that receives the 

releaseObject message from the commjuser instance. In the releaseCompositeDevice it is 

the composite instance being played by role DeviceRI of the Device capsule that receives 

the same signal. Also in the releaseAggregatedDevice sequence diagram, the 

removeDevice signal that is sent from the aggregated instance to the composite instance 

is not used in the releaseCompositeDevice sequence diagram from Figure 80.

Test 11: Not ready for releaseAggregatedDevice scenario. This test is based on the 

same design model use for the previous test. The test fails and produces non-compliant 

points due to incorrect sending o f messages. Results are shown in Figure 106. The 

execution sequence is shown in Figure 108. The reason for the failure is that some 

messages from the specification are not handled correctly, while some others from the 

execution appear there without being part of the specification. The differences are shown 

in Figure 107.

Num ber of tests that fa iled: 1 
D ouble-c lick for tests that passed.

T esl number 1 t x
S eq u en ce  Diagram: RQART_TestRun1 I ROARTCollaboration!_Results_040216134402 !
R eleaseAggr egatedD  e  vice_T rac e_0402161344D0

Figure 106. ReleaseAggregatedDevice test results: failed. No behavior defined to handle
second scenario

13:44:03| Differences between specification: "ReleaseAggregatedDevice" and trace: 
"ReleaseAggregatedDevice_Trace_040216134400":
13:44:03
13:44:03
13:44:03
13:44:03
13:44:03
13:44:03

Warning: Specification: " : releaseObject" was unexpected
Warning: Trace: " :  releaseObject" was unexpected
Warning: Specification: " : removeDevice" was unexpected
Warning: Trace: " :  releaseObject" was unexpected
Warning: Trace: " : unregisterDevice" was unexpected
Warning: Specification: " :  unregisterDevice" was unexpected

Figure 107. ReleaseAggregatedDevice test errors: unexpected m essages in both 
specification and execution sequence diagrams
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Sequence Diagram: SequencC^ 
e P .acra rr /  t o ’labris* i l l  1
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/D e v ic e R I

initialize
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7DamainManaaetR1

Incarnate

initialize

/D e v ice R 2  
: Device

Incarnate

initialize

i M M ,
. . : Comm User
Incarnate  :

 initialize v j

Destroy

unregisterD evice KRT Actorl d... ’

unregisterDevice (RTAct...

Destroy

Destroy

Figure 108. ReleaseAggregatedDevice execution sequence diagram. Behavior shown as
for releaseCompositeDevice scenario

Test 12. Ready to execute releaseAggregatedDevice scenario. This test is based on 

the state machine of the Device capsule as shown in Figure 109. The Device capsule is 

capable of handling both the releaseCompositeDevice and the releaseAggregatedDevice 

sequence diagrams. We show the successful test results for the releaseAggregatedDevice 

scenario in Figure 110.
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r  I H'l'H i l n  h i -vi - f  S t t r i n ^  U i v i i r  l i

Oa*«

B

1L

Navigator 
B  S1 
S  S2 
E  S3 
B S 4  
E S 5  
Operations 

^  allocateCapacity
♦  deallocateCapacitji
♦  getU sageS tate
♦  getOperationalState
♦  setAdminState
♦  getAdminState
^  getSoftwareProfile 
% getLabel
♦  getCompositeD evice 

Attributes
■ ^  usageS tate 

0  adminS tate 
^  operationalState 
& softwareProfiletrePro

UsageT...
AdminT...
Operati...
SWRSt...

\jn itial

releaseO bject_FromD evice
- O '

removeDevice

releaseO bjectFromCommU ser 

FromCommUser

S3

S2
-  -  ", 

S4 S5

1.. J s
lure

Figure 109. Device state machine definition. Ready to handle both scenarios (independent
from each other)

Number of test that passed 1 ^
D ouble -c lick for tests that failed.

T e ;t  number 1.
S e q u e n ce  Diagram. R Q A R l_TestR un21 /  R G| ART Collaboration! _ R e :u b _ 0 4 0 2 1 6 1 4 5 1 0 7 1 
R eleaieA ggregatedD evice_T  race_040216145103

Figure 110. ReleaseAggregatedDevice test results: passed

Figure 111 presents the actual execution sequence generated by RQA for the 

releaseAggregatedDevice scenario.
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Sequence Diagram: SequencL. 
e Diagrams /  Collaboratorl I  
R eleaieAggreg ateoD ev'ce

Incarnate

1 DeviceRI I 
. Device i

initialize -4

< S1 >
Incarnate

initialize

I D eviceM anaoerRI 
■ De»ic°Manaoer

-̂ 4
Incarnate

f  DomainManaoerRI
: DomainManaoet

< >
initialize

Incarnate

I  DeviceR2 
__D evice

initialize -4

Incarnati

! Comm U;erR1 
: Comm U«at . <c SI >

initialize -4
releiseObject - 4

jgmoveD evice (RTAct...i)

Destroy < S 5 _ > unregisterDevice (RTAqi...)

Destroy

unregisterDevice (RTAcL.jJ

Destroy

Destroy

Destroy

Figure 111. ReleaseA ggregatedD evice correct execution sequence  diagram

ReleaseCompositeDevice and releaseAggregatedDevice linked scenario compliance 
verification.

Tests 13. Not ready to execute releaseAggregatedDevice scenario immediately 

after ReleaseCompositeDevice scenario. This test uses the same design as in test 12,
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but verifies for compliance the execution of two consecutive scenarios. The test attempts 

to execute the releaseAggregatedDevice immediately after releaseCompositeDevice. The 

test result of such an attempt is that the first will succeed but the second will not (see 

Figure 112). This is a non-compliant point due to multi scenario execution (see section 

3.2.2).

Number of test that passed 1 
Double-click for tests that failed.

T eU  number 1
S eq u e n ce  Diagram RQART_Te?tRun24 ! RQARTCollaboraHon1_Resutr_040216150130 I 
R eleaseC om poateD evice_T  race_040216150105

Number of tests that failed. 1 ^
Double-click for tests that passed.

T est number 2. t i .
S eq u en ce  Diagram. R 0A R T _T e?tR un241 RU A R TC ollaborationl_R e;uts_040216 1 5 0 1 3 0 1 
ReleaseA ggregatedD evice_T  race_040216150126

Figure 112. ReleaseCompositeDevice and releaseAggregatedDevice linked test results: 1
pass 1 failed

Test 14. Ready to execute releaseAggregatedDevice scenario immediately after 

ReleaseCompositeDevice scenario. This test is based on the state machine shown in 

Figure 113.
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Name Claw
*

i  . Initial
1 % mmi t

releaseObject From Comm User
i-------- 1 **

• *  . i  _______

E3“ f“3) Navigator 
\ i ...Q  S1

i Operations
? i-  \.... ♦  allocateCapacity

.... ♦  deallocateCapacity
! i ... . ♦  getUsageState

.... ♦  getOperationalState
♦  setAdminState 

.... ♦  getAdminState
ii i j.... ♦  getSoftwareProfile
s i ?... ♦  getLabel

.... ♦  getCompositeD evice
6 - Q |  Attributes

ii I r... ^  usageState UsageT...
« I .... a  adminState AdminT... ’•’I

.< i ....: .......... i i t

f  • I

L_’ ?  1 J
|  releaseO b|ect_From_Device removeDevice

.1 .1 ....................................................................................1 . H a

e s t a t e :  Top:

Figure 113. Device state machine definition. Ready to handle both scenarios (with
execution one after the other)

The test results in a successful execution as shown in Figure 114.

Number of testthat passed’ 2 ^
Double-click fortests that failed.

T e s t  n u r r b e r  1
S eq u en ce  Diagram: R Q A R T_T estR un531 RQART Collaboration! _R eiu lts_040217100129 /  
R elea;eCom pociteDevice_T race_040217100111

K

T e;l number 2.
S eq u en ce  Diagram- RQ A RT_Te;tRun53 I RQARTCollaboration1_Result:_040217100129 I 
R eleaseA ggregatedD  evice_T race_040217100124

Figure 114. ReleaseCompositeDevice and releaseAggregatedDevice linked test results: 2
test passed

Test 14 concludes the behavioral compliance section of the SWRadio case study. The 

next section addresses future challenges to handle a newer version of the SWRadio PIM.
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4.2 Challenges towards a new Software Radio PIM

The SWRadio specification is going through a major review process in which we 

expect a SWRadio standard specification to be produced. In this section, we present a 

high level overview of the tasks and challenges we identify in order to adapt the work 

that has already been done, and apply our approach to the new SWRadio PIM 

specification. However, we do not define new mappings nor consider the application of 

the two-step approach for compliance verification to this new specification. Such an 

endeavor is considered part of the future work related to this research.

This section has been divided to address different topics related with the new 

SWRadio specification. Section 4.2.1 presents the contents of the new SWRadio 

specification, which is defined in two separate models: The first defines a SWRadio PIM, 

while the second does so for a SWRadio PSM. Section 4.2.2 analyses the challenges that 

the new SWRadio Profile imposes on our current work if we were to reuse part of the 

work already done. Finally, section 4.2.3 presents potential new mappings to define a 

complete set of mappings for the new SWRadio Specification.

4.2.1 SWRadio Spec  contents

In this section we present a high level overview of the contents of the new SWRadio 

Specification. We first describe its top-level package structure, to later present more low- 

level details about the elements and relationships that compose the models.

Figure 115 illustrates the top-level packages of the new SWRadio specification. On 

the left-hand side of the figure, the top-level packages of the SWRadio PIM Spec are 

defined. The right-hand side of Figure 115 does so for the SWRadio PSM Spec. The 

figure describes dependency relationships between the top-level packages of both 

models.
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SWRadio PSM SpecSWRadio PIM Spec

Facilities PIMUse Cases 
Realizations

UML Profile for 
SWRadio

UML Profile for 
SWRadio PSM

« C O R B A M o d u le »
DfSWRadio

Figure 115. New SWRadio Spec Top-Level Packages

For the SWRadio PIM Spec, Figure 115 describes how the Facilities PIM and Use 

Case realization packages depend on the constructs defined in the UML Profile for 

SWRadio package. The Facilities PIM package defines a SWRadio model that is 

independent of an execution platform. The Use Case Realizations package provides 

behavioral definition for elements in the Facilities PIM package by means of: 1) use case 

diagrams that express use case realizations, and 2) sequence diagrams that specify the 

details of each realization. For the SWRadio PSM Spec, Figure 115 describes how the 

DfSWRadio, a CORBA specific PSM, depends on the constructs defined in the UML 

Profile for SWRadio PSM package.

As our previous work was done with a platform independent model, we will continue 

our discussion considering only the SWRadio PIM Spec on the left-hand side of Figure 

115. Figure 116 presents the top level-packages that compose the SWRadio Facilities 

PIM package. The new top-level packages shown in Figure 116 differ considerably from 

the ones described in section 2.3.3 (Figure 19) for the first version of the SWRadio PEM 

on which we based our work. The difference does not pose a problem though. Recall 

from 2.2.5, that model transformation is performed at MOF metalevel M2, which is 

concerned with the entities/relationships (metamodel) used to define software models like 

the new SWRadio PIM. Thus variation of the content of the SWRadio PEM does not pose 

by itself a challenge to our approach. On the other hand, the types of elements and
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relationships used in the new SWRadio PIM directly impact on the nature of our 

mappings. Finally, the use given to such elements/relationships of the SWRadio PIM are 

also considerably important to our work. We further discuss these issues in section 4.2.3 

below.

InputOutput
Facilities

P hys ica l Layer 
Facilities

Radio Control 
Facilities

Common Layer 
Facilities

Data Link Layer 
Facilities

Common Radio 
Facilities

Figure 116. Facilities PIM Top-Level Packages

With respect of the composition of the new SWRadio PIM (in terms of types and 

numbers of elements and relationships) Table 45 presents a comparison between the first 

version of the SWRadio PIM and the new version of the specification. The first column 

presents the name of the element/relationship. The second column presents the number of 

element/relationships of each type present in the first version of the SWRadio PIM. The 

third column does so for the new (Final Adopted) version of the SWRadio PIM. Finally, 

the fourth column presents the percentage growth when comparing the two models.
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Table 45. Comparison between the first and the final adopted versions of the SWRadio PIM

Element/Relationship SWRadio l*IM 
First version

SWRadio FIM 
Final Adopted

Variation

packages 45 191 344
classes 221 672 204%
interfaces 19 55 189%
operation 112 273 144%
parameters 84 258 207 %
attributes 271 882 225 %
simple associations 22 349 1486 %
Aggregations 20 18 -10%
compositions 102 30 -71 %
generalization 60 197 228%
realize 18 106 489 %

From Table 45 we can observe that the new version has considerably grown from the 

first one although, we repeat, the number of times elements/relationships are used within 

a specification does not represent a challenge to our work. We have even applied our 

transformation tool to the new specification and we have partially succeeded in 

generating a tSpec model. We emphasized ‘partially succeeded’ in the last sentence, 

because although a tSpec model was generated into a target ROSE-RT metamodel, not all 

the elements/relationships from the new SWRadio PIM were used as originators of 

elements/relationships of the tSpec model. This is because only mappings defined and 

implemented from the first version of the SWRadio PIM were applied by our 

transformation tool. There is the need to define more mappings to successfully generate a 

semantically equivalent tSpec model for the new SWRadio PIM specification. We discuss 

about those new mappings in section 4.2.3.

The next section presents the challenges we face when considering a SWRadio 

Profile being used by the new SWRadio PIM specification

4.2.2 SWRadio Profile

In this section we discuss the challenges that a SWRadio Profile being used by the 

new SWRadio PIM specification brings to our work. We first start by making a high level 

comparison between the two versions of the SWRadio PIM (with respect of the use of the 

new profile), and subsequently propose possible solutions.
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Recall from 2.3.3 that the first version of the SWRadio PIM was built using standard 

UML defined elements and relationships. In other words, there was no SWRadio-specific 

element or relationships used in defining the model. For the new version though, on top 

of the same set of UML elements and relationships used in the first version, there is a 

new set of SWRadio-specific elements like EventChannels, commchannels, services, 

devicecomponents, radiomanagers and many more that define their own semantics. The 

good news is that those new SWRadio-specific types of elements are also defined in 

terms of basic UML elements. Still, there is an implicit relationship that is hidden from 

the physical observation of the models. Let us take, for example, the AntennaDevice 

element shown in the bottom left area of Figure 117. The figure shows the relationships 

that the AntennaDevice element possesses with other elements of the specification. The 

figure defines that the AntennaDevice specializes the RFIFComponent, and realizes the 

IPolarization and IRadiationPattern elements. But the Figure 117 also shows that the 

AntennaDevice element is of a stereotype devicecomponent. In other words, the
i 'y

AntennaDevice besides being a UML Class, is also a SWRadio DeviceComponent .

 >
<<devicecomponent>>

AntennaDevice
(from  RF/IF F ac ilitie s )

«resourceom ponent>>
RFIFComponent

(from  RF/IF F a c ilitie s )

<^«configquery>> orientation : PolarizationKind 
# « c o n f ig q u e ry »  ellipticity : Single

<<icontrol>>
IPolarization

(from  RF/IF F ac ilitie s )

<^«configquery>> radiationPattern : RadiationPattern 
^ « c o n fig q u e ry > >  orientation : PatternOrientation

« ic o n t r o l»
IRadiationPattern
(from  RF/IF F ac ilitie s )

Figure 117. SWRadio AntennaDevice definition (stereotype example)

12 The difference between the words ‘devicecomponent’ (all lowercase) and ‘DeviceComponent’ (with 
capitals ‘D’ and ‘C’) responds to a modeling convention by the Software-Based Communication Domain 
Task Force. In both cases they refer to the same element.
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From Figure 117 we can conclude then that besides the properties and relationships 

shown in Figure 117, the AntennaDevice also possesses the properties and relationships 

defined by the DeviceComponent stereotype in Figure 11813. The DeviceComponent is 

the one at the bottom (center-left) of the figure, and there is no need to try to understand 

the relationships it has with the other elements in the figure. Suffice it to observe that by 

being a type of DeviceComponent, the AntennaDevice from Figure 117 suddenly 

becomes a little bit more complex that what appeared at first glance.

« s te r e o ty p e »
Descriptor

+componentDescnptor

+specifiedt Dmponenl

SimpieSequeneePraperty [0..1]

+componertDescrip1or
+DomainEvenlChanne +serdceU ser ■HoadableComponent

1 j +specmedService

+seiviceProvj!Capability! « s te r e o ty p e »  
ServkeComponent 
Cfioin. Rails Semites)CapacityModal

ffiein Radio S
% serv iceO bjeet: Object 
^ se tv ice N a ir ie : String

« s te r e o ty p e »
Se/VKeP/operty 4-resourceAdaptor^attocateCapacityO

^deallccateCapacityO « s te r e o ty p e »  
ApplicationResourcaCom 

ponent 
(1mm Applicsll

#>capabilftyModel. String 
^locallyManaged 1 Boolean 
^m axLatency : tim e  10.1J

<< stereo ly p a »  
Rasourcs 

rnom Rtsounx C
pabilityPropeity£fcapacityModel

c < s ta re o ty p e»  
DeviceDriver

uloe Co

« s ta r e o ty p e »
ResourceComponent

ftesouioe Compo# « c o n f ig q u e r y »  alaram Status; Integer [Q..1] 
^<<query>> availabilityStatus: Integer [0..1 J 
# < < configquery»  echtroiS tatus; Integer [0..1] 
* « q u e r y »  proceduralStatus : Integer p . . 1] 
# « q u s ry > >  standbyS ta tu s: Integer [0 .1] 
# « q u e r y »  unknw nStatua  : Boolean [0..1]

f  resource
+testProperty

« ste reo ty p e> eviceDriver
<<stereotype>> 

TestProperty 
(fron> Propiittad)

CapacrtyPropert

(ttom Pfopsmos)
<ftnputValue: SimpleProperty [*] 
fre su ltV a lug : SimpleProperty

+configureQueryH'roperty
logicalDevtce

« s t e r e o ty p e »
DeviceComponent

Devieo Comporiontd

«sw ap iR eali2a t io n » |w ap iU sa g e»
« s te r e o ty p e »  

3WRAPI
Stoiootypss)

<><<readonly» com positepevtce: DeviceAggregation 
# « r e a d o n ly »  la b el: String

Device Component

Figure 118. SWRadio DeviceComponent definition (stereotype example)

Besides the semantics attached to the DeviceComponent, we must recognize the fact 

that we have not defined a mapping to deal with specification-specific stereotypes. There 

are two possible quick fixes to our problem, both in the form of new mappings. In the 

first solution a new StereotypeMapping copies the stereotype of elements in the Spec 

model into stereotypes of elements in the tSpec model. The second considers also a new 

StereotypeMapping that would treat stereotypes in the Spec model as generalization 

relationships. In other words, it places a generalization relationship between elements in 

the Spec and the elements they are a stereotype of (in our example AntennaDevice

13 We apologize for the font size and clutter of Figure 118, but we are trying to make a point here.
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specializing DeviceComponent). These two quick solutions would allow us to generate a 

tSpec model that would carry on with the semantics of stereotyping. None of them 

represent a lot of extra work... but there is a major issue that we have not raised yet: the 

actual definition of SWRadio Profile elements in the Design models we want to 

eventually verify for compliance. We discuss a possible solution in the following 

paragraphs.

Let us start by saying that most of the work we are about to discuss is still not mature 

and that the following discussion should perhaps be better addressed in the future work 

section at the end of this document. As it is strongly related to the topic at hand, we opted 

to promptly discuss it here. The problem we face now is not a matter of feasibility to 

carry over the semantics of stereotyping from the Spec model to the tSpec model. What 

we have to consider now is if elements from the SWRadio Profile are even being defined 

in the Design model. It is possible that a SWRadio PIM Design presented for compliance 

verification includes only PIM elements and not profile elements. PIM elements may 

contain all the required properties established by the SWRadio Spec (including those 

added by being a stereotype of an element defined in the SWRadio profile), but again, 

those profile elements may not be present in the model.

We abstract away from most of the relationships shown in Figure 118 (that relate to 

the DeviceComponent) and work with only a few of them. We do the same with all the 

relationships of the AntennaDevice definition from Figure 117 to focus on the 

stereotyping issue. The left-hand side of Figure 119 presents a Spec model while the 

right-hand side presents a Design model. The Spec model defines the AntennaDevice 

stereotyped as DeviceComponent, plus the DeviceComponent itself and two relationships. 

The Design model presents only an element called AntennaDevice and is not stereotyped. 

The question we have to ask is if the Design model is compliant with the Spec model. 

Using our current structural compliance rules and tools, the answer would be that 

elements and relationships from the Spec are missing in the Design.
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Spec Design
« s t e t e o t y p e »

R esourceCom ponent
(from R esource C om ponents)

String
#enabledL ogL evels: S im pleSequenceProperty [0..1 j

« s t e r e o t y p e »
SeivicePiopeily

(from Properties)

AntennaDevice
(from RF/IF Facilities)

4  com positeD evice: DeviceAggregation 
4 la b e l: String 
^  identifier: String M
4  enabledLogLevels : S im pleSequenceProperty [D..1] 
4  servicpProperty: SetviceProperty

#capabilityM odel;‘: String 
<^locatlyManaged : Boolean 
# m a x L a te n cy : Time |0;.1]

1 +serviceProperty

«<stereotype=> 
DeviceComponent 

(from D evice C om ponen ts) ; :

« d e v ic e c o m p o n e n t»
AntennaDevice

(from RF/tF Facilities)

4  compositeDevice : DeviceAggregation 
4  la b e l: String

Figure 119. Stereotyping problem in structural compliance

At this point we would like to introduce a new concept that we call a self-contained 

description of an element. Such self-contained description of an element defines no 

relationships but considers properties added to the element by the element’s relationships 

with other elements. Let us review the example in Figure 120. By the previous definition, 

the self-contained descriptions of ClassC in the three portions of the figure are the same. 

In the three cases ClassC contains 4 attributes. In Figure 120 (a), ClassC gets its four 

attributes by specializing ClassA and ClassB. In Figure 120 (b), ClassB defines two 

attributes, inherits two from ClassA and ClassC inherits the four. In Figure 120 (c), 

ClassC defines two attributes and inherits the other two from ClassB. Finally, in Figure 

120 (d) ClassC defines itself four attributes. As the attributes in the three portions use the 

same names and the same primitive data types, we would say, that applying the self- 

contained description concept onto ClassC for the four different cases result in the same 

values.
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C lassC

C lassC

# A ttr ib u te 3 : In teger 
# A ttr ib u te 4 : S tring

ClassB^A ttrib u te3  : In teger 
^ A ttr ib u te *  ̂ S tr in g

C la ssB

^ A tt r ib u te s : in teger 
# A ttrih u te4  : S tring

C la ssB
# a ttrib u te1  ; B oolean 
# a ttr ib u te 2  : In teger

C la ssA

# a ttrib u te 1  : B oolean 
# a ttrib u te 2  : In teger

C lassA

#attrib u te1  : B oolean  
^ a ttr ib u te 2  : In teger

C la ssC

C la ssC

# a t t r  
:: # a t t r  

$>Attr 
# A ttr

b u te l : B oolean  
bu te2  : In teger 
bu te3  ; In teger 
b u te 4 : S tring

a) b) c) d)

Figure 120. Self-contained description of an element (example)

Using self-contained descriptions may ease some challenges on structural compliance 

although it may bring some new challenges of its own. The example we show uses only 

generalization relationships but we also need to explore other cases were associations, 

compositions and aggregation relationships also play a role in the element’s definition. 

Again we repeat, this topic is postponed for future consideration.

We conclude this section by finalizing our discussion of the SWRadio Profile and the 

use of prototypes in the SWRadio PIM. Using the concept of self-contained descriptions, 

we would say that the Design model in Figure 119 is compliant with the Spec model from 

the same figure. As the reader may infer, we believe a possible avenue to solve the 

stereotyping problem would use the concept of a self-contained description.

The next section gives a high level discussion of mappings that may be required if we 

were to apply our approach to the new SWRadio specification. The section concludes 

Chapter 4.

4.2.3 Additional mappings for the new SWRadio specification

In this section we discuss additional mappings that may be required to generate a 

semantically equivalent model (tSpec) for the new SWRadio specification. Although we 

do not define new mappings per se, we identify elements/relationships from the new
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SWRadio Spec that have not been considered for mapping execution. For each type of 

element/relationship we discuss its context and outline a possible solution.

4.2.3.1 Stereotypes

When dealing with specification-specific elements like those defined in a domain- 

specific profile, a new mapping may be required. In our case, the OMG’s Software-Based 

Communication (SBC) Domain Task Force (DTF) has defined a new Software Radio 

Specification that includes a SWRadio Profile. It has defined new SWRadio-specific 

elements with their own semantics. Such is the case of EventChannels, commchannels, 

services, devicecomponents, radiomanagers, and many more. Section 4.2.2 presents in 

detail our arguments that justify our call for a new mapping (we do not duplicate those 

arguments in this section, though). We invite the reader to review 4.2.2 for more 

information with respect of a possible StereotypeMapping definition.

4.2.3.2 Interface Dependencies

Within the Spec model, there are several dependency relationships from interfaces to 

data classes that have not been addressed by our current set of mappings. An example of 

such dependency relationships is shown in Figure 121. As discussed in section 4.1.1, in 

our current set of mappings interfaces are mapped into protocol classes in ROSE-RT, 

while classes are mapped into data classes or capsules. Semantics defined for ROSE-RT 

does not require the explicit definition of dependency relationships from a protocol class 

to other ROSE-RT elements. In other words, the dependency relationships shown in 

Figure 121 are not required to be present in the tSpec model shown in Figure 122.
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« s t e r e o ty p e »
A pplicationM anagsr

(from  A p p lica tio n  D e p lo y m e n t)

# « r e a d o n ! y »  n a m e : String
# < < r e a d o n ly »  c o m p o n e n tN am in g C o n tex tsC o m p o n en tE lem en tS eq u en ce  
# < < re a d o n ly »  c o m p o n e n tP ro c e ss ld s : C o m porien tP rocessldS equence  
# « r e a d o n l y »  com ponentD evices : D ev ieeA ssignrnen tS equence 
^ « r e a d o n ly > >  eom ponen tlm plem entations : C om ponen tE lem ehfS equence  
# « r e a d o n l y »  p rofile : String

“TT-

« s t e r e c t y p e »
D eviceM anager

__________ (from  D evice M a n a g e m e n t)

% « re a d o n ly > > ;re g is te red S e rv ice s  : ServiceType [*] 
^<<readon!y>5>:;deviceConf(gurationProfiie : String 
% « r e a d o n ly > >  f i le S y s : F ileS ystem  
% < < r e a d o n ly »  l a b e l : String

♦shutdow nO
^getC om ponentlm plem entationldQ
^portE x istsO

« c o m p o n e n t> >
FileM anager

(from F ile  S erv ices)

mbuntO
^un m o u n t 0
▼getMountsA

IDomainRetrieval
(from R ad io !...)

% « r e a d o n l y »  applications : Application!*] 
% « r e a d o n l y »  A pplicationFactories : A pplicationFactory [*] 

% « r e a d o n l y »  deviceM anagers : DeviceM anager [*] 
^ « r e a d o n l y »  domainProfile : String 

% « r e a d o n l y »  fileM an ag er: FileM anager 
% « r e a d o n l y »  logService

Figure 121. Spec interface dependencies to data classes

D eviceM anager 
(from D evice M anagem ent)

^reg islered S er v ic e s . ServiceType ['|i« 
4>deviceConfigurationProNle: FIT String 
^ f ile S y s : FileSystem 
^ la b e i ■ RTString

S > ;hutdow n|l
<bgetCornponenH implementation! d(J 
S>portExr:t:||

FileManager i 
(from File Service:)

S>rnount|)
Sr-unrnountf]
■s>getMountsf)

ApplicationFactory 
(from Application Deployment)

^> nam e: RT String 
^ o f tw a re P ro f ile . RTString 
^cap acityM anager Boolean

O createQ __________

<< P ro to co l > 
IDomainRetrieval 

(from RadioSet M anagement^

Figure 122. tSpec Protocol dependencies to data classes not required.

Although no action is required, the mapping could be used to mark the dependency 

relationships with a special tag that defines them as not required for mapping purposes. 

When such a label is placed on the dependency relationships, the ‘number of times used’
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variable can be incremented by one so they do not show as element not used for mapping 

purposes. It is possible also to not consider a new mapping, given the understanding that 

these kinds of dependency relationships will be viewed as not considered for mapping 

execution.

4.2.3.3 Missing elements in Spec model

Throughout the Spec model, a multitude of relationships contain references to non

existent elements in the Spec model. Figure 123 partially shows the output of a 

consistency checking for the new SWRadio Specification model. Our transformation tool 

requires both elements in a relationship to be present for a mapping to be applied. Having 

one of the elements missing, then the relationship is not mapped and reports it as a 

relationship that was not used as an originator of an element/relationship in the tSpec 

model.

10:00:36| Error: Unresolved reference from Use Case "Cell Search"
10:00:36| to Classltem with name (Unspecified)
10:00:36) by Object "LI Receiver".
10:00:36| Error: Unresolved reference to Item with name 
10:00:36| in AssociationView
10:00:36| in Class Diagram: Communication Elements /  Security Policy Associations
10:00:36) Model for the association view cannot be resolved because there are no matches.
10:00:36) Model for the association view cannot be resolved because there are no matches.
10:00:39) Error: Unresolved reference to Item with name Logical V iew :facilities PIM::RF/IF 
Facilities:: AmplifierFacility
10:00:39) in ClassView Logical View: fac ilitie s  PIM: :RF/IF Facilities::AmplifierFacility
10:00:39] in Class Diagram: IOFacility /  Main
10:00:39) Error: Unresolved reference to Item with name Logical V iew :facilities PIM::RF/IF 
Facilities:: FilterFacility
10:00:39| in ClassView Logical View: fac ilitie s  PIM::RF/IF Facilities ::F ilterFacility
10:00:39) in Class Diagram: IOFacility / Main
10:00:39) Error: Unresolved reference to Item with name Logical View::Facilities PIM::Common Layer 
Facilities: M easurem ent Facilities::Imeasurement
10:00:39) in ClassView Logical View::Facilities PIM::Common Layer Facilities:M easurement
Facilities: Im easurem ent
10:00:39) in Class Diagram: Quality o f Service BB Element Definitions /  IqualityofService Definition

Figure 123. Consistency checking on new SWRadio Spec

Although we cannot envision a new mapping for this situation, we do not close the 

door to consider the possibility that once those relationships have been fixed, a new 

mapping may be required for them. In other words, we cannot assure that all the fixed 

relationships will be mapped using one of the mappings already defined.
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4.2.3.4 Parameterized Classes

Currently our set of mapping definitions does not include a mapping for 

parameterized classes. The mapping belongs to the semantically related element 

mappings group (see section 4.1.1), and would require mapping a parameterized class 

from the Spec model to be mapped into a parameterized class in the tSpec model. Within 

the Spec elements not used for mapping purposes, we also find parameters of 

parameterized classes not being mapped. Mapping parameters can be done within the 

same ParameterizedClassMapping or a new one.

4.2.3.5 Attributes in Interfaces

In the first version of the SWRadio interfaces define operations but not attributes. In 

the new specification, some interfaces also define attributes. In our current set of 

mappings an interface from the Spec is mapped into a protocol class from ROSE-RT. 

Protocol classes in ROSE-RT define incoming and outgoing signals but they cannot 

include attributes. A possible solution would be to map the interface attributes into each 

classifier that realizes the interface.

We conclude this section by recognizing that more mappings may be required as the 

ones suggested in this section are not meant to form an exhaustive list. Also, we remind 

the reader that with each new element being considered for mapping purposes, the nature 

of our approach provides us with clues about new mappings for the remaining 

elements/relationships that have not been considered for mapping purposes.
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In this chapter we discuss the generality of our contributions. We first address the 

generality of our mapping definitions if we were to generate tSpec models for 

specifications different that the SWRadio Spec we discussed in the previous chapter. We 

then present extensions to our mappings when trying to transform a UML 1.4 model into 

a UML 2.0 one that uses structured classes, ports and connectors.

Although our thesis research was done in a closed environment, we have many 

reasons to believe that our approach, and specially some of our contributions, can be 

generalized. We recognize that our mapping definitions are specific to the subset of UML 

elements that are used in the SWRadio PIM, and to the constructs that are used in our 

design models using the ROSE-RT notation. But such a selection was not a matter of a 

random choice. Our specification and design metamodels were carefully chosen thinking 

of the possibility of a more general application. Considering that two of the most 

commonly used UML diagrams are Class and Sequence diagrams [49], we chose a UML 

standard specification model that was built atop those two commonly used UML 

diagrams, namely the SWRadio PIM. On the design side, our selection of ROSE-RT was 

strongly motivated by the fact its core constructs (Capsules, Ports and Connectors) have 

been recently incorporated into version 2.0 of the UML specification.

Recall from Chapter 3 that in our approach, mapping definitions are used to transform 

a Spec model into a semantically equivalent tSpec model that uses the same language 

(metamodel) as the design models we want to verify for compliance. Mappings are 

established between elements of a source and a target metamodels.

215
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5.1 Generalization of the current work on the two-step approach for model 
compliance verification

In this section we present general guidelines for applying our two-step approach for 

model compliance verification to other standard specifications. This section is built on 

top of the material already discussed in previous chapters and aims to reuse part of the 

work already done using the software radio specification. While analyzing each of the 

activities of the approach, we highlight the parts that may be reused and point to 

additional work when required. The discussion starts with a very general consideration on 

the use of any standard specification model. We then proceed with discussion of each of 

the activities of our approach while we narrow the scope of the analysis to the use of the 

Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) standard specification model [72], We present 

examples of an attempt to generate a tSpec model for the PLM Spec model. As presented 

in Chapter 3, we first address the Spec to tSpec transformation and compliance activities 

and then discuss the Design to tSpec compliance activities.

5.1.1 Spec  to tSpec Transformation and Compliance

In this section we discuss the generalization of our work related to the Spec to tSpec 

transformation and compliance. We use a subsection for each of the three activities that 

compose this first step.

5.1.1.1 Activity 1: Semantic definition and validation of mappings.

Within this activity the first task to work on is in the identification of the Spec and 

Design metamodels of the new standard specification and design models. Considering 

that we have already a SWRadio Spec and a ROSE-RT metamodels, the next step is the 

comparison of the new Spec metamodel with the SWRadio metamodel, as well as of the 

new Design metamodel with the ROSE-RT metamodel. Based on our experience, Table 

46 presents different situations that can result from comparing our SWRadio Spec and 

ROSE-RT metamodels with other metamodels. The first column contains a sequential 

number. The second column describes the result of comparing the SWRadio Spec and a 

new Spec metamodel. We consider three possible values: 1) equal, 2) partially similar, 

and 3) different. The third column shows the result of comparing the ROSE-RT
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metamodel with the new Design metamodel. We use the same three values as in the 

second column. The fourth column describes the action to be taken with respect to 

mapping definitions. Again we consider three possible actions: 1) do nothing, 2) update 

(add, change, remove) mapping definitions, and 3) define a new set of mappings. Finally 

the fifth column presents the reusability degree considering the mappings that have been 

defined already for the SWRadio Spec to ROSE-RT transformations. We present the 

reusability degree in values that range between very high and very low.

Table 46. Comparison between SWRadio Spec and ROSE-RT metamodels with other metamodels

SWRadio Spec 
and a new Spec 

metamodel

ROSE-RT and 
a new Design

Action Reusability degree

1 bqual Equal Do nothing Very High
2 Equal Partially similar Update (add, 

change, remove) 
mapping definitions

High/Low
Depends on the similarities of the 
Design metamodels. The higher the 
similarity, the higher reusability

3 Equal Different Define a new set of 
mappings

Very low

4 Partially similar Equal Update (add, 
change, remove) 
mapping definitions

High/Low
Depends on the similarities of the 
Spec metamodels. The higher the 
similarity, the higher reusability

5 Partially similar Partially similar Update (add, 
change, remove) 
mapping definitions

High/Low
Depends on the similarities of the 
Spec and Design metamodels. 
The higher the similarities, the 
higher reusability

6 Partially similar Different Update (add, 
change, remove) 
mapping definitions

Very low

7 Different Equal Define a new set of 
mappings

Very low

8 Different Partially similar Define a new set of 
mappings

Very low

9 Different Different Define a new set of 
mappings

Very low

From Table 46, very high reusability comes when the specification and design 

metamodels are the same as in our case study. Reusability declines when differences are 

found between metamodels, and becomes very low when completely different 

metamodels (either Spec or Design) are used. As both our SWRadio Spec and ROSE-RT 

metamodels are UML-based, we believe that reusability of our mapping definitions with
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UML-based specifications is located in the high to very high range. To apply our two step 

approach for model compliance verification with non-UML specifications most probably 

will require to start from zero the activity of defining and validating mapping definitions. 

In the remaining of the section we further discuss the generalization of our work 

considering three other UML-based standard specifications.

Table 47 presents elements and relationships used in the definition of the SWRadio 

PIM as well as three other different OMG standard specifications. The first column 

illustrates the graphical icon used for each element/relationship. The second column 

contains the name of the element/relationship. The third column contains a check mark if 

the element is used in the definition of the Software Radio Components Specification 

(SWRadio) [73]. Columns four through six contain a check mark if the element is used in 

the definition of the OMG’s Data Distribution Service (DDS) [66], Super Distributed 

Object (SDO) [74] and Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) [72] specifications 

respectively.
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Table 47. Elements and relatiomnships used in four OMG specifications

Graphical Icon Model Element SWRadio |73| 1)I)S [r.bl SDO |74] PLM [72]
I— | Class (Spec)
“  Data Class (Design)

✓ ✓ ✓ V
✓ ✓ V 4

j-1 | Package ✓ 4 4
N/A Attribute ✓ 4 ✓ 4
N/A Operation 4 V 4 ✓
N/A Parameter 4 V ✓ ✓

1 1 Lifeline
■
■

✓ V ✓ ✓

✓ / V V
------------------[> Generalization ✓ ✓ ✓ 4
......................O  Realization ✓ / ✓

✓ 4 ✓ ✓

V ✓
✓ ✓ 4

✓ ✓ 4 ✓

From Table 47 we observe that the elements and relationships used in the SWRadio 

specification [73], on which our mapping definitions are based, constitute a super set of 

the elements used in the other three specifications. As we have defined in Chapter 4 a 

complete set of mappings for all the elements in the SWRadio Spec metamodel, we 

believe that tSpec: models that use the ROSE-RT metamodel can be generated for the 

other three specifications with a very high degree of reusability of our mapping 

definitions. In the case of additional constraints attached to elements in the other 

specifications then modifications to our mapping definitions may be required.

In the next section we discuss activity two of our approach for model compliance 

verification if it were to be applied to different UML-based standard specifications.

5.1.1.2 Activity 2: Correct implementation of mappings

This activity defines the required tasks to verify that mapping definitions have been 

implemented correctly. Considering a UML-based standard specification context and
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designs written using ROSE-RT constructs as design elements, this second activity needs 

only to be carried out for new mapping definitions, or if the expected results for existing 

mapping definitions change. In case additions/modifications were needed to our mapping 

definitions, this activity would be carried out as defined in section 3.1.2.

Following the comparison analysis presented in Table 47, and considering ROSE-RT 

as the design language, no further actions are needed for this activity at this moment. The 

next section addresses the third activity of our approach if we were to verify 

completeness of mapping definitions with different standard specifications.

5.1.1.3 Activity 3: Complete Definition of Mappings

This activity defines the tasks that verify that all elements defined in the Spec model 

have been used as originators of elements in the tSpec model. Following the same 

argument line as in the two previous sections, we believe that a complete set of mappings 

would have been defined if we were to generate a tSpec model for any of the other three 

standard specification models included in Table 47. Although we are using the same 

design metamodel, and also that mappings have been defined, tested and verified, this 

activity is still required. In the rest of this section we present an example of how the 

execution of this activity can lead us to consider the addition/modification of mapping 

definitions. We discuss the generation of a tSpec model using the OMG’s Product 

Lifecycle Management (PLM) PIM as Spec model. The automatically generated PLM 

tSpec model can be used to check model compliance of PLM designs written using 

ROSE-RT.

After identification of the Spec and Design metamodels, we compare the PLM Spec 

metamodel with the SWRadio Spec metamodel looking to reuse mapping definitions. As 

shown in Table 47, the type of elements used in the PLM Spec are the same type of 

elements used in the definition of the SWRadio PIM, for which, we repeat, mappings 

have been defined, implemented and tested. At this point we believe then that there is no 

need for additional mappings to be implemented. We proceed then with the execution of 

our transformation tool using the PLM specification as our Spec model
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The PLM specification is defined using 15 packages, which contain 194 classes and 

32 interfaces. Classes defined in the PLM specification contain 184 attributes. 

Relationships in the PLM specification are composed of 186 simple associations, 306 

compositions, 334 realizations, 2 dependencies and 185 generalizations. We run our 

prototype tool and obtain a tSpec model from the PLM Spec model. After successful 

execution of our transformation tool the third activity in our approach requires us to 

verify that all elements and relationships from the PLM Spec model are used as 

originators of elements in the tSpec model. In the case of PLM Spec elements, the results 

show that all elements are used as required. In the case of PLM relationships, they have 

not. The first execution shows that several relationships between elements in the PLM 

Spec model were not mapped into the tSpec model. In the following paragraphs, we 

present small examples of why some of those relationships were not mapped. We also 

outline possible solutions.

Of the original 1,013 relationships defined in the PLM Spec model, 379 were not used 

as originators of elements/relationships in the tSpec model. We found three possible 

causes. The first cause for some of the PLM Spec relationships not being mapped into the 

PLM tSpec model relates to interfaces, protocols and the communication mechanisms 

defined by the design metamodel (ROSE-RT). Figure 124 presents a class diagram from 

the PLM Spec that shows elements and relationships from the PLM configuration 

management package. The diagram shows classes (Product_class,

Class_condition_association, Class_specification_association, Specification_expression, 

Specificationjnclusion and Specification), an interface (Specification_oper_and_select), 

and composition, simple associations and realization relationships between elements in 

the diagram.
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+class_condition_association

+associated condition

+associated_specification

Specification_oper 
and select

+specificatidn J rc lu s io n+specification_inclusion

+class_specification_association

Specificationjnclusion
lid : String

% c o n d itio n jy p e : String
C lass_condition_association

% ld : String 
%level_W B;: String 
% r e r s io n J d : String

Product_class

Specification

Speciflcation_expression;

C lass_specification_assoc 
iation :

ia ssoeiation_type: Stri ng

Figure 124. PLM Spec Configuration M anagement c la ss  diagram (for interface realization
exam ple)

An attempt to transform the PLM Spec model into a semantically equivalent PLM 

tSpec model produces some relationships from the PLM Spec model not being mapped 

into the tSpec model. Table 48 shows partial results (only those concerned with our 

example) that indicate that three realization relationships were not mapped into the tSpec 

model (shown in Figure 125).

Table 48. Partial PLM Spec elements used while verifying completeness of mapping definitions

# Element
Type

Element Name Number of 
times used

1 Realize Specification_operand_select_To_Specification 0
2 Realize Specification_operand_select_To_Specification_expression 0
3 Realize Specification_operand_select_To_SpecificationJnclusion 0

Figure 125 shows the tSpec model that corresponds to the fragment of the Spec model 

shown in Figure 124.
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+class_condition_as$ociation

+associated_condition

+a$sociated_specification

(item Corifigyjatta_martagerrie»ttJ

+specification_inclusion +specification_inclusion

+dass_specification_association

O * t* _ co n d fa v j
(from Corifigurationj

<^conditionJype; String ( j a . ._ .p i r  t e a h i  n _ a -  n  aim n 
U ro m C u -l'g u ia lO i.m a ’-iayeniiri'M

.type::

EJ-Q
« P ro to c o t»

S pecifica(ion_operand_«!ect 
(h en  C onligmal cr_r

: String

^irl :rnrg

Figure 125. PLM fSpec Configuration M anagement c la ss  diagram with m issing  
relationships (for interface realization exam ple)

The tool successfully transformed classes and attributes from the PLM Spec model 

into equivalent elements in the tSpec model. It also mapped the 

Specification_operand_select interface into a protocol in the tSpec model. Composition 

and simple association relationships were also mapped. The relationships that were not 

mapped in this example correspond to realization relationships of an interface from three 

different classes on the Spec model. The reason the realization relationships is not being 

mapped into the tSpec model does not directly translate into an incorrect implementation, 

but rather incomplete information that indirectly involves the Design metamodel. In 

ROSE-RT, relationships with a protocol class are always of type composition, and are 

only defined between a capsule (an active class) and a protocol. The result of such 

composition relationships is the definition of ports that enable communication between 

capsules. In our example, we have not defined any active classes related to the PLM Spec 

model. It is required to do so if we are to successfully map those realization relationships 

(under the current mapping definitions). We run our transformation tool again, but this 

time using transformation input as shown in the XML file in Figure 126,which defines
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that Specification, Specificationjnclusion and Specification_expression are PLM Spec 

active classes to be mapped as capsules in the PLM tSpec model

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<transformationInput>

<typeCorrespondenceDefinition>
</typeCorrespondenceDefinition>
<activeClassDefinition>

<activeClass>PLM_services::Configuration_management::Specification</activeClass>
<activeClass>PLM_services::Configuration_management::Specification_inclusion</activeClass>
<activeClass>PLM_services::Configuration_management::Specification_expression</activeClass>

</activeClassDefinition>
</associationDefinition>
<operationDefinition>
</operationDefinition>

</transformationInput>_______________________________________________________________
Figure 126. PLM transformation Input (for interface realization exam ple).

Figure 127 shows a tSpec model that considers Figure 126 as additional 

transformation input. The new tSpec model now shows composition relationships from 

the capsules to the protocol class.
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+ clas$_co n d itio n _ asso c ia tio n

+ asso c ia ted _ co n d ilio n + a sso c ia ted _ sp ec if ica tio n

+ /  A s_ S p ec if ic a tio n _ o p e ran d _ se le c t

« P o t t »

+ /  A s_ S p e c ific a tio n _ o p e ran d _ se le c t

+ 1 A s_ S p ec if ic a tio n _ o p e ran d _ se le c t 

h « P o r t »

/  S pecification_inclusion_R O L E I  S pecifioation_inclusion_R O L E

C ld « v _ L U M _ lf l  U N _ d s t  JC -ld ll  j n

(from C onfigu ia tion_m apagem en t)

^ .c o n d i t i o n jy p e : S tring

C la ss _ s p e c ic a tb n _ a ss Q c ia tto R  
(from C onfigu ra tion_m anagem en t)

^ a s s o c i a t i o n j y p e : S tring

n-o
« P r o to c o l»

S p p r  ifm atinn_operand_sp ip r t 
(from C onfigu ra tion_m anagem en t)

: 'C a p - u ! e - ?
■ S p e c i f ic a t io n jn d u s io n  

(from C onfigura tion_m anagem ent)

S pec ifica tio n  
(from C onfigura tion_m anagem ent)

+ c la ss_ sp ec ifica tio n _ asso c ia tio n

Figure 127. PLM tSpec Configuration Management c la ss  diagram with port definitions (for
interface realization exam ple)

Additional information in which some active classes were defined took care of the 

first cause of relationships from the PLM Spec model not being mapped into the tSpec 

model. The next cause for discussion also involves constraints in the design metamodel. 

ROSE-RT only allows generalization relationships between the same types of elements. 

ROSE-RT does not permit a data class to be a specialization of a capsule, nor a capsule to 

specialize a data class. When we first dealt with realization relationships not being 

mapped, we defined several classes from the Spec model as active classes to be mapped 

as capsules in the tSpec model. Now, we have a problem of attempting to 

generalize/specialize different types of classifiers. Figure 128 presents a PLM Spec 

diagram where generalization relationships are defined.
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PLM_root_object 
( fro m  P L M _ b a s e )

Specification
(fro m  C o n f ig u ra t io n _ m a n a g e m e n t)

id : S tring 
e rs io n jd  : S tring 

package : Boolean

S pecifica tion_expression
(fro m  C o n fig u ra t io n _ m a n a g e m e n t)

^ o p e ra t io n  : S tring 
% id  : String

+specifica tion  inc lus ion J A
0 .  * 0 .  *

+specifica tion_ inc lus ion

S p e c ifica tio n jn c lu s io n
(fro m  C o n fig u ra t io n _ m a n a g e m e n t)

% id  : String

Figure 128. PLM Spec Configuration M anagement c la ss  diagram (for generalization
exam ple)

An attempt to transform the PLM Spec model from Figure 128 into a semantically 

equivalent PLM tSpec model results in some relationships from the PLM Spec model not 

being mapped into the tSpec model. Table 49 shows partial results (only those concerned 

with our example) that indicate that two generalization relationships from the PLM Spec 

model were not mapped into the tSpec model (shown in Figure 129).

Table 49. Partial PLM Spec elements used while \ erif\ing completeness of mapping deffinitions

# Klement
Type

Klement Name Number of

1 Generalization PLM_root_object_To_Specification 0
2 Generalization PLM_root_object_To_Specification_expression 0

Figure 129 shows the tSpec model that corresponds to the fragment of the Spec model 

shown in Figure 128.
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/  specificationjnclusionI specificationjnclusion

'.< Cap;ulev>
S pec ification_inclu;ion 

[from Configuration_managementli

«  Capsule V- 
Specification 

Configuration_management)

s s  Capsule ■ s 
5 pecification_eKpression 

(from Configuration_management)

Figure 129. PLM fSpec Configuration Management class diagram with missing 
relationships (for generalization example)

This second cause for missing some relationships in the tSpec model can also be 

overcome by providing additional input that defines that the PLM_root_object from the 

PLM Spec model is also an active class, as we show in Figure 130.

<?xinl version="1.0"?>
<transformationInput>

<typeCorrespondenceDefinition>
</typeCorrespondenceDefinition>
<activeClassDeflnition>

<activeClass>PLM_services::PLM_base::PLM_root_object</activeClass>
<activeClass>PLM_services::Configuration_management::Specification</activeClass>
<activeClass>PLM_services::Configuration_management::Specification_inclusion</activeClass>
<activeClass>PLM_services::Configuration_management::Specification_expression</activeClass>

</activeClassDefinition>
</associationDefinition>
<operationDefinition>
</operationDeflnition>

</transformationInput>______________________________________________________________

Figure 130. PLM transformation Input (for interface realization example).

Execution of our transformation tool with the new information as provided in Figure 

130 produces the tSpec model shown in Figure 131 where all the elements and
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relationships from the diagram in Figure 129 were used as originators of elements/ 

relationships shown in the partial tSpec model shown in Figure 131.

V specificationjnclusionI specificationjnclusion

<<Capsule;> i
S pecificatioi\Jnclus® n 

(from Configuration_management]

■ <<Capsule>>
Specification_enpression 

[from Configuration_managementJ

'.'■;Cdpsule>> 
Specification 

(from Configuration_management)

Figure 131. PLM tSpec Configuration Management class diagram with generalization 
relationships (for generalization example)

After we have addressed the interface realization and generalization problems, there 

are still 46 simple association relationships from the PLM Spec model that have not been 

considered as originators of elements/relationships in the tSpec model. These associations 

represent the third and final cause in which relationships from the PLM Spec model were 

not used as originators of elements/relationships of the PLM tSpec model. The solution is 

not simple and requires additional work. We further discuss it and present an example in 

the paragraphs below.

Figure 132 presents PLM elements and relationships. The reading of the diagram is as 

follows: A Specification of a product may contain 0 or many Specification_inclusions
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(composition relationship between Specification and Specificationjnclusion). A 

Specification_expression may contain 0 or many SpecificationJnclusions (composition 

relationship between Specification_expression and Specificationjnclusion). A 

Specificationjnclusion holds a reference (association between Specificationjnclusion 

and interface Specification_operand_selecf) to an element that might be of type 

Specification or of type Specification_expression (illustrated by means of Specification 

and Specification_expression realizing the Specification_operand_select interface). The 

latter is not clear from the diagram, but described in natural language in the PLM 

specification document where the interface Specification_operand_select is defined as: 

“interface defined to provide a placeholder for the following classes: 

Specification_expression ox Specification” [72].

,+operand 1..

0 < [ _ --------------------

Specification_operand_select

(from C o n fig u ra tio n _ m an a g em en t)
k,

1 +included_specification

+specification_inclusion+specification_inclusion Specificationjnclusion
(from C o n fig u ra tio n _ m an ag em en t)

■id : String

Specification_expression
(from  C o n f ig u r a t io r w n a n a g e m e n i )

'operation : String 
•id : String

Specification
(from C o n fig u ra tio n _ m an ag e m en t)

■id : String 
version jd  : String 
package : Boolean

Figure 132. PLM Spec Configuration Management class diagram (for association of a class
with an empty interface)

With such semantics attached to the model, our current mapping definitions are not 

capable of handling associations with ‘empty interfaces used as placeholders’. If we were
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to apply our approach for compliance verification of PLM Designs, it would require that 

we modify/add some mapping definitions to those of section 4.1.1. We do not modify nor 

define new mappings, as the objective of this chapter is to illustrate the generality of 

work already done. We consider that we have given the reader sufficient basis to believe 

that there is a very high degree of reusability to our work. At the same time that we do 

recognize that additional work is required when working with different standard 

specifications. Still the amount of work of the first three activities has been reduced to the 

addition of one or two mappings, perhaps the modification of a couple of existing ones, 

and the verification of correctness of the implementation of those mappings. We reiterate, 

we believe that there is a high degree of reusability of our mapping definitions.

The next section addresses the generality of the second step of our approach for 

model compliance verification.

5.1.2 Design to Spec Compliance

This section discusses the generalization of our work with respect of the activities 

four and five of our approach. We use individual subsections for each activity.

5.1.2.1 Activity 4: Structural Compliance

In this section we address the generality of our work with respect of structural 

compliance of a Design model with respect of a tSpec model.

Our proposal for structural compliance considers different aspects (see section 3.2.1) 

in which we compare the correspondence of two models. We have also built a tool to 

carry on such comparison. The tool has been implemented to read and parse the two 

models, and execute comparisons according to the aspects discussed in section 3.2.1. 

Considering the generality of our structural compliance proposal, there are two lines of 

work to pursue. The first line considers the reading of the models, while the second 

contemplates defining new comparison rules and even modifying existing ones.
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In terms of reading the models, our tool is prepared to read models written using 

ROSE-RT. This situation does not affect the compliance verification part though. In other 

words, if the models (tSpec and Design) were written in a different language, the 

reading/parsing would be required to change, but not the model comparison.

In terms of the comparison rules and the structural aspects that we have considered in 

this thesis, we recognize that additional aspects (and hence additional comparison rules) 

may be required to address the needs of each compliance verification effort. We do not 

claim to have defined a complete set of comparison rules, nor to have considered all 

possible aspects when addressing the structural compliance of two models. On the other 

hand, if the tSpec and Design models use the ROSE-RT metamodel and no additional 

structural aspects (e.g., stereotypes) are to be considered, our work is highly reusable as it 

is independent of the standard specification we want to verify. In other words, if we have 

ROSE-RT tSpec and Design models, our current work can be reused in its actual state to 

verify for structural compliance regardless of the standard specification it is aimed to 

verify.

The next section addresses the generalization of our work with respect of behavioral 

compliance of two models.

5.1.2.2 Activity 4: Behavioral Compliance

In this section we address the generalization of our work with respect of behavioral 

compliance of a Design model with respect of a tSpec model.

Our proposal for behavioral compliance considers different challenges than the ones 

for structural compliance. First, there is the formalism used to specify the mandatory 

behavioral definition of the specification model. Then there is tool support that exists for 

the verification of such behavior. Finally, we need to contemplate the transformation of 

the behavioral definition into the same language used by the design model.
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With respect to the behavioral formalism, in section 1.5 we presented our arguments 

for the selection and use of sequence diagrams in our approach. We reiterate that whereas 

we do not consider the use of sequence diagrams to be mandatory, we do consider 

activity 5 (in which we verify for behavioral compliance) to be mandatory within our 

approach. We consider that the essence of the activity is more important than the 

implementation choice. If the specification’s mandatory behavioral definition is described 

in terms of state machines, then the implementation of activity 5 will need to be modified 

to meet the new requirements. In this thesis, we present only a specific instance of how 

such activity may be carried on using sequence diagrams as the formalism used for 

behavioral definition.

With respect to the tool we used to verify behavioral compliance, we did not propose 

any new tool or mechanism, because behavioral compliance must not only consider how 

to compare two behavioral definitions, but also have one of these behavioral definitions 

tightly coupled to the actual execution of a model. Although an interesting research topic, 

we considered implementing behavioral compliance to be beyond the scope of this thesis. 

We opted instead for available off the shelf MDD tools that already implement such 

tasks. The way they do it, and whether they fully or partially address what we call 

behavioral compliance is also beyond the scope of this work. With respect to the choice 

of such a tool, in section 2.1 we presented our arguments for our selection. We also 

reiterate that our decision to use Rational Rose RealTime does not prevent the use of 

Objecteering Tests for Java/EJB © [61], I-Logix Raphsody © [31] or Telelogic Tau © 

[100] as potential others tools to implement our approach.

Finally, there is the consideration of the language used in the design. This aspect is 

more concerned with the behavioral formalism used in the Spec and Design models than 

the ROSE-RT metamodel itself. Let us explain. In our case study we presented a 

Specification model that uses sequence diagrams as the behavioral formalism. Those 

sequence diagrams not only represent interaction among entities of the SWRadio Spec, 

but also define the communication approach of such interaction. Recall from section 

2.1.5 the implications of the use of a procedure call communication approach in the Spec
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model, while using a signal based communication approach for the Design model. Such 

selection of the communication approaches implies mapping definitions to transform 

procedure call based sequence diagrams from the Spec into signal-based sequence 

diagrams in the tSpec model. The latter implies, for instance, two messages being 

interchanged in the tSpec model for every procedure call in the Spec model (see section 

2.1.5). In terms of generalization of the work already done, even if we kept using 

sequence diagrams, a change in the communication approach in any of the Spec or 

Design models implies the modification of our mapping definitions that maps Spec 

sequence diagrams into the tSpec model.

5.2 Gap challenges on the generalization of the two step approach for 
compliance verification

We focus the work of this section on the gap that exists between the Spec, tSpec and 

Design models we use. We discuss how an increase/decrease of such gaps might affect 

the application of our approach. Throughout the section, we refer to two different types of 

gaps (A’s in the figures): the gap (Ai) that exists between Spec and Design metamodels, 

and the gap (A2 ) that exists between the tSpec and Design models. In the case of Ai, we 

remind the reader that our Spec and Design metamodels are only composed of 

metaclasses that are used in defining the Spec and Design models. In other words, recall 

from Chapter 4 that our Spec metamodel is particular to the elements of UML used in 

defining the Spec model, and not the whole UML specification.

Figure 133 presents three examples where the gaps (deltas in the figure) between 

models are increased/decreased. The first example presents a base case for comparison 

with the examples two and three. In the second example, the gap (represented by Ai in the 

figure) between Spec and tSpec models is reduced (when compared with example 1), 

meaning that the metamodels used by the Spec and Design models are closer than the 

ones in example 1. At the same time, example 2 presents a wider gap between the tSpec 

and Design models (represented by A2  in the figure)14. In the third example of Figure 133

14 Although a reduction of the At gap might suggest an increase in the A2 gap (as implied in Figure 133) we 
do not acknowledge such correlation. Further research is needed to derive a conclusion in such a matter.
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we present a case where the gap Ai is increased (again, when compared with the example 

1) whereas the gap A2  is decreased.

1)
A i  A  2

Spec- -------------------- ►
4 tSpec 4----------------- Design

2)
..........  A 1 ____ , A 2
Spec * fStoec -<i------------------------------ Design

3)
A 1 —  A 2

Spec ( tSpec — Design
 ; ; ^

Abstract Concrete

Figure 133. Deltas between Spec, tSpec and Design models

We use the following two subsections to further discuss the Ai and gap A2  gaps from 

Figure 133.

5.2.1 Gap between Spec and Design metamodels: A-\

In this section we further discuss the impact of reducing/increasing the gap between 

Spec and Design metamodels. Recall from Chapter 3 that the tSpec is expressed using the 

same language (metamodel) as the Design model. Also recall from Chapter 3 that the 

tSpec model is automatically created using a set of mappings that transform elements 

from the Spec metamodels into element(s) of the Design metamodel. The result of 

applying such mappings is the creation of the tSpec model that is composed of elements 

created upon elements from the Spec model. In general terms, the more distant the Spec 

and Design metamodels are, the more complex the definitions of those mappings.

The mappings we defined in our case study in Chapter 4 were based on two UML- 

based metamodels. Although using different constructs and communication mechanisms, 

both Spec and Design metamodels had the same core metamodel structure: the UML 

metamodel. Figure 134 presents a hierarchy where our Spec and Design metamodels are
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shown in the bottom-left area of the figure. To bridge the gap between the SWRadio Spec 

and SWRadio Design metamodels it was necessary to consider the UML metamodel 

itself. If we were to use some other UML-based Design language (third box from left to 

right in the figure), most probably the work would be similar as the one developed in 

Chapter 4, as it is also necessary to go through the UML metamodel. If we were to define 

mappings between two CWM-based metamodels, we suggest that a similar level of 

complexity would be required. In other words, the fact that both metamodels are based on 

the same parent metamodel requires nothing further than working with the parent 

metamodel itself. If on the contrary we were to verify compliance of a CWM-based 

Design against a UML-based Spec, the task not only involves working with two different 

parent metamodels, but also addressing a common meta-metamodel (MOF in the current 

example). In the latter, two levels-up from the current Spec and Design metamodels 

would be required in order to bridge the metamodel gap in order to define mappings. 

Finally, there is the question of checking compliance of a non-MOF Design (empty 

dotted box at the right of Figure 134) against a UML based Spec model as our SWRadio 

PIM. As the figure suggests, it would be required to go three levels up to a non-existing 

(at least not at the moment of printing this thesis) parent meta-meta-metamodel that 

would allow us to define such mappings.

MOF

CWMUML

SWRadio
Design

m etem odei

Other
MOF-based
Language

Figure 134. MOF-based languages
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Through this thesis we have only worked with UML-based models (SWRadio and 

ROSE-RT in the case study of Chapter 4 and the PLM specification in section 5.1). We 

have worked at the bottom of the hierarchy and further research is needed to investigate 

the feasibility of verifying compliance of non-UML Designs against an UML-base 

specification. We end this section by pointing the reader to the work of Jean-Marie Favre 

[23] that suggests a Megamodel as a possible candidate to fill the empty dotted box that 

occupies the top of the hierarchy on Figure 134.

5.2.2 Gap between tSpec and Design models: A2

In this section we briefly discuss the challenge that increasing/reducing the gap (A2 

from Figure 133) between tSpec and Design models implies to the generalization of our 

approach. Recall from Chapter 3 that we verify compliance of a Design model against an 

automatically generated tSpec model. The language gap Ai between Spec and Design 

models has been bridged during generation of the tSpec model. Thus compliance is 

performed between models that use the same modeling language.

Recall also from Chapter 3 that we perform structural and behavioral compliance as 

separate activities. In the case of structural compliance, the gap between tSpec and 

Design models increases/decreases as we consider (or not) some of the challenges (and 

perhaps even others not addressed in this thesis) described in Chapter 3. In terms of 

behavioral compliance, recall also that behavioral compliance is execution-based and 

analyzes the capability of a Design model to send/receive messages as defined in tSpec 

sequence diagrams. Under such characteristics, behavioral compliance is not directly 

impacted by an increase/decrease on the gap between tSpec and Design models. We use 

the remaining of this section to address the challenge of a generalization of the structural 

compliance activities of our approach.

Perhaps the most important issue in considering generalization of the structural 

compliance activities relies on a vague definition of compliance. Recall from Chapter 3 

that while for some a Design model might be compliant with a Spec model, for others it 

might not. That is why we introduced compliance rules to allow for variability in Design
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models and still consider a model to be compliant. In general terms, the more rules are 

fed into the process, the more complex verifying for structural compliance will be. The 

more rules, the greater the gap between a tSpec and a Design model. As we have 

mentioned before, we have not defined a complete catalogue on how to bridge all 

possible gaps, but attempted to provide examples on the more common cases, as well as 

recommended solutions for them. We believe that to consider an additional challenge that 

increases the gap between tSpec and Design models, can be incorporated into the 

approach following the same process we used to define the compliance rules we propose 

in Chapter 4.

There is though an aspect that we have not explored that can substantially increase the 

complexity of this process. This new aspect is similar to metamodel gap but now between 

tSpec and Design models. While it gives greater freedom on design choices, it 

considerably increases the complexity of structural compliance verification. We present 

an example below.

Recall from Chapter 4 the Interface Realization challenge. Through the case study we 

mapped interfaces from the Spec model into protocol classes in order to generate the 

tSpec model. We reproduce some figures below (see Figure 135 and Figure 136). 

Structural compliance was then to look for protocol classes in the Design model to match 

those of the tSpec model.

Suppose now for instance, that interfaces where also valid elements in the Design 

language. Suppose also that instead of mapping interfaces from the Spec model into 

protocol classes in the tSpec model, interfaces were copied as interfaces into the tSpec 

model. Consider finally that the Design model realizes interfaces from the Spec model in 

two different ways: as interface definitions or as protocol classes. Considering the 

previous assumptions, the tSpec for our example model would be similar to that of the 

Spec model on Figure 135, and not the one that appears in Figure 135 and Figure 136. 

The problem then lies in how to verify compliance of a Design such as the one we 

present in Figure 137.
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D om ainM anager
(from  D o m ain  M a n a g e m e n t  S erv ice s)

^ id e n t i f ie r :  SW R String ~ ~ "
^ d e v ic e M a n a g e rs  : D ev iceM anagerSequence 
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M om ainM anagerProfile  : SW R String

A pplicationlnstallation
(from  D o m ain  M a n a g e m e n t  S erv ices)

^installApplication(profileFilel\lam e : in S tr in g ) : void 
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DomainHCI
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Figure 135. Spec DomainManager interfaces
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Figure 136. tSpec Domain Manager composition relationships to protocol classes
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Figure 137. Design DomainManager model

Such added freedom on allowing different options (and constructs) to realize a single 

element from the Spec model, implies that although tSpec and Design models are written 

in the same language, we need to embed transformation mechanisms into our structural 

compliance process. We consider this topic part of our future research.

5.3 Additional Mappings towards UML 2.0

In this section we define additional mappings that extend our mappings in order to 

handle transformations into UML 2.0.

In terms of a general application of our mappings, we think of a UML 1.x to UML 2.0 

transformation. In this section we discuss the required changes/additions to our mappings 

in order to achieve such a transformation.

As mentioned before, the core concepts of the ROSE-RT notation are Capsules, 

Protocol classes, Ports and Connectors. Three of them have a similar concept in UML
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and thus only one requires additional work. Table 50 presents the equivalent concepts in 

both notations.

Table 50. ROSE-RT and UML 2.0 core concepts

ROSE-RT I'M I 2.0
Capsule Structured Class
Port Port
Connector Connector
Protocol Class Establishment of a realization relationship between a 

port and required and provided interfaces.

The following mappings are in addition to the ones defined in section 4.1.1.

CapsuleToUML2Mapping (from UML 2.0 Mapping)

Maps a ROSE-RT::Capsule from the source model into a UML2.0::StructuredClass in 

the target model.

Context
ROSE-RT::Capsule c, UML2.0::Model t

Actions
\\ Create a new Structured Class using the same name of the Capsule
StructuredClass s1 = new StructuredClass (c.name)
t.add(sl)

Constraints
invoked from ROSE-RT_to_UML2.0

P1 \\ Source element is a capsule 
c.ocl IsT ypeOf (Capsule)

PortToPortMapping (from UML 2.0 Mapping)

Maps a ROSE-RT::Port from the source model into a UML2.0::Port in the target model. 

Although the port concept is similar in both ROSE-RT and UML 2.0, the messages that 

can flow through them vary in their definition. In essence, while ports in ROSE-RT are 

capable of sending/receiving signals as defined in a ROSE-RT protocol class, ports in 

UML 2.0 are based on required and provided interfaces. In addition to creating a UML 

2.0 port, this mapping requires to establish the realization relationship from the port to the 

required and provided interfaces.
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Context
ROSE-RT::Port p1, UML2.0::Model t

Actions
\\ Create a new Port using the same name of the ROSE-RT port 
Port p2 = new Port (p1 .name)
\\ Establish the required interface for the port 
p2.required->select (port.name+”_as_required”);
\\ Establish the provided interface for the port 
p2.provided->select (port.name+”_as_provided”);
\\ add port to the model 
t.add (p2);

Constraints
invoked from ROSE-RT_to_UML2.0

P1 \\ Source element is a port 
c.ocl IsT ypeOf (Port)

ProtocolToInterfacesMapping (from UML 2.0 Mapping)

Maps a ROSE-RT::Protocol from the source model into UML2.0:'.Interfaces in the target 

model. The protocol concept does not exist in UML 2.0, but can be created by the 

combination of required and provided interfaces of a port.

Context
ROSE-RT "Protocol p1, UML2.0::Model t

Actions
\\ Create a new interface and label it as required.
Interface requiredlnterface = new Interface (p1 .name+”_as_required”))
\\ For all outgoing signals in the protocol class 
for all (out signals in p1) {
\\ create an operation for every outgoing protocol signal 

Operation o = new Operation(signal.name);
\\ create a parameter to send data attached to the signal 

Parameter param1=new Parameter (“parameter”);
\\ assign the type of the signal to the type of the parameter 

paraml .type=signal.type 
\\ add parameter to operation 

o.add(paraml)
\\ add operation to interface 

requiredlnterface.add(o)
}
\\ Create a new interface and label it as provided.
Interface providedlnterface = new Interface (p1 ,name+”_as_provided”))
\\ For all incoming signals in the protocol class 
for all (in signals in p i) {
\\ create an operation for every incoming protocol signal 

Operation o = new Operation(signal.name);
\\ create a parameter to send data attached to the signal 

Parameter paraml =new Parameter (“parameter”);
\\ assign the type of the signal to the type of the parameter 

paraml ,type=signal.type 
\\ add parameter to operation

o.add(paraml)
\\ add operation to interface 

requiredlnterface.add(o)
\\ add required interface to the target model 
t.add (requiredlnterface);
\\ add provided interface to the target model 
t.add (providedlnterface);
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Constraints
invoked from ROSE-RT_to_UML2.0

P1 \\ Source element is a protocol class 
c.ocllsTypeOf(ProtocolClass)

We conclude this section with a graphical example of how a ROSE-RT model (using 

capsules, protocol classes and ports) is transformed into a semantically equivalent model 

expressed using UML 2.0.

Figure 138 presents an example of a port definition in ROSE-RT. On the left side of 

the figure, a capsule ElementA contains a port PortC. The containment is expressed 

through a composition relationship from the capsule to the protocol class ProtocolB, 

which defines two incoming signals (signal 1 and signal2 of type int and bool 

respectively). ProtocolB also defines two outgoing signals (signal3 and signal4 of types 

bool and int respectively). On the right side of Figure 138, the structure representation of 

ElementA is shown.

a
« C a p s u te »CUrwnwtAUiCfHwTnM

■  + / PortC : colB

V

« P o r l »  

+ /  PortC

D-ai 
'. P ro toco l.-■ 

ProtocolB

-sDSianall (inti 
■*i$ignal2 (bool)

o-» signal3 (bool) 
o-> signaM- (int)

ElementA

I I *
T W  PortC 

I  : ProtocolB

Figure 138. Port definition in ROSE-RT

Figure 139 presents the result of applying the mappings previously defined in this 

section into the ROSE-RT model of Figure 138. The result is a semantically equivalent 

representation using UML 2.0 notation. On the left side we see a class diagram with a 

structured class ElementA (mapped from capsule ElementA from Figure 138), which
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contains a port PortC. The port includes definition of required and provided interfaces 

ProtocolB_as_required and ProtocolBjxs_provided respectively. The interfaces contain 

operations mapped upon signals from the protocol class from Figure 138. On the right 

side of Figure 139, a port representation in UML 2.0 is shown.

Elements

ProtocolB_as_providedPortC

ProtocolB_as_requiredprovidedrequired

ProtocolB_as_required !_as_provided

^signal3{param : bool) ♦ signall (param ; int)
^signa!4(param : int) ^signa!2(param : bool)

<< Structured Class>> 
E lem en t.

Figure 139. Port Definition in UML 2.0

The ProtocolToInterfaceMapping we just discussed concludes this section. 

ProtocolToInterfaceMapping is the last mapping that we have consider so far to take our 

current set of mappings to produce a model using UML 2.0 as a language (that uses 

structural classes, ports and connectors). We emphasize that there might be some others 

though. The absence of software tools to read a pure UML 2.0 model (ROSE-RT is very 

close, but still not pure UML 2.0) prevented us from implementing this new set of 

mappings and verifying for completeness of a set of UML 1.x to UML 2.0 mapping 

definitions.

The next chapter presents the conclusion of this thesis.
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Chapter 6. Conclusions

In this chapter we first present a summary of this dissertation. Then we offer some 

conclusions stemming from this work. We conclude with a high level description of 

future work.

6.1 Summary

In Chapter 1 we first present the context and motivation of this thesis. We work with 

standard specifications and their eventual compliance verification activities within a 

model driven development environment. We define our problem as how to verify 

compliance of a design model against a standard specification model. We give an 

overview of our proposed solution in which we recognize the fact that there is a semantic 

gap between specification and design models. We claim that establishing direct links 

between elements of the specification and design models is complex due to the fact that 

the process bypasses the origin of aspects that contribute to such gap. We propose to 

develop a compliance verification approach that addresses such aspects separately. At the 

core of our proposal lies the creation of a semantically equivalent representation of the 

specification model, using the same language that is used in the design model. This new 

model is then used to check the compliance of design models. We first validate our 

proposal by presenting an extensive case study of the application of our approach to a 

standard specification of software radios. We also validate our proposal by building 

prototype software tools to show the feasibility of the approach and strengthen the 

soundness of our work (through its operationalization). We conclude Chapter 1 by 

outlining our thesis contributions.

In Chapter 2 we present the background material on which this thesis rests. We start 

with a brief review of the nature and origin of the gap that may exist between

244
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specification and design models. Among the aspects that contribute to create such a gap 

we discuss the challenge for compliance verification when different languages are used to 

define specification and design models. We also discuss the challenge of using different 

communication paradigms (e.g., procedure-call-based vs. signal-based communications) 

and nine other aspects that affect model compliance verification. We continue with 

background information on different international standards that were used in the 

development of our research. We provide background information on the Object 

Management Group’s Model Driven Architecture (MDA), Unified Modeling Language 

(UML), Meta Object Facility (MOF), CWM, QVT, OCL and XML). We proceed with 

background information on Software Radios. We first explain the Software Radio 

concept, we talk about international efforts to achieve standardization of a software radio 

specification, and describe the Object Management Group’s Software-Based 

Communication’s Software Radio Platform Independent Model. We conclude Chapter 2 

with a brief overview of software verification relevant to our work. We first address 

model to model verification in model driven development, and then give an overview on 

verifications activities that are being developed in the software radio context.

In Chapter 3 we describe at length our main contributions. We start with our proposed 

two-step approach for model compliance verification. At the core of the contribution is 

the introduction of an intermediate model that is semantically equivalent to the 

specification model but expressed in the same language as the design model. We split 

transformation and compliance verification activities into two steps. We first address 

transformation and compliance between the specification model and its semantically 

equivalent transformed specification (tSpec), to subsequently address compliance 

verification between design and the tSpec model. The two steps for compliance 

verification are composed of several activities. Among the Spec to tSpec 

transformation/compliance activities, we define the semantic definition and validation of 

mappings, the verification of the correct application of mappings and, the verification that 

the mapping definitions are complete and that every element from the specification model 

has been taken into consideration as an originator of elements in the tSpec model. With 

respect to compliance verification activities between designs and the tSpec model, we
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first address structural compliance and subsequently address behavioral compliance. For 

structural compliance we take into consideration the aspects mentioned in Chapter 2 that 

contribute to create the gap between specification and design models. Most of our 

proposed solutions to check structural compliance are based on additional information 

that is externally provided. For behavioral compliance we rely on Rational Rose 

RealTime and Rational Quality Architect to attempt to match mntime sequence diagrams 

that capture design execution against specification level sequence diagrams.

In Chapter 4 we present our case study in software radios. We apply our two-step 

approach for model compliance verification to a software radio platform independent 

model (PIM) that we use as our standard specification model. We start defining the 

source and target metamodels. Even though both the specification and design models are 

written using UML-based notation, we consider important to specifically identify the type 

of elements that are used within the specification and design models. We do so to avoid 

an incomplete set of mappings, and also to prevent allocation of resources towards 

definitions of mappings that are not to be use. Once the two metamodels have been 

constructed, we identify semantic relationships between elements of the two metamodels 

and proceed to write down mapping definitions that will transform a conventional UML 

1.5 specification model into a semantically equivalent model expressed using the ROSE- 

RT notation. We group mappings according to different aspects and provide a brief 

rationale of the origin of each group. We proceed with an example to verify the 

correctness of the application of a Spec to ROSE-RT mapping. We remind the reader that 

the same process was applied to each mapping definition from section 4.1.1. We later 

verify the completeness of our mapping definitions by showing that all elements in the 

Spec model have been taken into consideration as originators of elements in the tSpec 

model. We conclude our case study with two sections where the structural and behavioral 

compliance activities are performed. Throughout the chapter we describe how our 

prototype tools help us in our compliance verification efforts.

In Chapter 5 we discuss the generality aspect of our contributions and claim that we 

have we have reasons to believe that our approach can be generalized. We present
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general guidelines for applying our two-step approach for model compliance verification 

to other standard specifications. We start with a general discussion of the application of 

our proposed approach to four other OMG standard specifications, and then narrow the 

scope of the analysis to the use of the Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) standard 

specification model. We present examples of an attempt to generate a tSpec model for the 

PLM Spec model. While analyzing each of the activities of the approach, we highlight the 

parts that may be reused and point to additional work when required. We conclude the 

chapter with a section that discusses possible extensions to our mappings if we were to 

transform a UML 1.4 model into a UML 2.0 that uses structured classes, ports and 

connectors.

6.2 Conclusion

The complexity of systems currently being developed makes the manual production 

of new software a more demanding challenge. We believe that MDD presents itself as an 

excellent candidate to address such a challenge. MDD heavily relies on automation to 

become a reality, but a type of automation that constitutes a paradigm shift in the way we 

develop software. We saw a similar shift of paradigm when programming with ones and 

zeroes was replaced by assembly language. We saw it again when third generation 

languages emerge as a substitute for assembler programming. We remark that for every 

such shift of programming paradigm there was the need to create new mechanisms and 

infrastructure for people to adopt the new programming approach. We believe that our 

work makes a contribution towards the emergence of MDD. We are proposing an 

approach to verify model compliance. There is a lot of work ahead as the software 

engineering community explores this new field.

Our proposal is consistent with MDD inasmuch as relying heavily on automation. In 

our opinion, our prototype tools do constitute a significant contribution of our work. We 

partially automated most of our proposed activities. When we needed to identify the Spec 

metamodel, our prototype tools helped us to find the type of elements from the Spec 

model that were not included yet in the Spec metamodel. When we needed to verify 

correctness of our mapping implementations, our tool told us which test cases were not
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being tested at all. When we needed to verify that all elements were being used as 

originators of elements/relationships in the tSpec model, again the tool gave us such 

information. In a sense, we emulated perhaps one of the most successful automation tools 

in our industry. Compilers are not only meant to catch errors, but also to tell us where 

they are located in a program, and to suggest why the error occurs.

Transformation of the original Spec model was significantly simplified once we 

started applying the first three activities of our overall approach. We were aiming to 

produce a semantically equivalent model and the approach allowed us to target specific 

goals for each iteration. The process guided us to first define a set of mappings, to verify 

that they were correctly implemented, to define complete test models upon a 

combinational model and finally to define a complete set of mappings to automatically 

generate a semantically equivalent tSpec model.

With respect to the tSpec model itself, its creation proved to be a valuable 

contribution towards reducing the complexity of verifying structural compliance. Without 

it, matching the hundreds of elements/relationships from the Design model with those of 

the Spec model would have required to implicitly apply transformations for each 

element/relationship in the Spec model and look for the output of such transformations 

within the Design model. With our semantically equivalent model being automatically 

generated, transformations are used once and execute separately from structural 

compliance verification, which can be executed many times without having to transform 

the specification model again.

Finally, we have shown that standard specification models can be used by automated 

tools. In other words, we are realizing the MDA vision that demands PIM to PSM 

transformation using automation of a predefined set of mappings. We have shown that a 

standard specification in the form of a PIM can be used in such a manner. Still there is 

plenty of work in the future, and that is what we discuss in the next section of this final 

chapter.
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6.3 Future Work

In this section we discuss future work related to this thesis research. The discussion 

for each topic is brief as we basically outline the direction or the main idea of each line of 

work.

6.3.1 QVT defined transformations

As QVT progresses towards becoming a standard in model transformations, refining 

our work into QVT format seems a natural next step to increase the exposure of our 

transformation-compliance research in the context of MDA. The consensus that the QVT 

standard will achieve will increase reusability of our mapping definitions.

The mappings we have defined contain all the elements outlined by QVT to define a 

mapping. They identify source and target models, they both have preconditions based on 

OCL constraints, as well as actions to be executed when the mapping is to be applied. It 

is perhaps the format (i.e., the name of the fields where such information is to be placed) 

that will vary from our mapping definition to a QVT format.

6.3.2 Off the Shelf model transformation tools

During our work we have developed prototype software tools to help us in the 

transformation/verification activities. We have proven the feasibility of the approach with 

our own software tools. The next step would be to consider the possibility of using off- 

the-shelf transformation tools to implement our mappings, although we may have to wait 

for them to become available. MDD transformation tools are on the assembly line aiming 

to provide tool support for QVT. As QVT becomes a standard specification for model 

transformation, tools supporting QVT will make mapping definitions more portable 

across different tools and platforms thus increasing the reusability of mapping definitions.

6.3.3 Catalog of UML 1 .x to UML 2.0 mappings

With the adoption of the new version 2.0 of the UML specification, there might be 

significant work related to the migration of software models written on an older version
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of UML towards the new 2.0 version of UML. This line of work can significantly reuse 

our mapping definitions even if they pursue a different purpose. We originally defined 

mappings to generate a tSpec model that would be later used for compliance of a design 

model. The same procedure can be used to update software models in an older version of 

UML in order to generate semantically equivalent models in UML 2.0. This would 

require the definition of new mappings to address UML elements that were not used (and 

hence for which we did not produce a mapping) in our specification model.

6.3.4 Third party Designs

In our current work, we have used a Design we have developed for our domain (the 

Software Defined Radio). While this has allowed us to test the whole approach and in 

particular the tools we have developed, clearly one acid test will be to validate the 

compliance of a third party Design against the transformed specification (tSpec) we have 

obtained from the application of our mappings. As both the third party Designs and our 

tSpec model use the same specification model (the SBC’s SWRadio PIM) results should 

be similar as the ones presented in Chapter 4.

6.3.5 Software Radio implementations in different design languages

Ultimately, within the software radio context, compliance testers will not necessarily 

be given designs conveniently expressed in the same design language as our transformed 

specification (namely ROSE-RT). Thus, considerable work remains to be done to explore 

the feasibility of reverse engineering a Software Radio implementation to produce a 

ROSE-RT Design and verify for compliance.

6.4 In Hindsight

To conclude this dissertation, we briefly discuss an endeavour that extends beyond 

mere future work and appears to lead to a full-fledged research program we intend to 

pursue. First, stepping back from what was achieved in this dissertation, we observe that 

the single most significant drawback of our work is the limited reusability of the 

mappings that we have developed. More precisely, our mappings are specific to the
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modeling languages we consider, that is, to a specification expressed in UML 1.x and a 

design captured using UML-RT. And we have not dealt with the semantic entirety of 

either of these modeling languages, but instead limited ourselves mostly to the elements 

of these languages used for the SCA15. The question then is whether this particular 

contribution can be made more reusable, and, if so, how can this be achieved. There are 

several facets to this question.

First, let us consider the expression of our mappings. Currently, this involves, in part, 

the use of C++. It is commonly accepted that such a procedural approach is much less 

desirable, with respect to reusability, than a declarative one. Consequently, we have 

recently participated in the supervision of a Master’s thesis that follows our approach 

{viz., from a specification to a tSpec to a design) but instead uses QVT [69] (whose 

semantics are still evolving). That work offers an immediate advantage in terms of 

mapping definitions. Namely, the use of QVT, in principle, provides independence from 

modeling languages. That is, expressing the mappings (required for a specification in 

UML 1.x and a design in UML-RT) using QVT not only standardizes the syntax and 

semantics relevant to such mappings, but also enables the possibility of reusing the same 

syntax and semantics for mappings between different modeling languages16.

Comparing our mappings with those obtained by McClean [52] using QVT (within 

the same scope as our work, namely an SCA-based UML 1.x to UML-RT 

transformation), leads to a second consideration: the specificity or ‘adhocness’ of these 

mappings. Scrutinizing both sets of mappings, we observe that, though they differ in their 

expression, they are conceptually similar. For example, how to map a class onto a 

capsule works essentially the same way in both approaches. This could be partially due to 

the fact McClean could take inspiration from our work. But, intuitively, it seems possible, 

if not likely, that different domain experts would indeed end up with similar mappings. In 

turn, this suggests that heuristics (pertaining to the creation of mappings) could possibly 

be ‘extracted’ from our mappings. Investigating the nature and reusability of such

15 And, in particular, to structural aspects. Thus, we have ignored UML models such as statecharts.
16 McClean’s thesis [52] mentions this possibility but does not explore it... as this is a significant 
enterprise.
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heuristics is not a trivial question, quite on the contrary! At this point in time, we observe 

that:

1) Heuristics for the creation of mappings between different modeling languages are 

semantically vastly different from what are typically called “design heuristics”. The 

latter refer to guidelines promoted by different authors for the creation of ‘good’ 

designs. But such guidelines are contextual inasmuch as they depend on promoting 

certain quality attributes (e.g., modifiability) possibly at the expense of others (e.g., 

performance). Neither our work, nor the work of McClean pertains to such design 

heuristics.

2) If mappings between different modeling languages are to be reusable, then they must 

be separated from specification-specific information. In fact, ideally, reusability of 

mappings will be maximized if such mappings do not include creator-specific 

decisions, that is decisions that one mapping creator adopts, but that another would 

not necessarily reuse. In other words, in hindsight, it would be desirable to somehow 

distinguish between a) reusable mappings (by virtue of being independent from the 

idiosyncratic decisions of their creator) and b) specification-specific and creator- 

specific ones. The separation we make between mappings and so-called “additional 

information” may provide a simple mechanism to operationalize this distinction.

3) The a posteriori extraction of reusable aspects from our work is not a promising 

avenue. Indeed, McClean’s work eloquently demonstrates that a standardized syntax 

and semantics for the expression of mappings is much more conducive to the 

separation of reusable from idiosyncratic aspects of mappings than our work can ever 

be. More precisely, it is because McClean manages to express mappings in terms of 

QVT notions that he can then investigate which ones are reusable (e.g., across 

specifications, and across modelling languages) and which ones are not. At this point 

in time, such investigation has barely started and relies on the conceptual framework 

of QVT within MDD to determine “how high” a mapping can exist in the hierarchy 

of models [68] associated with MDD. Our expression of mappings is much more ad 

hoc and, we repeat, therefore less amenable to such a study (and to a comparison to 

more formal transformational approaches such as correctness-preserving ones).
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4) In hindsight, we believe that a “bottom-up” approach that first creates mappings with 

respect to a certain specification (such as the SCA) and then (and only then) 

investigates which of the mappings may be generalized, may not be as promising as a 

“top-down” one that would a) make reusability a central issue (which we did not) and 

b) starting at the top of the MDD hierarchy of modeling languages work down this 

hierarchy trying to define mappings “as high up” as possible. Let us elaborate. 

Experience has taught us that it is quite difficult, as creators of mappings, to step back 

and attempt to generalize. From our viewpoint this task is akin to developing a 

software system and then asking which parts can be reused. The main difficulty lies 

in that our focus is on developing and verifying a set of working mappings. That is, 

from a development standpoint, it is simpler to have all mappings exist at a same 

conceptual and operational level than to have the sort of ‘hierarchy of mappings’ that 

a top-down approach seems to lead to. This is particularly true with respect to the 

verification of such mappings: as Binder [6] eloquently demonstrates, hierarchical 

representations almost systematically need to be flattened in order to be verified. The 

point to be grasped is that, in the context of MDD, reusability appears to require that 

mappings be organized hierarchically, but that such an organization not only is hard 

to obtain a posteriori but also may introduce other problems (e.g., with respect to 

verification).

5) The issue of the reusability of mappings from one modeling language to another, or 

from one metamodel language to another, or from one metametamodel to another, 

and so on appears increasingly complex as one studies it. For example, there is a risk 

that looking for mappings at a very high level of abstraction (such as a
17metametamodel), becomes a purely semantic exercise deprived of any practicality. 

Clearly, this is at the opposite of what we wanted to achieve in our work. In other 

words, we would like to tackle the issue of reusability from a practical viewpoint. In 

light of the previous discussion, a simple first step consists in having the creators of 

mappings comment on the reusability of these mappings. Then, MDD reuse experts 

could decide if a particular mapping (much like a “design pattern”) should be

17 For example, in theory, one should address the necessity and sufficiency of each mapping with respect to 
the level of the MDD hierarchy to which it belongs, and with respect to the whole hierarchy.
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advertised to the rest of the community and also conventionalize the expression of 

this mapping at the correct level of abstraction.
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Appendix A. SWRadio Design Compilation Results

OutputPath: D:/jpzz/Thesis/AutomatedTransformation/RoseRT/NewComponcntl 
Running: nmake -nologo RTS_HOME="D:\software\LANGUAGES\Rational\Rose 
RealTime/C++/T argetRTS"
MODEL="D:/jpzz/Thesis/AutomatedTransformation/RoseRT/RTModel.rtmdl" 
COMPONENT="Component View::NewComponentl" RTmakefiles

rtcppgen -model "D:/jpzz/Thesis/AutomatedTransformation/RoseRT/RTModel.rtmdl" -component 
"Component View::NewComponentl" -makegen 
!> Generating Makefiles 
!> Generating Makefiles for NewComponentl 
Running: nmake -nologo RTcompile

rtperl "D:\software\LANGUAGES\Rational\Rose RealTime/codegen/chdir_run.pl" src nmake - 
nologo -s RTgenerate
!> Generating Package Logical View::RQARTClasses::CPP::V6_4_100_0
!> Generating RQARTAbstractTestBase
!> Generating RQARTAbstractTestHarness
Warning: transition has no events
Warning: transition has no events
!> Generating RQARTAddlnProtocol
!> Generating RQARTExceptionCode
!> Generating RQARTIncarnateArguments
!> Generating RQARTStartTestNData
!> Generating RQARTTCPServer
!> Generating Component Unit
!> Generating LifeCycle
!> Generating PortConnector_As_UsesPort_To_Application_As_Disconnector 
!> Generating PortSupplier 
!> Generating PropertySet 
!> Generating Resource
!> Generating ResourceFactory_As_creator_To_Resource_As_product
!> Generating ResourceFactory_As_resourceReleaser_To_Application_As_releaseDelegator
!> Generating Resourcelnt
!> Generating Resource_As_assemblyController_T o_ApplicationFactory_As_initialConfigurer
!> Generating Resource_As_assemblyController_To_Application_As_delegator
!> Generating Resource_As_deployedResource_To_ApplicationFactory_As_portConnector
!> Generating Resource_As_portUser_To_Resource_As_portProvider
!> Generating Resource_To_Application_As_resourceReleaser
!> Generating runTest_DATA_CLASS_FROM_TestableObject
!> Generating InvalidObjectReference
!> Generating SWRProperties
!> Generating Application
!> Generating ApplicationFactory_As_creator_To_Application_As_product
!> Generating Application_To_ApplicationSequence
!> Generating DeviceAssignmentSequence
!> Generating AdminType_FROM_Device
!> Generating AggregateDevice
!> Generating Device

259
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!> Generating DeviceManager
!> Generating DeviceManager_As_informationProvider_To_DomainManager_As_registrar 
!> Generating DeviceManager_As_registrar_To_Device_As_registrant 
!> Generating DeviceManager_To_DeviceManagerSequence 
!> Generating DeviceSequence
!> Generating Device_As_capacityAllocator_To_ApplicationFactory_As_appConfigManager
!> Generating Device_As_capacityDeallocator_To_Application_As_appTeardownManager
!> Generating Device_As_informationProvider_T o_DomainManager_As_registar
!> Generating Device_As_product_To_DeviceManager_As_creator
!> Generating Device_To_AggregateDevice
!> Generating Device_To_Device
!> Generating Device_To_DeviceSequence
!> Generating Device_To_Node_Boot_Up
!> Generating Device_To_UsesDevice
!> Generating ExecutableDevice_As_componentTerminator_To_Application_As_appTeardownManager
!> Generating LoadableDevice_As_componentUnloader_To_Application_As_appTeardownManager
!> Generating OperationalType_FROM_Device
!> Generating Comm_User
!> Generating Comm_User_To_Device
!> Generating Node_Boot_Up
!> Generating ServiceSequence
!> Generating Service_As_product_To_DeviceManager_As_creator
!> Generating Service_As_registrant_To_DeviceManager_As_registrar
!> Generating UsageType_FROM_Device
!> Generating Applicationlnstallation
!> Generating ApplicationSequence_FROM_DomainHCI
!> Generating DeviceManagerSequence_FROM_DomainHCI
!> Generating DomainEventChannels
!> Generating DomainHCI
!> Generating DomainManager
!> Generating DomainManager_As_registrar_To_DeviceManager_As_registrant 
!> Generating DomainManager_As_registrar_To_Service_As_serviceProvider 
!> Generating DomainRegistration 
!> Generating
registerDevice_DATA_CLASS_FROM_DomainManager_As_registrar_To_DeviceManager_As_registrant
!> Generating registerDevice_DATA_CLASS_FROM_DomainRegistration
!> Generating registerService_DATA_CLASS_FROM_DomainRegistration
!> Generating registerWithEventChannel_DATA_CLASS_FROM_DomainEventChannels
!> Generating unregisterFromEventChannel_DATA_CLASS_FROM_DomainEventChannels
!> Generating unregisterService_DATA_CLASS_FROM_DomainRegistration
!> Generating DomainManagementObjectAddedEventType
!> Generating DomainManagementObjectEventType
!> Generating DomainManagementObjectRemovedEventType
!> Generating EventChannel_As_eventConsumer_To_Resource_As_eventSupplier
!> Generating EventType
!> Generating
IncomingDomainEventChannel_As_eventConsumer_To_Device_As_eventSupplier_StateChangeEventPro
ducer
!> Generating
IncomingDomainEventChannel_As_eventProducer_To_DomainManager_As_eventConsumer_IncomingD
omainEventConsumer
!> Generating IncomingDomainEventChannel_As_eventsupplier_To_Application_As_eventConsumer 
!> Generating
OutgoingDomainEventChannel_As_EventConsumer_To_DomainManager_As_DomainManagementObjec
tRemovedEventProducer
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!> Generating
OutgoingDomainEventChannel_As_eventConsumer_To_Application_As_eventSupplier_DomainManage
mentObjectRemovedEventProducer
!> Generating
OutgoingDomainEventChannel_As_eventConsumer_To_DomainManager_As_eventProducer 
!> Generating SourceCategoryType
!> Generating FileManager_As_theDomainFileMgr_To_DomainManager_As_creator
!> Generating FileSystem
!> Generating AdministrativeState
!> Generating AvailabilityStatus
!> Generating LogFullAction
!> Generating LogProducer
!> Generating Log_As_logConsumer_To_Application_As_logProducer_LogProducer 
!> Generating Log_As_logConsumer_T o_DeviceManager_As_logProducer_LogProducer 
!> Generating Log_As_logConsumer_To_DomainManager_As_logProducer_LogProducer 
!> Generating Log_As_logConsumer_To_Resource_As_logProducer_LogProducer 
!> Generating Log_To_DeviceManager_As_logProducer 
!> Generating OperationalState 
!> Generating ProducerLogRecordSequence
!> Generating EmbeddedNamingService_As_nameRegistrar_To_Application
!> Generating EmbeddedNamingService_As_nameRegistrar_To_DomainManager_As_registrant
!> Generating EmbeddedNamingService_As_nameRegistrar_To_Resource_As_registrant
!> Generating EmbeddedNamingService_To_DeviceManager
!> Generating
DeviceConfigurationDeploymentSpecification_As_specifier_To_DeviceManager_As_specifiedElement 
!> Generating
DomainManagerConfigurationSpecification_As_specifier_To_DomainManager_As_specifiedElement 
!> Generating EmbeddedCADSpecification_As_specifier_To_Application_As_specifiedElement 
!> Generating EmbeddedComponentDeploymentSpecification_To_EmbeddedComponent 
!> Generating
ConfigureQueryProperty_As_propertySetConfiguror_To_Resource_As_propertySetConfiguree 
!> Generating DeviceArtifactProperty_To_EmbeddedComponent
!> Generating ExecutableProperty_As_executableArguments_To_EmbeddedComponent_As_mainProcess 
!> Generating TestProperty_As_configuror_To_Resource_As_configuree 
!> Generating RQARTTestFlarnessTestRun 
!> Generating EmbeddedComponent
!> Generating EmbeddedComponent_As_deployedElement_To_Application_As_container
!> Generating EmbeddedComponent_As_product_To_ApplicationFactory_As_creator
!> Generating ResourcePort_To_Component
!> Generating ComponentElementSequence
!> Generating ComponentProcessIdSequence
!> Generating Component
!> Generating Component_To_Component
!> Generating Component_To_DeploymentSpecification
!> Generating SWRString
!> Generating Property_To_Component

rtperl "D:\software\LANGUAGES\Rational\Rose RealTime/codegen/chdir_run.pl" build nmake - 
nologo -k -s RTcompile 
!> Compiling Application 
Application.cpp
../src/Application.cpp(247): error C4716: 'Application_Actor::getProfile': must return a value 
../src/Application.cpp(255): error C4716: 'Application_Actor::getName': must return a value 
../src/Application.cpp(263): error C4716: 'Application_Actor::getComponentNamingContexts': 
must return a value
../src/Application.cpp(271): error C4716: 'Application_Actor::getComponentProcessIds': must 
return a value
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../src/Application.cpp(279): error C4716: 'Application_Actor::getComponentDevices': must return 
a value
,./src/Application.cpp(287) : error C4716: 'Application_Actor::getComponentImplementations': 
must return a value
NMAKE : warning U4010: 'Application.OBJ': build failed; /K specified, continuing ...
!> Compiling AggregateDevice 
AggregateDevice.cpp
../src/AggregateDevice.cpp(235): error C4716: ’AggregateDevice^Actor: :getDevices': must return a value 
NMAKE : warning U4010: AggregateDevice.OBJ': build failed; /K specified, continuing ...
!> Compiling Device 
Device.cpp
../src/Device.cpp(247): error C4716: 'Device_Actor;;allocateCapacity': must return a value 
../src/Device.cpp(263) : error C4716: 'Device_Actor::getUsageState': must return a value 
„/src/Device.cpp(271): error C4716: 'Device_Actor::getOperationalState': must return a value 
../src/Device.cpp(287): error C4716: 'Device_Actor::getAdminState': must return a value 
.,/src/Device.cpp(295): error C4716: 'Device_Actor::getSoftwareProfile': must return a value 
../src/Device.cpp(303): error C4716: 'Device_Actor::getLabel': must return a value 
„/src/Device.cpp(311): error C4716: 'Device_Actor::getCompositeDevice': must return a value 
NMAKE : warning U4010: 'Device.OBJ': build failed; /K specified, continuing ...
!> Compiling DeviceManager 
DeviceManager.cpp
../src/DeviceManager.cpp(320): error C4716:
'DeviceManager_Actor::getComponentImplementationId': must return a value 
.,/src/DeviceManager.cpp(328): error C4716:
'DeviceManager_Actor::getDeviceConfigurationProfile': must return a value 
../src/DeviceManager,cpp(336): error C4716: 'DeviceManager_Actor::getFileSystem' : must return 
a value
../src/DeviceManager.cpp(344): error C4716: 'DeviceManager_Actor::getIdentifier': must return a 
value
../src/DeviceManager.cpp(352): error C4716: ’DeviceManager_Actor::getLaber : must return a 
value
../src/DeviceManager.cpp(360): error C4716: 'DeviceManager_Actor::getRegisteredDevices': must 
return a value
../src/DeviceManager.cpp(368): error C4716; 'DeviceManager_Actor::getRegisteredServices': must 
return a value
NMAKE : warning U4010: 'DeviceManager.OBJ': build failed; /K specified, continuing ...
!> Compiling Device_As_product_To_DeviceManager_As_creator
Device_As_product_To_DeviceManager_As_creator.cpp
!> Compiling Device_To_AggregateDevice
Device_To_AggregateDevice.cpp
!> Compiling Device_ToJDevice
Device_T o_Device.cpp
!> Compiling Comm_User
Comm_User.cpp
!> Compiling Comm_User_To_Device 
Comm_U ser_T o_De vice .cpp 
!> Compiling DomainManager 
DomainManager.cpp
!> Compiling DomainManager_As_registrar_To_DeviceManager_As_registrant
DomainManager_As_registrar_To_DeviceManager_As_registrant.cpp
!> Compiling DomainRegistration
DomainRegistration.cpp
!> Compiling
registerDevice_DATA_CLASS_FROM_DomainManager_As_registrar_To_DeviceManager_As_registrant
registerDevice_DATA_CLASS_FROM_DomainManager_As_registrar_To_DeviceManager_As_registrant
•cpp
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!> Compiling registerDevice_DATA_CLASS_FROM_DomainRegistration
registerDevice_DATA_CLASS_FROM_DomainRegistration.cpp
!> Compiling registerService_DATA_CLASS_FROM_DomainRegistration
registerService_DATA_CLASS_FROM_DomainRegistration.cpp
!> Compiling RQARTTestHarnessTestRun
RQARTTestHarnessTestRun.cpp
!> Compiling NewComponentl
NewComponentl .cpp
NMAKE : warning U4011: 'RQARTTestHarnessTestRun.EXE': not all dependents available; target not 
built
NMAKE : warning U4011: 'RTcompile': not all dependents available; target not built 
NMAKE : fatal error U1077: 'rtperl': return code '0x1'
Stop.
Error: Build failed status 2 

Build failed.
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